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NUCLEAR WASTE PROGRAM

MONDAY, JUNE 29, 1987

U.S. Senate,
Committee on Energy and Natural Resources,

Washington, DC.

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 2:12 p.m., in room SD-
366, Senate Dirksen Office Building, Hon. J. Bennett Johnston,

chairman, presiding.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. J. BENNETT JOHNSTON, A U.S.

SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF LOUISIANA

The Chairman. Today the Full Committee is continuing its over-

sight of the Department of Energy's program for disposal of spent

fuel and high level radioactive waste in a geologic repository. At

today's hearing we will hear from DOE officials who are the day to

day managers of the repository projects in Nevada, Washington,

and Texas. We will also hear from witnesses from the Nuclear Reg-

ulatory Commission.
The purpose of today's hearing is to focus on the status and com-

pleteness of the testing program developed by DOE to assess the

suitability of these potential repository sites. Under the program
mandated by the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, the Depart-

ment was required to select three candidate sites for a repository

for detailed characterization and testing. DOE selected the sites in

Nevada, Washington and Texas in May 1986, and is now develop-

ing test programs for resolving technical issues at these sites.

A major part of these test programs will be the sinking of explor-

atory shafts beginning in 1988. These shafts are essential to get the

necessary data and information on the suitability of the sites.

The Department of Energy has put a tremendous amount of

work into the three first repository sites selected for characteriza-

tion. We should continue this work.
Many people would like to shut down the entire nuclear waste

program and go back and study the problem of nuclear waste dis-

posal for the next several years. You might say study it forever. I

believe that we would be neglecting our duty in Congress if we al-

lowed that to happen.
The 1982 Waste Act was passed after many years of hard work.

The process set out in the Act is a good one. We should allow that

process to go forward. We have studied the problem enough. It is

now time to solve it.

Today's witnesses will describe the major technical issues to be

resolved at each site, and they will describe the planned testing

programs for resolving these issues. Testimony will also address

(1)



the Department's interaction with the Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission, the States, and affected Indian tribes in resolving techni-

cal and socioeconomic issues during the site characterization

period.

Finally, let me say that it has been said that the Nuclear Waste
Program is in disarray and needs to be stopped and started all over

again. I think the record that we have made here in the past sever-

al hearings clearly belies that fact. The Nuclear Waste Program is

never—repeat, never—going to satisfy a broad range of people, par-

ticularly many of those in whose backyards the waste is scheduled

to be deposited. That does not mean the program is in disarray.

That also does not mean the program is a perfect program and
cannot be improved. I would hope, frankly, that we can improve

the program as time goes on.

The way to improve the program is not to stop it, and to study it,

and to start all over again. If I have anjrthing to do with it, and I

expect that I will, that simply will not happen. It would be highly

irresponsible for this Congress to have a moratorium on the pro-

gram and with some kind of study. If we did that, then there would

be the question of who the studier is going to be, and we would
argue that for months and we would not satisfy anybody. The
study would be flawed from day 1 because they would never be

able to satisfy the opponents of the program that we picked the

right studiers, because what they want for studiers is somebody
who will come up with a preordained conclusion which they agree

with.

So, if I have anything to do with it, we are not going to do that.

I would like to put into the record a statement by Senator

McClure, and call on my esteemed colleague from Nevada for such

statement as he would like to make.
[The prepared statements of Senator Johnston and Senator

McClure follow:]



STATEMENT OF SENATOR J. BENNETT JOHNSTON

CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND NATURAL RESOURCES

HEARING ON DOE'S PROGRAM FOR GEOLOGIC DISPOSAL OF NUCLEAR WASTE
JUNE 29, 1987

TODAY THE FULL COMMITTEE IS CONTINUING ITS OVERSIGHT OF THE

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY'S PROGRAM FOR DISPOSAL OF SPENT FUEL AND

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE IN A GEOLOGIC REPOSITORY. AT

TODAY'S HEARING, WE WILL HEAR FROM DOE OFFICIALS WHO ARE THE DAY-

TO-DAY MANAGERS OF THE REPOSITORY PROJECTS IN NEVADA, WASHINGTON,

AND TEXAS. WE WILL ALSO HEAR FROM WITNESSES FROM THE NUCLEAR

REGULATORY COMMISSION.

THE PURPOSE OF TODAY'S HEARING IS TO FOCUS ON THE STATUS AND

COMPLETENESS OF THE TESTING PROGRAMS DEVELOPED BY DOE TO ASSESS

THE SUITABILITY OF THESE POTENTIAL REPOSITORY SITES. UNDER THE

PROGRAM MANDATED BY THE NUCLEAR WASTE POLICY ACT OF 1982, THE

DEPARTMENT WAS REQUIRED TO SELECT THREE CANDIDATE REPOSITORY

SITES FOR DETAILED CHARACTERIZATION AND TESTING. DOE SELECTED

THE SITES IN NEVADA, WASHINGTON, AND TEXAS IN MAY 1986 AND IS NOW

DEVELOPING TEST PROGRAMS FOR RESOLVING TECHNICAL ISSUES AT THESE

SITES. A MAJOR PART OF THESE TEST PROGRAMS WILL BE THE SINKING

OF EXPLORATORY SHAFTS BEGINNING IN 1988. THESE SHAFTS ARE

ESSENTIAL TO GET THE NECESSARY DATA AND INFORMATION ON THE

SUITABILITY OF THE SITES.
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THE DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY HAS PUT A TREMENDOUS AMOUNT OF WORK

INTO THE THREE FIRST REPOSITORY SITES SELECTED FOR

CHARACTERIZATION. WE SHOULD CONTINUE THIS WORK.

MANY PEOPLE WOULD LIKE TO SHUT THE ENTIRE NUCLEAR WASTE

PROGRAM DOWN AND GO BACK AND STUDY THE PROBLEM OF NUCLEAR WASTE

DISPOSAL FOR THE NEXT SEVERAL YEARS.

I BELIEVE THAT WE WOULD BE NEGLECTING OUR DUTY IN CONGRESS IF

WE ALLOWED THAT TO HAPPEN. THE 1982 WASTE ACT WAS PASSED AFTER

MANY YEARS OF HARD WORK. THE PROCESS SET OUT IN THE ACT IS A

GOOD ONE. WE SHOULD ALLOW THAT PROCESS TO GO FORWARD. WE HAVE

STUDIED THE PROBLEM ENOUGH. WE MUST GO OUT AND SOLVE IT.

TODAY'S WITNESSES WILL DESCRIBE THE MAJOR TECHNICAL ISSUES TO

BE RESOLVED AT EACH SITE AND THEY WILL DESCRIBE THE PLANNED

TESTING PROGRAMS FOR RESOLVING THESE ISSUES. TESTIMONY WILL ALSO

ADDRESS THE DEPARTMENT'S INTERACTION WITH THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY

COMMISSION, THE STATES, AND AFFECTED INDIAN TRIBES IN RESOLVING

TECHNICAL AND SOCIOECONOMIC ISSUES DURING THE SITE

CHARACTERIZATION PERIOD.



OPENING STATEMENT - SENATOR JAMES A- McCLURE

JUNE- 29, 1987, HEARING

Good afternoon- I'm grateful to the Chairman for giving the

Committee this opportunity to gain additional insight into the

status of first-repository siting activities: this time, from

THE perspective OF THE THREE SITE MANAGERS.

There are some Members of Congress, and some State spokesmen,

WHO claim that the high-level waste program is hopelessly lost^

AND so mismanaged THAT WE NEED TO START OVER WITH A CLEAN SLATE*

While I might agree that certain events have thrown the program

OFF balance, AND TARNISHED THE DEPARTMENT'S IMAGE, I AM NOT

CONVINCED THAT WE SHOULD ABANDON THE PROGRAM. No MATTER HOW

"clean" a SLATE WE MIGHT START OVER FROM, AND NO MATTER HOW

carefully we restructure the program, i guarantee you that, once

we zero in again on specific sites in specific states, we will

find ourselves in the exact same situation we are in today.

There will be allegations of foul-play, accusations of technical

AND managerial TRANSGRESSIONS, AND ALL THE REST. ThAT IS NOT THE

solution to OUR PRESENT DILEMMA.

I AM MORE INCLINED TO SAY THAT, SO LONG AS THE EXPERTS

(including NRC, EPA, NAS, and outside experts) agree that there

ARE NO technical REASONS NOT TO PROCEED WITH SITE

characterization, and so LONG AS THESE SAME EXPERTS AGREE THAT

the only means to resolve the uncertainties is to perform

detailed scientific investigations, then we must move forward.

The question that remains, then, is "how do we proceed, and at

WHAT pace?" It is clear that the original milestones in the Act



CANNOT BE MET, AND IN FACT, DO NOT NEED TO BE MET- We CAN

PROCEED AT A MORE DELIBERATE PACE- We CAN PROVIDE ALTERNATIVE

MEANS FOR WASTE STORAGE IN THE INTERIM, WHILE WE MAKE EVERY

EFFORT TO CARRY OUT THE SITE CHARACTERIZATION WORK IN A CREDIBLE,

SCIENTIFICALLY SOUND MANNER-

We HAVE BEFORE US TODAY THE PEOPLE WHO ARE CLOSEST TO THE

WORK AT EACH OF THE THREE SITES IN NEVADA, TeXAS, AND WASHINGTON-

While there is no such thing as a completely unbiased view about

the high-level-waste program, I'm hoping that today's witnesses

CAN at least give US A FRESH PERSPECTIVE ON THE STATUS AND

program plans at each SITE- GENTLEMEN, I LOOK FORWARD TO YOUR

TESTIMONY-



STATEMENT OF HON. CHIC HECHT, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF NEVADA

Senator Hecht. Thank you, very much, Senator. Again, I ap-

plaud your role on the of nuclear waste issue. We cannot throw up

our arms in hysteria and say it is going to go away. It is not. The

nuclear age is here. We have to handle nuclear waste with the dif-

ferent nuclear powerplants being built and that are in existence in

America and the rest of the world.

As you mentioned in your opening remarks, just because we
have a program there is no reason that we cannot make that a

better program. When we are talking about the health and safety

of Americans and people all around the world, we have to be abso-

lutely sure that we are going to have the finest program. That is

the reason I applaud your trip to Sweden and to France, and we
came back with these different suggestions which I think we are

going to have to take upon MRS, cooling off period of perhaps 50

years before we move the waste, a recycling program, better trans-

portation. I think we have to look into alternatives such as the sub-

seabed which we looked at in Sweden where they do a very, very

good job. These are just some thoughts to make our program better

and I wanted to give them to you today.

The Chairman. Thank you. Senator Hecht, and I wanted to com-

mend you for the hard work you have put in on this question of

nuclear waste. You have been with us on our trips to Sweden. You
have made good suggestions, constructive suggestions. You ha.ve

gotten to be very knowledgeable on the subject, unlike some critics

who do not want to know about the program. They just want to

criticize. You have not done that. You have been very involved

with the process and played a very constructive role, and I think

all of us on the committee appreciate it.

Senator Hecht. Thank you.

The Chairman. Now we have a panel consisting of Mr. Stephen

H. Kale, Associate Director of the Office of Geologic Repositories,

Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management of the Depart-

ment of Energy; Mr. John H. Anttonen, Project Manager of the

Basalt Waste Isolation Project at the Richland operations of DOE;
Mr. Donald L. Vieth is the Director of Waste Management Project

Office in the Nevada Operations of DOE; Mr. Jeff O. Neff is Man-
ager of the Salt Repository Project Office of DOE in Columbus,

Ohio.
Gentlemen, we are pleased to have you today. Your statements

will go into the record. If you would like to summarize, that would

be fine, but proceed as you wish. First would be Mr. Kale.

STATEMENT OF STEPHEN H. KALE, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR,

OFFICE OF GEOLOGIC REPOSITORIES, OFFICE OF CIVILIAN

RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT, DEPARTMENT OF
ENERGY
Mr. Kale. Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, my name

is Stephen Kale, and I am the Associate Director for Geologic Re-

positories in the Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management.

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you today to discuss

activities related to site characterization of candidate sites for the
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Nation's first geologic repository for spent fuel and high level

radioactive waste.
With me are the project managers for each of the three sites.

These gentlemen will provide you with summaries of their testimo-

ny concerning key topics at each of their sites. Before I introduce
them I would, however, like to very briefly summarize the status of

our work for the first repository.

Following the President's approval May 28, 1986, of the Secre-

tary's recommendations of the sites for characterization at Yucca
Mountain, Nevada, Deaf Smith County, Texas, and Hanford, Wash-
ington, technical planning work specific to the three sites entered
in advance stage. The most prominent of the many major tasks

which faced us was, and still is, the preparation of the three site

characterization plans. These plans have been under development
for over two years. They are being prepared by the three project

offices in close collaboration with my staff.

In their individual remarks, the project managers will provide

you with a description of the progress that has been made for each
characterization plan and will explain how we are addressing the
many technical issues confronting us at each site.

There are four purposes of site characterization, phase of the

waste program which began with the President's approval of three
sites. One is to collect and analyze the extensive, complex geologic

and environmental data necessary to evaluate the suitability of a
site for development as a repository.

Secondly, to develop site specific designs both for the repository

and for the waste package being placed in the repository.

Third, to prepare an environmental impact statement and,

fourth, to develop the information necessary to receive a construc-

tion authorization for a repository from the U.S. Nuclear Regula-
tory Commission.
Because of the various stages of activities of each site, activities

will not be entirely in parallel. Site characterization will require
five to seven years depending on the site. It will consist of surface-

based field studies, construction of an exploratory shaft facility,

and the detailed tests conducted below surface in that facility.

I believe it is important to point out that site characterization is

a non-radiological activity. That is to say no radioactive waste will

be introduced to any one of the three candidate facilities until a
site is selected and approved by the President, a construction au-

thorization is received from the NRC, the repository is constructed,

and DOE begins receiving spent fuel and high level waste for dis-

posal.

For those candidate sites not selected, approved and licensed as a
repository, DOE will restore the site to the original condition as re-

quired by the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982. The NWPA re-

quires that prior to sinking shafts at any candidate site, that DOE
make the plan initially available to the public, and that DOE hold
public hearings in the vicinity of the candidate site to inform the
residents of the area of the plan to receive their comments.
The site characterization plans are, thus, key technical planning

documents and are of major importance to the States, Indian
tribes, and the public, as well as, of course, to the NRC, and to us
at DOE. The SCPs will provide a thorough status of what is known
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about the site, describe the conceptual designs for the repository

and waste package, identify necessary additional information re-

quirements, and present plans for obtaining all the information

needed to support siting, licensing, and design.

DOE is currently engaged in intensive development and review

of the SCPs for each of the three sites. The development is proceed-

ing extremely well and is leading to high quality documents which

will carefully detail the logic for the data collection and evaluation

procedures necessary to assure careful and thorough site character-

ization.

As the draft chapters become available they are being provided

to the States and Indian Tribes. As characterization proceeds, six

month updates or progress reports of the SCPs will be issued to

keep current the documentation of the test program.

I would now like to introduce the project managers. Immediately

to my right is Mr. John Anttonen who is project manager for the

Hanford site in Washington. With your concurrence, Mr. Chair-

man, he will speak first. He will then be followed by Mr. Donald

Vieth, who is project manager for the Yucca Mountain site in

Nevada. Mr. Veith will be followed in turn by Mr. Jefferson O.

Neff, who is project manager for the Deaf Smith County site in

Texas.
Each of these gentleman has prepared detailed statements which

we request be submitted for the record, and at this time they will

briefly summarize their statements. Thank you, Mr. Chairman,

and as we proceed, our project managers and I are prepared to ad-

dress your questions or those of the other committee members.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Kale follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you today to

discuss activities related to site characterization of candidate

sites for the Nation's first geologic repository for spent fuel

and high-level radioactive waste. With me are the Project

Managers for each of the three sites; these gentlemen will

provide you with testimony concerning key topics at each of their

sites.

Before I introduce them, I would like to very briefly

siunmarize the status of our work on the first repository.

Following the President's approval May 28, 1986, of the

Secretary's recommendation of the sites for characterization at

Yucca Mountain, Nevada; Deaf Smith County, Texas; and Hanford,

Washington, technical planning work specific to the three sites

entered an advanced stage. The most prominent of the many major

tasks which faced us was, and is, the preparation of the three

Site Characterization Plans. These plans have been under

development for over two years. They are being prepared by the

three project offices in close collaboration with my staff. In

their individual remarks, the Project Managers will provide you

with a description of the progress that has been made for each

Site Characterization Plan and will explain how we are addressing

the many technical issues confronting us at each site.

There are four purposes of site characterization, a phase of

the waste program which began with the President's approval of

three sites: (1) to collect and analyze the extensive and

complex geologic and environmental data necessary to evaluate the
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suitability of a site for development as a repository; (2) to

develop site-specific designs both for a repository and for the

waste package to be emplaced in the repository; (3) to prepare an

environmental impact statement; and (4) to develop the information

necessary to receive a construction authorization for a

repository from the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)

.

Because of the various stages of activities at each

candidate site, activities will not be entirely in parallel.

Site characterization will require five-to-seven years, depending

on the site. It will consist of surface-based field studies,

construction of an exploratory shaft facility and the detailed

tests conducted below surface in that facility.

I believe it is important to point out that site

characterization is a non-radiological activity. That is to say,

no radioactive waste will be introduced into any one of the three

candidate facilities until a site is selected and approved by the

President, a construction authorization is received from the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the repository is constructed and

DOE begins receiving spent fuel and high-level waste for

disposal. For those candidate sites not selected, approved and

licensed as a repository, DOE will restore the site to the

original condition, as required by the Nuclear Waste Policy Act

of 1982 (NWPA)

.

The NWPA requires that, prior to sinking shafts at any

candidate site, DOE make the plan initially available to the

public, and that DOE hold public hearings in the vicinity of the
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candidate site to inform the residents of the area of the plan

and to receive their conments.

The Site Characterization Plans (SCP's) are key technical

planning documents and of major importance to the States, Indian

Tribes, and the public—as well as to the NRC and to us at DOE.

The SCP's will provide a thorough status of what is known

about the site, describe the conceptual designs for the

repository and the waste package, identify necessary additional

information requirements and present plans for obtaining all such

information needed to support siting, licensing, and design. DOE

is currently engaged in intensive development and review of the

SCP's for each of the three sites. The development is proceeding

extremely well and is leading to high quality documents which

will carefully detail the logic for the data collection and

evaluation procedures necessary to assure careful and thorough

site characterization. As the draft chapters become available,

they are being provided to the States and Indian Tribes. As

characterization proceeds, six-month updates of the SCP's will be

issued to keep current the documentation of the test program.

I would now like to introduce the Project Managers. Since

we generally address the candidate sites in alphabetical order by

State, I will introduce our Project Managers as such. Mr. Donald

Vieth is Project Manager for the Yucca Mountain site in Nevada.

With your concurrence he will speak first. He will be followed

by Mr. Jefferson Neff who is Project Manager for the Deaf Smith

County site in Texas. Mr. Neff will then be followed in turn by

Mr. John Anttonen, Project Manager for the Hanford site in

Washington.
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would be happy to answer any

questions you may have. And as we proceed, our Project Managers

and I are prepared to address your questions or those of other

Committee members as you wish.
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STATEMENT OF JOHN H. ANTTONEN, PROJECT MANAGER,
BASALT WASTE ISOLATION PROJECT, RICHLAND OPERATIONS
OFFICE, DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

Mr. Anttonen. Thank you, Steve. Mr. Chairman, members of

the committee, I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you

this afternoon to discuss the Basalt Waste Isolation Project. My
name is John Anttonen, and I am the project manager of the

Basalt Waste Isolation Project. My responsibilities are to manage
the day-to-day activities of the project which is located at the Han-
ford site.

I will summarize briefly my written testimony, and then I will be

happy to answer any questions you might have. The topics I would

like to cover today are, first, a little history of the site, talk a little

bit about the site specific technical issues, talk about current

project status, and then talk a little about institutional interac-

tions.

History. In the 1950s, a panel of National Academy of Sciences

began studying the problem of how to dispose of radioactive nucle-

ar waste. Ultimately, deep geologic disposal was agreed upon as a

preferred method.
During the 1960s and the 1970s, the Atomic Energy Commission

considered recommendations for long-term storage in disposal of

defense waste at Hanford, including considerations of storage in

the basalt formations that underlie the site. A number of bore

holes were drilled on the site, along with an existing deep bore hole

adjacent to the site for use to assess the basalt's underlined site.

Analysis of the data from the core samples resulted on prelimi-

nary data on geology beneath the site. In 1976, the Nuclear Waste
Terminal Storage Program was established and additional studies

were completed on the capability of the basalt at Hanford to isolate

radioactive waste from the environment.
In 1978, the Basalt Waste Isolation Project was established and a

site identification study was started to identify a preferred site at

Hanford. Screening of potential basalt sites at Hanford was com-

pleted in 1980, and a reference repository location was identified. A
site for exploratory shaft facility was selected in 1982, with plans to

start drilling an exploratory shaft in February of 1983.

Through 1983, approximately $200 million was spent evaluating

the site. When the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 was passed,

BWIP was prepared to begin drilling an exploratory shaft. Howev-
er, the Department concluded that BWIP should be consistent ^yith

the activities of the other candidate sites and elected not to initiate

drilling until site selection process leading to a detailed site charac-

terization had been completed, and only if Hanford was among the

selected sites.

Next I will cover site specific technical issues including hydrol-

ogy of the Hanford basalt, geology in the reference repository loca-

tion, and repository constructability.

The basalt rock that is the focus of our studies is located approxi-

mately 3,200 feet deep. The rock is below the water table and is

saturated. Understanding how this very deep groundwater system

operates is one of the key issues of the project. We have prelimi-

\ nary information to date, but we need more information to deter-
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mine both the direction and rate of water movement at depth. This
information will be collected during site characterization. Since
this is a key issue, we are meeting with project participants to

come to an agreement on the hydrology testing approach and the
methods to be used. I might say that we have already reached ten-

tative general agreement on the hydrology program required prior

to sinking the exploratory shaft.

We must also understand the geology of the region. The basalt

below the site is millions of years old and was formed by floods of
liquid rock that eventually cooled to a solid formation. Seventy in-

dividual layers have been identified and range between 30 and 300
feet in thickness. The particular flow that we are looking at for a
repository is the Cohasset flow, which is approximately 250 feet

thick.

Previous investigations of the site have shown that the region
around the Hanford site has low to moderate potential for earth-

quake and is tectonically quite stable. The area appears to have a
very slow deformation rate which has been ongoing for approxi-
mately 20 million years. This deformation causes high stresses in

the underformed rock, which must be quantified and understood, to

be sure that the repository tunnels deep underground will remain
stable and safe to work in during construction and operation for a
repository.

Future investigations must provide the geologic evidence needed
to formulate models of how the area will be altered over the years
by the geologic movement. Also, we must develop a complete pic-

ture of earthquake potential and possible impacts expected during
and after repository construction, operation, and closure.

Construction of the exploratory shaft facility will provide the in-

formation necessary to assess and resolve constructability ques-
tions, and provide data needed for design of the facility.

The site characterization phase officially began on May 28, 1986,

with presidential approval of the BWIP site. Since that time BWIP
has been working on the preparation of a site characterization
plan, and this effort is nearing completion. This document will dis-

cuss two basic topics. First, what is known about the site today.

Second, what the testing program will be over, the course of de-

tailed site characterization. We expect to issue the plan to the Nu-
clear Regulatory Commission and for formal public review and
comment later this year.

After the plan has been reviewed and comments received, sink-

ing of the exploratory shaft could proceed. In the meantime, ongo-
ing and critical activities are proceeding based on preliminary
plans.

Construction of the exploratory shaft facility is the next major
activity following flnalization of the site characterization plan.

Before the work can proceed, we must complete some major hydro-
logic testing to obtain data on the conditions that can be disturbed
by construction of the exploratory shaft. In recent months we have
developed plans and conducted discussions with program partici-

pants regarding the pre-exploratory shaft hydrology program.
As I indicated previously, we have reached tentative agreement

on many of the major aspects of the testing program. We are con-

tinuing to work on that phase of the characterization process.
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On May 1, 1986, the Department, my office, issued a stop work
order to the integrating contractor to assure that technical and
business management controls were in place. A partial lift of the

stop work was issued this month on June 10th. At this time work is

proceeding under controlled conditions. A full lifting of the stop

work order will occur later this year.

The final topic is institutional interactions of the project. For our
project, the State of Washington, and the three affected Indian

tribes, the Yakima Indian Nation, the Confederated tribes of the

Umatilla Indian reservation, and the Nez Perce Tribes are actively

involved in monitoring the program and providing comments on a
regular basis.

BWIP conducts quarterly meetings with the participants to

update them on program status and activities. The BWIP division

manager meets weekly with NRC and tribal on-site representatives

and representatives of the State of Washington to discuss status

and issues relative to the project. I personally sit down monthly
with the States and Tribes program managers to go over the status

of the project and again discuss the issues.

In addition, the States and Tribes participate in all project tech-

nical meetings with the NRC, and these meetings are open to the

public and to the media. Furthermore, topical meetings have been
held and will continue to be held at the request of the states and
tribes.

We feel that through this approach we have developed a sound
working relationship with the participants.

The Chairman. Let me cut you off at that point. I have read

your statement and we would like to ask some questions which
your statement provokes.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Anttonen follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

My name is John Anttonen and I am the Project Manager for

the Basalt Waste Isolation Project (BWIP) at the Department's

Richland Operations Office. The responsibilities of my office

are to manage the day-to-day activities of the site suitability

investigations of the basalt formations at the Hanford Site, a

Department complex that is involved in a variety of national

missions, including defense materials production, nuclear energy

research, and radioactive waste management.

In my prepared comments today I would like to touch upon

four specific subject areas relating to the BWIP program and then

I would be happy to answer any questions you might have. The

topics I will cover are: (1) historical aspects; (2) site

specific technical issues and how they will be addressed during

site characterization of the basalt site at Hanford; (3) current

project status and; (4) institutional interaction. For clarity,

I have attached several charts to my statement.

Historical Aspects

In the 1950 's, a panel of the National Academy of Sciences

(NAS) began studying the problem of how to dispose of radioactive

nuclear waste. Ultimately, deep geologic disposal was agreed

upon as the preferred method.

During the 1960 's and 1970 's, the Atomic Energy Commission,

a predecessor to the Department, Hanford contractors, the

international scientific community, the National Academy of

Sciences (NAS) , and later the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and

DOE conducted sessions to consider recommendations for long-term
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storage and disposal of defense wastes stored on the Hanford

Site. A number of boreholes were drilled on the site and, along

with an existing deep borehole at the Site, were used to assess

the basalt flows underlying the site. Analysis of the data from

the core samples collected provided a methodology for identifying

basalt flows deep below the surface and resulted in development

of a map of the geology beneath the Hanford Site. (See

Attachment A)

In 1976, the National Waste Terminal Storage Program was-

formally established to consider terminal storage of commercial

radioactive wastes and funded a study to further review and

evaluate the work done at Hanford on the basalt flows. A year

later, studies were completed on the capability of the basalts at

Hanford to isolate radioactive waste from the environment. The

findings reinforced earlier conclusions that basalt was a

potential media for the isolation of radioactive wastes.

In 1978, the National Waste Terminal Storage Program was

restructured and expanded to meet the specific needs of

commercial waste management. As part of this expanded program,

the Basalt Waste Isolation Project was established and a site

identification study was started to identify a preferred site for

a nuclear waste repository in the basalts at Hanford. Also,

research efforts were carried out relative to groundwater content

and movement within the basalts, seismic characteristics of the

site, depth and consistency of candidate basalt flows, and other

factors that would weigh on the potential for using the Hanford

Site for a repository.
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Screening of potential basalt sites at Hanford was completed

in 1980, and the Reference Repository Location was identified as a

preferred site at Hanford. A site for construction of an

Exploratory Shaft Facility was selected and authorization was

given to construct the principal borehole for the shaft in 1982.

(See Attachment B)

Following passage of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act by

Congress in 1982, the character of the program changed. The '

Hanford Site was one of nine sites identified as a potentially

acceptable site for the first geologic repository.

Although at the time of passage of the Act BWIP was prepared

to begin drilling an exploratory shaft, the Department concluded

that BWIP should be consistent with the activities at the other

candidate sites. DOE elected not to initiate drilling of an

exploratory shaft until the candidate site selection process

leading to detailed site characterization had been completed and

only then if Hanford was among the selected sites. The process

included issuance of siting guidelines, preparation and issuance

of the draft and final environmental assessments on each of the

candidate sites and the Presidential site characterization

decision of Hay 1986.

Site Specific Technical Issues and How They Will be Addressed

In preparation for drilling the exploratory shaft in 1982,

and in accordance with NRC regulations, a Site Characterization

report was prepared and issued. This report documented what was

known about the site and defined the plans for investigating the

site to determine whether it was suitable for a repository. That
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report received critical review by the NRC, the USGS, the State

of Washington, the scientific community and others. Through

consideration of these comments and subsequent reviews, a

consensus has been reached relative to the issues that need to be

addressed if the site at Hanford is to be considered suitable for

a repository. The BWIP site Characterization Plan, which we

expect to distribute for review and comment later this year, will

detail the specifics of how we will address the technical issues.

The major issues raised by States, affected Indian Tribes

and the DOE technical community that I would like to discuss

today are: Hydrology of the Hanford basalt; Geology in the

Reference Repository Location; and repository constructability.

o The hydrology of the Hanford basalt;

The basalt flow that is the focus of our .studies is located

about 3,000 deep. The rock is below the water table and is

saturated. Understanding how this very deep groundwater system

operates is one of the key technical issues for BWIP.

To determine the direction and rate of water movement in the

deep underground, we will conduct multiple tests, including large

scale testing that will measure the hydraulic properties of the

rock over several miles. This type of testing will provide

information about possible and likely flow paths for groundwater.

Other smaller scale tests will provide the statistical data we

will need on rock and water properties to better understand the

changes in rock properties throughout the site.

Hydrologic testing in the Exploratory Shaft Facility will

give specific information about the properties of the actual
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layer of rock that would house a nuclear waste repository. The

testing will give specific information on the vertical movement

of water away from the repository. We are meeting with project

participants to come to an agreement on the hydrology testing

approach and the methods to be used. We have already reached

general agreement on testing required before sinking the

exploratory shaft.

o Geology in the Reference Repository Location;

Since the repository must be capable of performing for

thousands of years, we must understand the geology of the region

so that future changes would not be likely to provide a pathway

for release of the radioactive materials to the environment.

The basalt beneath the site is millions of years old and was

formed by floods of liquid rock that eventually cooled to a

solid. Over 70 individual layers have been identified and range

between 3 and 3 00 feet in thickness. The particular flow we are

looking at is the Cohassett flow which is about 250 feet thick

and approximately 3,000 feet below the surface.

Previous investigations of the site have shown that the

region in and around the Hanford Site has low-to-moderate

potential for earthquakes and is tectonically quite stable. The

area appears to have a very slow deformation rate in the hills

and small mountains in the region, which has been ongoing for

approximately 20 million years. Investigations based on deep and

shallow borehole information, exploratory shaft testing and other

work will provide the geologic evidence we need to formulate

models of how the area will be altered over the years by the

geologic movement.
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We will also do extensive work on seismic aspects of the

geology to develop a complete picture of earthquake potential and

the possible impacts we could expect during and after repository

construction, operations, and closures.

o Repository Constructability;

As I Indicated earlier, the region around Hanford is

experiencing slow, ongoing geologic deformation. This

deformation causes relatively high stresses in the undeformed"

rock in the region we are investigating. This state of stress in

the rock must be quantified and understood to assure that the

repository tunnels deep underground will remain stable and safe

to work in during construction and operation of a repository.

The construction of the Exploratory Shaft Facility to

investigate the deep basalts will provide information

necessary to assess and resolve constructability questions

and provide data needed for design of the facility. Testing in

basalt at the Near Surface Test Facility tunnels in a basalt

outcropping at Hanford has provided valuable information for the

design of a repository.

This information will be confirmed in the Exploratory Shaft

Facility and additional data obtained to optimize the repository

design.

Current Proj ect Status

During the investigation phase of BWIP leading up to the

current site characterization phase, significant information has

been developed, including:
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Geologic and hydrologic information obtained from

surface and borehole investigations.

- Seismic and tectonic information from surface and

borehole instrumentation.

Rock mechanic information from laboratory and thermal-

mechanical testing at the Near Surface Test Facility.

Waste form performance and release rates from

radioactive and non-radioactive waste form-basalt rgck-

groundwater interaction tests.

Conceptual designs for the waste package and a

repository in basalts.

Performance models and assessments of potential waste

package and repository releases.

Although this information is preliminary, it does form, a

good basis for establishing the program necessary for developing

technical conclusions regarding the suitability of a repository

at Hanford for isolating nuclear waste from the accessible

environment.

For the past two years, BWIP has been working on the

preparation of a Site Characterization Plan (SCP) and this effort

is nearing completion. Work on the Plan has escalated during the

past year and occupies much of our efforts today. The Plan, as I

indicated before, will be the master plan for conducting detailed

site characterization at the Hanford Site. The document will

discuss two basic topics: What is known about the site today

based on all the testing conducted to date, and what the testing

program will be over the course of detailed site

characterization. We expect to issue the Plan to the NRC and for
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formal public review and comment later this year. After the Plan

has been reviewed and comments received and resolved, sinking of

the exploratory shaft may proceed. In the meantime, ongoing and

critical path activities are proceeding, based on preliminary

plans.

Construction of the Exploratory Shaft Facility is the next

major activity following finalization of the SCP. But before that

work can proceed, we must complete some major hydrologic testing

to obtain data on conditions that would be disturbed by

construction of the Exploratory Shaft Facility. In recent

months, we have developed plans and conducted discussions with

program participants regarding the pre-exploratory shaft

hydrology program. As I indicated previously, we have reached

agreement on many of the major aspects of the testing program.

We are continuing work on that phase of the characterization

process.

During the past year, BWIP has focused on quality assurance

and management issues which are necessary for large NRC licensed

projects. In May 1986 the Department issued a Stop Work Order to

the integrating contractor because of problems in these areas.

Upgrades have been implemented and a partial lift of the Stop

Work Order was issued this month. At this time, work is

proceeding under controlled conditions. A full lifting of the

Stop Work is expected later this year.

Institutional Interactions

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 identified how affected

States and Indian Tribes would be involved in the siting process
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for a high-level radioactive waste repository, as well as other

agencies with an interest in the program. Sections 116 and 117

of the Act identify the interactions required by the Department.

BWIP has been very active in this regard and we have worked

extremely hard to include the participating groups in all steps

of the process.

For BWIP, the States of Washington and Oregon, and the three

affected Indian Tribes—the Yakima Indian Nation, the

Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation and The

Nez Perce Tribe—are actively involved in monitoring the program

and providing comments on a regular basis. This has included

regular briefings for the State of Washington since 1983. In

addition, we have initiated similar briefing schedules for the

affected Indian Tribes.

The formal briefings cover current topics of interest to the

participants and allow us to keep them up to date on the status

of the project and what to expect as each element moves through

the preparation process and into implementation. An example of

this is the Site Characterization Plan currently being written.

As portions of the Plan are completed in advance draft form,

copies are being provided to the participants, and explained as

requested, so they may review the material in a timely manner.

I would like to expand on the interactions we conduct with

the affected parties. BWIP conducts quarterly meetings with the

participants to update them on program status and, activities and

the BWIP Division Manager meets weekly with the NRC and Tribal

on-site representatives, and representatives of the State, to

discuss and resolve pending issues relevant to the program. I
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personally sit down monthly with the States' and Tribes' high-

level radioactive waste program managers to go over the status of

the program and, again, discuss the issues. In addition, the

States and Tribes participate in all project technical meetings

with the NRC and these meetings are open to the public and media.

Furthermore, topical meetings have been held and will continue to

be held at the request of the States and Tribes. We feel that

through this approach we have developed a sound working

relationship with the participants.

To facilitate timely and easy access to the BWIP process, we

have worked with the affected Indian Tribes to provide for an on-

site representative who has access to my staff and the contractor

staff, and to the study zones on the Hanford Site. The State of

Washington is working toward having an on-site representative at

Hanford as well. The complexity of the project requires on-site

access and we welcome the opportunity to provide such service.

The Act, under section 116, allows for financial assistance

to the affected States and Indian Tribes in the form of grants.

The grants are designed to assist the affected parties in

reviewing the program to determine potential economic, social,

public health and safety, and environmental impacts of a

repository on the State, Indian lands or the residents. BWIP has

responsibility for grant awards to affected parties connected

with our project.

The following is a list of the grantees and the level of

funding. This represents the cumulative totals through Fiscal

Year 1986. Attachment C provides a brief description of the

scope of each grant.

10
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o The State of Washington Department of Ecology - $10.3

iiiillion.

o The State of Washington's Legislature - $1.5 million,

o The State of Oregon - $.5 million

o The Yakima Indian Nation - $5.8 million

o The Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian

Reservation - $2.8 million

o The Nez Perce Indian Nation - $2.9 million

Since 1983, BWIP has granted $23.8 million in grants to

affected parties for conducting their oversight programs. Let me

point out here that the scope of involvement ranges through a

variety of institutional and technical areas, including but not

limited to policy review, technical review, public involvement,

legislative information, and direct interaction with DOE and

the Richland Operations Office and project contractors.

The proximity of the Columbia River to the Hanford Site and

its eventual flow west along the northern Oregon border have

generated considerable interest on the part of that state.

Oregon, while not having direct affected status under the Act,

nevertheless is an interested party. As mentioned earlier, to

facilitate their involvement in the program, DOE is currently

providing $500,000 a year in funding for five years under a

separate Congressional budget authorization. As such, we include

Oregon as a project participant and consider their comments and

concerns to be important to the BWIP program.

Seeking to negotiate Consultation and Cooperation (C&C)

Agreements is spelled out as a requirement in the Nuclear Waste

Policy Act, and BWIP has initiated "C&C" discussions with the

11

77-688 0-87-2
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affected parties. We have been negotiating "C&C" agreements with

the State of Washington since 1983. Tribal discussions began in

1983 with the Yakima Indian Nation and with the Confederated

Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation in 1985. Discussions

with the Nez Perce Tribe began this month.

The Nez Perce Indian Tribe is the only affected party with

which we are currently negotiating a C&C agreement; however,

offers to resume negotiations have been extended to all affected

parties.

The public's involvement is also important to the site

characterization and selection process, when the draft

Environmental Assessments were issued in December 1984, the

Department followed up early in 1985 with a series of piiblic

meetings throughout the northwest to receive comments. In the

two years following, we have conducted a large number of public

interactions, including site tours at Hanford for governmental

officials, the media and the general public. Our speakers bureau

has been very active in both Washington and Oregon, presenting

the program in a variety of public settings.

When the Site Characterization Plan is issued, our public

interactions will increase. In conjunction with formal release

of the plan for public review and comment, we will be scheduling

a series of workshops and formal public hearings to explain the

Plan, discuss it with interested parties and receive their input

for inclusion in the Plan updates which will be issued semi-

annually.

This concludes my statement. I would be happy to answer any

questions you may have about the BWIP project.

12
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The Chairman. First of all, you say that the State of Washington

is working toward having an on-site representative at the Hanford

site, and you also point out that you have, since 1983, granted $23.8

million in grants to affected parties.

Why is it that the State of Washington does not have that on-site

reoresentative?
Mr. Anttonen. I think first the State of Washington probably

made a decision not to have an on-site rep until after the site was

recommended as one of the sites for characterization, which hap-

pened approximately a year ago. I know the State has been in the

process of trying to locate an on-site rep. In fact, last Friday in my
monthly meeting with the State project manager, he indicated that

they are going to have an on-site rep selected shortly.

The Chairman. The State of Washington has been invited over a

period of time to have someone present as an on-site rep to watch

every stage of these proceedings. If they haven't, at least it is not

the fault of DOE?
Mr. Anttonen. That is correct. We have encouraged the State of

Washington and the other participants to have on-site reps.

The Chairman. You have also had a series of hearings, have you

not, to keep the public informed of this process as it proceeds?

Mr. Anttonen. Yes. We had the series of hearings when we
issued the environmental assessment. Also we had quite an active

public information program, education program, where we had

tours of the Hanford site. We have an active speakers bureau that

goes out and explains the program to different audiences through

the Northwest.
The Chairman. We have heard general criticism of the Nuclear

Waste Program to the extent that local states and communities

have been excluded from the process, that DOE has been high-

handed and secretive. I don't know what all the descriptions have

been. Part of the charge that the program is in disarray is that you

have not allowed for local input. Would you comment on that

charge, whether it is correct or not, and if not, what you have done

to cooperate?
Mr. Anttonen. I think the activities that I have identified in my

statement, show that we have been going out and encouraging par-

ticipation by the States, the Indian tribes, and the NRC, and also

keeping the local community advised of the status of the program.

The Chairman. Has the local community or the state been de-

prived of any information or barred from any meeting or any dis-

cussion that they have requested?
Mr. Anttonen. I am not aware of any meeting, or any informa-

tion that the local community has not been given if they have re-

quested it.
-r. J

The Chairman. Is there any substance at all to a charge, if made
by anyone, that you have not fully and completely cooperated to

the fullest extent?
Mr. Anttonen. We have been cooperating to the fullest extent

possible. We have limited resources also, and so with the limited

resources we have, we have been cooperating with the participants.

The Chairman. Mr. Anttonen, one of the biggest criticisms of the

Hanford site—well, the first one is that it costs so much. Is that

true, and why does it cost more than the other sites?
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Mr. Anttonen. If you are referring to the construction of the re-

pository, yes, it does cost more. The reason for that is in compari-
son to the other geologic media, basalt is a harder rock. Therefore,
it takes you more time to go through the mining operation, and,
therefore, it costs you more money.
The Chairman. How much more do you figure it will cost? We

have heard the figure $4.5 billion more than the other sites.

Mr. Anttonen. We are in a process right now of trying to get
our arms around the actual cost, a better handle of the repository.
Also, we are in the process right now of trying to put together our
cost of our site characterization activity. We are costing out our
site characterization plan. I will be happy to supply that informa-
tion to you at a later date when we get that information.
[The information follows:]

Based upon a conceptual estimate, corresponding to the BWIP conceptual design,
the repository construction costs very between $1 billion and $2 billion higher for
BWIP. BWIP is estimated at $3.45 billion, Salt at $2.30 billion and Tuff at $1.22 bil-

lion. The total life cycle cost estimates are BWIP at $11.38 billion. Salt at $9.33 bil-

lion, and Tuff at $6.46 billion

The Chairman. Well, that order of magnitude, did that seem to
make sense, the $4.5 billion?

Mr. Anttonen. I believe that was the approximate number that
was included in the environmental assessments.
The Chairman. How about the cost of characterization? Can you

give us any ballpark figures?
Mr. Anttonen. I may want to refer to Steve, but I think ours is

pretty close to the other two projects, approximately a billion dol-

lars for characterizing the site.

The Chairman. A little more or a little less?

Mr. Anttonen. Probably a little more. Like I mentioned, we are
in the process of pricing out our site characterization plan right
now. As a project, we are going to give that information to Mr.
Kale at the end of August. That is our time frame. Like I men-
tioned, the site characterization plan is really the first baseline of
the project. It is going to tell you where we are and how we are
going to go through the site characterization.
The Chairman. Can you tell us in general what you do in a char-

acterization plan?
Mr. Anttonen. The characterization phase?
The Chairman. In characterization, what do you do? Do you drill

a shaft. A shaft of what size, series of shafts, wells, what all do you
do?
Mr. Anttonen. We will have a series of activities, including both

surface activities and underground activity. We will be doing sur-
face activities to gather both geologic and hydrologic information.
We will be doing surface activities to gather seismic information.
We will be doing both surface and underground facilities to gather
rock mechanics information. We will constructing an exploratory
shaft.

The Chairman. Can you tell us—You dig a shaft. How big? What
do you do underground?
Mr. Anttonen. The exploratory shaft, at least our design is that

we would construct two shafts, one would be six feet in diameter
finished. The other would be 10 feet in diameter finished. You
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would connect those and you drill those shafts. You drill them
down to roughly 3,200 feet, which is the cohassett flow, and then
you would connect those two at about 3,200 feet of tunneling. You
would do underground testing

The Chairman. Thirty-two hundred feet of tunnel?

Mr. Anttonen. Yes, between the two shafts. You do under-

ground testing in the tunnel. The total program is roughly—to

design and construct a facility is roughly about $250 million. Also,

we will be conducting designs, advanced conceptual designs during
the site characterization phase of the waste package, and also of

the repository.

That is quickly a summary of the types of activities that we
would be doing during site characterization.

The Chairman. One final question because we have other wit-

ness, and I would like to question you for a long time because you
have so much information, but since we have the other witnesses I

want to cut it short. Tell me about the Columbia River. The charge
made is that the rock body at the Hanford site is full of water, and
that it will allow radionuclides to travel quickly to the Columbia
River. Is this an accurate characterization?

Mr. Anttonen. Yes. The Columbia River runs adjacent to the

Hanford site.

The Chairman. How close?

Mr. Anttonen. The closest point would be north approximately
6 to 10 miles from the repository location. Hydrology at Hanford is

the key issue in my opinion. Like I mentioned earlier, we do have
some information on the hydrology. But we have to get a lot more
information on the hydrology at Hanford, and that is going to be
one of the key parts of our site characterization program, and that

is to determine both the direction of flow and the rate of flow from
the potential site of the repository to the acceptable environment.
When I mentioned the location of the river in proximity of the

potential repository, that was due north from where the repository

would be located. To date, with the information that we have, the

path of flow is projected in the southeasterly direction. From the

preliminary indications, the point of egress to the access of the en-

vironment is off site in a southeasterly direction approximately 75

miles. Again, that is preliminary information.
The Chairman. What is the rate of flow?
Mr. Anttonen. I do not have that number off the top of my

head. I will have to get that. It is very slow and our projection

would be to reach the accessible environment is about 80,000 years.

There have been projections from people using the same data that

say that it could be from two years to a million years.

[The information follows:]

Pre-waste emplacement ground water travel time has been estimated, based on
current data, and is presented in the Environmental Assessment, Reference Reposi-

tory Location, Hanford Site Washington (EA). These estimates are based on prelimi-

nary information and significant additional data will be required to reach a firm

conclusion. These discussions are found in Section 6.4.2.6.1 on pages 6-307 to 6-319.

Mean estimates of travel times presented in the EA range between 22,000 and
940,000 years and median travel times ranged between 22,000 and 73,000 years.

These estimates do not take into account flow through the Cohassett dense interior,

which would increase travel times. These estimates are for travel time to the "acces-

sible environment" five kilometers from the edge of the repository. The Columbia
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River is outside the accessible environement boundary for which travel time has
been estimated.

Mr. Anttonen. In my opinion, that is the purpose of site charac-
terization; to look at the issue, get the information and be in a
better position come years from now to make a determination
of

The Chairman. Do you have high confidence that the character-
ization can give you the data that you need?
Mr. Anttonen. Yes. We have high confidence. Like I mentioned,

we are working with the participance, and we have general agree-
ment on our pre-exploratory shaft testing program. I say general
agreement with the participants. I am talking about the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, and the State of Washington, and the af-

fected Indian tribes in the State of Oregon.
The Chairman. I said a moment ago that was going to be the

last question, but this one really is. I am going to ask this same
question to the others. If we should go to a one site characteriza-
tion mode, in other words, pick our best site of the three and put
all our resources on that, do you have a view as to what degree of
confidence that the site picked could measure up? I know it is a
speculation and a guess. What are the odds that one of the sites

you would pick would be suitable in your view?
Mr. Anttonen. That is a very difficult question to answer be-

cause I think the three sites are different. They are different geo-
logic media, and it would be awfully difficult to answer. I can't
answer it.

The Chairman. Senator Hecht.
Senator Hecht. No questions.
The Chairman. Senator Evans.
Senator Evans. If I understand correctly, at least two of the

major problems, and maybe the two major problems at Hanford,
perhaps at all of the sites for that matter but let me speak directly
to Hanford because that is your responsibility, would be the ques-
tions of faulting and of hydrology?
Mr. Anttonen. I identify the three major problems as hydrology,

the in situ stress, and then major seismic activity, the fault.

Senator Evans. At the national level in the Department of
Energy they appear to be determined to move ahead as rapidly as
possible on major bore hole activity. You described the 6 and the 10
inch diameter bore holes. Do you believe that it is wise to do that
before further drilling has been done on a smaller basis to map the
hydrology and understand the hydrology better?
Mr. Anttonen. On our project what we are doing is we are going

to get hydrology data prior to proceeding with the sinking of the
exploratory shaft. Also, what we will be doing is gathering data on
other parts of the program that are—to resolve the critical techni-
cal issues such as the seismology question, the waste package ques-
tion, the nature resource potential question. Our program is a bal-
anced program.
Senator Evans. On page 8 of your testimony you say, "Construc-

tion of the exploratory shaft facility is the next major activity fol-

lowing finalization of the SCP, but before that work can proceed we
must complete some major hydrologic testing to obtain data on con-
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ditions that would be disturbed by construction of the exploratory

shaft facility."

How long is that likely to take? Can you describe the nature ot

that work which you feel must be done before you get to any major

bore hole activity?

Mr. Anttonen. The pre-ES hydrology program, the way we have

it laid out right now is roughly a 22 month program.

Senator Evans. Twenty-two months from now or from when it is

started?
Mr. Anttonen. From now. We are looking at—at least our

schedule is to complete that activity in June of 1989. That includes

establishing the first part of the program would be the hydrologic

baseline by conducting some large scale pump test where you pump
a hole and then monitor the impact around the site. After the base-

line is established, then we would conduct some testing at the flow

top which is above the cohassett flow. We would conduct some test-

ing in the center of the cohassett flow and also in the flow top

below the cohassett flow.

So that is the pre-ES hydrology program that would take ap-

proximately a 22 month period of time.

Senator Evans. You would suggest that during that 22 month
period of time no large shaft activity be conducted?

Mr. Anttonen. After we got agreement on the pre-exploratory

shaft hydrology program, and identified what impact that would

have on the overall schedule, we made a decision to take a look at

the option, whether we could drill through the upper sediments

and do that prior to completing the 22 month hydrology program.

We are in the process right now of kicking off that evaluation.

The reason why we looked at it is there may be a potential that we
could save a significant amount of time on the overall schedule. If

there is no impact on the technical aspects of the program, then it

may be to our advantage to proceed with sinking the shaft prior,

just through the upper sediments, prior to the June or 1989 time

frame.
Senator Evans. It was clear back last fall, the Department of

Energy nationally was pushing ahead very strongly for a larger ap-

propriation than we ultimately gave then, and the necessity for

that larger appropriation was to proceed immediately with those

large bore holes. What has changed? Or have we got a different

opinion from the local level than the national?

Mr. Anttonen. I believe we have the same opinion, both the

headquarters and my project. I guess it is really a matter of timing.

When we were putting together our 1988 budget, we were just at

the same time trying to get closure on our pre-ES hydrology pro-

gram. We finally got closure on that aspect of the program in April

of this year.

Senator Evans. But I am not talking about the 1988 budget. I am
talking about the 1987 budget. So prior to the budget for the year

which is now almost over there were assertions in front if this com-

mittee and others that they were ready to drill the bore holes, and

the only thing that had kept them from doing it was the fact that

the appropriation was cut back to the extent they could not, and

were denied the opportunity by the provisos put in the appropria-

tion act.
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You are telling me now that the hydrology assessment was not
completed until April of this year?
Mr. Anttonen. That is when we completed the hydrology assess-

ment. Also one thing that has delayed the program or project ap-
proximately a year is that we have been under a stop work order.
The purpose of that stop work order was to get our management
approach in place, getting our quality assurance and our business
management system in place.

So that has delayed all our activities. We have not initiated any
new work over the last year.

Senator Evans. You certainly have a lot of money appropriated
to do work. Nothing has been done?
Mr. Anttonen. Not all activity was stopped. The preparation of

the site characterization plan, which is our major activity, just get-
ting the documentation training in place for the stop work order
was completed. We also continued to gather information from ex-
isting bore holes. So there was activity. Out of the 1,300 work pack-
ages or activity on the project, about half was stopped as a result of
the stop work order.

Senator Evans. The stop work order was on the basis of lack of
appropriation, or on the basis that you wanted to take another look
and get things in order and get—what did you call it?—the disci-

pline?

Mr. Anttonen. The purpose of the stop work order is that we
are entering into a separate new phase of the project which is into
a licensing phase, the site characterization. So we just wanted to
make sure that we had the discipline management approach in
place as we entered into site characterization. We did not have it a
year ago.

Senator Evans. The stop work order was done for purposes that
had nothing to do with appropriations?
Mr. Anttonen. That is correct. I would have to go back and take

a look a little bit at the history. I cannot remember the statements
that were made by people in headquarters and the project office on
the appropriations, but I will be happy to respond for the record.
[The information follows:]

The reason for the Stop Work Order issued to Rockwell by DOE on May 1, 1986,
quoting from this letter, is "to insure that appropriate management and technical
prerequisites (e.g., QA procedures, and training, etc.) are in place." At no place in
this letter or in subsequent correspondence is the reason for the Stop Work Order in
any way tied to project appropriations either directly or indirectly.

Senator Evans. It would be helpful to respond in writing. The
material you have just given us is really quite useful. I guess it is

interesting, Mr. Chairman, because it doesn't seem to parallel some
of the statements we had from the national headquarters people as
to what they intended to do and the requirement for the money
that they thought they needed during the fiscal year we are now
in, and for that matter the fiscal year which we are going to deal
with, fiscal year 1988.
Are you aware of horizontal movement in certain levels of the

hydrology in that area that could or have carried materials to the
Columbia in as little as 30 years?
Mr. Anttonen. Are you talking about hydrologic movement?
Senator Evans. Yes.
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Mr. Anttonen. Yes. We have been investigating the site since

1976. We have a total of approximately—I cannot remember the

exact number—but approximately 50 deep bore holes that we have

drilled on the site to date. We have approximately 100 or so shal-

low bore holes that we have been monitoring since the mid-1970s to

gain information, hydrology information, on the site. Yes, we do

have that information.

Senator Evans. Does that information show that at certain levels

water can move horizontally approximately that fast, 30 years, to

the Columbia River?
Mr. Anttonen. The rate of flow is what we have to resolve in

the direction during site characterization. I think what you are re-

ferring to is the rate of flow in the unconfmed aquifers, which are

in the upper levels of the sediment. The rate of flow there is pretty

quick to the river. The rate of flow on the confined aquifers are

adept by the ones we are interested in to determine what is the

rate and what is the direction of flow. Is it going directly horizontal

direction, or does it go into a vertical direction? Does it go into a

step type of direction? That is the information that we need to de-

termine whether we have an acceptable site. We will be looking at

that during site characterization.

Senator Evans. Would you say that vertical flow, or if you found

vertical flow from those deep aquifers, that that would be a dis-

qualification of that site? Vertical flows that would carry it up to

the unconfined aquifers?

Mr. Anttonen. If we have a communication between the uncon-

fined and the confined aquifers, we could not meet the criteria. So,

yes, we would have to step back and determine what is causing

that.

Senator Evans. In terms of acting in a cost effective manner,

would it make sense as I think it is commonly done in a good many
other types of projects to investigate first, spend money first on

those things which may be most likely to disqualify a site, or which

are the cheapest and easiest to determine as to whether they might

disqualify a site?

Mr. Anttonen. I believe we have a program in place that ad-

dresses all the critical issues. One of the programs I mentioned was

the hydrology, the pre-ES hydrology program. So we do have a pro-

gram in place to do that up front. We also have a program in place

to talk about the seismicity of the area. I believe we do have a pro-

gram in place to address those issues up front.

Senator Evans. Let me turn to the seismic issue. What are you

planning to do on the seismic issues, and what would be the poten-

tial problems that might disqualify a site in terms of its seismicity?

Mr. Anttonen. What we are doing right now is putting together

as part of our site characterization plan our program covering seis-

micity. We also, by the way, are working with the State of Wash-
ington, with their participation, of looking at some of the recent in-

formation that they have surfaced on the seismicity issue.

Hopefully when we get the site characterization plan out and re-

viewed, we can get closure on the technical program of what is re-

quired to address the seismicity during site characterization.

Senator Evans. What do you have to do in the seismicity pro-

gram to get the information you need?
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Mr. Anttonen. What we are going to have to do is determine
whether we have any faulting in the area, and what is the extent
of the faulting in the area to create a pathway to an accessible en-
vironment, the deep geologic formation.
Senator Evans. How do you determine that? Is it primarily

through additional bore holes or what is the technology for making
that determination?
Mr. Anttonen. It is a combination of things. Some you use a fly-

over, and I forgot what the right technical term is. Others you can
use by running a line across the site and determining by impact
and the response if there is any folding or faulting underground. So
they are the two techniques that we are looking at. Then you moni-
tor the impact in bore holes, new bore holes, or existing bore holes
on the site.

Senator Evans. Let me veer from that on a question that relates
to seismicity but necessarily to deep geologic storage. Assuming
that the casks which would be utilized to hold the waste material
are essentially the same, as I understand it, as the casks that
would be used during any intermediate storage in an MRS, the
major difference being one is placed deep underground. The other
is placed at or close to the surface. If there were seismic activity,

for whatever reason, no matter how careful we are, if there was
seismic activity at a deep underground storage facility with the
fault line shifting close to where these casks were stored, would
that have a larger potential impact on the integrity of those casks
in deep storage than it would if they were on the surface?
Mr. Anttonen. I really am not technically qualified to answer

that question. I would like to respond officially to the record to

that question if you don't mind, or maybe ask one of my colleagues
to respond to it.

[The information follows:]

The answer depends on the proximity of the casks to zone of deformation result-

ing from the fault. If the casl^ were located underground but beyond the zone of
deformation, the effect of ground motion on equipment and structures deep under-
ground is generally less than equipment and structures located at the same distance
from the epicenter on the surface. If the casks were located deep underground but
within the deformation zone of the fault, damage would probably be greater than if

the casks were located at the same point on surface.

Senator Evans. At least it seems logical that when something is

held underground in a firm place and a sheering action occurs on
it, that it is much more likely to be badly damaged than if it is on
the ground and just gets toppled around. There are no forces really
acting on it above ground, other than to knock it over.
How long does that DOE plan to give the states to review the site

characterization plans?
Mr. Anttonen. The document will be issued in final form to the

states, NRC, and the Indian tribes this fall. At the present time
what I am doing is that as we get chapters and sections of that
plan completed, I am giving copies to both the states, Indian tribes,

and also the NRC.
My schedule right now is to get all the draft chapters to the par-

ticipants in August, with the issuance of the document in final in
the October-November time frame, and then the participants have
three months to review that particular document.
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Senator Evans. How long?

Mr. Anttonen. Three months after final issuance.

Senator Evans. About how long is the document, or do you an-

ticipate it will be?

Mr. Anttonen. The document is approximately—the document

itself, the site characterization plan, is roughly about five to six

thousand pages in length. If you add on to that the study plans,

then you are looking at a sizeable document, a total document of

10,000 pages or so. So it is a big document.

Senator Evans. Do you think 90 days is sufficient to examine a

10,000 page document?
Mr. Anttonen. I think with the draft chapters that are given to

the participants, and like I mentioned, they will be given to them

in August, that should be adequate time for them to review it.

Senator Evans. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

The Chairman. Mr. Vieth.

STATEMENT OF DONALD L. VIETH, PROJECT MANAGER, WASTE
MANAGEMENT PROJECT OFFICE, NEVADA OPERATIONS
OFFICE, DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

Mr. Vieth. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and Members
of the Committee. My name is Donald Vieth, and I am director of

the office that is managing the investigation of the mountains of

the Yucca Mountain site in Nevada. I am pleased to have this op-

portunity to discuss these activities. I will present a brief history of

the site, a description of the site's specific technical issues, a cur-

rent status of activities, and a summary of our interactions with

the representative State and local governments.

Let me turn now for a short history. In 1976, DOE's predecessor,

The Energy Research and Development Administration, initiated

the National Waste Terminal Storage Program to develop geologic

repositories. In April of 1977, ERDA expanded the NWTS program

to focus on a wider variety of geologic formations, including those

at the Nevada Test Site.

By August of 1978, DOE focused its effort on six potential sites in

the southwest corner of the NTS, including Skull Mountain, Calico

Hills, Jackass Flats, Little Skull Mountain, Wahmonie Mountain,

and Yucca Mountain. Yucca Mountain was judged to have the best

overall prospects for being considered a suitable repository site.

For the next three and one-half years, the NNWSI project per-

formed a series of technical activities that resulted in data which

provided the basis for the identification of Yucca Mountain as a po-

tentially acceptable site for the first repository under the Nuclear

Waste Policy Act of 1982.

Now let me turn to the site specific technical issues and how
they are being addressed. The requirements for determining the

suitability of a site are outlined in the DOE siting guidelines, 10

CFR Part 960, the NRC regulations, 10 CFR Part 60, and the EPA
standard, 40 CFR Part 191.

. .

Data developed in response to these requirements during the ini-

tial site investigations have established a fundamental understand-

ing of the site and identified site specific technical issues.
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While all issues revealed in the development of a site's descrip-

tion must be successfully addressed, some are more challenging to

unravel or have a larger effect on isolation. The six major issues

important to the Yucca Mountain site include the following: One,
the definition of the saturated zone hydrologic regime. The level of
the water table over an area of 400 square miles has been estab-

lished; there questions on the long term stability of the water table.

In addition, the lateral direction and magnitude of the ground
water flow must be defined to facilitate the evaluation of the site

against the EPA standard.
To resolve these issues a large number of water wells have been

drilled and continually monitored to define the level of the water
table. Correlations of the fluctuation of the water table with other
physical events will provide an understanding necessary to esti-

mate the long-term stability of the water table. Measurements of

the hydrologic properties of the formation will provide additional
information required to confirm estimates of the amount of water
that will move through the formation.
The second issue is the potential for hydrothermal activity. De-

posits of minerals of calcite and silica found at the site indicate
substantial quantities of water have been present in the past. The
major question is the time of their occurrence and the source of the
water.
To resolve this issue the U.S. Geological Survey has selected a

team of scientists and developed a detailed study plan to evaluate
the formation. Last month a special peer review panel of independ-
ent experts went to the site to see the formations and to review the
proposed study plan of the U.S. Geological Survey. Although the
written comments of the panel have not been received, their verbal
comments were strongly supportive of the technical approach.
The third area is the definition of the unsaturated zone hydrolog-

ic regime, that is the area above the water table. The primary
questions to be resolved are: How much of the water that falls on
the surface percolates down to the water table? By what mecha-
nism does it get there? How much water is actually moving
through the rock? And how chemically reactive is the water?
To resolve these questions a two-pronged attack is underway.

The first is based upon measurements of the hydrologic potential

as a function of depth, with numerous bore holes drilled without
the use of water. The second will be the measurement of the hydro-
logic characteristics of the formation in the exploratory shaft.

Eleven different experiments have been developed to measure the
hydrologic characteristics of the unsaturated zone in the explorato-

ry shaft facility.

The fourth area is the definition of the ground motion that could
effect an operating repository. Before designing the surface facili-

ties we must know the range of magnitudes and the nature of the
ground motion that could result from fault movement. To resolve

this issue it is essential to evaluate the 32 known faults in the 425
square miles that surround Yucca Mountain. The U.S. Geologic
Survey will continue its program of surface mapping, geochemical
sampling and geophysical techniques to establish the magnitude
and time of previous movements.
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In addition, the USGS will continue to operate a seismic network

in the region of Yucca Mountain which was initiated in 1979.

The fifth area is the evaluation of the effects of earthquakes or

fault movements on the isolation after the repository is sealed.

After repository is closed, however, the direct effects of earth-

quakes and fault movement on waste isolation is expected to be

minimal. A potential concern of the project is the possibility that

fault movements, or other tectonic activities might change the cur-

rent hydrologic conditions of the site.

To resolve these issues geologic, hydrologic, geochemical, and geo-

physical data will be collected by the USGS and Los Alamos Na-

tional Laboratory to determine the location of potential fault ac-

tivities, the time and frequency of their past movements and to de-

velop a description and numerical, techtonic, and hydrologic model

of the Yucca Mountain site.

The sixth and final area is the evaluation of the potential future

volcanic activities at the site. The possibility that future volcanic

activities at Yucca Mountain site is suggested by the geologic histo-

ry of Southern Nevada. To address these concerns, the USGS and

Los Alamos National Laboratory have been conducting extensive

field work, drilling and sampling isotopic age dating, geochemical

analysis to determine the origin of the basaltic cinder cones, and

their eruption frequency in order to calculate probabilities of

future volcanic activities that might affect waste isolation.

The data collected thus far indicated volcanic activity in the

region occurs infrequently and poses no significant hazard. Now let

me turn to the status of site activities.

The Chairman. Let me interrupt you at that point, Mr. Vieth,

because we do want to allow plenty of time for questioning, and I

think we have read your statement.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Vieth follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

My name is Don Vieth and I am Project Manager for the U. S.

Department of Energy's (DOE) Waste Management Program Office In

Las Vegas, Nevada. I am pleased to have this opportunity to

discuss the Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage Investigation (NNWSI)

Project that is evaluating the Yucca Mountain Nevada site,

relative to development of the first high-level radioactive waste

repository in the U.S. I plan to present a brief history of

activities conducted at the site from May 1977 to May 1987; a

description of technical issues specific to the Yucca Mountain

Site and the way in which they are being addressed; the current

status of the investigations at Yucca Mountain; and a summary of

our interactions with representatives of the State and local

governments in Nevada.

History of the Site

Let me begin, however, by identifying the Yucca Mountain site.

The site is located nearly 100 miles northwest of Las Vegas in

Nye County, Nevada, on and adjacent to the southwest portion

of the Nevada Test Site (NTS) . The site is on three adjacent

parcels of Federal land, each under the separate control of

DOE, the U.S. Air Force and the Bureau of Land Management,

respectively. Attachment A shows the relative location of the

site in the State of Nevada, and Attachment B depicts the Yucca

Mountain site relative to the NTS.

Now to focus on the history to establish the site; in 1976,

DOE'S predecessor, the Energy Research and Development

Administration (ERDA) , initiated the National Waste Terminal
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storage (NWTS) Program to manage the permanent disposal of high-

level radioactive waste in geologic repositories. In April 1977,

ERDA proposed "prior land use" as a site screening criterion.

Concurrently the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) proposed that the

Nevada Test Site (NTS) be considered for evaluation due to the

multiplicity of natural geological barriers. In April 1977,

ERDA expanded the NWTS program to focus on a wider variety of

geologic formations in addition to those at the NTS.

As the NNWSI Project began a preliminary examination of the

area, DOE established a task force to evaluate the conditions

wherein the Nuclear Weapons Test Program could exist in

reasonable proximity to a repository. In August 1978, DOE

determined that a repository located in the 245-square-mile area

in the southwest corner of the NTS would not likely create any

operational conflicts in the conduct of the weapons test program,

and likewise, the testing program would not adversely affect the

operation of a repository. Thus did NNWSI begin to assess six

potential sites: Skull Mountain, Calico Hills, Jackass Flats,

Little Skull Mountain, Wahmonie Mountain, and Yucca Mountain.

In the late suauner of 1978, an exploratory drill hole at

Yucca Mountain confirmed the presence of layers of thick, highly

sorptive tuff media. Because tuff had not been considered as a

host rock for a repository, a presentation was made to the

National Academy of Science (NAS) Committee for Radioactive Waste

Management. After considering the potential advantages and

disadvantages of this rock, the Committee supported the DOE

proposal and supported the consideration of volcanic tuff and the

Yucca Mountain site. Preliminary exploration at the NTS
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continued until April 1979, when the DOE concurred with a USGS

recommendation that the KNWSI Project focus on Yucca Mountain.

Yucca Mountain was judged to have the best overall prospects for

being considered a suitable repository site.

For the next three and one-half years, the NNWSI Project

performed a series of analyses, peer reviews and technical

assessments intended to confirm the focusing of activities based

on limited data for the Yucca Mountain site, and identify the

specific host rock at the site. The confirmation process

resulted in (1) the identification and prioritization of 40 site-

specific objectives based on existing DOE and Nuclear Regulatory

Commission (NRC) criteria, and (2) the assessment of 31 physical

attributes which vary throughout the NTS area and might have a

potential impact on a repository. Finally, a study of eight

comparison factors of four different rock units at Yucca Mountain

resulted in the selection of the Topopah Spring Member of the

Paintbrush Tuff as the specific formation for investigation to be

a potential site for a repository.

This series of technical activities, which took place

between April 1977 and February 1983, resulted in the development

of data that provided the basis for identification of Yucca

Mountain as a potentially acceptable site for the first

repository under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982.

Site Specific Technical Issues and How They Will Be Addressed

The requirements for determining the suitability of a site

are outlined in 10 CFR Part 960, 10 CFR Part 60 and 40 CFR Part
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191. Based on these regulations, the Department has created a

hierarchical structure of issues to evaluate in a systematic

manner the site and demonstration of its capabilities for

isolating waste for 10,000 years.

Data developed during the initial site investigations have

established a fundamental understanding of the site. The

Environmental Assessment, along with the Multiattribute Utility

Analysis of Sites Nominated for the First Radioactive Waste

Repository, presented this preliminary data in the context of "the

requirements to make a decision. Comments received on these

documents did not identify any new areas of concern of which the

Department was not already cognizant. If the comments had a

common denominator, it was the statement that not enough is known

about the sites to establish a final conclusion. This means that

more measurements, analyses and interpretations are required

before all issues are resolved and a final decision is made.

This is the purpose of site characterization.

While all issues revealed in the development of the site's

description must be successfully addressed, some are more

challenging to unravel or are known to have a larger effect on

isolation. For the Yucca Mountain site, the issues that are of

specific concern fall into three major categories: groundwater

characteristics, seismic-tectonic characteristics, and potential

for human intrusion. Each of these characteristics can be

subdivided into groups of technical issues in the following

manner:
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o Groundwater Characteristics

Definition of the saturated zone (below the water

table) hydrologic regime.

Potential for hydrothermal activity

Definition of the unsaturated zone (above the water

table) hydrologic regime.

o Seismic/Tectonic Characteristics

Definition of the ground motions that could affect

an operating repository.

Evaluation of the effects of earthquakes and fault

movements on waste isolation after the repository is

sealed.

Evaluation of potential for future volcanic activity

at the site,

o Potential for human intrusion

Existence of natural resources at Yucca Mountain

The following is a short summary of these technical issues,

many of which have been raised by the States and/or Indian

Tribes, and the efforts underway at Yucca Mountain to resolve

them.

1. Definition of the Saturated Zone Hydrologic Regime - The

level of thm water table over an area of 400 scjuare miles has

been established. The direction of movement of water, up or

down, has been evaluated at several locations. The purpose of

this effort is to establish the direction and the rate at which

hydrologic conditions may change. We need to estimate the long-

term stability of the water table; that is, the potential for it
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to rise or fall depending on a change in climate or as a result

of a change in the tectonic forces. It is essential to evaluate

this to determine whether it is possible for the water table to

rise 500 to 800 feet to inundate the repository. In addition,

the lateral direction and magnitude of the groundwater flow must

be defined to facilitate the evaluation of the site against the

EPA standard (40 CFR Part 191)

.

To resolve these issues, a large number of water wells have

been drilled to continually monitor the level of the water tabj.e.

Correlation of the fluctuation of the water table with other

physical events will provide the understanding necessary to make

estimates of the long-term stability of water table. Measure-

ments of the hydrologic properties of the formation will provide

additional information required to confirm estimates of the

amount of water that will move through the formation. Use of

tracers in large pump tests will help confirm the estimates of

groundwater travel time on the flowpath from the repository to

the accessible environment.

2. Potential of Hydrothermal Activity - Deposits of the

minerals calcite and silica found at the site are indicators that

substantial quantities of water have been present at this

location in the past. The major question is the source of the

water: Are the mineral deposits the result of precipitation from

surface waters evaporating slowly or are they the results of

precipitation of minerals from waters from a hydrothermal source

deep within the earth? In addition, the time In the past when

the formations were created Is Important for judging whether the

phenomena will occur again.
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To resolve this issue, the USGS has selected a team of

scientists and developed a detailed study plan covering broad

interdisciplinary capability to evaluate this formation. Last

month, a special peer review panel of independent experts went to

the site to see the formations and reviewed the proposed study

plan of the USGS. Although the written comments of the panel

have not been received, their verbal comments were strongly

supportive of the technical approach. We specifically want to

note that the State's technical experts were invited and attended

the peer review and have been given full access to all the

activities and information on this issue.

3 . Definition of the Unsaturated Zone Hydrologic Regime - The

horizon for the proposed repository was selected in the

unsaturated zone because of the absence of standing water.

However, this does not mean that the formation is free of water

slowly moving through it. While such formations appear dry to

the human eye, they contain about a gallon of water per cubic

foot of rock. The primary questions to be resolved are: How

much of the water that falls on the surface percolates down to

the water table; how fast does it move; by what mechanism does it

get there; how much water is actively moving through the rock;

and how chMiically reactive is the water?

To resolve these questions, a two-pronged attack is underway.

The first is based on measurements of the hydrologic potential,

as a function of depth, in numerous boreholes drilled without the

use of water. The second will be measurements of the hydrologic

characteristics of the formation from the exploratory shaft.
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Eleven different experiments have been developed to measure the

hydrologic characteristics of the unsaturated zone in the

exploratory shaft facility. I would emphasize that we recently

met with the NRC and the State of Nevada to consult with them on

the change in configuration of the exploratory shaft. The

driving force behind the change is to expand the experimental

program to more thoroughly address the technical issues raised by

the State and the NRC. The results of the meeting indicate both

the NRC and the State supported the changes we proposed. By ^

these changes, we believe that we have been responsive to issues

raised by the State and NRC.

4. Definition of the Ground Motion That Could Affect an

Operating Repository - Numerous faults exist in the

vicinity of Yucca Mountain. Movement along these faults could

produce ground motion that would be experienced by the surface

facilities as well as the subsurface facilities. The ground

motion is far more significant for surface facilities than for

subsurface facilities. Before designing the surface facilities,

we must know the magnitude and nature of the potential ground

motion.

To resolve this issue, it is essential to evaluate the 32

known faults in the 425 square miles that surround the Yucca

Mountain site which showed movement in the Quaternary Period (the

last 1.8 million years). The USGS will continue its program of

surface mapping, geochemical sampling, and geophysical techniques

to establish magnitude and time of previous movements. In

addition, the USGS will continue to operate the seismic network

in the region of Yucca Mountain which was initiated in 1979. We

8
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are currently investigating the need to improve the capability of

the network to quantitatively define the magnitude of the ground

motion and more accurately pinpoint the location of earthquake

epicenters and determine the mechanism causing them. We further

plan to involve the State and the NRC in the discussion of the

proposed changes in this network and offer the State research

team a satellite link so that they will have real time access to

data measured in the field.

5. Evaluation of the Effects of Earthquakes and Fault Movements

on Waste Isolation After the Repository Is Sealed - The 32 known

faults in the 425 square mile area surrounding Yucca Mountain

that have shown movement in the Quaternary Period has supported

speculation that they could also affect the site's ability to

isolate the waste. Some of the faults may be capable of moving

tens of centimeters in a single event. Since these events have

an average recurrence time measured in tens of thousands of

years, there is a likelihood that earthquakes and fault movements

will occur within the 10,000 year period after the repository is

sealed. After the repository is closed, however, the direct

effect of earthquakes and fault movements on waste isolation is

expected to be minimal. This is principally because little

groundwater is expected to be available to dissolve and move the

waste even if a waste canister is damaged. Of more concern is

the possibility that fault movements or other tectonic activity

might change the current hydrologic conditions of the site.

Such changes could conceivably cause the water table to rise, or

increase the rate of groundwater movement to the water table.
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To resolve these issues, geologic, hydrologic, geochemical

and geophysical data will be collected by USGS and Los Alamos

National Laboratory to determine the locations of potentially

active faults, the time and frequency of their past movements,

and to develop descriptive and numerical tectonic and hydrologic

models of the Yucca Mountain site. Extensive field and

subsurface investigations will be conducted to ensure that the

waste storage areas of the repository do not intersect

potentially active faults. A committee of independent experts, in

tectonics and seismology has been assembled and has been working

with the Project for more than a year to define these potential

problems and to recommend a research program to resolve the

issues.

6. Evaluation of Potential for Future Volcanic Activity at the

Site- The possibility of future volcanic activity at the Yucca

Mountain site is suggested by the past geologic history of

southern Nevada: volcanic rocks are abundant in the area. In

fact, Yucca Mountain, including the strata of the proposed

repository, is made up of rocks formed from volcanic activity

that occurred 12 million years ago. In addition, more recent

basaltic volcanic activity, occurring during the past two million

years, has produced several small basaltic cinder cones in the

vicinity of Yucca Mountain. The major concerns regarding the

potential for renewed volcanism include the possibility of direct

disruption of the repository by volcanic activity, and the

possible effects of future volcanism on the hydrologic conditions

at the site.

10
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To address these concerns, the USGS and Los Alamos National

Laboratory have been conducting extensive field work, drilling

and sampling, isotopic age dating and geochemical analyses to

determine the origins of the basaltic cinder cones and their

eruption frequencies in order to calculate the probabilities of

future volcanic activity that might affect waste isolation. The

'data collected thus far indicate that volcanic activity in the

region occurs infrequently and poses no significant hazard. In

fact, estimates of annual probability for a local volcanic

eruption, based on this preliminary data, range from one chance

in a million to one in 10 million per year. Future

investigations are planned to increase our understanding of

regional volcanic processes and to further refine these

preliminary results, especially in the determination of the time

and frequency of eruption of the youngest volcanic deposits.

7. Existence of Natural Resources at Yucca Mountain - It is

important to evaluate the potential for natural resources, such

as minerals and hydrocarbons, at the Yucca Mountain site because

of the possibility they could stimulate future human intrusion

into the repository during exploration and exploitation. In

addition to determining if resources exist at the site, it is

equally Important to determine if the geology of the site might

be conducive to future exploration, regardless of the actual

presence of resources. Future exploration activities, such as

exploratory drilling, could disrupt the repository enough to

cause release of radionuclides if they were to occur in the

10,000 years after the repository is closed.

11
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To resolve this issue, a systematic evaluation for mineral

and energy resources will be conducted during site

characterization. Detailed chemical analyses of rock samples

from holes drilled and from the surface will be performed for

specific metallic and "indicator" elements; geophysical studies

will be conducted to assess the potential for future exploration;

and grade and tonnage will be calculated for specific commodities

to ascertain the potential for their exploitation. The

hydrocarbon potential of the older (that is, Paleozoic)

sedimentary rocks which occur deep beneath Yucca Mountain will be

evaluated from their surface exposures elsewhere and from

calculations of heat-induced changes, based on the depth of the

sediments and the geologic history of the area. The State is

conducting an independent study of the mineral resources in the

vicinity of Yucca Mountain which the NNWSI Project and the Nevada

Operations Office is supporting and facilitating.

Status of Site Activities

The site characterization phase officially began on May 28,

1986, with Presidential approval of the Yucca Mountain site.

Since that time, the major effort of the NNWSI Project has been

the development of a Site Characterization Plan (SCP) , which

provides three things: (1) an extensive document describing the

current state of knowledge of the site; (2) identification of,

and DOE'S strategy for, resolving technical and regulatory

issues; and (3) the technical activities to be conducted to

characterize the site. DOE's current plans are to release the

SCP later this year to NRC, the State of Nevada, and the public

12
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for review and comment. This will be the culmination of many

years of intensive effort to understand and address the issues

surrounding the selection of this site as one of the candidates

for the nation's first high-level nuclear waste repository. More

than 100 Study Plans augmenting the SCP must be prepared to

provide the NRC and the State with specific details about the

testing program prior to initiating field activities.

Many investigations which began prior to Presidential

approval of the site for site characterization, have continueci

uninterrupted into the site characterization phase. Hydrologic,

seismic and meteorologic monitoring programs are in place.

Stop-work orders initially imposed by the NNWSI Project's

own Quality Assurance (QA) organization have been almost

completely rescinded. The stop-work orders were issued by

management to assure that the scientists and engineers supporting

the technical program properly document their work to guarantee

its maximum credibility in the licensing forum. Project

participants were required to prepare QA Level Assignments and

supporting Scientific Investigation Plans for each of their

activities and submit then for DOE approval.

Although the stop-work orders have been largely rescinded,

most scientific field activities will continue to be held in

abeyance pending completion and issuance of the Site

Characterization Plan and the preparation, review and approval of

more than 60 study plans. We expect the step-by-step resumption

of all activities within the year after the SCP is released and

study plans are formally approved.

13
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state and Local Interactions

In addressing this point, I would like to divide the

discussion into two segments: (1) interactions dealing with

governmental organizations of the State and local communities;

and (2) interactions with citizens.

The intention of the NNWSI Project is to work in a

cooperative and positive manner with the State to facilitate

their oversight responsibility that was assigned by the Congress.

Proposals by DOE to initiate Consultation and Cooperation

Agreement negotiations extended to the State have been

continuously rejected. The State has indicated that full funding

of its grant request is one prerequisite for initiation of C&C

Agreement negotiations. Despite the views expressed by the State

regarding our handling of its grant, we believe we have made a

very strong effort to effectively represent the State's grant

request through the Federal budget cycle. Since 1983, we have

provided more than $15.3 million to the State in response to its

grant requests. This amounts to 80 percent of the amounts

requested by the State. The Project Office has approved

the grant requests in a professional manner and has not denied

any grant requests for properly fundable activities. It is

interesting to note that for 1987, the State's grant request was

$10.14 million; the Governor's request to the State legislature

for grant spending authority for funds received under the grant

was only $8.4 million; and the Legislature finally approved $8.3

million. With our recent review of the supplemented grant

request, the state will receive a minimum of $8.4 million this

year.

14
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since 1984 we have worked cooperatively with the state in

numerous and effective forums. We have invited them to the

monthly two-day NNWSI Project management meeting; offered

office space in the field near Yucca Mountain for state

scientists; established a protocol for State contractor

access to the Nevada Test Site; arranged for the State's

contractors to tour the Yucca Mountain site; provided

state counsel with access to Project files for purpose of

discovery; participated with the state's informal working group

in numerous meetings and workshops; participated as observers in

the peer review of the state's socioeconomic studies; responded

to the State's request for access to the NNWSI Project's

computerized media-reference system for newspaper and magazine

clippings; provided comments to the State on its draft public

information factsheets and periodic newsletters; periodically

participated in county commission meetings for Clark, Nye and

Lincoln counties; testified before the State's legislative

Committee on High-Level Radioactive Waste and the state's

Commission on Nuclear Projects; provided background information

and facts to the legislative committee on request; and organized

an extensive tour of the WIPP site for Nye County officials and

Nevada CosuBission on Nuclear Projects.

Similarly, our interactions with the general public have

been of a wide ranging and positive nature. We have worked with

citizens from the three counties and eight communities near Yucca

Mountain. We have an active speaker's bureau that provides

presentations to local service organizations. The Nevada

Operations Office holds town meetings on a monthly basis

IS
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throughout the State and the repository program is a prominent

subject of the meeting. We have given the news media full access

to information about the program. We have responded to media

requests to appear on public service programs and newscasts. By

far our most effective interaction is the tour program we

conduct at the Nevada Test Site. Here we can present a

complete view of the Yucca Mountain site as well as tours of such

facilities as Climax and G-tunnel which are analogous to a

repository. Between 1983 and the present, more than 12,000

persons have taken this tour. These visitors have been quite

responsive.

With that last comment, I would like to close my testimony,

express the hope that I have adequately addressed the points of

interests and offer to answer any question that may remain about

our efforts at Yucca Mountain. Mr. Chairman, I would be happy to

answer any questions you or other members of the Committee may

have now or after my colleagues present their testimony.

16
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The Chairman. On page 14 and 15 of your statement you go into

some detail about the fact that proposals by DOE to initiate consul-

tation and cooperation agreement negotiations to the state have
been continuously rejected.

Mr. ViETH. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. First of all, tell us what you mean by consulta-

tion and cooperative agreements and how those have been rejected.

Mr. ViETH. We have offered a number of times, in letters be-

tween myself and the project manager for the State, and between
the Secretary and the Governor to enter into these discussions or

negotiations to consummate a C&C agreement.
Our view of a C&C agreement is that it is a vehicle that lays out

the formal and informal interactions by which the project office

that I am responsible for and the State will interact in the conduct

of activities and to involve them in the process of understanding
what it is we are doing, soliciting their views, giving us the oppor-

tunity to respond to them.
The Chairman. I understand they say that before they do that

you have to fund their grant request?
Mr. ViETH. They ask for 100 percent funding of their grant re-

quest before they
The Chairman. Otherwise, they will not enter into it?

Mr. ViETH. That is right.

The Chairman. And they ask for $10.14 million?

Mr. ViETH. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. And you funded $8.3 million, and yet the Gover-

nors request to the legislature for authority to spend that money
was only for $8.4 million.

Mr. ViETH. Can I clarify a point there?
The Chairman. Yes.
Mr. ViETH. They requested $10.14 million from us. In our reviews

of the grant, we have given them a total of $7.9 million, and with
the latest review we will add another $400,000 to that, bringing it

up to about $8.4 million.

Now, in the request that the Governor made to the State Legisla-

ture in January, he only requested spending authority from the

State Legislature for the money that is provided by the Depart-

ment of $8.4 million, and the legislature which just closed about a
week and a half ago, has approved $8.3 million of the $8.4 million

requested by the Governor.
The Chairman. Does that mean in effect you have fully funded

the Governor's request to the legislature?
Mr. ViETH. I think we have provided an amount of money equal

to what the Governor asked of the legislature, but have not com-
pletely funded what they have asked of us.

The Chairman. Have you funded enough? Were any of their re-

quests denied that should not have been denied in your judgment?
Mr. ViETH. Within the context within which we are operating,

and guidelines laid down by the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals, we
feel that we have honored fully the request of the State.

The Chairman. Mr. Vieth, as you know, this is a very controver-

sial area, and we are told that DOE will not cooperate, they will

not fund requests, they will not make available things. Comment
generally on that. Is that charge correct, or is it not?
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Mr. ViETH. Personally I do not believe that is a correct evalua-
tion of the situation. I think that right now there is only one issue
between my office and that of Bob Lux and that is over the grant.
If you look at how we are continuing to operate on a day-to-day
basis, I think we have a very good working relationship at our
level.

There are strong indications of that cooperation. For example,
we have been invited to the peer reviews of the state of their socio-

economic peer review. They sit in my 2-day monthly management
meeting.
So the kinds of things that go on at a working level I think are

fairly good. I think the only area of concern we have is the evalua-
tion of their grant request.

The Chairman. What are the issues in the grant?
Mr. ViETH. I think the only issue that we have left to resolve is

the technical justification, that is scientific justification of the work
they are doing. I left at home my props that I was going to show
you, which would demonstrate for a given study area the Depart-
ment and my project must produce a document that may be be-
tween 100 to 200 pages long explaining our technical studies. It

lays out the scientific and technical details of how we will execute
the study.
The State submitted a request that consists of two to three pages

for a similar kind of activity, say on the calcite silica studies. In
reviewing their submissions, as a technical person, it was difficult

to read into the proposal the substance, the scientific activities that
are going to go on, and only for this reason have we rejected them.
We are down to those last few items that need to be sorted out.
The Chairman. In other words, there was some request for fund-

ing of matters which really lacked scientific substance?
Mr. ViETH. I do not know whether or not the intent lacked scien-

tific substance, but the explanation does. And we are prepared to
sit down with the people and we have made the offer to sit down at
a table and try to work this out, but that has not been picked up.
We will make that offer again when I sign the letter out when I

get back from this trip.

The Chairman. Can you guarantee this committee and the Con-
gress and the American people that you will fully and fairly and
openly be cooperative with the State of Nevada in this whole siting
activity so that we will not wake up some morning and read about
some secret deal concocted in the back room where Nevada officials
were excluded from? Can you guarantee us that?
Mr. ViETH. For those activities that I am responsible for I can

guarantee you that.

The Chairman. Can you guarantee us that that has been the his-
tory in the past of this matter?
Mr. Vieth. For the project in Nevada I believe it is an accurate

statement of the situation.
The Chairman. Mr. Vieth, we have heard a lot of criticism of the

Nevada site. They say we just simply should not use the Nevada
site, first of all. That it is subject to ground water flows, that with
the nuclear test site close by that that is inconsistent with the loca-
tion of the repository there, that it is subject to techtonic forces,
seismic forces which disqualify the site.
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The response we have heard from others here is that those criti-

cisms can only be resolved in a definitive manner by characteriza-

tion. My question to you is do you know of any reason why this site

is unsuitable at this point? Is there any better way to fmd out the

suitability than by characterization?

Mr. ViETH. At the present time I have no information that would

lead me to believe that this site would not be suitable for a reposi-

tory. There are numerous questions that still have to be answered,

questions for which more technical detail will be required in order

to convince a licensing panel that the site is suitable and should be

licensed.

That process can only be completed through the site character-

ization process that lays before us. I see no other way of getting the

information that is necessary.

The Chairman. Mr. Vieth, as I asked Mr. Anttonen earlier, with

respect to your site, let us say that we suspended activity on the

other sites and proceeded to characterize one site at a time. There

are advantages to doing that, of course. You save a couple of billion

dollars. Secondly, I think it was both the NRC and the—or at least

the National Academy of Sciences said one advantage is you can

focus your scientific talent on one site.

Now the disadvantage is that in case the first site, wherever it is,

turns out to be unsuitable, then you must go to the next one and
there would be a time delay. It has also been criticized in that

there might be some pressure because of the time delay to get it

done.
Now, can you elucidate a little bit about the degree of confidence

you would have that the site would be suitable? Is there any way
in the world to tell? Do you think it is more likely that it would be

suitable than non-suitable? Is three sites enough to characterize it,

or should we have ten sites? Can you speak to that?

Mr. Vieth. Let me try to put it in proper perspective. We have

looked at the site fairly thoroughly since 1977. I think we under-

stand the nature of the forces that are acting on the site. If one

takes the information we have now, and tries to project the kinds

of things that are liable to be discovered in the next five or six

years of site characterization, it is not conceivable to me that we
would discover something of a major nature that would cause us to

change our mind about it.

I think that we are comfortable in our analysis that the site

would be capable of meeting the NRC requirements and EPA re-

quirements. The processes of doing the modeling and the calcula-

tions that estimate the radioactive releases from the repository

tells us that we may be five orders of magnitude below a very con-

servative EPA standard.
I think that we are very confident about the potential for that

piece of earth being able to isolate the waste if it is placed there.

Now with regard to your question about the philosophy about

how you go about picking and choosing sites, I think there are a

number of other forces that we have to deal with. This issue goes

back to as early as 1978 when the NRC was initially writing its

regulations. They argued that in order to satisfy NEPA appropri-

ately, you had to consider at least three sites in at least in two dif-

ferent geologic media.
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So that philosophy has held for almost ten years now, and if we
are going to deviate from that, then we are going to have to go
back and look at some other broader factors like NEPA and so on,

which we are still required to fulfill under the Nuclear Waste
Policy Act.

The Chairman. NEPA would not suspend, or would not override
what we would do. The question is, would it be prudent to do be-

cause, as I say, you save $2 billion, which is not insignificant even
in the United States. The question is is it prudent. In your view
you would have a high degree of confidence with respect to your
site, the Nevada site, that you could prove its ability to isolate the
waste?
Mr. ViETH. I have a fairly high level of confidence about the site

for which I am responsible. Whether or not it is prudent as nation-
al policy, I do not know whether or not I am the person to that
question.

The Chairman. Will you tell me about the Ghost Dance Fault at
Yucca Mountain? Is it a limiting fault?

Mr. ViETH. The Ghost Dance Fault is a geologic feature that runs
on the eastern side of the specific block that we are looking at for

the repository. It is not a limiting fault from the point of view of
affecting the amount of radioactive waste to be placed in the site.

It is simply a geologic feature. We know where it is. We know most
of its characteristics. We do not see it as a problem from a safety or
operational point of view in the repository.
There are other faults that bound the site such as Solitier

Canyon Fault, or the fault under Drill Hole Wash, or the Imbricate
Normal faults to the east which do represent a limit. While they
represent a boundary for the block of the repository. Ghost Dance
Fault does not.

The Chairman. There are other faults that would act as a limit?
Mr. ViETH. Yes, there are.

The Chairman. And the limit in the law now I think is 70,000
tons, at least in the plan. In your view, would those faults which do
limit the site, would they permit 70,000 tons or more? Do you have
a view on that?
Mr. ViETH. With the land that we have now in the conceptual

design of the repository that has been completed, we are looking at
an area of roughly 1,850 acres. The 70,000 metric tons calculated at
57 kilowatts per acre in terms of heat load would fill an area of
roughly 1,520 acres. We may have about 300 acres of additional
space for disposal of waste in excess of 70,000 metric tons.

If we looked at some other positive ways of doing things, we can
estimate that up to 100,000 metric tons of waste could be placed in
the 1,850 acres of land.
The Chairman. The 1,850 acres, is that the limit as you know it

now?
Mr. ViETH. Yes, but there is potential to expanding to the area to

the north, however we will not know that until we get under-
ground and look at the perceived fault that lays underneath of
Drill Hole Wash.
The Chairman. What age would the waste be on which you

make the calculation of how much—how many tons per acre?
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Mr. ViETH. The age that we are making the calculation on is

based upon 10 years out of reactor.

The Chairman. If you kept it out for longer than 10 years, then I

take it would be able to more closely stack your waste?

Mr. ViETH. The evaluation that has been done indicates that a

great deal of the waste that is already available to us now as spent

fuel has been out of the reactor for far more than 10 years, into 30

or 40 years time frame.
So we would expect the age of the waste that is going to a reposi-

tory will be out of the reactor longer than 10 years.

The Chairman. Could you not, because of the lesser waste heat,

stack it closer together and, therefore, accommodate more than

70,000 or 100,000 tons?

Mr. ViETH. That is in fact true, yes.

The Chairman. Have you done the calculations on how much
you could store at given ages?
Mr. ViETH. I think that there have been some calculations done

in, as I remember, back in 1981. Those are the last ones I have
seen and calculation has been made based upon fuel out of the re-

actor 50 years and 100 years. I think they were specifically in re-

sponse to the request of the report that you asked for in the hear-

ings in 1981. I think that we can see a change in capacity by a

factor of one and a half or two as I indicated in the report.

The Chairman. Mr. Vieth, I have some more questions, but I will

submit questions to you and to the other witnesses in writing, and
the other Senators may have written questions as well.

Senator Hecht.
Senator Hecht. Thank you. Mr. Chairman, you asked a lot of

questions that I was going to ask, so I can go on. Following through
on what you mentioned about 1,860 acres, you know, we looked at

all the nuclear waste France has accumulated from the 1950s to

the present day, and here it was in a room about the size of this

room right here stacked up. If we reprocessed the civilian waste
like the military waste, what would that do to this repository?

Mr. Vieth. In terms of reducing the amount of acreage that

would be required?
Senator Hecht. Yes.
Mr. Vieth. Frankly, we have not really looked at that question

mainly because of the position of disposing of or considering dispos-

ing of spent fuel since around the turn of the decade. I would
assume, though, you would be able to see a reduction in area, but I

would not expect that it would be extensive.

Senator Hecht. A reduction in area and probably a reduction in

money spent to characterize. Is that correct or not?

Mr. Vieth. I think that the amount of effort that you have to

spend to characterize the site is going to be the same regardless of

whether the waste form is spent fuel or processed high level waste.

Senator Hecht. How are you going to handle one area of civilian

waste and another area of military waste, and am I correct in as-

suming that both are going to be put in there, is that correct?

Mr. Vieth. I believe both the spent fuel and the waste from the

military program will be put in the same facility.

Senator Hecht. How are you going to handle this? What are

your plans?
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Mr. ViETH. In the repository at Yucca Mountain one of the
things that we do have to be concerned about is the heat load, and
we are trying to take advantage of the fact that we can use the

heat to the positive benefit for ourselves by driving off moisture
from the waste package, and thereby minimize the potential for

corrosion or degrading of the waste package.
One consideration is to find a way to mix the spent fuel and the

defense waste in the same holes because you are looking for the
benefit of the heat from the commercial fuel to give you a level of

protection for the waste package for defense waste. It is obvious
that defense waste is less intense in terms of the heat output.

Another thought is to focus the waste from the commercial site

in the center and put the waste from the defense program around
the perimeter of the repository. So there are different strategies of

placing the waste depending on what you want to achieve.

Senator Hecht. I will not ask you for your opinion because you
are with the Department of Energy and I understand that, but you
understand that France, which I still go back to as having a com-
plete nuclear policy, a complete cycle. They feel it just is not smart
to dispose of nuclear waste that has not been reprocessed.

Mr. ViETH. Spent fuel going into the ground is certainly a diffi-

cult question. It still has a tremendous resource of energy in terms
of the plutonium that could be used for operation of reactors.

Having also been myself to France, I share a certain degree of sjmi-

pathy for their logic. At the present time it is not clear that there
is going to be development of reprocessing in this country for a
number of different reasons.
Senator Hecht. We understand that, but now before we start

spending any money, before we go actually into the final act of dis-

posing of waste, now is the time to look into this.

After you have the repository, and this was brought up by the
French scientist, if you want to bring waste back up again, would
there be any type of allowances in the repository that you could
bring this fuel up again?
Mr. ViETH. Certainly with the requirements that were estab-

lished by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission you can require it to

be able to retrieve the WEiste for a period up to 50 years after you
place it.

Senator Hecht. For how long was that?
Mr. ViETH. Fifty years.
Senator Hecht. I was under the impression it was 100. I am glad

I asked.
Mr. Vieth. You have to look at the design of the repository to

satisfy retrievability requirements which result in the 100 year
design basis. It takes 50 years to put it in and 50 years to get it out.

You have to make sure that it will last for the 100 years time
frame.
There is a difficulty with that. There is the fact that one of the

requirements that we have to satisfy is to have a waste package
that we can demonstrate will last 300 to 1,000 years. It is going to

be fairly expensive strategy to put the spent fuel into that kind of

package only for the purposes of temporary storage if the intent is

to get them back. It seems that there are a lot of other ways to

keep the spent fuel on the surface for the purposes of storage with-
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out having to commit to a huge cost associated with the high qual-

ity waste package required for placing spent fuel in the repository.

Senator Hecht. How deep were you planning on going for the re-

pository?

Mr. ViETH. At the Yucca Mountain site we are looking at a re-

pository, where the exploratory shaft is, it is about 1,000 feet below

the surface. Yucca Mountain is not a flat surface, and so you

cannot say that one number is the average depth, but about 1,000

feet.
.

Senator Hecht. Which would make it very, very difficult to brmg
it back up again.

Mr. ViETH. Not exactly difficult, but troublesome.

Senator Hecht. How do you feel about the legislation I intro-

duced about a cooling off period the same way France does? I put

50 years into the bill. They talk 42, 44, whatever. Do you feel that

would make it easier for you to handle the waste?

Mr. ViETH. There are two sides of that question. Reducing the

amount of heat that is generated is generally something that is

considered a positive feature. In the repository at Yucca Mountain,

since we were going to have that heat, we tried to find a way to

make it work to our advantage. By having the heat there we can

control the temperature in the repository over a long period of

time, and thereby keep the water away from the waste package

and minimize the potential for degrading. The less heat that is

available to us, the shorter the period of time in which the positive

physical effects will be available to us.

In a repository that may be in salt, the temperature should be

kept at a minimum, in our particular case we are looking for just

the opposite effect, and the bill that you propose may give us a

little bit more technical problems than if we had the waste right

out of the reactor.

Senator Hecht. This is a question that you might not want to

answer again, but I am going to throw it out at you. Are you posi-

tively convinced that this is the right approach to a nuclear reposi-

tory, because other countries tend to be exact are looking at the

sub-sea bed disposal?

Mr. ViETH. I think that the geologic repository is the only tech-

nology that I know of that can be implemented today for disposal

of waste. While sea bed has some very positive features about it, I

think the institutional problems associated with that are going to

be far more difficult to deal with than they might be if there is

only a single government. When you have 70 or 80 countries to

agree on the sea bed, it may be a little bit more difficult to achieve

consensus in the solution.

Senator Hecht. Other countries are looking into it. It will have

to be addressed at some time.

Mr. Vieth. Yes, I understand. They are looking into it, but I

think they all face the same institutional problem.

Senator Hecht. We will see how they come out on it and we will

know better. You mentioned 32 known faults. Would you mind pro-

viding my office with those faults, because I am very, very much in

favor of continuing nuclear testing. I think we have to continue nu-

clear testing. We have to go into SDI and so forth, and what these
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32 known faults, I would just like to have a picture of it. Would
you give me that information?
Mr. ViETH. We will be very happy to provide you a map with all

the faults on them and properly identified.

[The information follows:]
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ABSTRACT

Mapping of surficial deposits and examination of faults in natural and

trenched exposures in a 1100 km^ area around the site of a potential

repository for radioactive waste at Yucca Mountain have identified 32 faults

that offset or fracture Quaternary deposits. Where the amount of Quaternary

offset can be estimated, dip-slip movement is on the order of 3 m or less on

faults in and near Yucca Mountain. Maximum Quaternary offset within the study

area may be as much as 30 m. No strike-slip movement was demonstrated nor can

it be ruled out.

Based on radiometric ages, correlations of stratigraphic units, and field

observations. Quaternary faults are divided into three broad age groups: five

faults moved between about 270,000 and 40,000 years ago; four faults moved

about 1 m.y. ago; and 23 faults moved probably between 2 m.y. and more than

1.2 m.y. ago. Offset of Holocene deposits has not been demonstrated.

INTRODUCTION

Geological and hydrological investigations to evaluate Yucca Mountain in

southern Nye County, Nevada (fig. 1), as the possible site for an underground

radioactive waste repository were begun by the U.S. Geological Survey in

1978. These studies are being conducted in cooperation with the U.S.

Department of Energy Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage Investigations. This report

summarizes a reconnaissance study of late Cenozoic faulting in the vicinity of

Yucca Mountain. Detailed investigations of faults in the Yucca Mountain area

are continuing, but data and preliminary conclusions are presented at this

time for use by the U.S. Department of Energy and others involved in

evaluating the Yucca Mountain site.

The purposes of this fault study were to determine the location and

extent of faults in the Yucca Mountain area that displace late Pliocene and

Quaternary deposits and to make a preliminary assessment of the amount and age

of fault displacements on which to base more detailed investigations.

This report is based on published and unpublished surficial maps of the

Yucca Mountain area by Swadley and Hoover. Uranium-trend isotopic dates were

determined by Rosholt. Preliminary analysis of trenches excavated across

faults in the study area were by Swadley and Hoover unless noted otherwise.

GEOLOGIC SETTING

Yucca Mountain is in the southern Great Basin, an area chiefly

characterized by north-trending linear mountain ranges that are flanked by

extensive alluvial fans and separated by broad alluvial basins. Most ranges

are deeply incised by narrow stream valleys. The climate is arid and

vegetation is limited to sparse desert plants.
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Figure l.--Map of Nevada Test Site area showing location of Yucca Mountain and
site of potential waste repository (shaded area).
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The exposed bedrock in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain consists of

Precambrian and Paleozoic quartzite, shale, and carbonate rocks and Tertiary

volcanic rocks (fig. 2) (Stewart and Carlson, 1978). These rocks locally are

overlain by late Tertiary and Quaternary surficial deposits. The area lies

within a major Miocene volcanic field and contains several calderas, which

produced voluminous pyroclastic deposits including the tuffs that underlie

Yucca Mountain (Byers and others, 1975). Small basalt lava flows and cinder

cones erupted in the Crater Flat area during the late Pliocene and

Pleistocene.

Yucca Mountain consists of a series of subparallel ridges that are fomed
by blocks of resistant Tertiary volcanic rocks, mainly densely welded tuffs,

which dip gently eastward and are bounded by north-trending faults. The areas

bordering Yucca Mountain and the valleys between the ridges making up Yucca

Mountain are underlain by alluvial gravels and, locally, by eolian deposits.

The bedrock geology of Yucca Mountain is shown on maps by Christiansen and

Lipman (1965), Lipman and McKay (1965), and Scott and Bonk (1984). The

geology of the Bare Mountain quadrangle, west of Yucca Mountain, was mapped

and described by Cornwall and Kleinhampl (1961). The volcano-tectonic history

of Crater Flat (fig. 1) is discussed by Carr (1982).

METHODS

Late Cenozoic surficial deposits in the vicinity of Yucca f"tountain were

mapped on the basis of stratigraphy described by Hoover and others (1981).

Mapping in the field was supplemented by the interpretation of conventional

aerial photography. The locations of faults that offset the surficial

deposits are shown on plate 1 along with the areal distribution of generalized

time-stratigraphic surficial units.

Twenty-three trenches (pi. 1) were excavated in the Yucca Mountain area

to evaluate Quaternary fault movement. Fourteen trenches are on Yucca

Mountain or in valleys that border it; six trenches are on adjacent ridges

that parallel Yucca Mountain; and the remaining three trenches are in the

eastern part of Crater Flat, southwest of Yucca Mountain. Some trenches were

excavated across recognized fault scarps, and others were placed in surficial

deposits across the projection of a known bedrock fault.

Trenches were excavated using bulldozers to depths of 2 to 4 m and

lengths of 20 to 40 m. The trenches were mapped by establishing a level line

and a 2-m reference grid from which readily recognized stratigraphic units,

sedimentary features, soil horizons, faults, and fractures were plotted. (The

term fracture, as used in this report, refers to planar breaks in the deposits

along which there is no demonstrable offset.) Diagrams of one wall of each

trench illustrating these features are included in an appendix. More detailed

logging of fault trenches is in progress.

Data obtained from the study of the trenches are summarized in table 1.

Trenches 1, 15, GAIA, and GAIB exposed faulted Tertiary bedrock at shallow

depths and Quaternary deposits were thin or absent; these trenches v/ere

abandoned and are not reported in table 1. Nineteen trenches exposed

surficial deposits that are believed to range in age from 7,000-9,000 years

old (unit Qlc) to as much as 2 m.y. old (unit QTa) (Hoover and others,

1981). Six of these trenches also exposed Tertiary volcanic rocks.
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Five trenches (8, lOB, CFl, CF2, and CF3) exposed evidence of Quaternary

offset and four other trenches (14, 16B, Al, and A2) exposed fractures in

Quaternary units. These fractures parallel the faults on which the trenches

are located, and are interpreted as fault related. The remaining 10 trenches

showed no indication of Quaternary faulting. The evidence for Quaternary

faulting derived from the trench studies is discussed in more detail below.

Where the trace of a fault plane was exposed in a trench wall, it was

excavated by hand to search for slickensides and other directional features.

None, however, were found. Neither the poorly consolidated Quaternary units

nor the secondary carbonate deposits that commonly occur along the faults

appeared to preserve such features. Slickensides associated with Quaternary

faulting were observed only in an abandoned prospect pit along the Bare

Mountain fault zone.

Stratigraphic units and post-fault carbonate and silica deposits were

sampled in six trenches for isotopic age determinations. Sample locations are

shown on trench diagrams in the appendix. Surficial deposits were dated by

the uranium-trend method (Rosholt, 1980). This method is experimental but was

used because materials needed for more conventional radiometric dating methods

are sparse in the Yucca Mountain area. Dates determined by the uranium-trend

method theoretically indicate the minimum age for deposition of surficial

deposits (Rosholt, 1980). The technique is considered to be applicable for

deposits that range in age from 5,000 to 900,000 years and has a potential

estimated accuracy of about ±10 percent. Uram um-trend dates have been used

in an attempt to determine minimum ages for deposits that structurally and

stratigraphically bracket the age of fault related features in trenchs 2, 13,

14, and CF3. Approximate limits on the absolute age of faulting are inferred

on the basis of these dates. The accuracy of the absolute ages derived by

this method is not known, but ages determined for some stratigraphic units are

reasonably consistent over the study area and are consistent with the broad

limits on the ages of stratigraphic units in the study area inferred on the

basis of correlations with better dated sequences from the surrounding region.

The uranium- series method (Szabo and others, 1981) was used to date

deposits of carbonate or silica in trenches 14, CFl, and GAIA, interpreted as

post-fault deposits. Uranium-series dates theoretically indicate the minimum

age for the dated deposit, but the method only is considered to be accurate if

the chemical system is closed. Most samples dated by this method yielded
dates that appear to be inordinately young, but which can be considered as

minimum ages (Szabo and others, 1981, p. 32). The dated samples from Yucca

Mountain may not be from chemically closed systems, and the effect of this on

the age determinations is not known. Dates determined by the uranium-series
method are summarized in table 2.

Topographic profiles were measured across a number of fault scarps in the
Crater Flat area, west of Yucca Mountain, to help characterize the scarps and

possibly to provide a relative indicator of scarp age. Terms used in scarp

descriptions are as defined by Bucknam and Anderson (1979).

LATE CENOZOIC STRATIGRAPHY

The late Tertiary and Quaternary deposits of the study area consist of

alluvium, eolian sands, colluvium, lake sediments, and volcanic deposits.
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Table 2.

-

-Radiometric ace aata for fault-related secondary deposits

exposed in trenches in the Yucca Mountain area

[Age determination by uranium-series method by P. O'Malley and B. Szabo,

U.S. Geological Survey, written commun., 1982.]

Trench no. Sample no. Type of deposit Age (in lO-^ yr)

>40014 TSV-412-1 Carbonate from K horizon
Q2s soil

Opal from K horizon of
^25o '

Q2s soil

TSV-412-3 Opal from K horizon of ^c^q
Q2s soil

TSV-412-7 Opal from K horizon of .„„
Q2s soil

^""

CFl TSV-386
Secondary^carbonate along 27+3

TSV-387 K horizon of QTa 33 _+ 4

-, ,, Tcw one Undisturbed carbonate .,,
GA-IA TSV-39b

^^^^^.^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^
>32
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These range in age from greater than 3 m.y. old for some of the lake sediments

to less than about 150 years old for the youngest alluvial unit (Hoover and

others, 1981). Hoover and others (1981) described the stratigraphy of these

deposits (fig. 4) and defined characteristics by which they can be mapped and

correlated across the region on the basis of age, lithology, and depositional

environment. The following brief descriptions of the map units are based

mainly on their work. More recently determined isotopic ages used to refine

the stratigraphy reported by Hoover and others (1981) are summarized in

table 3. The deposits are grouped herein into four major units: (1) late

Pliocene and Pleistocene, (2) early Pleistocene and Pliocene(?), (3) middle
and late Pleistocene, and (4) Holocene. The distribution of these units over
the study area is shown on a generalized surficial map (pi. 1, in pocket).

Late Pliocene and Pleistocene Deposits

The oldest surficial deposits of the study are predominantly of late

Pliocene age and consist of lacustrine sediments (fig. 4). These lacustrine
deposits (unit QTld) are mainly unconsolidated to moderately indurated marl

and silt that locally contain beds of limestone, sand, and fine-grained
volcanic ash. They were deposited in Lake Amargosa, which occupied much of

what is now the Amargosa Valley (fig. 1) during the late Pliocene; remnants of

the laKe probably persisted into the early Quaternary.

The age of unit QTld is not precisely known; however, an ash bed near the

middle of the unit yielded radiometric ages that ranged from about 3 m.y.

(fission-track method; C. W. Naeser, U.S. Geological Survey, written commun.,

1980) to 3.8 m.y. (K-Ar method on biotite; R. L. Hay, University of

California, Berkeley, written commun., 1979). A second ash bed near the top

of the unit was dated at 2.1 + 0.4 m.y. by the fission-track method (C. W.

Naeser, written commun., 1982T. A slightly younger age is suggested for the

upper part of unit QTld by mammoth remains that are considered to be less than
2 m.y. old (C. A. Repenning, U.S. Geological Survey, written commun., 1982).

Early Pleistocene and P1iocene(?) Deposits

These deposits consist of alluvium that mainly is early Pleistocene but

in some areas may be as old as latest Pliocene. The alluvium (unit QTa,

fig. 3) consists of debris flows with sparse bedded fluvial sediments; It

occurs as dissected fans and fan remnants that are adjacent to bedrock ranges
and, less commonly, as isolated outcrops several kilometers from the ranges.
Unit iTa typically is moderately indurated, coarse, angular, unsorted gravel

with minor amounts of sand- to clay-size material. In most exposures, QTa is

partly cemented with calcium carbonate.
The approximate age of unit QTa is limited by the ages of enclosing

units; there are no dated materials within the unit. QTa unconformably
overlies QTld at several localities in the Lathrop Wells quadrangle (Swadley,
1983), indicating that QTa deposits are less than 2 m.y. old in that area.
Unit QTa is overlain by unit Q2e, that locally contains lenses of volcanic ash

correlated with the Bishop ash by Izett (1982) on the basis of their similar
chemistry. Radiometric dates for samples from the Bishop ash indicate that it

is 0.74 m.y. old (Izett, 1982). The lower part of unit Q2e is considered
approximately 0.74 m.y. old on the basis of the correlation with the Bishop
ash. A period of erosion and weathering occurred following the deposition of

QTa but prior to depostion of Q2e (Hoover and others, 1981), suggesting that
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Table 3.—ftadionietric ane data for stratiqraphic un::s of lie NTS region

[Ages shown are ^ one standard deviation. Determinations by uranium-

trend metnod by J, N. Rosholt except where otherwise indicated.]

Stratigraphic Material

unit

Sample location Aye (in 10'' yr)

^Ic

Q

Q2a(?)

Q2b

Anargosa River
Charcoal in fluvial gravel banit, 2 ion SE of

Beatty, NV

Clayey silt of eolian A sw Frenchman Flat

horizon of (}2 soil

Slope wash sand

«2c

(younger soi 1

)

g2c

(older soi 1

)

Slope wash below fault
scarp

Slope wash

Fluvial gravel

Slope wash sand

Fluvial gravel

Fluvial gravel

Fluvial sand

Fluvial sand

Fluvial sand

Fluvial sand

Fluvial gravel

Fluvial gravel

Fluvial gravel

Fluvial gravel

Fluvial gravel

Fluvial gravel

Basalt cinder
cone, 11 km NW of
Lathrop Wells. NV
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QTa deposits may be substantially older than the 0.74 m.y. old limit implied

by its stratigraphic position below Q2e deposits. Basalt ash deposits in

fractures within unit QTa exposed in two fault trenches in eastern Crater Flat

are inferred to be approximately 1.2 m.y. old on the basis of complex

geological relationships discussed below, possibly restricting further the

upper limit for the age of unit QTa (see discussion of trenches 8 and CFl).

Hlddle and Late Pleistocene Deposits

Middle and late Pleistocene deposits (unit Q2, fig. 3) consist of fan

alluvium, fluvial and eolian sands, and volcanic deposits. These deposits

have been subdivided into five mappable units on the basis of relative age and

lithology: three alluvial units, Q2c, Q2b, and Q2a (in order of decreasing

age); eolian dunes and sand sheets, Q2e, and fluvial sand sheets, Q2s

(fig. 4). The lithologies, stratigraphic relations, and soil development of

these units are described in more detail by Hoover and others (1981, p. 15).

Unit Q2c consists of fluvial fan deposits and some debris flows. These

deposits typically are unconsolidated, poorly to well-sorted, nonbedded to

well-bedded, angular to rounded gravel with sand and silt in the matrix.

Interbeds of silty sand are locally common. Alluvial fans of Q2c are

generally deposited on unit QTa on the middle and upper valley slopes; Q2c

also occurs as terrace deposits in larger stream valleys.

Eolian deposits of unit Q2e occur as dunes and sand sheets in and

adjacent to the Amargosa Valley. Ramps of fine, well-sorted sand as much as

50 m thick flank many of the hills bordering the Anargosa on the north. Unit

Q2e is locally interbedded with the lower part of Q2c and is clearly older

than Q2b.

Fluvial sand sheets of unit Q2s occur along major streams and along

drainages downstream from dunes. The sheets consist of water-laid fine to

medium gravelly sand or stream- reworked windblown sand and commonly rest on

Q2c fans.

Unit Q2b is similar to Q2c in depositional environment and lithology. It

occurs as terrace deposits that are inset in Q2c and underlies lower slope

fans. These Q2b fans commonly merge upslope with Q2c fan deposits.

The youngest Q2 fluvial unit, Q2a, consists of debris flow deposits that

are large enough to be mapped at only three localities. Q2a is poorly sorted,

unconsolidated sand- to clay-size material that contains some gravel.

The inferred age of 0.74 m.y. old for lenses of volcanic ash in the lower

part of unit Q2e discussed above is considered the approximate lower age limit

for both units Q2e and Q2c. Younger Q2c gravels locally overlie and contain

reworked cinders from a small basaltic volcano 11 km northwest of Lathrop

Wells (fig. 1), which has yielded K-Ar dates ranging from 230,000 to 300,000

years old (Vaniman and others, 1982), indicating the approximate age for the

younger part of Q2c deposition. A uranium-trend date of 270 _+ 30 x lO'^ years

old was determined for a sample of Q2c from a soil horizon developed in the

upper part of the unit. This date, which theoretically indicates the minimum

age of Q2c deposition is consistent with the approximate age for the younger

part of Q2c indicated by the relationship with the volcanic center near

Lathrop Wells.

11
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Uranium- trend dates determined for samples of Q2s in the Yucca Mountain
area range from 480 _+ 90 x 10^ years to 270 jf 90 x lO-' years. Stratigraphic
relationships demonstrate that unit Q2s is equivalent in age to upper Q2c, in

part equivalent to Q2e, and is older than Q2b. The minimum ages inferred from
the uranium-trend dates are generally consistent with these stratigraphic
relationships.

Samples of Q2b from the Yucca Mountain area have yielded uranium-trend
dates that range from 145 j+ 25 x 10^ years to 160 _+ 18 x 10-^ years (table 3).
A minimum age of about 160,000 years for Q2b is preferred on the basis of the
reliablity of laboratory results. Samples from four exposures of slope-wash
and fluvial deposits that have beea correlated with Q2a yielded uranium-trend
dates that range from 38 jt^ 10 x 10^ to 47 jf 20 x 10-^ years (table 3).

Holocene Deposits

Holocene deposits in the study area consist of fluvial sands and gravels
and eolian sand. These deposits have been subdivided on the basis of relative
age and lithology into five mapping units: three units of fluvial gravel,
Qlc, Qlb, and Qla (in order of decreasing age); fluvial sand sheets, Qls; and
dunes and eolian sand sheets, Qle (fig. 4).

Unit Qlc consists of unconsolidated fluvial gravel and minor debris flows
that typically are poorly to well-bedded, moderately well-sorted gravel having
a sandy matrix; Qlc locally contains numerous thin beds of sand. Qlc occurs
as thin, broad fans on Q2c downstream from the incised parts of stream
channels on valley slopes and underlies terrace remnants along larger
drainages. Charcoal fragments from Qlc fluvial sand and gravel near Beatty,
Nevada (fig. 1), yielded a •'•^C age of 8,300 +_ 75 years (S. Robinson, U.S.

Geological Survey, written commun., 1981).

Qle consists of well-sorted fine sand that occurs as small dunes and
irregularly shaped sheets over much of the Amargosa Valley. It has been
observed overlying all other units. Unit Qls consists of thin sheets of fine
moderately well-sorted gravelly sand and commonly overlies Qlc. Qlb and Qla
consist of unconsolidated fluvial gravel and sand and are confined to the
channels of active washes. The subunits of Ql are described in more detail by
Hoover and others (1931, p. 20).

LATE CENOZOIC FAULTING

Thirty-two faults with associated offsets or fractures in late Cenozoic
deposits were indentified in the Yucca Mountain area on the basis of mapping
and trench studies. The traces of faults that involve Quaternary deposits and
their extentions in bedrock are shown on plate 1, along with several fault
traces across which trenches were excavated but no disturbance of Quaternary
deposits was recognized. The length of fault segments that have Quaternary
offset cannot be determined in most cases, because materials necessary to
demonstrate Quaternary offset are not present where faults extend into
bedrock. The faults are described from east to west across the area; they are
referred to by fault names where such names exist, otherwise a letter
designation has been used to identify each fault or group of adjacent faults.

12
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In the Calico Hills, in the northeastern part of the study area, four

probable faults, collectively designated A on plate 1, form distinct linear

features on aerial photographs and appear to offset unit QTa in outcrop.

Three of these faults trend northeast and one trends eastward. The lineaments

can be traced on aerial photographs across deposits of Q2c in some places, but

do not cross Qlc deposits. No definite scarps were observed and offset of QTa

is probably a half meter or less. It was not determined whether the

lineaments in Q2c reflect vegetation growth controlled by fractures in QTa

beneath undisturbed Q2c or offset of Q2c. None of the faults at this location

were trenched.

Fault B, also in the Calico Hills, trends northeast and is exposed for

less than 0.2 km in Paleozoic sedimentary rocks. It locally offsets deposits

of QTa and Q2c, which are too small to show on plate 1. Offset, down to the

southeast, is 2 m in QTa at the northeast end of the fault and about 0.5 m in

Q2c at the southwest end. Fault B was not trenched, and it is not known

whether the difference in the amount of offset is because of recurrent

movement or a decrease in throw to the southwest.

The Paintbrush Canyon fault trends northward for 18 km in the eastern

part of Yucca Mountain and continues to the north beyond the study area.

Where it offsets Miocene volcanic rocks, the displacement is normal and down

to the west. Although surficial mapping did not indicate Quaternary offset,

evidence for disturbance of Pleistocene deposits was discovered in three

trenches excavated across the fault (pi. 1). Trench Al (fig. A15) exposed

fractures in unit Q2e. These fractures do not appear to offset unit Q2b. In

trench A2 (fig. A16), similar fractures cut unit Q2c but not the soil

developed in Q2c or the overlying Q2b deposits. Because bedding features are

scarce in these unconsolidated units, offset along the fractures was difficult

to assess, but the lack of apparent disturbance adjacent to the fracture

suggests any offset was minor, less than a few centimeters. Trenches 16 and

16B were cut near the southern end of the fault zone (north end of the Fran

Ridge fault of Scott and Bonk, 1984) in deposits of unit Q2e. Trench 16

(fig. A12) showed no faults or fractures, but 16B (fig. A13) exposed

carbonate-coated west-dipping fractures that cut Q2e but not overlying

deposits of Q2s(?). The fracturing is interpreted as indicating minor offset

on the fault in the underlying bedrock that produced fractures with no visible

offset in the unconsolidated sand of unit Q2e.

Fault C (Bow Ridge fault of Scott and Bonk, 1984) parallels the

Paintbrush Canyon fault (pi. 1) and also offsets Tertiary rocks down to the

west. The fault trends northward for at least 6 km from the trench 15 site.

It does not appear to cross Yucca Wash to the north, and its extent south of

trench 15 is not known. No indication of Quaternary offset was detected by

mapping of surficial deposits, but trench 14 exposed a fault in Tertiary

volcanic rocks and fractures that cut across but do not appear to offset unit

Q2s and the K horizon of the soil developed in it. These fractures do not cut

the overlying Q2a (fig. All). Uranium-trend dates determined for samples from

units Q2s and Q2a in this trench are 270 j^ 90 x lO'^ years and 38 jt^ 10 x 10

years respectively (table 3). Minor offset on fault C that produced the

fractures in unit Q2s is inferred during the time interval between these

dates. Uranium-series dates ranging from 350 x 10^ to 550 x 10-* years were

determined for samples of carbonate and opal deposits (table 2) that extend

across the faulted volcanic rocks without offset.

13
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Along the northeast side of Yucca Mountain, four faults, D, E, F, and G,

cut Tertiary volcanic rocks but, no offset of Quaternary deposits was

observed. Each fault was investigated by one or more trenches (pi. 1). No

evidence of Quaternary faulting was found. Data from these trenches are

sunmarized in table 1 and trench wall diagrams appear in the appendix.

Fault I, near the south end of Yucca Mountain, cuts QTa and locally

faults it against older Tertiary rocks. The fault strikes northeast and is

down to the west; it was not trenched, and the amount of displacement is

unknown. The fault is exposed for a distance of 2.4 km and appears to be

covered by younger Q2 deposits to the north and south. A low northwest-facing

scarp is exposed along part of the fault, but for most of its length, the

downthrown block and the scarp are masked by windblown sand (Q2e) that locally

extends across the fault without demonstrable offset.

The Solitario Canyon fault zone is one of the major structures of the

Yucca Mountain area and marks the west boundary of the potential repository.

The fault zone strikes northerly and extends for at least 12 km. Although the

fault zone is complex, the net offset is normal and down to the west. Mapping

of surficial deposits indicated several fault segments where QTa is faulted

against Tertiary volcanic rocks for a total distance of 4.5 km (pi. 1).

Three trenches (8, IDA, and lOB) were cut in Quaternary deposits across

the Solitario Canyon fault zone. Trench 8 exposed unit QTa displaced downward

on the west against Tertiary volcanic rocks (fig. A4). The amount of offset

is unknown. Reworked basaltic ash occurs in a fracture zone in unit QTa on

the south wall of trench 8. Known late Cenozoic basaltic centers in the

Crater Flat area, which are potential sources for the basaltic ash in trench

8, fall into three age groups on the basis of K-Ar dates. Basalt centers of

the oldest group, approximately 3.75 m.y. old (Cam, 1982), are older than the

maximum age for QTa interpreted from stratigraphic relations and isotopic

dates from the Amargosa Desert and are not considered a possible source for

the reworked ash. Differences between phenocryst compositions detennined by

microprobe analyses of samples of the 3.75 m.y. -old basalt and ash from trench

8 and a similar ash from trench CFl, 2 km to the west (pi. 1), also suggest

that the 3.75 m.y. -old basalt eruptions were not the source of the ash in the

trenches (Wolfsberg and Vaniman, 1984). The younger basalt centers in Crater

Flat, approximately 1.2 and 0.24 m.y. old (B. M. Crowe, Los Alamos National

Laboratory, written commun., 1984), cannot be distinguished by their

phenocryst compositions, which are similar to compositions of reworked ash

samples from both trenches (B.M. Crowe, Los Alamos National Laboratory,

written commun., 1984). The reworked ash deposits in the fault trenches,

therefore, cannot be uniquely correlated with either the 1.2- or 0.24 m.y. -old

basalt sources on the basis of their phenocryst compositions.

The faulting and emplacement of the basaltic ash in trench 8 seem to have

preceded the development of the K horizon of the QTa soil because the fault at

the west edge of the fault zone does not offset the K horizon and the fracture

that contains the ash appears to be sealed by carbonate where the fracture

intersects the overlying K horizon. Fractures within the fault zone that cut

across the K horizon without visible offset are probably related to later

minor offset on the fault in the underlying bedrock. No deposits exposed

establish a minimum age for these fractures.

14
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Trench lOB, 3.3 km north of trench 8, exposes QTa faulted against

Tertiary volcanic rocks (fig. A7). The amount of displacement of unit QTa is

unknown. The K horizon of the QTa soil and the overlying Q2c deposit extend

across the fault without offset. No displaced or fractured Quaternary

deposits were exposed in trench lOA (fig. A5).

Uraniuni-series dates for unfractured calcrete deposits from the Solitario

Canyon fault zone, where QTa is faulted against Tertiary volcanic rocks

(sample localities 113 and 115, plate 1), were reported by Szabo and others

(1981, p. 21-22), who interpreted the ages of the calcrete as greater than

5,000 years for locality 113 and greater than 20,000 and 70,000 years for two

samples from locality 115). If this interpretation is correct, these dates

could also represent minimum ages for lastest movements along parts of the

fault zone because the calcrete was not fractured.

A fault designated H that is aligned with the Solitario Canyon fault

zone, but is downthrown to the east, was investigated at the north edge of

Yucca Mountain by trenches 13, GAIA and GAIB (pi. 1). Deposits of Q2c in

trench 13 are not faulted (table 1). Carbonate deposits from an unfaulted

soil overlying faulted Tertiary volcanic rocks in trench GAIA yielded a

minimum uranium-series age of 32,000 years (table 2). No evidence confirming

Quaternary movement was found.

Near the southern end of the Solitario Canyon fault zone, a possible

fault, J, forms a northeast-trending 0.5-km-long lineament between QTa and

Tertiary volcanic rocks. No offset could be demonstrated and no scarp is

present where the lineament crosses QTa.

West of the Solitario Canyon fault zone, two parallel faults, K and N,

trend generally north-northeast and are 7.5 and 6 km long, respectively. Both

fault QTa down to the west against Tertiary volcanic rocks and are overlain

locally by unfaulted deposits of Qlc. These faults were not trenched, and no

data are available on the amount of Quaternary offset.

Fault L is exposed for less than 0.5 km in QTa along the east side of

Crater Flat. The fault is marked by a north-northwest-trending brush line but

does not display a scarp; it was not trenched and the direction and amount of

offset are unknown.

Fault M consists of two segments that are not continuous on aerial

photographs but are considered to be one fault because of alignment and

similarities in the scarps. The northern segment trends north-northv;est and

is about 1 km long. It displaces QTa down to the west. The scarp is 1.5 m

high and has a maximum slope angle of 7°. The southern segment cuts unit QTa

for a distance of 1.5 km, trends north and northwest and is marked by a west-

facing scarp 1.5 m high. The scarp has a slope of 9° and a surface offset of
1 m. Trench CFl, excavated across the scarp, exposed three faults that offset

a QTa soil horizon about 2.5 m down to the west adjacent to the fault zone

(fig. A17).

Basaltic ash occurs along one of the faults in trench CFl and appears to

have been emplaced in an open fracture that formed at the time of faulting.

Because near-surface open fractures in poorly consolidated alluvial deposits
are assumed to be short-lived features, it is probable that faulting of unit
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QTa, the eruption of the basalt ash, and deposition of the ash in the open

fracture essentially were contemporaneous. As discussed above, this ash is

similar in composition to both the 1.2- and 0.24-m.y.-old basalts in the

Crater Flat area. Although it was not possible to correlate uniquely the

basaltic ash from the trench with basalt sources of either age on the basis of

their composition, stratigraphic and structural relations suggest that the ash

present in the fault zone is from the 1.2-m.y. old eruptions. A 1- to

2-m-thick K horizon (K^^ on fig. A17) interpreted by Swadley and Hoover (1983,

p. 7-8) as post-dating the offset along the fault zone in trench CFl contains

stage III to stage IV carbonate development. A 1-m-thick pedogenic carbonate

horizon developed on unit Q2c gravel exposed in nearby trench CF3 (fault Q,

2.5 km south of CFl) contains only stage II carbonate. The stage III to IV

carbonate developed across the fault zone in trench CFl is considered to be

significantly older than the stage II carbonate on Q2c in trench CF3. A date

of 0.27 +_ 0.03 m.y. determined by the uranium-trend method for samples from

the carbonate horizon developed on Q2c in trench CF3 theoretically indicates

the minimum age for the deposition of the Q2c deposit (Swadley and Hoover,

1983). The K horizon thought to post-date the fault in trench CFl is

interpreted as older than the Q2c deposit in trench CF3 and, therefore, older

than the 0.24 m.y. -old basalts. It is concluded on the basis of these

relationships that the ash in the fault zone in trench CFl was erupted during

the 1.2 m.y. -old basalt cycle and faulting in trench CFl is coeval with these

eruptions. It can be concluded through a similar line of reasoning that the

unfaulted K horizon exposed in trench 8 on the Solitario Canyon fault also is

older than the 0.24 m.y. -old basalt, and the ash and fault zone exposed in

that trench are also approximately 1.2 m.y. old.

To the west the short, poorly defined fault cuts QTa and can be traced

across an adjoining area of QTa that is thinly covered with Q2c gravel. The

fault is indicated by a 0.5-km-long north-northwest-trending brush line, but

does not form a scarp. No stratigraphic data are available on the amount of

offset because the fault was not trenched.

Approximately 2 km southwest of fault M, two intersecting faults,

designated P and Q occur chiefly in unit QTa. Fault Q, to the west, extends

for 0.9 km in a north-northeast direction. It is marked by a scarp 1 to 4 m

high where it crosses QTa. Two trenches, CF2 and CF3, were excavated across

this fault. Trench CF2 (fig. A18), cut across the scarp, exposed the main

fault and three minor faults. The amount of offset on these faults could not

be determined because of a lack of bedding features in QTa. Three faults

offset QTa but do not offset the upper part of the K horizon developed in

QTa. A minor fault, 1 m east of the main fault, cuts the upper part of the K

horizon and indicates a period of faulting younger than that of the main

fault. A topographic profile measured near trench CF2 gave a maximum scarp

slope angle of 12°, a scarp height of 4 m, and a surface offset of 1.5 m.

Trench CF3 was excavated 300 m south of CF2 in Q2 deposits where no scarp is

present but the fault is marked by a poorly developed brush line. CF3

revealed three small faults that offset Q2c less than 1 m down to the west but

do not offset an overlying Q2a deposit (fig. A19). Uranium-trend dates

determined for samples from this trench are 270 jf 30 x 10"^ years for unit Q2c

and 40 + 10 x lO"^ for Q2a, suggesting that movement occurred during the time

intervaT between these two dates.
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Fault P, to the east, trends northwest across QTa for 0.35 km and is

recognized by the presence of a subtle brush line; no fault scarp was found.

The fault trace is concealed by Q2 deposits to the north and south, and fault

P may be somewhat longer than indicated by surface expressions. The fault was

not trenched and the amount of offset is unknown.

At the southwest end of Yucca Mountain, fault R offsets QTa against

Tertiary volcanic rocks for a distance of 1.3 km. The fault continues to the

south for about 2.5 km where it offsets Tertiary volcanic rocks or is

concealed by Q2 deposits. The segment that offsets Quaternary deposits

strikes north-northeast and is downthrown to the west. The fault was not

trenched.

Fault segment S probably connects with a fault that extends for 11 km to

the north through Tertiary volcanic rocks. The segment that cuts Quaternary

deposits is 1.1 km long and offsets only unit QTa. This segment is marked by

a poorly developed brush line. Although no definite scarp was found where the

fault trace crosses QTa, deposits of Q2c, which are too small to show on

page 1, appear to have been deposited along the east side of the fault against

an east-facing scarp. If this interpretation is correct, it suggests that the

Quaternary offset on this segment of the fault is down to the east, which is

the opposite of the offset demonstrated by Tertiary volcanic rocks exposed

along the fault to the north (pi. 1). The fault was not trenched, and the

amount of offset is unknown.

Northeast of fault S, a north-northeast-trending fault, designated T,

faults QTa and also displaces QTa against Tertiary volcanic rocks. It is 7 km

long and is downthrown to the west. The fault was not trenched, and the

amount of offset is unknown. A profile measured where the fault offsets QTa

gave a maximum scarp slope angle of 11°, scarp height of 1 m, and a surface
offset of 0.7 m.

A short northeast-trending fault segment, designated U, near the

southwest end of Yucca Mountain appears to displace QTa down to the west

against Tertiary volcanic rocks although actual displacement of QTa could not

be determined. The scarp is exposed for only 0.2 km but the fault can be

traced on areal photographs for another 0,3 km to the southwest where it is

partly obscured by Qlc deposits (pi. 1). The fault was not trenched; and no

data are available on the amount of throw.

Fault V, located 1.5 km northeast of Black Cone in Crater Flat, has a

north-northwest trend and extends for 1 km across an area of QTa. A very low

east-facing scarp that is present only along part of the fault suggests that

offset is down to the east. Where the fault trace crosses thin terrace
deposits of subunit Q2c (pi. 1) the trace is visible on aerial photographs.
It is not known whether this lineament reflects plant growth controlled by

fractures in the underlying QTa or faulting in Q2c. The fault was not

trenched, and the amount of Quaternary offset is unknown.

Near the north end of Bare Mountain there is a group of seven short,

subparallel faults with a north-northeast trend. These faults collectively
designated W on plage 1, cut QTa or offset QTa against an older Tertiary

gravel unit. They range in length from 0.2 to 1.0 km, and several can be

traced on aerial photographs across areas where QTa is covered by thin
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deposits of Q2c that do not appear to be offset. These faults were not

trenched, and there are no data on the amount of offset; for most the sense of

motion is unknown.

Northwest of location W an arcuate fault, designated X, is exposed

chiefly in an area underlain by Tertiary gravel but locally cuts a narrow

deposit of QTa. The fault is 2.5 km long. The southern part trends east-west

and swings sharply to a north-northeast trend. No scarp was observed where

the fault cuts QTa.

Fault Y, near the western edge of Crater Flat, is exposed for only 0.2 km

in unit QTa. The fault trends north-northeast and is recognized by a brush

line. No scarp is present but a cutbank exposure indicates that the offset is

down to the east. The fault trace is concealed to the south by deposits of

Q2c.

The Bare Mountain fault zone is a major structural feature of the area

and marks the western edge of Crater Flat. It trends generally north and is

about 20 km long. Although the fault is concealed for much of its length,

evidence of Quaternary offset is exposed at several locations. Along the

northern segment of the zone (BM-1. plate 1) QTa is faulted down against

Paleozoic rocks. Locally Q2c fan deposits appear to cross the fault without

offset. A prospect pit in dense secondary carbonate and opal deposits along

the fault zone exposed a number of subparallel fault planes that dip 50 to

60° east. SI ickensl ides on one of these planes showed only dip-slip

movement. A scarp profile measured near the southern end of this segment

where the fault trace crosses an area of QTa, gave a slope angle of 10 , a

height of 1 m, and a surface offset of 0.8 m.

To the south {segment BM-2) the fault trace can be identified only where

it crosses two small areas of QTa. The fault is recognized by a brush line

but no scarp is present. A cut bank exposure in QTa revealed that the fault

plane dips 75° to the east.

The southern segment, BM-3, exposes faulted QTa at two locations and also

exhibits geomorphic evidence of Quaternary movement. At the southern location

the fault has formed a well-defined scarp in QTa. A scarp profile measured

here gave a slope angle of 20°, a height of 4 m, and a surface offset of

1.7 m. At the second location, an area of QTa is truncated by the fault but

the downthrown block is covered by Ql age deposits and no scarp was observed.

Along the southern segment of the fault zone, fans composed of Qlc

fluvial gravel at several locations occur adjacent to but 10 to 30 m above

small remnants of Q2c fans that appear to be faulted against Paleozoic

bedrock. Commonly Qlc overlies Q2c or is inset into Q2c fans. The

juxtaposition of Qlc deposits well above Q2c fans is interpreted as indicating

uplift along this segment of the fault zone after Q2c deposition. The uplift

elevated the bedrock valleys that were the source of the Qlc gravels and

resulted in deposition of fans at elevations above the older Q2c deposits.

These Qlc fans extend into the bedrock valleys on the upthrown side of the

fault and cross the fault without offset. The fault has not been trenched,

but the relative positions of Qlc and Q2c deposits indicate Quaternary uplift

could be in the range of 10 to 30 m along the southern part of the Bare

Mountain fault zone.
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SUMJ1ARY AND DISCUSSION

Offset or fracturing of Quaternary deposits was demonstrated for 32

faults within the Yucca Mountain study area. The fault segments for which

Quaternary offset can be demonstrated range in length from 16 km, the Bare

Mountain fault zone, to less than 0.5 km. The longest continuously exposed

scarp in Quaternary deposits is a 4-km segment located near the south end of

the Solitario Canyon fault zone.

For most faults the amount of Quaternary offset has not been

determined. Where offset can be measured or where fault scarps are preserved,

dip-slip movement on the order of 3 m or less is indicated. The one exception

is the southern segment of the Bare Mountain fault zone where geanorphic

evidence suggests Quaternary offset may be in the range of 10 to 30 m.

Strike-slip movement could not be demonstrated nor could such movement be

ruled out. The poorly consolidated surficial deposits exposed in the trenches

and the secondary carbonate deposits along the trace of faults are poor

mediums for the preservation of slickensides and other small-scale directional

features. Strike-slip offset on the order of tens of meters would probably be

detected by geomorphic evidence such as offset of streams or other linear

features, whereas offset of a few meters or less probably could not be

detected.

, Although absolute age data are limited, faults with Quaternary

\ displacement can be divided into three broad age groups. The youngest group

consists of faults B, C, Q, the Paintrbrush Canyon fault, and the Bare

Mountain fault zone; these faults offset or produced fracturing in deposits of

Q2 age. Based on uranium-trend age determinations as discussed above, age

brackets of less than 270,000 +_ 90,000 yr and greater than 38,000 ± 10,000 yr

and less than 270,000 +_ 30,000 yr and greater than 40,000 +_ 10,000 yr have

been inferred for faults C and Q, respectively. Offset on the Paintbrush

Canyon fault after about 700,000 yr and before 270,000 yr is suggested by

correlation of stratigraphic units where fracturing is exposed in trenches Al

and A2. Quaternary offset on the southern part of the Bare Mountain fault

zone is inferred during the interval between 270,000 and 9,000 yr ago based on

geomoprhic evidence and stratigraphic correlations. Movement on fault B after

270,000 yr is inferred from the minimum age of the youngest offset unit, Q2ci

no minimum age of offset has been determined for this fault.

Faults of the intermediate age group offset only QTa and older units;

where these faults are exposed in areas of QTa, a distinct scarp is commonly

observed. Only general age constraints can be inferred for Quaternary offset

along faults of this group. Quaternary movement of the Solitario Canyon fault

zone and fault M has been tentatively dated at about 1.2 m.y. ago based on

occurrences of basaltic ash in the fault zones as discussed above. Inferred

age brackets for Quaternary offset on fault I are less than 2 m.y., based on

the maximum age inferred for unit QTa and greater than about 700,000 yr, the

approximate minimum age inferred for Q2e deposits that appear to extend across

the fault scarp without offset. Fault T is included in the intermediate group

because the height and slope angle of the scarps of faults T and M are

similar. Based on preliminary scarp measurements, faults in Crater Flat have

been classified as significantly older than 1.2 m.y. where no scarp is

preserved or about 1 m.y. old or younger for faults that exhibit scarps
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similar in height and slope angle to fault M, tentatively dated at 1.2 m.y.

old. In this preliminary study, comparisons have been limited to scarps of

similar height (1-2 m) and scarps formed in the same rock type (unit QTa).

For these comparisons it is assumed that the fault offset included some scarp-

forming component.

The 23 faults of the oldest group offset QTa and older units, but no

scarps are preserved. General age limits for Quaternary offset on faults of

this group are younger than 2 m.y., the maximum age inferred for unit QTa, and

older than about 1.2 m.y., inferred from the lack of preserved scarps.

Minimum age constraints are demonstrated for some faults of the oldest group

where stratigraphic units younger than QTa overlie a fault without offset.

Faults S, V, and Y and faults P and R are locally overlain by apparently

unfaulted deposits of Q2c and Q2b, respectively. Minimum age limits for

Quaternary offset of greater than 270,000 yr and greater than 160,000 yr are

inferred for these two groups of faults from the minimum ages of the overlying

stratigraphic units. Fault group A and faults K, N and U are overlain in

places by unfaulted Qlc deposits and a minimum age limit for Quaternary offset

of greater than 7,000 yr is inferred. No minimum age limit can be

demonstrated by this method for faults J, L, X, and fault group W. Table 4

summarizes the data on each fault and the inferred ages of offset.

Where age constraints have been inferred from radiometric dating and from

stratigraphic correlations of faulted and unfaulted deposits at a trenched

site, no offset younger than about 40,000 yr has been demonstrated. Holocene

offset has not been demonstrated in the study area nor can it be ruled out.
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APPENDIX

Preliminary diagrams of nineteen trenches excavated in the

Yucca Mountain area to evaluate Quaternary fault movement.
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Senator Hecht. The State of Nevada has praised your coopera-

tive attitude, but has told me that there have been several in-

stances where DOE headquarters in Washington has rejected

agreements between your office and the State. Has this sort of

thing happened? If so, how often?

Mr. ViETH. I think that you have to look at the Department as a
homogenous group for this particular situation. I think the rejec-

tions of certain proposals have come as a collective view and should
not be blamed on headquarters. I think that there are features in

some of the things that the State has asked for that are negative

features, so we have tried to give them a balanced perception from
the Department on whether or not we should move forward with
certain things.

I am not clear on places where headquarters and the field are
that much differing in viewpoints about things.

Senator Hecht. Have you done any work on possible waste trans-

portation routes to Yucca Mountain?
Mr. ViETH. We have the responsibility in the project office of

looking at what are the routes within the State by which radioac-

tive waste would be taken from the border to the site. We have
looked at that in some detail.

Senator Hecht. Have you come up with any determination yet?

Mr. ViETH. We have identified alternate routes for highways and
for rail routes, yes.

Senator Hecht. Would you mind submitting all that to us, too,

please?

Mr. ViETH. We will be happy to provide that information to you.

[The information follows:]
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QUBSTIOB 2t PlMa« spaolfy, and provid* d«tail«d rout««, mapa of
th« rout**/ to b* vis«d to th* repoaltorlM, WXPP and
tha MRB and idantlfy tha affactad Indian landa,

municipalltlaa> towna, countlaa. and atataa that
would Ila along, or ba in proximity to, tha propoaad
routaa of tranaportation of apant fual and high*
laval and tranauranie waataa to tha 3 propoaad
rapoaiteriaa, to and from tha MRS and to WZPP.

ANSWER I Figuraa 1 through 6 ara mapa that ahow poaaibla

routaa for apant fual ahipmanta to aaeh of tha thraa

candidata rapoaltory aitaa, for both tha MRS and tha

no>MRfl diapoaal ayatama. Plaaaa nota that thaaa ara

rapraaantativa routaa and do not rapraaant any

daeiaion by tha 008 aa to actual ahlpnant routaa.

Tha DOB doaa not hava availabla any mapa idantifying

Indian landa along routaa. Howavar, whan tha Buraau

of Indian Affaira (BIA) updataa and rapubliahaa ita

map "Indian Land Araaa - Qanaral" that uaaa 1971

information, w* will incorporvta tha raviaad

information into a map that ineludaa Fadaral Indian

Raaarvationa and potantial highway and rail routaa

through thaaa juriadietiena. This naw map ahould

ba availabla within tha naxt faw mentha; it will ba

providad to you at that tina.

Tha routaa for waata ahipmanta to wipp will comply

with DOT routing ragulationa which ineluda tha moat

diraot intaratata batwaan tha shipping altaa and tha

WXPP facility. Tha DOS ia ourrantly diacuaaing

thaaa Intaratata routaa with aach affactad Stata and

Indian Triba, and axpacta thaaa diaeuaaiona to ba

complata in 1988 prior to commancamant of ahipmanta.

Plaaaa »%• Tabla 3 for a listing of potantial stataa

and Indian landa through which waata daatinad for

WXPP will ba transportad.
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Senator Hecht. If you were managing an actual repository,
would you prefer to have your facilities and employees handle 10
year old waste, or 50 year old waste?
Mr. ViETH. From a point of view of operations, whether or not

the waste is 50 years old or 10 years old, it is certainly still going to
be very radioactive and is going to be a risk to the people. You still

have to take strong precautions. The radiation levels will be down
certainly by a significant factor by the time it is 50 years of age. So
the magnitude of potential exposure has gone down on a statistical

basis. It is likely that the collective exposure from 50 year old
waste might not be as great as it is for 10. Under either condition,
the employees that will be working under those conditions will be
safe.

Senator Hecht. I know time is a problem so I will stop for the
moment.
The Chairman. Thank you, Senator. Senator Evans.
Senator Evans. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will try to be brief

because this is not my State, but there are some very interesting
facts here. You mentioned a 57 kilowatts per acre heat load I think
was the term you used. That is the design parameter for the kind
of material that you are dealing with, and that is the heat load,

and the 1,500 acres required for 70,000 tons is based on 10 year old

material?
Mr. ViETH. Yes, sir.

Senator Evans. For Hanford, is it the same parameter, 57 kilo-

watts per acre?
Mr. Anttonen. I believe it is, but I would have to go back and

check. Also we are looking at the underground facility, roughly
about 2,000 acres for 70,000 metric tons facility.

Senator Evans. Let us just take Nevada for now, 57 kilowatts
per acre heat load. That is a fixed figure, so that adds up as I can
calculate it to about 1.2 kilowatts per ton?
Mr. ViETH. That is correct.

Senator Evans. If it is 1.2 kilowatts per ton at 10 years old, do
you have any idea how many kilowatts per ton the heat load is at

50 years?
Mr. ViETH. I would say it is in the neighborhood, and this is a

rough estimate, of about 0.4 kW per metric ton.

Senator Evans. Is this a linear kind of thing so that if that 0.4 is

one-third of the 1.2, does that mean you can put three times as

much material in the same acre?
Mr. ViETH. No, it does not. By the time you get down to 50 years,

it is not on linear. It is an exponential decay.
Senator Evans. I know it is an exponential decay, but at that

point you are down to four-tenths, and you said you could load it

up to this 1.2 or the 57 kilowatts per acre.

Mr. ViETH. If you go out to 100 years, it is about two-tenths of a
kilowatt per metric ton.

Senator Evans. But you are saying the number of tons per acre

that you can put into a repository is limited by the heat load. You
do not want to go beyond that 57 kilowatts per acre presumably.
Mr. ViETH. That is right, assuming 10 year old fuel.

Senator Evans. If 10 year old fuel is producing
Mr. ViETH. It is not an easy computation.
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Senator Evans. I am very much aware that it is an exponential
curve in terms of the cooling. What I am trying to get at is how
much more fuel you can load into that acreage if you used 50-year-
old fuel rather than 10-year-old fuel. If 50-year-old fuel at that
point gives off just four-tenths of a kilowatt per ton compared to

1.2 kilowats per ton in 10-year-old fuel, doesn't that indicate that if

you put three times as much of the older fuel in that acre it would,
at that point, still give off only 57 kilowatts of heat?
Mr. ViETH. I am not following the logic of that. Basically if you

were dropping it down from 1.2—I see, a factor of three?
Senator Evans. Yes. Could you not put three times as much fuel

in the same acre?
Mr. ViETH. Not exactly, mainly because you have to take into ac-

count that early exponential decay. You might be able to put
maybe one and a half times.

Senator Evans. I guess I do not see why. Maybe instead of ex-
tending this, you can give me a short physics lesson by letter or
something. It seems to me that if 50 years has gone by someplace
on the surface, that that would no longer be a factor for deep geo-
logic storage. Obviously the only thing you have to characterize
and the only thing you have to worry about is the heat produced
from the moment you put it in the repository forward. You do not
care what has happened in the past, do you?
Mr. ViETH. As long as that past has not taken place inside the

geology, no.

Senator Evans. That is what I am saying. I am talking about the
difference. Your design is assuming that the fuel is 10 years old,

and you said and I think logically that some of the fuel is a lot

older than that now. But the design factor on which all of the cost
calculations have been made and on the 70,000 ton limit, and a
whole lot of other things that have been done were all made from
that basic design parameter.

I guess what I am saying is at the time the fuel is placed in the
repository—if the design parameter were based on 50 year old fuel
rather than 10-year-old fuel, at least roughly, that would indicate,
if your figures are right on the four-tenths kilowatt per ton at 50
years, that you could pack it about three times more densely and
still not end up with anymore heat load from that moment on?
Mr. ViETH. And the point that I am trying to make is you are

looking at what you believe may be a linear relationship. The point
is you have to look at the area under the curve to get an integrated
value, and I think that is where the difference is between whether
or not you think it should be a factor of three, or what I would say
is closer to one and a half.
Senator Evans. I don't know. The integrated value in looking at

that curve, understanding that curve, it would seem to me it would
be the other way. Rather than three, it might be more rather than
less because you have taken up a substantial amount of that area
of total heat in the first 40 years. You have a lot less heat left to
go.

If you could, for the record, a little more accurately answer this
question, because we have danced around this and we have not had
anything other than just general kinds of response from the De-
partment in any previous testimony—The response from Mr.
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Rusche was that it might cut the cost of a deep repository by some-
thing between a biUion and a biUion and a half dollars, which is

worth taking a look at. I am more interested in what effect 50 year
old fuel rather than 10 year old fuel would do to the density with
which you could store the material.
Mr. ViETH. I think we can handle that.

[The information follows:]
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CALCULATION OF THERHAL POVER DENSITY EHPUCEHENT OP SPENT PUEL IN A REPOSITORY

BACKGROUND

This aterial is presented to clarify the position presented to Senator Evans
•t the June 29, 1987, hearing on the repository projects. At that tiae, the
data discussed vere those presented in a 1981 publication entitled "Monitored
Retrievable Storage Concept - A Review of its Status, and Analysis of its
lapact on the Waste Management System." The reference data included indicated
that the heat generating capacity of spent fuel vas 1.2 KV/MTHH at 10 years out
of the reactor. Mr. Evans asked for an estimate of what the power level would
be at 50 years out of the reactor and Dr. Vieth estimated about 0.4 KV/MTHH.^
Mr. Evans postulated that if we waited another 40 years', then we should be able
to increase the emplacement density of spent fuel in the repository by a factor
of three. Dr. Vieth indicated that the emplacement density of spent fuel in
the repository was not a linear function of spent fuel heat generating
capability, and that other factors were important. The following discussion is
an attempt to explain the basis for such a determination, and to explain the
impact of letting spent fuel cool another 40 years before enplacing it in a
repository.

CALCUUTIONS

The basic factor that affects the emplacement density is not so auch that rate
of heat Input, but the total thermal energy input to formation over a giving
period. For a tuff repository, Sandia Laboratories established a 2000-year
period as the base period for establishing the design configuration of the
repository when considering spent fuel.

Using the base figures for fuel out of reactor for 10 years, which generates
heat at 1.05 KV/MTHH, this is an average for all fuel elements considering ones
from both boiling water reactors and pressurized water reactors. With a
thermal power density of 54 KV/acre, the total heat energy input to the
repository is 8975 KV-years/acre.

Assuming that the exact same fuel is held for 50 years, and subsequently
generates heat at 0.49 KV/MTHH, is placed in the repository with the exact same
spatial configuration as for the 10-year fuel, the thermal power density at
emplacement would be 25 KV/acre. Over the 2000-year period, the thermal energy
input to the repository would be 7550 KV-years/acre.

It should be noted that, while the heat energy proportion rate dropped by a
factor of 50 percent from the 10-year old fuel to the 50-year old fuel, the
total energy input to the formation only dropped by 20 percent. It Is the
total heat input that is the critical factor; however, for the purposes of
describing a repository, the term of thermal power per acre is a more useful
term. Unfortunately, this usage often leads to an inappropriate conclusion as
to a repository's capacity, since it does not facilitate the evaluation of the
total heat input. If the 50-year old fuel is reconfigured so that the total
thermal power input is 8975 KV-year/acre over 2000 years, the thermal power
density would be 30 KV/acre.

The reference design case for a repository in tuff assumed that defense
high-level waste would be Included as well as aome Vest Valley Commercial waste

and spent fuel. The amount of apent fuel in the repository is cstlamted at

62,000 MTHH. In this repository configuration, assuming 10-year fuel, the

62,000 tons would require 1220 acres. If the fuel was held for 50 years and
cmplaced at the 30 KV/acre, the area in the repository for the 62,000 tons

would be 1025 acres. By holding the fuel for 50 years, there would be a

savings of approximately 20 percent on repository area.
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Senator Evans. Just one other question. I know that you all have
to operate on the basis of the law as it was written and the regula-

tions which have flowed from that law, and the requirements
which we have laid on you for the selecting of sites and narrowing
it down to three for the characterization, and now the simultane-
ous characterization of three sites.

Do you think that a corporation interested in accomplishing the
same task would approach it in the same way?
Mr. ViETH. I have a very hard time trying to judge that since I

have spent most of my career in the Federal Government, and I am
really not familiar with how a private corporation would approach
this particular problem.
Senator Evans. Would it not make sense—I would guess from

some knowledge of how mining and oil exploration operations go,

recognizing that they have a small chance of successful effort

—

Most oil drilling wells are dry holes, and most mining is unsuccess-

ful.

Mr. ViETH. Well
Senator Evans. It seems to me that the way they approach it is

to focus first on those items which are most likely to disqualify the

site and successively go through that step by step rather than
doing a whole comprehensive program that contemplates spending
a whole billion dollars per site before a final decision is made.
Mr. ViETH. Let me try to clarify two points that trigger my

thought process. First of all, you are looking at a private corpora-

tion that is interested in a profit motive, and they are trying to uti-

lize the earth to gain a benefit. We are looking for something en-

tirely different, even though we are looking at sort of a similiar

process because we are concerned about protecting the health and
safety of the public.

So the factors that are really important for making that decision,

whether or not your private corporation or government trying to

protect people, are entirely different. How you would approach the

problem might be significantly different because your end motives

are different.

Senator Evans. I based my question on the corporation attempt-

ing to accomplish the same end purpose which is the safety—you
know, all of the same goals.

Mr. ViETH. But that was going to take me to my second point.

The question about focusing on the things that could be—those

items that would cause us to reject a site, I think those are the

things that we have tried to focus on. As I can remember the guid-

ance has always been turn over the big rocks first and make sure

there is nothing that is obvious having to do with the disqualifica-

tion of the site. I think that that has been consistently the method
that we have use in this particular program.

Senator Evans. What are the two things most likely at the

Nevada site, or the three things that successively you think are the

most likely early disqualifiers?

Mr. ViETH. I think the early disqualifier was the hydrology, and
the second one was the tectonics.

Senator Evans. Essentially the same as at the Hanford site?

Mr. ViETH. Yes. I think the decision that was made in 1982 by
which we picked the unsaturated zone over the saturated zone was
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specifically to deal with this factor. We wanted to find a way to

minimize the situation with regard to the contact with water and
its availability to move radioactive waste away.
The second one is in terms of trying to understand that tectonic

environment, and that is not an easy one to fully understand if you
have to anticipate that you will go into a regulatory review that is

going to be suspicious, contentious, and thorough.
Senator Evans. Does that suggest that you want to assemble all

of the information both public and proprietary and put it all essen-
tially on one map or overlays to really determine all of the materi-
al that is available as it relates to tectonics?

Mr. ViETH. I think that that is exactly the course of action that
has been described, and that map is a little bit more complicated
than you might imagine, and where we are right now is preparing
that map, and it is called the Site Characterization Plan. It does
two things. It tells you everything that we know about the site and,
two, what are the remaining issues that have to be resolved and
how we are going to go about it. For our particular site that repre-
sents about 7,000 pages of document.
The course that you are proposing is in fact the one that has

been followed in doing this, and it has been done very sequentially
in terms of having an identification of potentially acceptable sites,

preparation of the environmental assessment, and now the Site
Characterization Plan. The Nuclear Waste Policy Act laid it out
very clearly.

Senator Evans. Mr. Anttonen, that is essentially the same proc-
ess at Hanford?
Mr. Anttonen. Yes, that is correct.

Senator Evans. Have you utilized all available information on
tectonics, or on the seismic nature of that area that is potentially
available?

Mr. Anttonen. Yes, that is correct. Like Don indicated, we are
going through the same process as the other two projects. As part
of the site characterization plan the first thing is to identify all the
information that you know on the site, and then to establish a pro-
gram to

Senator Evans. Does that include all proprietary information
which may be not in the public sphere, but have been made on that
site?

Mr. Anttonen. We have been receiving a lot of proprietary in-

formation and have been working with the people to get their ap-
proval to use that information in our program.
Senator Evans. That is not quite the answer to the question. I

asked if you have available all information, or is there some propri-
etary information which you have not received, or not made avail-
able to you?
Mr. Anttonen. I believe that we have all the information avail-

able.

Senator Evans. Thank you.
The Chairman. Mr. Neff.
I think it would be best if you would summarize briefly.
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PROJECT OFFICE, DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

Mr. Neff. In deference to the hour and to your desire, I guess
the one thing that I would Hke to verbaUze from my testimony is

related to the issue of payments equivalent to taxes in the area. I

think Mr. Rusche has testified in front of this committee about the
problems with the current language which really calls into exist-

ence those payments for units of general local government.
For the project that I have the responsibility for in Texas, be-

cause of the way we are forced to interpret that language which
has, my lawyers tell me, a lot of history behind it, i.e., unit of gen-
eral local government, we find ourselves unable to make payments
to special districts in the State of Texas which provide some very
essential services which are provided by units of general local gov-
ernment in other states. I believe it is an inequity that I feel very
much concerned about, and I think Mr. Ruche has indicated to the
committee that we feel a need for some authority to be given there
to allow us to move beyond the NWPA.

I just want to bring up to your personal attention, sir, that issue.

It is one that we are struggling with in the local area because, as
you are aware, payments equivalent to taxes was one mechanism
to make this project somewhat acceptable in terms of the local

community by making it be able to be taxed as if it were a busi-

ness.

The Chairman. I am familiar with those units of local govern-
ment and their question, and I hope that we can change that at the
same time we pass an incentive package, and the bill which we
have introduced would provide up to $100 million a year for reposi-

tory. We can correct that units of local government language at the
same time.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Neff follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

My name is Jeff Neff and I am the Manager of the U.S.

Department of Energy's Salt Repository Project Office, now

located in Hereford, Texas. The responsibilities of my office

are to manage the day-to-day activities of the site suitability

investigations of the designated nine-square-mile site located in

Deaf Smith County, near Hereford in the Texas Panhandle. The

location is indicated on several of the attachments.

My remarks will be divided into five categories: (1) a

brief history of how the Deaf Smith County site was designated;

(2) a review of major issues for the Texas site and how these are

expected to be resolved during site characterization; (3) a

svimmary of major institutional issues; (4) a sximmary of

consultation and cooperation activities with the State of Texas,

through its Nuclear Waste Programs Office; and (5) highlights of

current and past interactions with local governmental officials

and the public in the Panhandle.

History of Salt Site Activities

The process that led us to the site in bedded salt in Deaf

Smith County, Texas, began in 1957, when a panel of the National

Academy of Sciences recommended salt formations in the United

States be studied for potential underground sites for permanent

disposal of high-level radioactive waste. The U.S. Geological

Survey launched national screening studies the following year.
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In 1976, the Survey identified two bedded salt areas in the

Texas Panhandle for further study—the 18-county Palo Duro basin

south of Amarillo, and the 5-county Dalhart basin north of

Amarillo.

Other salt deposits identified by USGS in the national

screening process for further study included bedded formations in

the Paradox Basin of Utah and Colorado; the Salina Basin in

Michigan, New York and Ohio; and salt domes in Louisiana,

Mississippi and eastern Texas. (See Attachment A.)

Within those regions, DOE then moved, step-by-step, to

identify smaller areas for more intensive study, evaluating

thickness and depth of salt, the presence of faults, seismicity

and salt dissolution. Also considered were such factors as the

existence of other natural resources such as oil and gas, land

uses, and density and distribution of population. (See

Attachment B .

)

Directed by the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (NWPA) to

select potentially acceptable geologic sites for a repository,

the DOE selected nine possible sites in six states. Two of the

sites were located in bedded salt in the Texas panhandle— 3 00

square miles in Deaf Smith and Oldham counties and 190 square

miles in Swisher County.

Each of the two Texas sites later was narrowed to nine

square miles for the environmental assessment process required by

the NWPA.

In May 1986, three of the nine sites evaluated in the

environmental assessments were recommended to and approved by the

President for characterization. The salt site selected for
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further study is In Deaf Smith County, 40 miles southwest of

Amarlllo. (See Attachment C.) Documents describing this process

are listed on Attachment D.

Major Issues at the Deaf Smith County Site

The next step In the process Is to conduct site

characterization at each of three sites, Including the site In

Deaf Smith County, Texas. The site characterization phase was

conceived and placed In the NWPA by Congress specifically to

obtain data of the surface and at the depth where the repository

would be constructed to determine the site's suitability. This

next step Is designed to address the many Issues and

questions which your constituents and all of us In the program

need to have answered before a site Is recommended for the

geologic repository. The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,' and

state and local groups will review and monitor plans and results.

These Issues remain to be resolved at the Deaf Smith County

as well as at the other two sites. Methods to resolve these

Issues are being Incorporated in the Site Characterization Plan,

Environmental-Regulatory Compliance Plan, and the more than 50

detailed site study plans, which spell out the specific work in

geotechnical , environmental, and socioeconomic areas.

Attachment E indicates many of the planned activities.

There are four major concerns that I would like to discuss today:

the potential for contamination or depletion of the Ogallala and

Dockum aquifers; management of excavated salt; effects on the

agricultural economy and public perceptions of how studies will

affect agribusiness; and general socioeconomic impacts.
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o The potential for contaminating or depleting the Ogallala and

Dockum (Santa Rosa) Aquifers

First, some general information about project design. The

repository system itself is being designed and would be operated

to prevent contamination of surface water or ground water. Waste

brought to a repository would be in solid form and in heavily

shielded casks. Waste packages would be emplaced 2,500 feet

below the surface in a stable salt formation.

The rock strength and very low permeability of this

formation will be verified during the first seven years of site

characterization. Multiple barriers will contain the waste's

movement. Engineered barriers—including an insoluble waste

form, a corrosion-resistant metal container, repository backfill

material, and shaft seals—will be added to the natural barriers

of the rock at extreme depth.

The Dockum aquifer is more than 1,000 feet above the

proposed depth of a repository; the Ogallala aquifer is

approximately 2,000 feet above the proposed repository. In

general, our analyses show that the pressure for the aquifers in

the vicinity of the Texas site decreases with depth. This

creates the potential for groundwater at repository depth to flow

down to the deeper saline aquifers rather than upward toward the

Ogallala and Santa Rosa aquifers.

The concern is that the Ogallala and Dockum aquifers could

be contaminated during construction of shafts for site

characterization. This will be avoided through use of a proven

(over 100 years old) ground freezing technique which is widely

employed for digging tunnels and mine shafts where water is
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anticipated. For example, shafts for mines in Saskatchewan,

Canada, have successfully penetrated major aquifers with ground

freezing during shaft construction. This method is being used

successfully at the repository being constructed in the Federal

Republic of Germany at Gorleben.

As a part of shaft construction, seals and plugs will be

placed at required intervals to prevent water from moving down

the shaft as well as to protect water quality. Throughout the

construction and operation process of the exploratory shaft

facility and the repository, DOE will continuously monitor the

shafts for stability and performance of the lining and seals.

Water requirements for a repository in the Texas Panhandle,

averaging the amounts to be required for construction and waste

emplacement, are expected to be approximately 443 acre-feet per

year. This may be reduced by recycling the water. This is

equivalent to the amount of water needed to irrigate from 265 to

400 acres.

o How excavated salt at the Deaf Smith County site will be

managed

Assuring that excavated salt does not contaminate water or

soil is an important consideration in DOE's program. Salt

management procedures during the construction of an exploratory

shaft for site characterization and the repository will be

similar to those commonly used in the mining industry. The

amount of salt excavated for site characterization will be far

less than the amount excavated for the repository. A combination

of water spraying (resulting in the salt crusting over)

,
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retention ponds, impermeable liners, ninoff control structures

and monitoring of soil and crop conditions are proven techniques

for effectively reducing the possibility of soil or water

contaunination from the excavated or blowing salt.

During site characterization, shallow boreholes and wells

will be drilled to study rock characteristics and groundwater.

Any salt-contaminated fluid produced during drilling will be

stored temporarily in tanks or lined mud pits until it can be

disposed of off site.

Two exploratory shafts to conduct more detailed studies at

depth will also be constructed. Prior to the mining of salt

and any storage on the surface, DOE plans to conduct laboratory-

scale experiments on wind dispersal of salt and on dust

formation. These data will be evaluated against actual salt pile

experience at several locations in the country and against actual

site meteorological data. Based on these evaluations, a decision

will be made whether to store the salt on site, either covered or

uncovered, or to ship it off site. If the excavated salt is

stored temporarily on the surface, it would be in a pile less

than 50 feet high, covering less than 5 acres, and containing

about 140,000 tons of salt. Most of the salt would be used for

backfill if the site is not selected for a repository.

Throughout construction and operation of the exploratory

shaft facility and the repository, salt management techniques

will be monitored. For example, air quality stations will be

established and groundwater downstream from the salt pile will be

monitored. We foresee that neighboring farmers will aid in the

monitoring through review and comment on our plans and
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suggestions for placement of air sampling monitoring stations.

Any effects of wind-blown salt will be apparent on plants within

the site prior to possible effects outside the site. The

appropriate correction or remedial will be taken immediately if

effects are seen.

o The effects on the agricultural economy of the area,

including the public's perception of a repository

We believe that how well this project is perceived will ^

depend on how well it is operated. DOE intends to construct and

operate the exploratory shaft facility and repository according

to the best standards of industrial and scientific practice,

under continuous scrutiny by federal agencies such as the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission, the Mine Safety and Health Administration,

the Environmental Protection Agency, the State, and local and

scientific groups,' including the National Academy of Sciences.

While a high-level nuclear waste repository has not yet been

constructed, the technology for operating a repository is based

on well-known principles and has been demonstrated successfully

in Nevada (the Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage Investigations

project) and in the Federal Republic of Germany (programs of the

Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt, PTB) . A demonstration

project is also planned at the Waste Isolation Pilot Project in

Carlsbad, New Mexico.

There are two parts to the agricultural issue: land use and

the possible effect a repository would have on sales of

agricultural products, e.g., the "perception" issue.

The 5,7 60-acre site in Deaf Smith County includes 5,168

acres of cropland. A major part of the surface acreage will
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remain in agricultural use during site characterization

activities because only about 61 acres will be required for the

exploratory shaft facilities. Approximately 600 acres, including

the 61 acres, will have limited access because of the many

activities to be conducted there. Access to additional parcels

will be necessary for specific geologic and environmental

activities, but most of these will be small plots, the need of

limited duration, and the placement and timing flexible. DOE'

will also need to protect the nine-square-mile site for a

repository by prohibiting or regulating deep drilling and certain

other subsurface activities. This will be accomplished by

entering into agreements with affected landowners to regulate

these activities. Landowners will be compensated for all land

uses.

If the Deaf Smith County site is selected for a repository,

from 400 to 700 acres will be required for the surface

facilities. Agricultural activities may be possible on surface

acreage outside the 400 to 700 acres of working facilities,

subject to restrictions by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. In

total, an estimated 5,836 acres (0.61 percent of the total

productive land in Deaf Smith County) could be affected if a

repository is constructed. Estimated losses to cattle and

livestock production in Deaf Smith County would be approximately

$1.5 million per year as a direct effect of repository

construction

.

Regarding the perception issue, we have sought information

from comparable experiences to help us understand the potential

effects of locating such a facility near agricultural areas. At

8
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the Three Mile Island nuclear power plant, after the accident

that certainly had high national visibility, a study by the state

health department indicated there were no sustained effects on

the area's agricultural image. Sales of agricultural products

were affected for only eQjout one week following the accident.

Agribusinesses are conducted adjacent to many nuclear facilities

without apparent effects on sales of products. Admittedly,

building a repository is a unique step and we intend to continue

studying this issue during the five to seven years of site

characteri zation

.

o Socioeconomic impacts of the project on communities

On April 22, 1987, DOE provided an estimate to the Texas

Advisory Council on Intergovernmental Relations that 3,215

people, including workers' families, will move to the Panhandle

during the five to seven years of site characterization studies

in Deaf Smith County. An estimated 2,283 would locate in

Amarillo, 402 in Hereford, 432 in Canyon, 28 in Vega, and 18 in

rural areas. Of these people, 1,088 are project workers.

During site characterization, we estimate that approximately

$475 million will be spent on materials and labor, including many

purchases in the local area. Later I will describe our attempts

to maximize the awarding of contracts to local companies and the

hiring of local workers, within federal procurement regulations.

The Deaf Smith County Environmental Assessment estimated

peak migration to the area would be 2,52 workers during

repository construction and 2,040 workers during repository

operation.
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The Environmental Assessment estimated that direct purchases

of materials during repository construction will be $11.3 million

per year (1983 dollars) , of which 10 percent are expected to be

made in the local area. During operation, direct local purchases

are estimated to average about $3 million per year.

Additional funding will be made available to local taxing

districts during site characterization and during repository

construction and operation in the form of payments-equal-to-

taxes, as explained in more detail later. Currently, funds are

provided through grants to the Texas Nuclear Waste Programs

Office and local groups such as the Deaf Smith County Waste

Deposit Impact Committee for review and oversight purposes.

Status of Other Site Activities

Several other activities are also important in regard to the

Deaf Smith County site. These include issues related to impact

mitigation during site characterization and payments-equal-to-

taxes, relocation of staff to the Panhandle, special needs of

landowners, and the ability of local businesses and people to

obtain contracts and jobs. I would like to address each issue in

detail.

o Grant funds for impact mitigation during site

characterization are not provided for by the Nuclear Waste Policy

Act. This has caused concern' among Texas communities near the

site in Deaf Smith County, because some local leaders fear that

this project is already causing significant impacts. They

believe that DOE should be prepared to mitigate impacts as they

occur. DOE believes, as stated in the environmental assessment.

10
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that site characterization will not have significant adverse

impacts. To the extent practicable, we are required by the Act

to conduct activities in a manner that minimizes any significant

adverse impacts. We plan to monitor all activities and to

mitigate any tangible demonstrated effects.

We have been in regular communication with local leaders,

exchanging information about the project's effects on the

schools, services, and so forth as part of that monitoring

process. In addition, we have investigated and provided to them

information on other federal funding sources, worked through the

Texas Nuclear Waste Programs Office to approve grant funds to

help communities study the program and prepare to assess impacts,

and tracked staff plans for locating in communities in the

Panhandle to anticipate immigration effects.

o The Nuclear Waste Policy Act does require DOE to provide

payments-equal-to-taxes during site characterization. These

payments can be used by an eligible state, unit of general local

government, or affected Indian Tribe (in accordance with

applicable state and local laws) for various purposes, including

mitigating impacts that may occur as a result of site

characterization. Such payments would be comparable to those a

private business would normally pay in taxes on similar work.

DOE'S policy is that such payments will be retroactive to May 28,

1986, when sites were designated for characterization.

As Mr. Rusche previously has brought to your attention, the

Act provides that payments can be made only to units of general

local government, defined as a general purpose political

subdivision of a state. The Vega Independent School District is

11
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a special district and thus the Department reluctantly concluded that

the District is not an eligible jurisdiction. This issue

pertains to all special taxation districts in Texas. As Mr.

Rusche has stated, DOE does not believe this to be the intent of

the NWPA, but we are constrained by the law. On the PETT issue

as well as the grant issue, we need legislative authority to

resolve this issue successfully.

o Representatives of the state and several conununities believe

that they have already been impacted by transition of project

staff to the Panhandle. The Salt Repository Project Office is

following a phased relocation plan to gradually relocate project

staff to the Panhandle. The process began with 11 people moving

in March and is designed to move people concurrent with when

their work can better be accomplished in the area than from

Coluaibus, Ohio. Currently, about 70 DOE aiid contractor staff

are located in the Panhandle. Approximately 70 additional staff

members will relocate this summer.

By fall, we expect the project workforce in Hereford to

reach approximately 300. The relocation was phased to avoid

adverse impacts to the project as well as the communities,

including surges of in-migration, undue interruptions of technical

work, and personal relocation needs.

o Land accjuisition and access issues are of critical concern

to landowners within and near the nine-square-mile site in Deaf

Smith County. We are attempting to interact with landowners and

operators with utmost sensitivity to their feelings and

interests. We met with landowners in Vega on February 23, 1987,

12
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to provide information on upcoming site characterization

activities and listen to their suggestions. We are now awaiting

the Real Estate Planning Report from the U.S. Army Corps of

Engineers, which will describe the lands needed and recommend the

property interests that should be acquired. This report will

be ready this summer and relevant portions will be sent to the

state and all landowners. We will then meet with landowners to

discuss land acquisition plans. Through this process we hope 'to

be active in negotiations this fall.

o Several local officials have stressed that, wherever

possible, the Salt Repository Project should benefit local

communities. We have made this our goal.

DOE demonstrated its intent to bring positive benefits to

affected communities by choosing to locate our offices in

Hereford, as well as the office of the project's integrating

contractor (Battel le Memorial Institute) and exploratory shaft

construction management contractor (Parsons-Redpath) . We are

also attempting to make as many purchases as possible in

Hereford, subject to technical requirements and federal

procurement regulations

.

Since the beginning of relocation in March, the Salt

Repository Project has spent more than $1 million in the

Panhandle for supplies, office equipment, and materials. Nearly

40 area people have been hired in professional and secretarial

categories

.

We are working with business leaders in Hereford to develop

a workshop for local suppliers and contractors to explain federal

13
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procurement procedures and assist them in learning how to expand

business opportunities and bid for contracts. In addition, we

have made mailings to people who have expressed an interest in job

opportunities, explaining the process for federal and contractor

jobs. And we are posting job opportunities with the Texas

Employment Commission offices as well as advertising them in

newspapers throughout the Panhandle.

Consultation and Cooperation with the State of Texas

Throughout nine years as manager of DOE's salt repository

studies, I have worked frequently and closely with state

officials and agencies in Texas. So I can attest personally to

the high quality and productivity of interactions with Governors

Clements and White, their representatives and committees, and

other officials and offices in a state government that I have

come to know and respect as extremely competent, professional

—

and, yes, complex.

The record shows, in fact, that from the beginning, the

state of Texas has taken an active and valuable role as a key

state in the repository siting process. The Bureau of Economic

Geology at the University of Texas at Austin performed early

evaluations of the suitability of East Texas salt domes (which

were dropped from consideration in 1980) and for more than 10

years has worked under contract with my office and with other

contractors in Panhandle field studies. Written interim

agreements dating to 1980 have guided consultation and

cooperation with the Bureau of Economic Geology and other Texas

agencies. Texas representatives have been included in hundreds

of technical and institutional meetings and workshops.

14
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In short, be assured that the official voice of the state of

Texas in this program has been heard—long, loud and clear—and

in a variety of settings and channels of communication: comments

on many technical documents, frequent written and oral

comunication, extensive testimony in pre-site nomination scoping

hearings, draft guidelines hearings, and meetings and hearings on

draft environmental assessments of the potentially acceptable

repository sites.

Since the designation of a Texas site for characterization

13 months ago, areas of interactive activity which no doubt

interest members of this committee include preliminary steps to

negotiate a consultation and cooperation agreement, state

participation in planning and policy development, and the sharing

of information.

o C&C Agreement—In a letter July 1986, to the director of

the Texas Nuclear Waste Programs Office, I invited the state to

meet with DOE and representatives of Nevada and Washington to

initiate the process of developing consultation and cooperation

agreements as provided by the Nuclear Waste Policy Act. In

response to a subsequent expression that Texas preferred

individual involvement in such negotiations, in November 1986 I

renewed DOE's offer to negotiate an agreement, this time directly

with the state. In several informal discussions since then, the

Texas Nuclear Waste Programs Office director has indicated that

Texas is not yet prepared to undertake negotiations to attain

formal agreement.

15
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Salt State Meetings—After seven salt sites in four states

were selected in 1983 as potentially acceptable for

characterization, my office met with representatives from Texas

and other affected states in a series of bi-monthly meetings held

from July 1983 through November 1984. These meetings provided

interactive information exchange on institutional and technical

issues.

Such regular, detailed sessions laid much of the foundation,

1 believe, for accelerated involvement of Texas and other states

in a variety of positive and productive interactions to plan site

characterization.

Texas representatives currently are fully involved in 14 ,

program working groups, e.g., DOE's Environmental,

Transportation, Quality Assurance and Institutional/Socioeconomic

Coordinating Groups, as well as in development of the highly

technical Deaf Smith County Site Characterization Plan and a

local public participation plan.

o Information—To facilitate effective state involvement in

site characterization, SRP has met or talked with Texas officials

several dozen times in the past year on a wide range of subjects.

They include site transition planning, land access and the DOE-

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers agreement, plans for pxiblic

information and briefings, plans for early site studies,

annotated table of contents and draft chapters of the Site

Characterization Plan, site study plans, the Environmental

-

Regulatory Compliance Plan, environmental and socioeconomic

monitoring and mitigation plans, and applications of the

payments-equal-to-taxes provisions of the NWPA.

16
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o Texas Grant Status—The Texas Nuclear Waste Programs Office

applied to DOE for a grant of $6.7 million for the 1987 fiscal

year. In December 1986, we approved an initial amount of $2.5

million following an analysis of the state's request. We asked

for additional information to better iinderstand the scope of work

for the remaining amount.

We have now received this additional information and expect

to release additional grant funds soon. DOE has instituted new

procedures to expedite processing and approving state and tribal

grant requests.

In addition, at the Salt Repository Project Office we are

placing more emphasis on reviewing grants, including the addition

of a new staff member to expedite the project office's process.

Local and Public Interactions

Since early March, when we began relocating staff to the

Texas Panhandle, we have attempted to increase interactions with

and personal response to affected parties. These have included:

o Bi-weekly status reports to local offices of area

Congressional representatives,

o Weekly meetings at the Community Center in Hereford,

where my Deputy Manager provides status reports on

relocation of staff, hiring, field activities, office

procurements, and other ongoing activities,

o Communications with landowners, including the February

meeting, mailing of revised land acquisition schedule

17
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in May, and plans for a meeting to be held by DOE for

landowners this fall to discuss the DOE Land

Acquisition Plan,

o Daily verbal or written response to people interested

in jobs or contracts on the project,

o Weekly discussions with the executive director of the

Deaf Smith County Waste Deposit Impact Committee, based

in Hereford,

o Appearances before the Deaf Smith County Commissioners.

o Discussions with Vega Independent School Board

officials about possible impact mitigation funds.

o Three briefings for staff of the City of Amarillo in

June,

o Regular access to news media representatives for

program updates and in-depth articles about transition

and study plans,

o Hired nearly 40 local people in professional and

secretarial positions,

o Speakers' bureau presentations—an average of about 20

per month—where members of my staff and contractor

personnel fill requests from community groups, schools,

and technical organizations throughout the Panhandle to

provide information about this program,

o Program exhibits at technical group meetings, library

association conventions, and area career days,

o Planning with local leaders for workshops for local

business on purchasing and contracting opportunities.

18
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o Finalized local procurements for leasing office space

in Hereford, as well as equipment and furniture for DOE

and contractor staff,

o Teacher workshop being planned, coordinated with the

regional office of the state education agency,

o Plans to open a public information office in Amarillo,

similar to those in Hereford, Vega, and Tulia.

o Presentations by Panhandle academicians to staff in

Columbus planning to relocate, to inform them about the

culture, history, and economic background of the area.

Prior to beginning relocation of offices to the Panhandle,

the week of February 23, 1987, we conducted briefings for

landowners, local officials, and the public to provide

information on the activities and schedule for work connected

with site characterization. People in Hereford, Amarillo, and

Vega had opportunities to hear brief presentations eOsout

activities, ask questions or make suggestions to us and then to

interact personally with more than 40 technical staff who are

planning the work.

The Salt Repository Project Office has also taken the first

steps on the road to developing a public participation plan,

which is designed to assure that the project's technical work

scope is fulfilled while the concerns of local citizens are

addressed. As you know, the need to involve the public in order

to build confidence in the disposal process is one of the seven

findings of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act. DOE ' s further

commitment to public participation is described in several

guidance documents as well as the Mission Plan. In the Salt

19
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Repository Project Office, we have contracted with a private

consultant to follow a three-step process to develop a public

participation plan. The process shows people how to develop a

schedule of activities on which they want to provide input and

establishes methods for them to have affect on study planning,

data evaluation, and decision-making.

After more than three years of preparation, we started the

public participation planning process in early May by holding

working sessions in Hereford and Amarillo to explain the process.

Our consultant is now working with project technical staff

on ways the public can be involved effectively in site study

planning. In July and August, we will be talking again with

local groups about each community's needs and interests, so we

can begin developing the draft plan.

Meanwhile, we are continuing the public outreach activities

that have been available to people in Texas for more than five

years. These are summarized on Attachment F.

This concludes my statement. I would be happy to answer any

questions you may have about the Texas project.

20
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ATTACHMENT F

SALT REPOSITORY PROJECT OUTREACH ACTIVITIES

Publications and fact sheets about the Salt Repository

Project studies as well as the national radioactive waste

management program.

Audiovisual materials and exhibits for use at no cost by

schools, groups, conventions, and meetings.

Public information offices in Hereford, Vega, and Tulia,

which ptovide local people easy access to nontechnical

information as well as technical documents and electronic

access to data.

Materials supplied to libraries in the Panhandle, Austin,

and major Texas universities.

Monthly notices to more than 1,000 people on the mailing

list of new materials available in information offices and

libraries.

Workshops and field trips upon request (e.g.. Waste

Isolation Pilot Plant near Carlsbad, New Mexico)

.

Bilingual materials—one fact sheet in Spanish, a second to

be available this month; a videotape describing program

background, to be available this month in English and

Spanish.

Public meetings, briefings, and hearings as appropriate or

requested.
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The Chairman. While we are on that subject, I understand there

are 2,526 construction jobs and 2,040 regular jobs once this is in op-

eration?

Mr. Neff. Yes. Those numbers—I do not remember those exact

numbers, but they are

The Chairman. I think they are in your statement.

Mr. Neff. For the repository construction, yes, that is correct.

The Chairman. Two thousand five hundred twenty-six for con-

struction, and then 2,040 for operation?

Mr. Neff. Yes.

The Chairman. Those are full-time permanent jobs after you are

in operation?
Mr. Neff. Yes.

The Chairman. Mr. Neff, you describe in your statement the

lengths to which you have gone to cooperate with the Texas people.

Has that been a fairly good relationship, or is it a difficult relation-

ship?

Mr. Neff. I think it has been a very good relationship. I think

we understand the political pressures that the State operates under
and the immediacy of their advocacy groups that come into them.
We have been able to establish areas of discussion with the State,

recognize real areas of disagreement and go beyond those to have
discussions on other areas where we can have agreement, and
where we can basically work together.

So I think it has been a good relationship from my own personal

observation.

The Chairman. Mr. Neff, in your statement you talk about the
fact that the Ogallala Aquifer is 2,000 feet above where this would
be stored, and another aquifer is 1,000 feet above, and that because
of the pressures on the aquifers, the water tends to go down rather
than up. You also go into some detail about how in drilling the
shaft you would freeze it according to technology 100 years old, and
that you would have a high degree of confidence that during that
construction process you would not have intrusion of the water into

the shaft.

My question is this. Would you not worry about, after the shaft
is complete, it is all sealed, or even during operation, that water
might get down into the cavity, or is that not a concern?
Mr. Neff. Yes. I think inevitably it is a concern, although we be-

lieve that we will be able to demonstrate that the seals are tight as
we are building them. That is a concern, and we would be monitor-
ing the levels of the aquifers by monitoring wells, observing any
unexplained lowering of levels, et cetera. We would be monitoring
the moisture inside the shafts and around the shafts to determine
if we were getting any leakage. That is not an uncommon phenom-
ena, and there is a lot of experience with shaft construction of
going back in and stopping those leaks with grouting, et cetera.
So while we believe that during the construction period we will

be able to demonstrate the leak tightness, we will maintain
through the operation of the repository, which now we are talking
about a 50 to a 100 year period, an evaluation program of the leak
tightness of those seals.
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So that by the time we are prepared to suggest to the NRC that
we close the faciUty up, there will be on the order of 50-100 years
of data looking at that particular phenomena.
The Chairman. Suppose water does leak 100 years later or when-

ever, and you get the shaft filled with water. Is that a problem?
What kind of problem is it?

Mr. Neff. Our evaluations right now would say that that would
not be a problem that would invalidate the repository. We would
still have bulkheads in the drifts underground, seals on each of the
individual adits that are built underground. In addition, if we are
able to confirm this pressure differential that I have quoted as one
of the positive features of that basin, then we would not expect an
active circulation process in that filled shaft.

Again, a shaft filled with water would be a great concern and
would represent another level of evaluation and intensive scrutiny

that we would have to go through.
The Chairman. In Sweden they have one of their, not repositor-

ies, but a medium level repository built under the ocean, in rock
under the ocean. They have several seals there, but they expect

that to be flooded over time. Their statement is that the movement
of the water would be so slow and would not be an upward direc-

tion, that it is built into this design criteria.

Are you in effect saying that the same phenomena would be true

in Deaf Smith, but in addition to that you would seal it off over a
period of 100 years so you would have high confidence in the seals.

But if the seals did break, the pressure differential would say that

water would not move up, it would move down?
Mr. Neff. The phenomena on the pressure differentials would be

the same if that is what it is in Sweden. I should say that we do
not expect the salt repository, if it were to be a repository, to fill up
with water. One of the reasons for looking at salt beds has been
historically because of their isolation from water by the very

nature of the dissolution of salt in an active water system.

We are not anticipating an eventual filling of the salt repository

with water. If such a thing should occur, I think there are a set of

arguments that we could make associated with the pressure differ-

entials, et cetera, which would still lead one to believe that from a

public health and safety viewpoint the repository would be accepta-

ble.

I would like to say, sir, that I think that if you take salt now,

with its dissolution problem, if we have to contend with a flooded

mine, we have gone into another arena of analysis and evaluation,

a much more difficult one.

The Chairman. I understand that the salt would flow actually

once you put the waste in the salt, seal it up, it would become
molten around the canister and there would be some flow to it?

Mr. Neff. It does not become molten in the sense that it changes

phase. Salt is a plastic media so it deforms under stress over a

period of time. As a salt system, as a pure rock, it will flow and

close up underground openings. It is one of the advantages of salt

in terms of long-term isolation because the tunnels and the drifts,

et cetera, would potentially close up. It is a problematic thing rela-

tive to the issue of retrievability, which is a requirement that the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission has placed upon the Department,
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in the sense that we will have to reduce heat loads from what the

salt would normally be able to take in order to assure that the

mine will not be creep closed during the 50 to 100 year period that

we have discussed.

The Chairman. It is more safe because of the sealing, but

retrievability, it makes it more difficult?

Mr. Neff. Yes. It brings in the potential of actually having to re-

mine under some retrievability scenarios.

The Chairman. And the retrievability would be for reprocessing,

or for other reasons?
Mr. Neff. The primary purpose, as I understand the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission's regulations, was to assure that if you saw
something underground that was beginning to invalidate your un-

derstanding of the geology and that it was becoming unsafe, that

you would be able to go back and get the waste out and place it

someplace else.

The Chairman. Mr. Neff, the same question I asked to the other

witnesses. Do you have a view as to the degree of confidence to

which your present theories about the suitability of this site would
be validated through characterization?
Mr. Neff. Yes. I mean, my view is that by the careful selection

of these sites, particularly the salt site where we have gone
through a progression of the screening out of areas that might
have had potential fatal flaws, I believe that with the Deaf Smith
County site we have a site that has a 90 percent chance of going
through site characterization, in my view.

Sir, there are many surprises in the earth, but based on my un-
derstanding of this system and the predictability of those salt beds,

which we will very quickly be getting some correlation for, I think
the number is very high. I would hasten to add that does not mean
that I would
The Chairman. You are not insuring it. We understand that.

Mr. Neff. Nor would I personally be willing to bet the country's
future in terms of solving this problem necessarily on one site. I do
not think that is prudent.
The Chairman. You do not think what is prudent?
Mr. Neff. I have taken your question to mean that would we be

willing to bet on one site.

The Chairman. I am not talking about betting on one site. I am
talking about characterizing one site which during characterization
if it is not suitable, then you move to another site. There is no bet
in that. There is a savings of a couple of billion dollars potentially,
and we are not putting pressure on the first site to be good because
we move to the second site if the first one is not suitable.
Mr. Neff. In terms of the Deaf Smith County site I have a very

high degree of confidence in that site in terms of its ability to be
proven out during site characterization. Again, I will just say that
Mother Earth carries many surprises for us and we have to be
ready for those and understand them.
The Chairman. Of course. We understand that. Senator Evans.
Senator Evans. Let me just follow up on that. I think you are a

little more prudent than the testimony we have had from the cen-
tral office. At times their enthusiasm is extraordinary. In testifying
on the potential of characterization, as I remember, Mr. Chairman,
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Mr. Rusche said he thought it was over 99 percent that anyone of

these sites would be successfully characterized, or something close

to that. We will have to dig back into the record and find out what
it was, but it was in the high 90s. I remember at the time making a
comment about just about as pure as Ivory Soap.
Even if you are at 90 percent, and I ask anyone or all three of

you, even if the potential for successful characterization is 90 per-

cent and it costs a billion dollars to do each one, is it prudent to do
all three at the same time, or is it prudent to do one at a time with
90 percent certainty that it would be successfully characterized and
the potential of saving $2 billion? Then the other side of the scale

is of course the potential delay in a final site selection.

Mr. Kale. If you do not mind, I will try to answer that question.

I think Jeff put it very well. Mother Earth can hold so many sur-

prises, and they can be very major ones. I think under the present
circumstances in terms of what we need to find out, and the degree
to which we are going to have to establish the reasonableness,

almost to the point in some cases of a certainty with the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, my opinion is that we should go ahead
with characterization of all three sites. Surprises can happen and
normally they are not small ones. They are major ones that could

produce a major setback in, for example, if we just pursued one site

and we could find anywhere along the line we are with a site that

will not be supportable in the licensing process and have to start a
new one and have lost that time. Time does translate into money.
So it would not be just a pure savings. We would have lost the

period of time that we could have been going in parallel. In my
opinion we should proceed with all three sites.

Senator Evans. I thought that that would be the response. That
is with a 90 percent certainty. That was the framework of the ques-

tion, 90 percent certainty. What if the certainty were 95 percent?

Still go on all three sites?

Mr. Kale. I guess we have not done enough operations analysis

or that type of work to really try and quantify the answer.
Senator Evans. In other words, you are saying that even if it is

100 percent certain that you could get all three sites, then what
would you do?
Mr. Kale. I guess by definition 100 percent says that we know

all there is down there and we could proceed. Lacking 100 percent

information, then the question becomes just where are the surpris-

es and how well do we know them. I cannot quantify it.

The Chairman. We can quantify the $2 billion.

Senator Evans. The trouble is that in distinguishing between
government and the private industry, one of which may be aimed
at health and safety and the other one at profit, it is also true that

government has precious little concern over money most of the

time, or at least not as much as the private industry might. It

seems to me at some point when the odds are high enough, it does

not make any sense to continue ahead tripling the money spent.

I do not know where that point is, but it certainly is not 100 per-

cent. I am surprised that it is higher than 90 percent, but then the

head office was saying in testimony here not so many months ago

that their view of it was that it was a considerably higher figure
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than 90 percent. I will go back and look up what he said. Assuming
it is 95, 96, 97 percent, still go all three?

Mr. Kale. I will answer it this way. Based on what we know
today, and regardless of what the number is, I do not know if any
of us have quantified that in terms of probability and statistics. I

am not sure that is possible to do. Based on the advice that we
have continued to get from the scientists, and we have sought opin-

ions in various places from scientists that we have brought in from
time to time, based on what I know, I would still proceed to charac-
terize all three sites in parallel.

Senator Evans. That sounds like you do not know a whole lot

and so there is a lot of uncertainty out there. What gives you the
certainty to say that everybody says that it is at least 90 percent or
better that you can successfully characterize anyone of these?
Mr. Kale. I think it is the nature and the potential magnitude of

that uncertainty. If it comes, it is going to be, I suspect, a large

one, a major one, ones that are difficult to work around if not im-
possible. I think it is the nature of the uncertainty.
Senator Evans. It is either qualified or disqualified. It does not

make much difference how big it is. If it is a disqualifler, it is a
disqualifler. You have 90 percent chance that it would qualify. It

seems to me it does not make much difference whether it is a big
one, or an unusual one, or an ordinary one, or a series of small
ones. They all add up to the same thing, do they not?
Mr. Kale. Yes, sir. I guess it is the nature of that surprise. We

are probably not going to find it out, if it is there at all, until we
get down into the underground and actually see what is under
there.

The Chairman. If the Senator would yield?
Senator Evans. Yes.
The Chairman. The French are characterizing only one site, I

might add at a cost substantially less than a billion dollars. They
are also drilling exploratory shafts, small shafts, in a number of
other sites. They feel they will have a very high degree of confi-
dence in that. Are they being imprudent in proceeding with only
one full characterization?
Mr. Kale. Mr. Johnston, I am not familiar with their program. I

cannot comment on that. I again comment that in terms of the
stakes here in this country, to site and get the design information,
the licensing information that we need, my opinion is that we need
to do this to give ourselves the assurance that we can bring a re-
pository into operation.
The Chairman. Have you done time line studies as to how much

time it would take to disqualify so that you cannot do them sequen-
tially considering the 3,000 tons a year, or whatever figure you
would use?
Mr. Kale. No, we have not.
The Chairman. How can you then say it is imprudent? You are

talking $2 billion and you say it is necessary to characterize three
sites simultaneously. Is not the answer to that question necessarily
one that depends upon time, probabilities in time? If it costs one
year and you can say that is only 3,000 tons. You can store another
3,000 tons on site, or maybe it is ten years, or maybe—Is that not a
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question of probabilities that would have to be taken into consider-

ation?
Mr. Kale. It is certainly a question of probabilities, timing, the

cost of money if one looks at deferred operation in terms of just

going in series. I agree.

The Chairman. Excuse me for interrupting.

Senator Evans. The net present value of something spent today

is pretty big compared with something down the road a ways. I am
not so sure that if you start doing a real true analysis—Apparently

nobody has done this, is that correct?

Mr. Kale. To my knowledge, nobody that I know of has done

that. As of today we have proceeded along the path of developing

the three sites.

The Chairman. If the Senator would further yield, we put in a

requirement for three characterizations simultaneously when the

information given to us cost $60 million per site. There is nothing

magic in the three, but it was related to $60 million of character-

ization cost.

Senator Evans. It seems to me that that might be a pretty useful

thing for us to be doing. Either the Department, or if they feel it is

unwise to do, we can get somebody else to do it. Somewhere along

the line a thorough analysis of the consequences of delay, and the

consequences of doing all three of these and relating that in some

way to the chances of successful characterization is really an anal-

ysis that is pretty fundamental. It should have been done. It would

have been done under any normal circumstances if you got into the

private sector as to how we spent money and where and under

what circumstances, and comparing it against the risks in getting

what we are trying to get to.

One question on the Texas site. You talk about impact funds and

the feeling—Is it correct to say that currently you have payment in

lieu of taxes, or roughly the equivalent of payment in lieu of taxes

to the units of local government? They are confined to general

units of government?
Mr. Neff. The language in the law is unit of general local gov-

ernment.
Senator Evans. I understand that may well be a problem. It

would be a problem in our State as well. The school districts are

not really units of general local government, but they are certainly

among the most needed in terms of any impact funds. Do we have

the same situation in Washington?
Mr. Anttonen. I do not believe we have the same situation. In

fact, I met with the State in my monthly meeting last Friday and

we talked about it, and they indicated they are not aware of any

major issue right now within the State.

Senator Evans. There is not a major issue in terms of require-

ment for funds, or not a major issue in getting whatever impact

funds were distributed to the district that needed them?

Mr. Anttonen. Whatever impact needed to get it to the districts.

Senator Evans. I presume they do that because we have a pretty

integrated— You can get it, for educational purposes, you can get

it to the states and they can in turn get it to the districts neces-

sary. Is that possible in Texas even when you have independent
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school districts? Would it not be possible to transfer that money to

the state and have then in turn transfer it to the school district?

Mr. Neff. I do not want to represent that it is impossible. We
have been discussing this with State people for a couple years in

terms of an issue, and they certainly have not brought up a solu-

tion. Neither has it popped up in terms of a very intensive set of
discussions. It might be something that I should go back and specif-

ically examine.
Senator Evans. That was the next question I was going to ask.

Has this really been brought up as a significant problem by the
school districts or local governments, or in your view is it a signifi-

cant problem? So far you have not had very many people move in

anyhow, have you?
Mr. Neff. We have had about 60 people move in and we are pro-

jecting in the local areas numbers that are, let's say, up to five per-

cent or so of the base population. Some of these are very small
Texas towns. Vega, which is mentioned in my testimony, has a pop-
ulation of about 900 people. It does not take very many people with
children to start impacting it.

Most school boards, as you are probably well aware, particularly
if they are talking about construction, they are really talking about
one and a half years in advance. So, yes, it has been brought up by
them in a very professional and a very forceful manner. While our
studies continue to say the impacts will not be significant, we are
very concerned about not having any fallback position, if you will,

in terms of these payments equivalent to taxes when particularly
they are talking about our children in these systems.
Senator Evans. If that is the case, does that suggest a proposed

modification or change in our law in order to allow us to handle
that kind of thing?
Mr. Neff. There are some intricacies here which I probably

cannot speak correctly to. Mr. Rusche has testified I believe in
front of the committee that legislative authority is required at this
point to address that.

Senator Evans. Are there any other specific, and maybe you can
reply for the record on this—are you aware in either of the other
two states of any specific changes in law, or modification that
would make the job easier, make it go better? Any hurdles or bar-
riers that you run across that really suggest that a modification
would be appropriate? If you are not aware of any, fine. If there
may be some, you may want to supply that for the record.
Mr. Kale. I cannot think of any at this point right now, Mr.

Evans. Perhaps what we should do is provide a response to the
record.

Senator Evans. That is fine.
[The information follows:]

The Department offers the following suggestions on how to improve the process
by which affected States, localities and Indian Tribes can participate in the waste
program, obtain financial and technical assistance, and provide input into various
decision documents: (1) authorize funds appropriated pursuant to the Nuclear Waste
Policy Act of 1982 to be used to provide payments-equal-to-taxes to special purpose
units of local government at the candidate site; (2) authorize the Department to pro-
vide grants directly to affected local governments; (3) authorize the Department to
provide financial and technical impact mitigation assistance directly to local govern-
ments; and (4) authorize the Department to provide financial and technical impact
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mitigation assistance to affected States, loced governments, and Indian Tribes
during the site characterization phase.

Senator Evans. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Thank you very much, gentlemen. We appreciate

your testimony. Next we have Mr. Robert M. Bernero, Deputy Di-

rector of the Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards of

the NRC, accompanied by Mr, Robert Browning, Director of the Di-

vision of Waste Management of NRC. Gentlemen, welcome. Please
proceed.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT BERNERO, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, OFFICE
OF NUCLEAR MATERIAL SAFETY AND SAFEGUARDS, NUCLEAR
REGULATORY COMMISSION; ACCOMPANIED BY ROBERT
BROWNING, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF HIGH-LEVEL WASTE
MANAGEMENT
Mr. Bernero. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you for this op-

portunity to present the views of the NRC on the DOE Program for

disposal of civilian high level waste. I have prepared testimony
which I would like entered into the record. With your permission I

would like to highlight some of the significant points of that testi-

mony.
As you know, we are in the prelicensing consultation phase of

the repository program. DOE has the responsibility to conduct site

characterization activities to acquire data necessary to evaluate the

suitability of each candidate site.

We are reviewing this data as it comes along, and in reviewing

DOE's activities and comments, NRC has raised some concerns

which are expected in a first of a kind program of this nature. This

process has permitted us to narrow the issues and move toward
resolution as the DOE program focuses on the areas of concern and
obtains more data.

Our effort in this early stage is to identify issues from NRC's reg-

ulatory perspective as early as possible, and to insure that DOE is

addressing those potential licensing issues in an appropriate way.

The prepared testimony discusses some of our concerns about site

characterization at the three sites, but I will not repeat that mate-

rial now. I will touch only on one comment that we made in our

mission plan amendment comments, and then I would like to bring

out one technical issue, quality assurance, that has come up and I

think merits special comment in order to reflect on the lateness of

the hour.
In our comments on the draft mission plan amendment, there

was language in that amendment linking the schedule for receipt

of spent fuel at the monitored retrievable storage facility to NRC's
issuance of a construction authorization for the repository.

I would like to note that the proposed linkage between the repos-

itory construction authorization and MRS operation, both of which

are projected for 1998 under DOE's revised schedule, could lead to

at least an appearance of undesirable and unnecessary pressure to

issue the repository construction authorization.

The Chairman. I might add at that point that that linkage was a

political one caused by the concern of Oak Ridge that their MRS
would be the sole repository. That is the reason for that. It seems
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to me that once we demonstrate that repository is well underway
and there is a real commitment to it, that perhaps the linkage may
no longer be necessary to satisfy Oak Ridge. Once you have a real

program going I would think that ought to satisfy them. Time will

tell on that.

Mr. Bernero. If we turn to the NRC/DOE interaction, in general

I would say that our interaction has progressed quite well. We are

working on a procedural agreement which we drew up in 1983. We
are following that agreement. The first half of this year we had a

number of technical meetings which I have noted in the testimony.

I do not think there is any need for me to review those.

Due to uncertainties in DOE's schedules, particularly regarding

when exploratory shafts will be sunk, NEC staff will be working
with them to focus near term technical meetings on those concerns

related to surface based testing strategies. This is a matter of prior-

ity to expedite the work of surface characterization. Although we
recognize that characterization at depth is ultimately necessary for

complete site characterization.

I would summarize by saying our pre-licensing consultation has
been generally adequate to enable us to perform timely reviews of

their programmatic documents. As in any major program involving

approaches that go well beyond normal practice, we are certainly

going to find issues, and we will continue to work toward improved
understanding in pursuit of these issues.

In general, I would say that the program is proceeding with some
success. I do want to point out the one technical issues I mentioned
earlier, quality assurance. We asked the DOE when they were
ready for our first major quality assurance audit, and this was at

the Nevada site. We did a quality assurance audit where we had
both technical expertise and programmatic expertise set out to do
that.

Our testimony indicates that we made some findings. We found
deficiencies, and we concluded that their quality assurance pro-

gram is not yet fully in place, and we noted those deficiencies. We
are meeting with DOE this week about them. I would just like to

add that we are not discouraged by this finding. The agency, the
NRC, has gone through quality assurance program audits many
times in the past, and it is not uncommon for us to go into a major
program and find deficiencies. Nevertheless, we will pursue these
with DOE, and I expect that a successful program can ensue from
this.

In conclusion, I would say from the NRC point of view there is

no technical reason why we should not continue with the three
sites. I think we are operating in a method that will allow us to
expedite the pursuit of this site characterization. The only thing I

might add, I believe in the earlier testimony the DOE representa-
tives suggested a three month review of the site characterization
program. We envision a six month review of that rather large doc-
ument.

I would like to turn to your questions now.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Bernero follows:]
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Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, thank you for this opportunity to

present the views of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) on the Department

of Energy's (DOE) program for disposal of civilian high-level waste. I have

with me Mr. Robert Browning, Director of NRC's Division of High-level Waste

Management.

As you know, we are in the pre-licensing consultation phase of the repository

program. DOE has the responsibility to conduct site characterization

activities to acquire data necessary to evaluate the suitability of each

candidate site for an application to the Commission for construction

authorization. At this stage, DOE's activities include only surface testing.

While surface testing can provide a great deal of information about a site and

could potentially reveal a condition which could disqualify a site, it cannot

provide enough Information to determine that a site Is suitable for licensing

as a repository. Eventually DOE expects to drill an exploratory shaft to

perform in situ testing at repository depth. Before sinking such a shaft at

any candidate site, DOE must submit to the Commission a plan for site

characterization activities for review and comment. This Investigation at

depth, together with the surface investigation, is expected to provide the

necessary data to permit judgments of site suitability for licensing.

In reviewing and commenting on DOE's activities and documents, NRC has raised

concerns, which are to be expected in a first-of-a-kind program of this

nature. DOE has recognized and responded to NRC concerns, although most can

only be settled over time, as part of DOE's site characterization program.

This process has permitted us to narrow issues and move toward resolution as
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the DOE program focuses on the areas of concern and acquires more data. For

example, we have reviewed DOE's draft and final Environmental Assessments for

the potential repository sites. We are currently reviewing DOE's Final

Mission Plan Amendment. Our effort at this early stage of the program is to

identify issues from NRC's regulatory perspective as early as possible and

ensure that DOE is addressing those potential licensing issues in an

appropriate way. Our next opportunity to consider this question will be in

our reviews of the DOE Site Characterization Plans (SCP's), the first of which

is scheduled to be issued in the fall of this year. We will also be reviewing

DOE's semiannual progress reports as required by the Nuclear Waste Policy Act

(NWPA).

I would like to discuss some of our concerns about site characterization at

the three sites reconmiended to and approved by the President for

characterization as candidate sites. I will then discuss our comments on

DOE'S Draft Mission Plan Amendment dated January, 1987 and, more generally,

our interaction with DOE. Finally, I would like to describe our quality

assurance activities. I will be happy to respond to any questions from the

Committee.

Site Characterization Program

NRC staff comments on DOE's final Environmental Assessments (EA's) for

potential repository sites were provided to DOE In our letter of December 22,

1986 after review by the Commission. As part of the prelicensing consultation

between DOE and NRC, the intent of our comments on the EA's was to assist the

DOE
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in preparing high quality site characterization plans. As you know, Mr.

Chairman, from our previous testimony and correspondence, we noted in this

letter to DOE that DOE had made significant efforts to respond to each of the

NRC staff's major comments on the draft EA's and had resolved many of these

comments. However, in each of the final EA's, the staff review identified

some remaining potential licensing issues.

For example, at the Hanford site we feel that the groundwater flow system and

the ability to construct a repository in a medium (basalt) with high stresses

must be better understood. Additional data and analysis about such

characteristics as tectonic stability and the ability of the basalt system to

retard movement of radionuclides are needed to determine whether regulatory

requirements are met. Additionally, container lifetime estimates for Hanford

will require considerably more analysis by DOE.

At the Yucca Mountain site, the major issues include geological concerns such

as the presence of potentially active faults and related ground motion, the

potential for volcanism, and the origin and significance of mineral veins in

the area. Hydrology is also a concern in the saturated and unsaturated zones;

groundwater flow patterns and regimes and travel times have yet to be fully

determined. As at Hanford, the ability of the medium (tuff) to retard

movement of radionuclides is not yet well understood.

At the Deaf Smith site, most of the licensing uncertainty has to do with the

characteristics of the salt in which the repository would be located. Salt

can dissolve unevenly along faults, leading to undesired flow of water. The
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potential for heterogeneities in salt may make construction difficult and

retrievabil ity of waste hard to maintain. It may be difficult to seal shafts

against inflow of groundwater. Salt can contain brine inclusions which can

move in response to temperature or pressure differentials and the corrosive

brine could potentially threaten waste packages.

While NRC concerns have been identified for each site, they are not unexpected

at this stage of the site investigation and screening process since the

existing data base is limited. While these issues should not disqualify the

sites from further testing to determine their suitability for the repository,

they could have serious implications for the licensability of each site if

they are not satisfactorily resolved through information gained from site

characterization. Hence, these concerns need to be addressed as the DOE

develops and implements a Site Characterization Plan for each site. The

purpose of site characterization, as defined by the NWPA and NRC's

regulations, is to develop data to evaluate the validity and significance of

such concerns relative to site suitability for licensing.

NRC Comments on DOE's Draft Mission Plan Amendment

On April 7, 1987, the Commission sent DOE its comments on the Draft Mission

Plan Amendment. In the Draft Amendment, DOE has made significant comnitments

involving NRC and the States and Tribes, including specifying activities on

interactions with NRC on technical issues, implementation of a quality

assurance program, and provisions for greater involvement by the States and

affected Indian Tribes in the technical program. These are substantially the
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same activities which NRC identified to DOE in comments on the Draft Project

Decision Schedule on October 24, 1985, as needing to be completed in a timely

fashion to permit an efficient licensing review. The NRC staff will cooperate

with the DOE in implementing these. To ensure that NRC staff and DOE are

progressing satisfactorily in the prelicensing phase, the Commission has also

asked DOE to address this topic in future briefings to the Commission. In

addition, the Commission has requested NRC staff to provide periodic

assessments of progress in the area. The Commission was briefed by DOE and

received the staff's assessment in June of 1987. The Comnission also was

briefed by representatives of potential host states and affected Indian tribes

regarding their assessments of progress in this area.

It should also be noted that the Draft Mission Plan Amendment includes

language linking the schedule for receipt of spent fuel at the Monitored

Retrievable Storage (MRS) facility to the NRC's issuance of a construction

authorization for the repository. The NRC letter to DOE emphasized that the

basis for the NRC's review of the license application for the repository and

the granting of a construction authorization will be public health and safety

and will not include consideration related to the MRS schedule for receipt of

spent fuel. The proposed linkage between the repository construction

authorization and MRS operation, both projected for 1998 under DOE's revised

schedule, could lead to at least an appearance of undesirable and unnecessary

pressure to issue the repository construction authorization. For this reason

and because there is no technical basis for the linkage, the NRC opposes this

provision.
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NRC/DOE Interaction

The NRC reviews and consultation with DOE take place in the context of the

requirements of the NWPA. To facilitate this formal process, NRC and DOE in

1983 entered into a Procedural Agreement which outlines procedures for

consultation and exchange of information during investigation and

characterization of sites. Under this Procedural Agreement, pre-licensing

consultation interactions consist of technical meetings, data and document

reviews, and prompt information exchange by an NRC On-Site Licensing

Representative (OR) at each DOE project office.

The need to increase the effectiveness of NRC/DOE site-specific technical

interactions has been a focus of DOE and NRC management attention for all

three DOE projects. Since DOE has been almost continuously occupied with

writing the Environmental Assessments (EAs) and SCPs over the past three years

-- documents which then consume NRC's time and resources during the

comprehensive review required -- it has been difficult to find mutually

acceptable times to hold as many technical interactions as would have been

desirable. However, both NRC and DOE management have committed to improving

the extent and effectiveness of technical interactions, particularly formal

technical meetings.

During the first half of 1987, four technical meetings have been held (Hanford

Hydrologic Testing, Texas Exploratory Shaft Design, Nevada Exploratory Shaft,

Issues Hierarchy and and Performance Allocation). The NRC staff considers
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that these meetings succeeded 1n making progress toward resolving technical

issues previously identified by NRC staff.

For example, during the week of April 5 at Hanford, Washington, NRC and DOE

staff met to consider hydrologic testing that should be performed before

sinking the exploratory shaft at the Hanford site. The meeting included State

and Indian tribe representatives as active participants. The manner in which

DOE conducted this meeting, both in its thorough treatment of the technical

issues and its achievement of an effective dialogue with interested parties,

is an example of the improvement we believe is needed to reach consensus on

such difficult technical issues. On the basis of the information presented by

DOE and discussed at the meeting, NRC staff accepted DOE's proposed approach

as a logical step. NRC management is committed to continue efforts to improve

the effectiveness of these technical meetings, including efforts to assure

active participation by States and Indian tribes.

Due to uncertainties in DOE's schedules, particularly regarding when

exploratory shafts will be sunk, NRC staff will be working with DOE to focus

near-term technical meetings on specific concerns related to surface-based

testing strategies. For example, in our comments on the Draft Mission Plan

Amendment, we indicated that some surface-based testing may be needed prior to

construction of the shafts because (a) shaft construction may render some

testing impossible or useless; and (b) such testing may reveal information

about site suitability important to know before major resources are committed

for shaft construction. NRC staff considers that significant progress toward
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resolution can be made for some areas of technical concern at each site

through surface-based testing.

Technical meetings focused on surface-based testing strategies will also allow

the staff the opportunity to determine how DOE is incorporating into the SCP's

many of the concerns identified in our final EA comments.

Another example of interaction was the briefing of the NRC staff and the

affected States and tribes by the DOE on its issues hierarchy and issue

resolution strategy. This strategy lays out a logical and rigorous way of

identifying issues and the data needed to resolve them. How the DOE

implements the issue resolution strategy is the key to whether it is heading

in the right direction; NRC staff review of the SCP's will assess progress in

this area.

In suimary, the NRC/DOE prelicensing consultation has been generally adequate

to permit NRC to perform timely reviews of DOE's programmatic documents. As

in any major program involving technical and engineering approaches that go

well beyond the normal practice, issues which need to be addressed and

resolved are being identified. Therefore, NRC and DOE continue to work toward

improving communications on these types of issues to ensure they are being

addressed as early as practicable. Moreover, NRC recognizes the need to

develop additional regulatory guidance to assist DOE in this aspect of its

program development. Currently, both NRC and DOE are working to improve our

interactions as well as to ensure that States and Indian tribes have
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opportunities to participate substantively in these interactions, as

consistent with Sections 116, 117 and 118 of the NWPA.

Quality Assurance

One of the key considerations throughout our interaction with DOE, during both

the prelicensing phase and the formal licensing process, is quality assurance

(QA). DOE has committed to having qualified quality assurance programs in

place for site characterization activities that are important to public health

and safety and to waste isolation. This commitment is necessary since most of

the data collected during the site characterization program is expected to be

utilized in the licensing process and must, therefore, be of demonstrable

quality.

DOE continues to make progress in developing its QA program. The NRC staff's

assessment of DOE's QA program began with observation of certain DOE audits.

After DOE determines a part of its program is qualified, NRC staff audits

selected critical portions of the programs. This is to ensure that DOE's QA

program is checked by DOE to its satisfaction first and then checked on a

sample basis by the NRC.

One of the lessons we have learned from our experience with QA at reactors is

that it is essential to combine examinations of technical quality with QA

reviews. As a result, when we do a QA review, we examine the technical

quality of DOE work as well as the procedure and documentation involved. For
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this purpose, we send specialists in the relevant technical area with our QA

specialists to audit DOE activities.

The NRC staff's first audit of the implementation of this program was

conducted the week of June 8, 1987. The area audited was part of the

geochemistry program for the Nevada project. The NRC audit team consisted of

personnel with expertise in both quality assurance and geochemistry. The NRC

audit did find specific problems, particularly in documentation of personnel

qualifications. We concluded that the DOE QA program is not fully in place

yet and needs some improvement prior to conduct of site characterization work

in the area of geochemistry. We are meeting with DOE this week to go over our

findings and determine what corrective actions DOE will take in this

particular technical area and in its own audit program.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, we believe that there is no technical reason

relevant to NRC's responsibilities why site characterization should not

continue at the three sites approved by the President. The high-level waste

repository is a first-of-a-kind facility, involving complex, unique technical

issues which can only be resolved through a detailed site characterization

program. The effectiveness of the interactions between DOE, NRC, and the

potential host states and Indian tribes during the pre-1 icensing phase to

address technical concerns continues to be a matter of high priority for NRC

management. This is necessary to permit early resolution of NRC staff

technical concerns and thus facilitate an efficient and expeditious licensing

review. We are committed to continue our efforts to improve this area

whenever practicable.
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The Chairman. Thank you very much, Mr. Bernero. You state in

your statement and you just repeated that there is no technical

reason relative to NRC's responsibilities why the site characteriza-

tion should not continue at the three sites approved by the Presi-

dent.

It is well know, Mr. Bernero, that the NRC is very thorough m
their work, and indeed you should be because we want a high

degree of confidence and safety in the quality assurance which you

provide.
When you say there is no technical reason not to proceed, you

are saying, in effect, in plain language that the program is not in

disarray, that we are ready to proceed with site characterization

and that it would—let me stop the sentence right there. Is that cor-

rect?

Mr. Bernero. Yes, sir. I would say it is the NRC's position that

we are prepared to pursue with the review of DOE site character-

ization reports in their program.
The Chairman. Mr. Bernero, we had the representatives from

the three affected states and from Tennessee as well speaking

about all the various concerns about the three sites. In the case of

Nevada the seismic tectonic activity, the nuclear test range; in the

case of Deaf Smith, the Ogallala Aquifer, the agricultural concerns,

you know the concerns for the three sites. The testimony we have
received from DOE is that, yes, those are legitimate considerations

but they can be answered only by site characterization.

Would you concur with that statement?
Mr. Bernero. Yes, sir. We have identified the same concerns in

our comments to DOE, and we have taken the position that these

concerns merit pursuit, they merit investigation but their answer
can come only from methodical site characterization. We have
found nothing at this point that would disable or disqualify a site.

The Chairman. In the selection of the three sites, the process by
which we got down to the three sites, does that have your seal of

approval as well?
Mr. Bernero. The screening process by which we identified, or

DOE identified these three sites and got their approval by the
President has been found acceptable
The Chairman. You have people there at the sites during this

process?
Mr. Bernero. We have resident personnel at the Hanford site

and at the Nevada site. We do not yet have a resident at the Texas
site.

The Chairman. Will you have one?
Mr. Bernero. We expect that we would as that site develops

staffing and capability.

The Chairman. I believe the National Academy of Sciences also
has resident experts, do they not?
Mr. Bernero. I would have to defer to
Mr. Browning. To the best of my knowledge the National Acade-

my of Science does not have resident personnel at any of the sites.

The Chairman. I see.

Mr. Bernero. For clarification, you referred to the process by
which DOE narrowed down to the three sites that were approved
by the President for characterization. If I could just clarify that, we
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did not get involved in the methodology for ranking the sites, lead

into the site selection. As we have indicated before in answers to

technical questions, we felt that was really outside of our realm at

this particular point and time because we would ultimately have to

review the adequacy of the individual sites. To get involved in that

selection process we considered at the time this would not be ap-

propriate. We did not get involved in that methodology.

The Chairman. You do, however, consider the three sites to be

adequate at this stage of knowledge, pre-characterization?

Mr. Browning. We consider them acceptable sites for the pur-

pose of site characterization in order to get information about them
to see if they would be licensable.

The Chairman. I asked the question in the context of the call by

some people to have a moratorium to appoint some panel of ex-

perts. They do not quite agree on what kind of experts. Some say

lawyers, some say scientists, some say environmentalist, some say a

combination of all of those things. Some say with a broad range of

representatives of the public, but to stop the program and study it

before we go forward.

As I am hearing from your testimony, it is that the process up to

this point has been adequate. That the real questions about these

sites can be answered only after characterization, is that correct?

Mr. Bernero. That is correct. Orderly site characterization gath-

ering the technical data.

The Chairman. There is nothing further that you are here to

recommend to us prior to that characterization that we could do, or

is prudent, or is necessary?
Mr. Bernero. No, there is not.

The Chairman. You mention in your statement meetings be-

tween DOE and NRC technical staff. Have these meetings been

successful interactions?

Mr. Bernero. Yes, in general they have. Of course it is a con-

tinuing process. As the information develops we have to pursue

these. We have had a generally successful interaction with DOE.

The Chairman. Senator Evans.
Senator Evans. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Let me follow

through a little on the Chairman's questions. Is it not true that the

screening process up to now and the selection of the three sites was

virtually totally outside the NRC responsibilities?

Mr. Bernero. Yes. It was really a DOE process. We did not

review and approve it.
,

Senator Evans. So when you are answering the Chairman s ques-

tion would it not be more accurate to say that you were not in-

volved?
. , r- A \\T A

Mr. Bernero. That is correct. As Mr. Browning clarified. We do

not find that the three sites that came out of that process are evi-

dently poor or unacceptable.
i ^ ^.u

Senator Evans. But even to say that would presume that there is

some analysis of all the sites that were looked at, and you did not

do any of that, did you?
^.u ^^

Mr. Bernero. We have done only the analysis of these three

sites, and we have already passed on to DOE in our comments on

their initial reports the concerns, the ones we have mentioned

before, none of which we have found disabling.
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Senator Evans. But you would have no comment as to whether

the analysis procedure that DOE went through to get to the three

sites was fair, excellent, poor, faulted, or any other

Mr. Bernero. No. NRC has no position on that.

Senator Evans. You mention that you believe the review of the

site characterization study should take six months rather than

three months?
Mr. Bernero. Yes.

Senator Evans. There is a suggestion by at least some of the pre-

vious panel that they would have material out in August, but the

final report would not be out until October. Therefore, there would
be some advance time to study. Are you suggesting that, assuming
there is an October deadline for a final report, that there should be

a six month period from the final report to review it?

Mr. Bernero. I believe that is what we have already told DOE,
and I will defer to Mr. Browning to clarify that.

Mr. Browning. I believe in our comments on the project decision

schedule, the six month time period was laid out formally. Before

that that was well understood. I think the three months time
frame probably relates back to a commitment made that in the

event that the exploratory shaft sinking was a limiting item in the
production path that DOE wanted to pursue, that we would be will-

ing to concentrate our efforts on all the technical questions related

to sinking of exploratory shaft. In that respect we would commit to

a three month turn around time for that particular piece.

That does not seem to be of concern right now with the lack of

funding for the exploratory shaft. I would presume we go back to

the six month time frame.
Senator Evans. Even leaving the lack of money aside, if I re-

member all of the dates we heard today, it seemed to me that
taking the Hanford site at least as one example, the plans for the
hydrological studies and the rest that would be carried on prior to

the sinking of any major shaft. There was a concern about the
impact of a major shaft on the results of hydrologic testing, and
that was not even going to be ready until June of 1988.

Mr. Bernero. That is correct.

Senator Evans. That certainly is a lot more than six months
after the October 1987 time frame for the site characterization
study. We will have to read the testimony to make sure of all those
dates, but if that is the case, then certainly there is no big rush for

90 days after October 1st, at least as far as the Hanford site is con-
cerned, and probably as far £is the Deaf Smith County site is con-
cerned, they are not even close to sinking a shaft there. I would
guess the same is probably true with hydrologic and seismic studies
at the Yucca Mountain site as well.

In fact, you in your testimony mention on page three your feel-

ing at the Hanford site, "We feel that the groundwater flow system
and the ability to construct a repository in a medium basalt with
high stresses must be better understood. Additional data and anal-
ysis about such characteristics as tectonic stability and the ability
of the basalt system to retard movement of radionuclides are
needed to determined whether regulatory requirements are met."
You do not say so, but would you judge that those are analysis

that should be done prior to the drilling of any major bore hole?
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Mr. Bernero. I think it is our understanding that the ground-
water work, much of it would be done before sinking a major shaft.

I think in our previous evaluations we expect that the final resolu-

tion of both groundwater and the rock stress questions would re-

quire the shaft to be sunk, put them to bed.
Senator Evans. I am sure that that is the case. Before you get all

the final data you would have to sink the shaft. I took it from your
statement on page three, and from previous statements made, that
at least a good share of the hydrologic work, in order to be effec-

tive, ought to be done before any major shafts are sunk, which in

themselves could have some effect on the accuracy of those tests.

Mr. Bernero. The groundwater, yes. The groundwater studies

would be what is called surface characterization. You do not want
to disturb it with the shaft until you have that in hand.
Senator Evans. When you say ground water, are you talking

about something close to the surface?

Mr. Bernero. The groundwater all the way down.
Senator Evans. Whether it is confined or unconflned?
Mr. Bernero. Yes.

Senator Evans. Finally on the MRS and the deep repository you
talk about the delinkage, and I fully understand the Chairman's
comment that this was part of a political compromise with the

State of Tennessee.
Do you believe that if there were available, or if we could have

available one or several monitored retrievable storage sites, that

that in itself would ease the problem in terms of timing for the

construction of a final repository?

Mr. Bernero. Certainly it appears logical that having one or

more MRS facilities available would do just that, relieve the sched-

ule pressure. We have said before we do not see a health and safety

reason for needing such a facility, but nonetheless, there are pro-

grammatic advantages that are available from that.

Senator Evans. You say health and safety. If we have a delay,

however, continuous delays on the deep repository and it just keeps

getting pushed off into the future, as it well might in spite of our

best effort, then do you have some health and safety concerns? And
if we do not move ahead on an MRS, do you have any health and
safety concerns over the resulting requirement that spent fuel

must be stored at perhaps 100 or more reactor sites for an ex-

tended period of time?
Mr. Bernero. I think the concern would be less as to the longer

term storage of the spent fuel then it would be to the question of

waste confidence itself. The Commission needs to periodically re-

evaluate its confidence that there is indeed a solution to the high

level waste disposal problem, and that would be the greater ques-

tion in my mind.
Senator Evans. Does it not make sense, however, that it is easier

and you have more confidence in the storage and management and

the monitoring of fuel prior to getting into a deep geologic reposi-

tory if you only had two or three places to watch over it instead of

100?
Mr. Bernero. There are certain programmatic advantages to

that. Of course, you realize that each of the reactors generating the
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spent fuel is, of course, storing the fresh fuel. We are, of course,

monitoring that.

Senator Evans. The difference would be between storing it for a

temporary period of time, or relatively short period of time, and

the potential that it may have to be stored there for

Mr. Bernero. For decades.

Senator Evans. Yes, for decades, even after the closure of some
of the plants. You have no concern about that as being just statisti-

cally a tougher thing to deal with?

Mr. Bernero. As long as the reactor owner has the material

there, the reactor owner is held under the terms of his license.

They may not be operating the plant, but they are still constrained

by the terms of the license. There are certain programmatic advan-

tages to consolidating such storage.

Senator Evans. Just the fact that there are 100 sites rather than

three does not give you any pain as far as statistically causing or

making perhaps more possible an error, a difficulty, that would
occur at one of the 100 sites rather than one of the three sites? It

just seems to me statistically that it jumps out at you.

Mr. Bernero. It requires that much more attention to achieve

the same level of vigilance per site.

Senator Evans. We can have 100 percent vigilance and still have
an accident because sometimes accidents happen that even the

maximum of vigilance cannot foresee. Is it not likely to have one of

those happen more frequently if you have fuel stored at a multiple

number of sites rather than just a few?
Mr. Bernero. All else being equal, yes, indeed.

Senator Evans. Thank you.
The Chairman. Following up on that, one of the proposals to be

submitted would state that we would have a moratorium on the

program. I believe the way it works is there would be a credit

against the fee for long time storage of waste at each reactor site.

Now that kind of proposal has been criticized in that it simply
multiples the regulatory problem. Instead of monitoring one reposi-

tory and one MRS, you have to monitor 50 or whatever number of

sites on which you would have long-term storage.

Would you comment on that?
Mr. Bernero. It is indeed a problem, but the Nuclear Waste

Policy Act even seeks—it has a section, if I remember correctly.

Section 218—that seeks a way to enable reactor storage at reactor,

or near reactor storage of spent fuel.

From a health and safety point of view, practical technology can
be applied to achieve acceptable safety in such storage. As I have
said before, you are talking about that many more sites. It is a di-

lution of regulatory attention. It needs more inspectors, more sur-

veillance, more vigilance in quantity. Certainly there are these pro-
grammatic advantages.

If you consolidate the storage of spent fuel over many decades,
you simplify that process. You simplify the problem of providing
the necessary surveillance, even after the reactor is no longer oper-
ating.

The Chairman. How about the cost, do you have a view of what
the cost would be?
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Mr. Bernero. We have not analyzed it. There are so many possi-
ble combinations. We periodically look at the reactors from the
standpoint of their present storage. The various laws on this do
impose constraints on the freedom with which you can consider al-

ternatives.

The Chairman. Of course this is a legislative proposal, so they
would rewrite the law. There are various kinds of moratoriums
that are stated. Many of the places that are scheduled to get the
waste simply do not want it, so they come up with all kinds of new
proposals to avoid that. I was going to say to avoid the inevitable.
It is at least inevitable that the waste exists and will have to be
put somewhere, or maintained somewhere, whether it is on reactor
sites, or in a repository. I happen to believe that a combination of
the MRS and repositories is the proper way to do it.

Gentlemen, I want to thank you very much for your testimony
today as well as that of the previous panel. I would say that both
panels today have given government employees, sometimes knoVvn
as bureaucrats, a good name. For that we thank you.
The committee is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 4:52 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
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Appendix I

Responses to Additional Committee Questions

Department of Energy
Washington. DC 20585

August lA, 1987

Honorable J. Bennett Johnston
Chairman
Committee on Energy and Natural

Resources
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

On June 29, 1987, Stephen H. Kale, Associate Director, Office
of Geologic Repositories, Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste
Management appeared before the Committee on Energy and Natural
Resources to discuss DOE ' s nuclear waste siting process.

Mr. Kale was accompanied by John H. Anttonen, Project Manager,

Basalt Waste Isolation Project, Richland Operations Office;

Donald L. Vieth, Director, Waste Management Project Office,

Nevada Operations Office and Jeff O. Neff, Project Manager,

Salt Repository Project Office.

Following the hearing, you submitted written questions

for our response to supplement the record. Enclosed are

the answers to those questions which have also been sent

to the committee staff.

If you have any questions, please have your staff call

Mike Gilmore or Tom Todd on 586-4277. They will be happy

to assist you.

Sincerely,

/^Robert G, Rabben
Assistant General Counsel
for Legislation

Celebrating the U.S. Constitution Bicentennial — 1787-1987
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Questions from Senator McClure - June 29 Hearing

(DOE Witnesses)

1. (to Stephan Kale, DQ-E-HQ) There has been a lot of interest in

and speculation about the recently announced solicitation for

the "Super-Integrator" (real name: "System Engineering,

Development, and Mangement") contract, which, as I understand

it, would involve the selection of a contractor to oversee

and coordinate all aspects of the high-level waste program.

a) Could you elaborate on the responsibilities to be assigned

to the "Super-Integrator"?

b) What kinds of qualifications and expertise will be

considered in the seletion of this contractor?

c) If a contractor is selected who already has work under the

program, how will conflict of interest be dealt with?

d) What is the schedule for final seletion?

2. I notice that, according to the testimony from the three site

managers, Washington has received considerably more grant

money ($23,8 million since 1983) than either Nevada ($15,3

milion since 1983) or Texas ($2.5 million for FY 1987), Is

there any reason for the differences? Is this a function of

the States' requests, or are the grant amounts determined

solely by DOE? Do you notice any better relationship with

Washington as a result of the larger grants, which I assume

translates to a higher interaction level?

3. It appears that the C & C (consultation and cooperation)

negotiations are moving along at a snail's pace, if at all.
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Could you give us your impressions as to the reasons why the

States are resisting this process?

4 . (Texas - Jeff Neff)

a) Please elaborate on the Department's plan and schedule

for land aquisition at the Deaf Smith, Texas, site.

b) You mentioned land value in the agricultural area near

Deaf Smith as being part of your study of socioeconomic

impacts. Have you noticed any changes in land value to

date?

c) DOE is presently moving its offices to the Deaf Smith

area, and this will result in a rather large influx of

people (approximately 800), in a relatively short period

of time, to a relatively low population area. Yet DOE

says they can' t identify any significant adverse impacts

from this immigration of workers. What about shoools,

housing, services, and the like? Will this area be able

to absorb the influx easily?

5. (Nevada - Donald Vieth) I understand that the Nevada State

Legislature recently passed legislation creating a new

county— "Bullfrog County"-- in the area in which Yucca

Mountain is located. What effect will this have on the high-

level waste program? What do you think was the purpose of

this legislation? How will this effect Nye County residents,

State revenues ( payments- equal- to- taxes) , local revenues,

grants, etc.?
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The Nuclear Waste Policy Act provides a number of means by

which affected States, localities, and Indian Tribes can

participate in the waste program, obtain financial and

technical assistance, and provide input into various decision

documents. However, new ideas are surfacing all the time on

additional ways to enhance the States' role, not the least of

which is S. 839— the Incentive Package Bill that Senator

Johnston and I introduced earlier this year. Since you

people are closest to the actual interactions with the States

and local governments, perhaps you could give us suggestions

on how to improve the process (definition of "local units of

government", propor tionment of grants between States and

local governments, impact aid during site characterization

phase, etc.) .

All of us here are concerned about the tremendous costs

associated with site characterization as planned by the

Department. While I would be first to agree with the

Department that thorough scientific studies at these sites is

essential in order to demonstrate the site's suitability (or

unsuitability) for the waste repository, I wonder if there

might be a way to proceed that would allow the least

expensive testing to be done first, so that if these tests

result in disqualification of the site, further, more

expensive testing (such as shaft sinking) would be avoided.

Let's assume that schedule is not a consideration. Do you
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have any suggestions as to a logical sequence of testing that

could result in cost- savings?

8. Several proposals are floating around Congress to halt all

work on the first repository sites while an "independent

panel" of some sort reviews the genesis of the entire higJ>-

level waste program to date. Some of these proposals even

suggest that a new, nation-wide search be undertaken. What

is your feeling about the merits of such a proposal? What

would this moratorium do to the work now in progress at your

sites? Do you think that any State, under any circumstance,

no matter bow "clean" and unbiased the selection, would react

any more favorably to the prospects of hosting a high-level

waste repository than the three States we are now dealing

with?
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FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONS FOR DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY WITNESSES

From Senator Johnston

1. What are considered the major advantages of each rock

type?

2. When will each site project be physically ready to drill

the exploratory shaft? Do these estimates include time allowance

for permitting, land acquisition, etc.?

3. What types of permits will be necessary at each site to

drill exploratory shafts?

—Are there any state laws or local ordinances that will bar

exploratory shaft drilling? Are there any such laws/ordinances
that will make permitting particularly difficult?

—Has the Department made contingency plans to deal with

these issues?

4. Approximately how much of the data necessary to evaluate
site suitability can be obtained by surface testing prior to

sinking of exploratory shafts?

5. The NRC staff has stated that it may be possible to obtain
conclusive data for some of the potentially disqualifying factors
by surface-based testing prior to drilling an exploratory shaft.

—Dees DOE agree with that?

—What technical issues at each site might be able to be
resolved through surface testing?

— Is the Department's program structured to address these
issues prior to sinking exploratory shafts?

— If not, why not?

—Will DOE have to restructure its test program for fiscal
' -year 1988 if there is a moratorium on exploratory shaft drilling?

6. What physical work is now going on at each site?

7. DOE issued stop work orders to contractors at the Hanford
site and the Yucca Mountain site beginning in 1986 because of
concerns about inadequate quality assurance programs.
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—Please explain why the Department felt these stop work
orders were necessary.

—What is the current status of QA programs at these sites?

—When does the Department anticipate all stop work orders
will be lifted?

8. The question was asked at the June 29 hearing: From a

seismic standpoint, would there be more impact on casks placed in

an underground repository than casks placed in surface storage?

9. Is DOE looking seriously at using copper canisters or

other especially long-lived canisters for use in tuff or basalt?

If not, why not?

10. How will you demonstrate to NRC that casks will last the

required 300 years?

11. How will repository design and safety be affected if

spent fuel is stored for 30, 40, or 50 years?

12. How will reprocessing affect the design and safety of a

repository?

13. How much of the $1 billion cost of site characterization

is actually field work? How much of that is evaluation,

documentation, administration, management?

14. What do you think about NRC's detailed licensing

criteria? Do you have a good handle on the standards that must

be met? Is it difficult to develop a test program that you feel

will be adequate to meet an^ questions that NRC might ask? Isn't

it true that, to some extent, the criteria that must be met by

DOE are still evolving?

15. Is the cost of your test program impacted significantly

by the cost of licensing and preparation for licensing?

16. Doesn't NRC's criteria actually in some ways limit the

options available to DOE, such as reliance on multiple engineered

barriers? Why wouldn't long-lived canisters help with licensing?

Nevada Site

17. Will the presence of faults and potential for fault

movement affect the safety of a repository?
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18. Suppose a new fault develops in the planned repository

block. How will that affect the safety of a repository during

construction and operation? After closure?

19. On page 8 of your statement, you say that fault movement

is far more significant for surface facilities than for

subsurface facilities. Why is that?

Does that mean that fault movement is more of an issue

during construction and operation of a repository than it is for

the 10,000 years after the repository is closed?

20. Volcanic rock is abundant in the area, such as the cinder

cones near Yucca Mountain. Is this an indication of active

volcanism?

How will issues related to volcanism be resolved for

licensing?

21. Very little is known about the rate of groundwater flow

in the unsaturated zone. DOE has expressed the view that the

flow time to the accessible environment is greater than 20,000

years. The state of Nevada, however, says the flow time varies

from less than 1,000 years to greater than 34,000 years.

22. How long would it take for groundwater under the site to

travel to an area of discharge into Amargosa Springs?

—How will DOE resolve this issue for licensing?

Deaf Smith Site

23. The potential site is located under a major underground
acquifer

.

—What are the risks of contamination of the acquifer during
construction? During operation, or after closure?

—What would be done to assure that this does not become a

problem?

—How will you demonstrate solutions to this potential
problem for licensing purposes?

—How does this risk influence the testing program?
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24. Is the technology for freezing the ground during shaft
construction considered adequate to protect the acquifer? How
will you demonstrate this to NRC?

25. There was an accident in the salt site in Gorlebin, West
Germany where a worker was killed when the shaft lining buckled
under creep.

—What is the relevance of this incident to the Deaf Smith
site?

—How would you prevent a similar incident?

26. A major issue raised by Texas state officials about the
Deaf Smith site is that it is located in the midst of very
productive farm land. You have described how many acres of land
will be affected and how DOE will go about acquiring the land.

—But this land is privately-owned and the landowners have
been strongly opposed so far . Won't land acquisition be very
difficult? Isn't it likely that DOE would have to condemn the

land?

— Is it realistic to assume that land acquisition will be

completed on a reasonable schedule, or is site characterization
likely to be delayed significantly because of this issue?

27. The Deaf Smith site is the only one of the three
candidate sites that is not located on federally owned land.

—What type of permitting will be required?

— Isn't there a state law that will make it very difficult to

obtain permission to drill an exploratory shaft at the site?

28. DOE'S inability to pay impact aid during site

characterizationhas been a major issue of contention with the

state of Texas. However, DOE plans to move a large number of

people into the area.

—Will this be a major problem for the community?

—How will DOE address this issue?

—Could this problem be minimized by a more gradual influx of

DOE and contractor personnel into the area?

29. Bedded salt is not clean— there are layers of other rock

present within it. How will this affect safety?
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30. Are there vertical faults present in the bedded salt?
How do you characterize them and how do they affect safety?

31. What are the potentially "fatal" flaws at Deaf Smith? Is

your test program structured to answer these questions first, or

at least, early on? If not, please explain why not? Would this
be possible?

Hanford Site

32. What has been learned already about basalt through
testing at the Near Surface Testing Facility at Hanford?

33. What are the most difficult technical problems to answer
in order to get a license for a repository in Hanford basalt? Is

your testing program structured to deal with these issues early
in the process?

34. Is it possible to make calculations of groundwater travel
time with a high degree of certainty?

35. How will you answer questions on the vertical movement of
water?

36. How and where does water at the repository depth
communicate with the Columbia River?

37. Basalt is very hard and will be quite hot at repository
depth. Does the difficulty of raining and construction in basalt
make the site less attractive?

38. What is the distance from the Cohasset Flow to more
porous layers? Please comment on how water in the basalt flow
will communicate with the adjacent layers of rock.

39. At Hanford, cost is much higher. Why?

—Please provide the most recent estimates for the cost of
site characterization, and for the cost of construction of a

repository.

Grant Funding
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40. Grant funding given to states for independent review has
been a continual bone of contention between DOE and the states.

—When do the states send requests to DOE?

—Are requests frequently received after the Department's
overall budget to Congress has been formulated?

—Can these grant requests be easily factored into the
Department's overall budget request?

— In order to honor the states' grant requests, do the field
offices ever have to dip into their own budget?

State Participation

41. There is currently an on-site representative from the
Nez Perce Indian Tribe at the Hanford reservation.

—Are there plans for having on-site representatives from the
other Indian tribes or the state?

—Do on-site representatives have full access to DOE
officials and contractor personnel?

—Are there state representatives on-site at Yucca Mountain?
Or are there plans for this in the future?
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mnited States ^tnate
COMMITTtE ON

ENERGY AND NATURAL RESOURCES

Wasmihoton. DC 20610-S160

June 30, 1987

The Honorable Ben C. Rusche
Director, Office of Civilian

Radioactive Waste Management
U.S. Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20585

Dear Mr. Rusche:

I want to thank your office for providing witnesses to appear

before the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources on June 29,

1987 to discuss the Department of Energy's nuclear waste geologic

siting process.
As a follow-up to that hearing, I have attached questions

from myself and Senator McClure to be included in the printed

hearing record. I would appreciate your response to these

questions by close of business July 10, 1987 so as to expedite

the printing of this document. If you have any questions, please

contact Mary Louise Wagner at (202) 224-7569.

Thank you again for your continued interest and I look

forward to working closely with you in the future.

With kindest personal regards.

Sincerely,

C'/
'^00

C0039r
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POST-HEARING QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
RELATING TO THE JUNE 29, 1987, HEARING

BEFORE THE

COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND NATURAL RESOURCES
UNITED STATES SENATE

WITNESSES:

John H. Anttonen
Project Manager

Basalt Waste Isolation Project
Richland Operations Office

Stephen H. Kale
Associate Director

Office of Geologic Repositories
OCRWM

Jeff 0. Neff
Project Manager

Salt Repository Project Office

Donald L. Vieth
Director

Waste Management Project Office
Nevada Operations Office
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QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR McCLURE

QUESTION 1: (to Stephen Kale, DOE-HQ) There has been a lot of
interest in and speculation about the recently
announced solicitation for the "Super-Integrator"
(real name: "System Engineering, Development, and
Management") contract, which, as I understand it,

would involve the selection of a contractor to

oversee and coordinate all aspects of the high-level
waste program.

a) Could you elaborate on the responsibilities to

be assigned to the "Super-Integrator?"

b) What kind of qualifications and expertise will be
considered in the selection of this contractor?

c) If a contractor is selected who already has work
under the program, how will conflict of interest
be dealt with?

d) What is the schedule for final selection?

ANSWER: At a presolicitation conference held by DOE on

June 16, 1987, information concerning questions a),

c) , and d) was made available to the public. The

information is enclosed in response to these three

questions. Information regarding selection

qualifications and expertise (question b) will be

made available as part of the Request for Proposals;

these are expected to be issued in August 1987.
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QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR MCCLURE

QUESTION 2: I notice that, according to the testimony from the
three site managers, Washington has received
considerably more grant money ($23.8 million since
1983) than either Nevada ($15.3 million since 1983)
or Texas ($2.5 million for FY 1987). Is there any
reason for the differences? Is this a function of
the States' requests, or are the grant amounts
determined solely by DOE? Do you notice any better
relationship with Washington as a result of the
larger grants, which I assume translates to a higher
interaction level?

ANSWER: The funds awarded by the Basalt Waste Isolation

Project since 1983 include grant awards to:

State of Washington (about $9.6 million)

Washington State Legislature (about $1.4 million)

State of Oregon ($500,000)

Nez Perce Tribe (about $2.9 million)

Confederated Tribes and Bands of the Umatilla Indian

Reservation (about $2.7 million)

Yakima Indian Tribe (about $5.6 million)

Since 1983, the State of Nevada has received about

$15.3 million and the State of Texas has received

about $4.6 million.

Differences in grant awards are based on what each

State or Indian Tribe has requested and justified in

its grant application.

There appears to be no correlation between level of

grant award and state of relationship between DOE

and the States and Indian Tribes.
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QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR MCCLURE

QUESTION 3: It appears that the CS.C (consultation and
cooperation) negotiations are moving along at a

snail's pace, if at all. Could you give us your
impressions as to the reasons why the States are

resisting this process?

ANSWER: Issues surrounding the negotiation of a C&C

Agreement are difficult ones to resolve, and there

are often competing interests at both the

legislative and executive levels of State government

on how to address these issues. It may be

particularly difficult to consummate an agreement

which deals with a wide range of issues at once.

Incremental agreements, on the other hand, may be

more practical. In its February 1987 report

entitled, "Institutional Relations Under the Nuclear

Waste Policy Act of 1982," the General Accounting

Office recommended incremental agreements. DOE is

currently considering the feasibility of such

agreements

.

Although no formal agreements have been signed

between the Department and the States, a number of

ongoing informal working agreements have been

developed.
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ANSWER 3 (cont'd)

In their response to the Department's

initiatives to begin C&C negotiations, the States

and Indian Tribes also stated other reasons for not

entering into negotiations with the Department. The

Governor of Washington State, for example,

indicated that C&C negotiations cannot be successful

until program credibility is restored. Governor

Bryan of Nevada stated in a letter to Secretary

Herrington that the Department's implementation of

the Act has made it "impossible for the State of

Nevada to have any confidence or trust in any

negotiations with the Department regarding the

implementation of the balance of the program. . ."

The Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian

Reservation (CTUIR) also expressed concerns about

resuming C&C negotiations, indicating that they

would not do so until the following conditions were

met: (1) that DOE resolve the issue of whether

Indian Tribes are eligible to develop an impact

assessment report and receive :'.mpact mitigation

assistance under Section 118(b); (2) that DOE and

the CTUIR reach a timely and mutually satisfactory

resolution of their FY87 grant proposal; and (3)

that DOE recognize in writing that the Act is to be
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ANSWER 3 (cont'd)

construed broadly so as to maximize the

participatory rights of the CTUIR. The Nez Perce

Indian Tribe likewise wrote to DOE to indicate that

the Tribe's decision to enter into negotiations

would depend on whether the Nez Perce would be

eligible for impact assistance under Section 118(b)

of the Act.

It should be noted that while no State has accepted •

the Department's invitation to begin C&C

negotiations, the Nez Perce Indian Tribe requested

in April 1987 that such negotiations commence. A

meeting was held on June 11, 1987, to discuss the

procedures that will govern the conduct of

negotiations, and the next six negotiating sessions

have been scheduled. The Department remains

interested in beginning negotiations with all

affected parties.

The Department had undertaken negotiations

previously with the State of Washington and the

Yakima Indian Nation at their request. Negotiations

with the Yakima Indian Nation, which were suspended
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ANSWER 3 (cont'd)

pending conclusion of an agreement with the State of

Washington, were described in a report transmitted

to Congress on September 26, 1984. Negotiations

with the State of Washington were suspended by the

State pending resolution of several issues. When

the negotiations were suspended, DOE and the State

had developed a preliminary draft covering 18 items

under consideration. These negotiations were also

described in the September 26, 1984, report to

Congress. The Department had also held prior

negotiations with the CTUIR. These

negotiations were suspended by the CTUIR and

reported to Ccngress in a report transmitted on

March 17, 1986. In July 1986, DOE resumed

negotiations with the CTUIR, again at their request.

Subsequent negotiating sessions were held in August,

October, and November 1986.

The status of the Department's efforts to enter into

consultation and cooperation negotiations with all

States and affected Indian Tribes were detailed in a

May 26, 1987, report to Congress from Ben C. Rusche,

Director of the Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management

.
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QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR MCCLURE

QUESTION 4a: Please elaborate on the Department's plan and
schedule for land acquisition at the Deaf Smith,
Texas, site.

4b: You mentioned land value in the agricultural area
near Deaf Smith as being part of your study of
socioeconomic impacts. Have you noticed any
changes in land value to date?

4c: DOE is presently moving its offices to the Deaf
Smith area, and this will result in a rather large
influx of people (approximately 800) , in a

relatively short period of time, to a relatively
low population area. Yet DOE says they can't
identify any significant adverse impacts from this
inmigration of workers. What about schools,
housing, services, and the like? Will this area be
able to absorb the influx easily?

ANSWER 4a: The Department's plan and schedule for land

acquisition at the Deaf Smith, Texas, site is

dependent upon completion of the Real Estate

Planning Report (REPR) by the U.S. Army Corps of

Engineers, and the Land Acquisition Plan (LAP) by

the Department of Energy. The schedule for

preparing the REPR has been delayed, and at this

time I cannot provide a final schedule for release

of the LAP.

ANSWER 4b: Changes in land values attributable to the DOE

program have not yet been demonstrated. Statements

are made to the effect that the program has caused

a decline in land value, but requests for

documentation or demonstration of this effect

have not resulted in any being provided.
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ANSWER 4b: (cont'd)

The Salt Repository Project Office plans to monitor

land use changes, including residential

settlements, that may occur in rural areas as a

result of project activities. Because there are no

zoning ordinances for these areas, uncertainty

exists regarding likely new land uses. Given the

uncertainties of project-related land use patterns,

there may be differences in these uses and existing

land uses that could be associated with changes in

land values. Consequently, land use will be

monitored to evaluate the potential for changes in

land values.

Farmland prices across Texas are reportedly

continuing on a downward trend, and may be

bottoming. The U.S. Department of Agriculture

(USDA) reports some stability in early 1987,

although a report from the Texas Department of

Agriculture says the general slide in values

continues throughout Texas—median land values fell

from $212 an acre in 1986 to $150 an acre this

year. There was a 16 percent drop statewide last

year, with the Panhandle probably having a somewhat

larger drop. Data from the Federal Reserve Bank of

Dallas indicate the northern High Plains region had

a drop from $202 in 1981 to $131 in 1986 for
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ANSWER 4b: (cont'd)

ranchland; $313 to $217 for dryland farms; and $675

to $399 for irrigated famland for the same period.

In summary, it is an accurate statement that

farmland values are declining. Whether the DOE

project contributes to this decline locally has not

been demonstrated.

ANSWER 4c: DOE recognizes that a concentration of project

workers in a small community has the potential of

creating adverse impacts on the community services.

However, there are also clear economic benefits

associated with a project of this size and type

that should be maximized where possible.

Consequently, there was a specific management

decision made about office locations and the rate

at which staff moves would occur in an effort to

avoid significant adverse impacts and to maximize

positive impacts. Project offices will be located

in Hereford, Amarillo, Vega, and on the nine-

square-mile site.

The Hereford office is the base of the DOE

operations, and includes DOE, Battelle Memorial

Institute, and a few small support contractor

staffs. Parsons-Redpath, the construction manager
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ANSWER 4c: (cont'd)

for the exploratory shafts, is also temporarily

officed in Hereford until access to the exploratory

shafts is obtained and construction is ready to

commence. The staff complement in these Hereford

offices will be 373 project workers. A projected

10-20 percent of these workers are expected to

reside in Hereford (37-74 families) ; some of these

will be families transferred from Ohio, others will

be local residents hired for the project (to date

44% of the project staff have been hired from the

local area)
. DOE, Battelle, Parsons-Redpath, and

the support contracts have been in the process of

transferring staff from offices in Columbus, Ohio.

The transfer rate is as follows (actual through

June; projected through November)

:

March 12

April 6

May 18

June 21

July 30

August 4 6

September 53

October 55

November 35
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ANSWER 4c: (cont'd)

This gradual transfer of workers over a nine month

period enables DOE to continually assess whether

unexpected adverse impacts are likely to develop,

and if so to take mitigative action. Continual

interactions occur with community leaders and

representatives of local services. Data are

compiled and shared weekly about where staff are

choosing to reside and how many school age children

are being added to a school system. In addition,

the Department continually attempts to improve

projections of how many staff are relocating, and

where they might choose to live in an effort to

understand the effect on the communities. We also

collect and share data related to personnel hired

from the local communities. The attached Deputy

Manager's Briefing Notes include the type of

information presented at a weekly public project

status meeting in Hereford. Also attached is a

letter from Jefferson 0. Neff, Salt Repository

Project Office Manager, to Phil Neidzieldski-

Eichner, Executive Director of the Waste Deposit

Impact Committee, which contains additional details

about the relocations to the Panhandle.

Amarillo will be the site for another project

contractor, the technical field services contract.
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ANSWER 4c: (cont'd)

expected to be announced in July. This contractor

is expected to have a staff level of about 700 at

its peak, with about 40% of the workforce hired

from the local area. Because it is Amarillo-

based, most of the project workers are expected to

reside in that community. However, the same

relocation projections and monitoring system will

be utilized as the contractor becomes established

so as to understand whether unexpected adverse

impacts might develop.

Vega will continue to be the location of a small

visitors' center and informa'cion office with no

significant staff build-up.

As preparations begin for construction of the

Exploratory Shaft Facility in late 1989, Parsons-

Redpath will begin staffing an office on the nine-

square-mile site. Projections will be done to

assess whether mitigative measures should be

implemented to avoid adverse impacts to the nearest

community, Vega. For example, workers could be

bussed from Amarillo or Hereford to encourage

settlement in communities that could better handle

the influx of new people without straining

available community services.
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ANSWER 4c: (cont'd)

In summary, we are taking care to move DOE and

contractor staff and their families gradually into

the Panhandle, and to monitor settlement patterns

to assess the potential for development of

undesirable impacts. The impact of incoming people

is not yet, and is not expected to be, a heavy

burden to the affected communities.
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DOVrr MANAGER'S BRIEFING - 7-1-87

INTRXUCTION

The Deputy Manager's Bri«fing is to provicJ* a statu* of th« transition of
the Salt Repository Project to Texas. These meetings are held every
Wednesday morning at 7:00 a.m. in the Hereford Ccmunity Center. The
public is invited. The information presented in these meetings will be of
a routine nature. No policy announcements are planned.

TTm agenda will include the following itana:

Staffirq
Procuranent
Topics of Ganeral Interest
Questions and Answers

Ms encourage follow-up on any Issues or concerns. The DOE office phone
number is 364-8920. The information Office in Hereford E^one rubber is

364-0101.

Staffing June 28, 1987

There are 94 Project Personnel in Texas as of June 28, 1987.

This includes:
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TtwM staff nsid* in:

H«refc3tt3

Canyon
Mtarillo
Vega
Oth«r/undecid«d

36

6

33

2

17

94

38

6

35

2

18

100

over
laBt WM

4

(1)

(1)

2 nat

Of th« 36 Harafon] staff iMBbant

Fourteen (14) ara Tranafera for 39% of the total

Tventy-Two (22) are Local Hire* for 611 of the total

For the 14 ataff tranafera to Hereford, there were 15 school age

children ailded to the Hereford School Syatan.

ma 36 Hereford staff irmttmn, which Includes both local hires and

tranafera, result in an annual eatlfflated payroll of over S900.000.

Revised projections for the transitioning ataff for the next several

months are:

July
Aug.
Sept,
Oct.
Nov.

30
46

53
55

35

DOE and 5 Project c:ontractor8 are stationed in Hereford. The full

conplanent of staff for each organization is:

Organization

DOE
Battelle
Par^ons-Redpath
CER
SMS
KAJCLMA

TOriAL

Pull rsf87

Conplsoent

42
282
18

16

5

10

373

t stationed
in Hereford

to date

19

40
18

7

3

7_

94

% of Full
Cooplenent

45
14

100

44

60
70

25

Of the 373, approximately 276 or 74% of existing staff are projected

to transfer to the Project Office in Hereford.
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B. PTOCUKfXOnS JUNE 28, 1987

Betw««n mid-F»bruarv, 1987 and June 28, 1987, the Salt Repoaitory
Staff have ccmnittod mor« than 1.5M in procur«ti«nt actions. The
distribution of these expenditures is as follows:

Other Hon
Hereford ^narillo Vega TX TX Total

Expenditures 566. 6K 751. 3K 47. 7K 134. 6K 5.2K 1505. 4K
% of total 38% 50% 3.2% 8.9% .3% 100%

This h*« an increase of 43. 8K ever last v^eek's report. Hereford has
received over S.5M which is ever 1/3 of all Project funds conoitted by

the Project Office in Texas.

An outstanding procureraent is for pennanent office space for Battelle
which will result in leasing 64,000 square feet of office space in

Hereforrj. The due date for proposals was June 10, 1987. A nuTtMr of

excellent propo&ids w«re received and ware evaluated. Proposers were

rotified of their individual status last v—k. Negotiations with

finns on the canpetitive "short list" are underway. Renovations for

the selected buildings will be initiated after award.

This procurareent will make Hereford the largest source of procurement

aaonitanents for the Texas Sedt Repository Project.

No major procuranents are pleuined in the near future.

C. TOPICS Of GENERAL INTEREST

1. Wbric continues on setting up a training session on Federal

Procurements for local contractors. July 16, 1987 is the target

date for this. This contracting workshop is to assist local

vendors in beoorning more effective oonpetitors for federal

procuranents

.

2. One Corps of Engineers (COe) representative is scheduled to be in

Hereford next week to gather infonMtion on mineral values. This

infooia'tion will be used to assist in the preparation of the Real

Estate planning Report.

3. A luncheon presentation is scheduled today with the Amarillo

Ch£nber of Camerce audi Business Council to discuss the Salt

Ftepoeitory Project.

4. Four suoner t««porary si^loyees have been hired. T^ey started

this wMk. All four are frrm Hereford. They will assist in

perfotmlr^ a nirtier of functions until full tijne staff are

transfered.
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5. J. tf({, th» Project Kanager i» axpcctad to r«port to work in

Hereford on July 13.

6. TWO visitors frcra Germany are scheduled to visit the SRP Hereford

Office on July 20, 1987. They are representatives of the Thyseen

Mining Conpany and have conie to the U.S. to attend a mining
conference.

7. The Salt Repoeitory Project Manager, J.O. Neff , appeared before
the Senate Coanittee for Energy and Natural Resources this week in

Muhington. Copies of his testimony are available froo the

project Office.
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J. Neff, SRPO

P. Van Loan, SRPO

T. Taylor, SRfO

L. McClain, SRPO
R. Lahoti, SRPO
G. At3p«l, SRPO
J. Treadwell, Ct*n.

B. Lincoln, Ctfiil

G. LOuMer, OMI
G. SUffOPd, P-R

C. Kay, RW-2
W. Probst, B5*-2S2

D. Bray, AMPW
C. Morrison, OCM

C. west, A*p. Conbeit's Office

P. Niadziclski-Eichnsr, WDIC

G. Rasp,NWPO
S. Frisfman, TOWPO
V. Snith, taxima

S. Foels, S»6

W. Murphy, CER
A. Handwvrker, LC
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0«partm«nt of Entrgy
S«it Wtootiiory Proi»ci Offva

110 Norrn 25 Mil* Avvnu*

M#f»ford, Ttxu 79045

Juna 25, 1987

Mr. Phil Neidii«ldiki-Eichner
Wast* Deposit Impact Comraitt««
P.O. Box 2277
Hereford, TX 79045

Dear Mr. Neidzleldskci-Cichner :

SUBJECT: REQUEST TO MODERATE SRPO RELOCATION TO PANHANDLE

We have received your letter of June 19, 1987 requesting that the
relocation of project personnel to the Panhandle be moderated. I

would like to discu«« in some detail our plans for relocation and
also the specific reconunendationa described in the attachment to
your letter.

In February, when the relocation was initiated, we announced that
after the initial move of a small contingent to the Panhandle, we
anticipated that about 50 people a month would relocate beginning
April. The actual number of relocating families has been smaller
than projected, and includes the following:

March
April
May
June
Total

12
6

18
21
57

Of these staff who have moved from Ohio, 13 are residents of
Hereford. An additional 19 people who already resided in Hereford
have been hired on the project. We are forecasting the following
relocations for the next five months:

July
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Mr. N«idxield«'^i-Eichn«r - 2 - June ;987

Th«i« figurts also aiium* all Batttlle staff chooae to r«locat».
The r««ult« of an aarlier survey of raaidtnca praftrtnces for these
staff indicate about 101 raprastnt Hereford as their first residence
choice. To date, the thirteen faailiea who have moved to Hereford
represent 3l4» of the relocated staff. from the predictions, and the
actual settlement patterns to date, w« would estimate 10-20% of the
project staff will reside in Hereford (37-74 families).

In order to assist in local planning we will collect data <bout
family size, number and a(;»s of school children, and housing
preferences for those chosing Hertford as their home. These data
will be made available to you and the school system as they are
complied.

Specific Recommendation of the WDIC.

1. firm establishment of the State NWPO and WDIC socioeconomic
assessment programs is desired in order to document baseline
conditions. We would suggest that early work be concentrated
on services of prime concern, and results be discussed with DOE
staff as early as possible. It is ray understanding that the
NWPO and WDIC study is to be completed by the end of July, and
we would welcome opportunities to discuss progress on the study
as data are compiled, especially if tangible issues develop.

2. DOE is requested to complete its assessment of impacts based on
worl^force size as revised from the original GA. The wort^force
size projected between now and November is within the bounds of
that discussed in the Environmental Assessment. Certain
management decisions have been made about location of staff
offices since the publication of the EAs; before initiating the
relocation in February, a verbal verification was done to
reassure that cooaunity services were adequate to absorb the
influx of new residents. The gravity model used in the EA has
been rerun with new staff levels and office locations, although
in terms of predicting actual distribution of workers it has
little utility. The principal use of the model was in comparing
one site to another.

3. It is hoped that funds will be appropriated and designated by
Congress for mitigation of documented tangible impacts. DOE is

working in parallel with the WDIC to attempt to secure
Congressional funding for local areas in the event there are
such impacts. However, our analyses of community service
capacities indicate that the relocation of the staff do not
overburden the available services. We also feel it is important
to coaplete the project move froa both a management perspective
and froa consideration of the difficult personal burdens placed
on staff when additional uncertainties are introduced.
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Mr. N«idii«ldik^i-Elchn«r -3- Jun« 25. 1987

4 Th« WDIC wlth«i to h«v« •9t*Dllsh«d land acquisition policy

poiitioni oiv«n L«gi»l«tiv« consideration. This activity Is

ind«p»nd«nt of th« pro]«ct rtlocationr we would b» plvased to

dl«cus« with you th« policy poiltiona adopted by the WDIC in

light of Federal land acquieition requirements.

5. The WDIC wishes to establish principles and procedures for

interaction between SRPO and the WDIC. We also believe that

this issue is independent of the project relocation. We welcome
the opportunity to enter into these discussions. In the

interim, my staff will continue to provide information to the

Committee and will be available to discuss any issue of concern.

6. The WDIC desires that programs be Installed to offset negative
impacts incurred by increased competition for the limited labor
supply. We would suggest that contrary to having a limited

labor supply in the area, the reverse seems to be the case.

There is an extremely high response to posted project positions,

and ample numbers of qualified applicants within those

responding.

7. The WDIC desires that a program be eatabllsed to assist local

vendors in becoming effective competitors for federal

procurements. We have developed a contracting workshop for

Hereford businesses, to be held on July 16, as a first step in

assisting area businesses in successfully competing for project

procurements. We welcooe opportunitiee to discuss additional

means to assist in this area.

In summary, we are pursuing a "moderate" path of relocating staff to

the area. To date the tangible impacts to the Hereford area have

been positive? and there have been no demonstrable negative impacts

identified. Staff have been given relocation dates, and are

progressing with their personal plans to move. The management
inefficiencies of having two offices also result in our desire to

conclude the relocations on a reasonable time frame.

I com«lt to continuing to work with you and the committee as the

raovee progress" and look forward to discussing results of your

socioeconomic studies as they might affect or be affected by our

project, and I remain committed to work with you to mitigate any

tangible negative impact to the community. Please feel free to call

me at any time.

Sincerely,

J.O. Neff
t -r Project Ktnager
V, Salt Repository Project Office
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Mr. Neidi ttldski-Eichner - 4 - Jun« i5, .957

SRPOiLKNikgK

cct S. rrishaan, TX NWPO
w. probtt, RW-223
T. Moor«, WDIC Chairman

167-87-OMTX
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QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR MCCLURE

QUESTION 5: I understand that the Nevada State Legislature
recently passed legislation creating a new county

—

"Bullfrog County"— in the area in which Yucca
Mountain is located. What effect will this have on
the high-level waste program? What do you think
was the purpose of this legislation? How will this
effect Nye County residents, State revenues
(payments-equal-to-taxes) , local revenues, grants,
etc.?

ANSWER: DOE is not currently aware of significant effects on

the high-level waste program as a result of the

creation of Bullfrog County and likewise it

is unclear at this time what the effect will be

on Nye County.

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 provides that

payments-equal-to-taxes (RETT) be provided to each

State and unit of general local government in which

a site for a repository is approved for site

characterization

.

Since the Yucca Mountain site is now in Bullfrog

County and not Nye County, then the Department

expects that Bullfrog County will be the recipient

of RETT payments instead of Nye County.
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QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR MCCLURE

QUESTION 6: The Nuclear Waste Policy Act provides a number of
means by which affected States, localities, and
Indian Tribes can participate in the waste program,
obtain financial and technical assistance, and
provide input into various decision documents.
However, new ideas are surfacing all the time on
additional ways to enhance the States' role, not the
least of which is S. 839—the Incentive Package Bill
that Senator Johnston and I introduced earlier this
year. Since you people are closest to the actual
interactions with the States and local governments,
perhaps you could give us suggestions on how to
improve the process (definition of "local units of
government," proportionment of grants between States
and local governments, impact aid during site
characterization phase, etc.).

ANSWER: The Department offers the following suggestions on

how to improve the process by which affected States,

localities and Indian Tribes can participate in the

waste program, obtain financial and technical

assistance, and provide input into various decision

documents: (1) authorize funds appropriated

pursuant to the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 198 2 to

be used to provide payments-equal-to-taxes to

special purpose units of local government at the

candidate site; (2) authorize the Department to

provide grants directly to affected local

governments; (3) authorize the Department to provide

financial and technical impact mitigation assistance

directly to local governments; and (4) authorize the

Department to provide financial and technical impact

mitigation assistance to affected States, local

governments, and Indian Tribes during the site

characterization phase.
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QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR McCLURE

QUESTION 7: All of us here are concerned about the tremendous
costs associated with site characterization as
planned by the Department. While I would be first
to agree with the Department that thorough
scientific studies at these sites is essential in
order to demonstrate the site's suitability (or
unsuitability) for the waste repository, I wonder
whether there might be a way to proceed that would
allow the least expensive testing to be done first,
so that if these tests result in disqualification of
the site, further, more expensive testing (such as
shaft sinking) would be avoided. Let's assume that
schedule is not a consideration. Do you have any
suggestions as to a logical sequence of testing that
could result in cost-saving?

ANSWER: As part of our site characterization program, we

have evaluated the sequence of testing, and where

appropriate, have elected to perform surface-based

testing first. For example, at the Hanford site, we

have initiated a major surface-based program

directed toward obtaining information related to

site hydrology, a critical site parameter. This

program is structured to gather needed data beforp

initiating construction of the exploratory shafts.

This program is also designed to focus on any data

anomaly which suggests a potential disqualifying

condition exists. Thus, at the Hanford site, an

extensive surface-based program is underway which is

^
aimed at gathering key information related to site

I hydrology and, if data suggests the existence of

1 potential site disqualifiers, the program is

refocused to resolve the issue.
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ANSWER 7: (cont'd)

At the Deaf Smith site, a similar site hydrology

program is planned prior to start of exploratory

shaft construction. Although our planning

activities for surface-based testing are not as

mature as at the Hanford site, we intend to gather

as much critical information as needed to assess the

suitability of the site for continued

characterization. If a site disqualifying condition

exists which can be identified from the surface, we

expect the surface-based program will identify its

existence.

Finally, at the Yucca Mountain site, the situation

is somewhat different. Although we agree that there

are a number of issues that can be addressed by

surface-based testing, underground testing is

required to reach a sound understanding of the

hydrology, as well as examination of deep faults.

Further, since both test programs, surface-based and

underground, can proceed relatively independent of

one another and information is needed from both to

examine the potential disqualifying factors, the DOE

believes that underground testing should not be

deferred in favor of surface-based testing.
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QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR MCCLURE

QUESTION 8: Several proposals are floating around Congress to
halt all work on the first repository sites while an

"independent panel" of some sort reviews the genesis
of the entire high-level waste program to date.
Some of these proposals even suggest that a new,

nation-wide search be undertaken. What is your
feeling about the merits cf such a proposal? What
would this moratorium do to the work now in progress
at your sites? Do you think that any State, under
any circumstance, no matter how "clean" and unbiased
the selection, would react any more favorably to the
prospects of hosting a high-level waste repository
than the three States we are now dealing with?

ANSWER: A new, nation-wide search for potential repository

sites would very significantly affect the time when

a geologic repository would be available for

disposal of spent fuel and high-level waste.

DOE continues to believe that each of the three

sites selected for characterization for the first

repository will be found suitable. Because of this,

DOE firmly believes the country does not need to

experience the delay that would result from a new

nation-wide search for potential sites. Any such

delay will have substantial negative impact in our

ability to solve the waste management issues, and

will certainly have, at a minimum, great impacts on

ultimate costs and schedules.

A moratorium on the work now in progress would

essentially stop the characterization of the sites.
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ANSWER 8: (cont'd)

The momentum of the program will be halted, key

personnel can be expected to leave the program,

restart will take years to reach the point of

suspension, and great uncertainties will likely

override future program considerations.

At this point, it appears to be difficult for any

State to react favorably to being selected to host a

geologic repository for spent fuel and high-level

waste. Reactions by both first and second reposi-

tory candidate States underscore the State

reactions. Incentives that the Federal Government

would agree to provide the host State could possibly

help to reverse this situation.
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QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR JOHNSTON

QUESTION 1: What are considered the major advantages of each
rock type?

ANSWER: A fairly detailed discussion of the major advantages

and disadvantages of the potential host rocks for the

first repository is contained in Section 5.7 of Part

II, Volume I of the Mission Plan for the Civilian

Radioactive Waste Management Program (June 1985) . The

material that follows is abstracted from that section

of the Mission Plan.

The attached table (Table 5-4) lists advantages and

disadvantages that are generic to domal and bedded

salts, but specific to the Hanford site basalts and

Yucca Mountain tuffs. It is evident that no rock type

is clearly superior. The suitability of any of these

rocks can only be judged by analyzing all of the

intrinsic advantages and disadvantages -- as influenced

by the conditions prevalent at a specific site — and

by analyzing the performance of the total isolation

system. Detailed site-specific investigations are

required to establish the ultimate suitability of any

potential site in any of the potential host rocks for

the location of a repository.
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Tasit 5-«. i«n»ril Comptnson of tM« Potential nojt Boc«3 ' 3r '"51 'toej ' t;'
*

A«Tant*«M 01S«4<r4nta«*4

•ASALT (HAMroao sirt)

V«r)r stron* rock

Lov »«nM*6l1*tx tt dtptn «u« to Jtcondiry

in«rm)s in frscturts

M1n«rtl» th«t 'm frieturts tnd rBirwrmlj

that will form by cn«alc«1 reactions tfurin*

Chanati pu1 3« art coMnnlr nifhly jorptiv*

Charactariic^ by ««ocnaaiica1 conditions
that f*n«ra11y Inhibit rad i onuc 1 1 «•
transport

NO raseure* potantial of th« reck

Cono)t> l),drolo«y very difficult to

cnaractenit and modal

vanttlonj in lateral and vertical extent
and propartias makt It difficult to

characttrlit and modal

Raductd nachanlcal stability du« to

fracturing

Ralatlvely txpansxc to eica«ata

SOH* laytrs hava ni«h paraeabHlty at
snallov daptn oftcra trxy constituta aouiftrs

unknown rasourca potantial in dtap
undarlylng rocks

BCOOCO SALT ADO SALT OQHCS

Vary 1o« iiatar conttnt

Vary low panaaablllty

High tlianaal conductivity

Oafoma by plastic flow rathar than
fractura; fracturij tand to salf-haal

Low cost of excavation

Baddad salt «s relatwtly easy to

charactarizi and nodal

Lxtanslva alnlng txparlenca

Natural rasourcas (othar than salt) ara
coMaenly associated with salt deposits;
thasa include potash in baddad 5a1t and
sulfur, oil. and gas near salt domes

Highly soluble In aater: extent and rate of

dissolution difficult to cnsracterize

Creep c'osure of mined ooanlnas conwllcates
modal 1n«

Likeliiood of pockets of tas or brine

Low sorotlve capacity

Salt domes are relatWelr difficult to

cfiaracteri le and model

Highly corrosive to •netal

TUffS (TUCCA hOUKTAla SITE)

Virtually no lalnaral or tntr%y resource
potantial

H1«h1y sorptlve alnarals constitute 1arte
proportion of many ecds

Very low flux, of water In arid regions

Present in significant tnlcknassas above
the water table

Because con»osition and 3*<ysical properties

are nurl/ .sriao'e. strata are 'elatwely
difficult to c^arscterwe ana Ticoel

Seduced mecnanical staBilitr because of

fracturing

*au1fers In arid regions ^y be attractive

to future generations

unsaturated zone Hydrology lot 'ell

understood and difficult to c.-arscter- ze

and model

Seismic acf'Ur '.e—:^ to be -;" -n

regions -nere tuffs jcc.r

*Tha Inforaatlon contained in this table Is a supnary based on Section S. See

also Soctlon S.7.« for a brief discussion of tho perspoctwes from wtiich tfl«a advantages

•nd 41sa4*anta«M ara to b« viawad.

-334-
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QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR JOHNSTON

QUESTION 2: When will each site project be physically ready to
drill the exploratory shaft? Do these estimates
include time allowance for permitting, land
acquisition, etc?

ANSWER: As shown in Table 1 of the OCRWM Mission Plan

Amendment issued June 1987, the start of exploratory

shaft construction is scheduled to begin in the

fourth quarter of (calendar year) 1988 for the tuff

project, the second quarter of 1989 for the basalt

project, and the fourth quarter of 1989 for the salt

project. These dates include success-oriented time

allowances for permitting, land acquisition, etc.

More details on the basis for determining these

dates can be found in Appendix B of the Mission Plan

Amendment

.
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QUESTION 3

ANSWER:

QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR JOHNSTON

What types of permits will be necessary at each
site to drill exploratory shafts?

Like any large-scale Federal construction activity,

there are a number of permitting requirements that

could potentially be triggered by Federal

environmental statutes. For example: 1) the Clean

Air Act (Air Pollution Permit), 2) the Resource

Conservation and Recovery Act (Subtitle C

—

Hazardous Waste Permit, Subtitle D—Solid Waste

Permit), and 3) The Clean Water Act (NPDES Permit).

The DOE is currently in the process, through the

development of site-specific environmental regula-

tory compliance plans, of establishing the specific

permitting requirements of each of these statutes

in order to carry out site characterization.

It is DOE'S policy to comply with State and local

regulations as a matter of comity, provided that

such regulations do not prevent the Department

from fulfilling its responsibilities under the

NWPA.

In the process of developing Environmental Regula-

tory Compliance Plans for the three sites selected

for characterization, DOE will delineate permitting

requirements under applicable Federal laws, as well

as State and local statutes that are not
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ANSWER 3: (cont'd)

inconsistent with the mandates of the Nuclear Waste

Policy Act of 1982. These plans will provide a

basis for full and open consultation with the host

States, as well as facilitate DOE ' s efforts to

complete the site characterization phase in a

timely and environmentally sensitive manner.
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QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR JOHNSTON

QUESTION 4: Approximately how much of the data necessary to
evaluate site suitability can be obtained by surface
testing prior to sinking the exploratory shafts?

ANSVJER: We are unable to provide a definitive answer to this

question now since the site characterization plans

(SCPs) are currently under development. These

plans will provide a basis for a complete reply.

The SCPs for Yucca Mountain and Hanford are

scheduled for issue this fall. The Salt SCP is

scheduled for issue in the spring of 1988.
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QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR JOHNSTON

QUESTION 5: The NRC staff has stated that it may be possible to

obtain conclusive data for some of the potentially
disqualifying factors by surface-based testing prior
to drilling an exploratory shaft.

a. Does DOE agree with that?

b. What technical issues at each site might be able to

be resolved through surface testing?

c. Is the Department's program structured to address
these issues prior to sinking exploratory shafts?

d. Will DOE have to restructure its test program for
fiscal year 1988 if there is a moratorium on
exploratory shaft drilling?

ANSWER a: The Department agrees that a significant amount of

data related to disqualifying factors can be

obtained through surface-based testing, and that the

potential presence of such factors may be detected

through such testing. However, the Department

believes that in many cases the presence of such

disqualifying factors must be confirmed through

underground testing. Our response to Question 7

from Senator McClure provides more details on this

issue.

ANSWER b: The primary technical issues that can be resolved

through surface-based testing include dissolution,

erosion, regional and global climate, and potential

for human intrusion at all three candidate sites.

An additional technical issue for which surface-

based testing will play an important role is the

time of ground water travel from the repository
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ANSWER 5b: (cont'd)

horizon to the accessible environment. At the

Hanford site, surface-based large-scale hydrologic

testing will provide information on vertical

conductivity and on the spatial distribution of

hydrologic properties. The testing is being

conducted at this time to further define the

hydrologic baseline and to preserve perishable data

that could be altered by potential effects of shaft

construction.

ANSWER c: The site characterization programs, as presented for

each Project in a site-specific Site

Characterization Plan, is focused around the

resolution of a structured hierarchy of issues

through a specified issue resolution strategy that

includes both surface-based testing and exploratory

shaft facility construction and testing. (See

OGR/B-10, Issue Hierarchy for a Mined Geologic

Disposal System , copy attached.) Since the issues

noted in response to question (b) —with the exception

of ground water travel time—are not critical

concerns, they do not need to be resolved prior to

sinking the shaft although testing will be underway

on these issues and data developed as part of site

suitability investigations.
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ANSWER 5d: As discussed above, the Department has attempted to

develop a testing program which requires both

surface based and underground testing. In the event

of a moratorium on exploratory shaft drilling, the

Department would proceed with surface based and

laboratory testing, while delaying underground

testing. It should be noted, however, that

underground testing is on the critical path for

resolution of issues to be addressed in the license

application.
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QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR JOHNSTON

QUESTION 6: What physical work is now going on at each site?

ANSWER: No physical work is currently being conducted by the

SRPO at the Deaf Smith site. On-site activities,

such as environmental surveys, are expected to begin

in C.Y. 1987 after land access agreements have been

obtained.

Enclosed are the Basalt Waste Isolation Project's

Letter Report on Ongoing and Planned Activities and

the Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage Investigation

Project's Summary of Ongoing and Planned Site

Characterization Activities for the Candidate Site

at Yucca Mountain, Nevada . These reports were

prepared to provide information to States, Indian

Tribes, and the NRC on the status of site

characterization activities ongoing at the Federal

sites and the relation of such activities to the

site characterization programs presented in the Site

Characterization Plans. Copies of the reports have

been distributed to affected first repository States

and Indian Tribes and to the NRC, and have been

placed in DOE public reading rooms and in State

libraries.
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QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR JOHNSTON

QUESTION 7: DOE issued stop work orders to contractors at the
Hanford site and the Yucca Mountain site beginning
in 1986 because of concerns about inadequate
quality assurance programs.

- Please explain why the Department felt these stop
work orders were necessary.

- What is the current status of QA programs at
these sites?

- When does the Department anticipate all stop work
orders will be lifted?

ANSWER: The stop work order at the Hanford Site was issued

because of the lack of a documented management

control system. A readiness review board was

formed in July of 1986. Actions which needed to be

taken were identified and documented and a

readiness review report was completed in May of

1987 showing the status of these actions. The

report included a recommendation to partially lift

the stop work order so that the contractor could

initiate the preparation of work packages.

Each work package will be individually reviewed and

approved by DOE before stopped work can be resumed.

The contractor is now preparing these work packages

which describe the work to be performed and the

quality controls to be applied. Work is expected to

be resumed over the next few months.

Minor revisions to the QA Plan for Hanford are

currently being made to incorporate comments
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received from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

(NRC)
. The revised Plan will be issued in a few

months.

The stop work orders at the Yucca Mountain site

were issued because of insufficient planning

documentation and inappropriate quality level

assignments. The Planning documents and quality

level assignments are reviewed and approved by DOE

for each work task before work is permitted to be

resumed. A partial lifting has been effected for

all participating organizations except one. The

planning documentation is now largely complete and

quality level assignments are also well under way.

Much of the stopped work has already been resumed.

Most of the remaining work will be resumed over the

next few months. However, it is not possible, at

this time, to establish a firm date for fully

resuming all stopped work at Yucca Mountain.

Minor revisions to the QA Plan for Yucca Mountain

are also underway to incorporate comments received

from the NRC. Issuance of the revised Plan is

iimninent

.
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QUESTION 8: The question was asked at the June 29 hearing: From
a seismic standpoint, would there be more impact on
casks placed in an underground repository than casks
placed in surface storage?

ANSWER: No. From a seismic standpoint, there would be less

impact on waste packages placed in an underground

repository than casks placed in surface storage.

Vibratory ground motion, such as that occurring

during a seismic event, is dampened and attenuated

significantly with depth. Historic mining

experience has repeatedly documented instances where

high-magnitude earthquakes causing extensive surface

damage have occurred while being unnoticed by miners

working underground.
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QUESTION 9: Is DOE looking seriously at using copper canisters
or other especially long-lived canisters for use in
tuff or basalt? If not, why not?

ANSWER: Yes, DOE is considering copper and copper-based

alloys, as well as steel alloys and others, as

possible container materials for use in a high-level

radioactive waste repository. DOE is familiar with

studies being conducted by the Swedish high-level

waste storage program. Along similar lines, DOE is

also evaluating these materials, which under certain

environmental conditions have possible long-life

characteristics

.

Specifically, the basalt site at Hanford is

considering three container materials including 90-

10 copper nickel and oxygen-free high-conductivity

copper as candidate materials. In addition, the

Basalt Waste Isolation Project is evaluating

different container concepts, focussing primarily

on pure copper or copper alloy monoliths similar to

the Swedish concept.

At the tuff site at Yucca Mountain, the Nevada

Nuclear Waste Storage Investigations (NNWSI) office

is planning to select materials for detailed study

from among six possible alternatives. Included in

these alternatives are oxygen-free high-conductivity

copper, 70-30 copper nickel, and aluminum bronze.
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In addition, NNWSI is considering the use of a non-

metallic ceramic liner as a possible long-lived

barrier for waste isolation.
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QUESTION 10: How will you demonstrate to NRC that casks (waste
packages) will last the required 300 years?

ANSWER: DOE is required under 10 CFR Part 60 to show that

containment of radionuclides within the waste

packages will be substantially complete for a period

of from 300 to 1000 years after repository closure.

DOE has developed comprehensive strategies, which

include reference and alternative approaches, for

demonstrating compliance with the substantially

complete containment requirement. These strategies

form the backbone of the detailed testing program

planned during site characterization. This program

includes characterization of the waste package

environment and acquisition of data on the

performance of waste package materials and designs

under expected repository conditions.

The results of site characterization and laboratory

testing will be used to formulate mathematical

models that will support demonstrations that the

waste packages will comply with NRC requirements.

Waste packages will be conservatively designed to

provide substantially complete containment for 1000

years (the upper limit of the NRC substantially

complete containment requirement)

.
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QUESTION 11: How will repository design and safety be affected

if spent fuel is stored for 30, 40, cr 50 years?

ANSWER: The longer spent fuel is aged, the lower the

radiation and heat production from radioactive decay

which can result in reduced shielding requirements

and reduced thermal design constraints on the

repository and waste package. In particular, the

amount of spent fuel that can be disposed of in a

unit area of underground repository space could be

increased. Beyond 10 to 20 years, additional heat

and radiation dissipation is relatively small.

Based on the oldest-fuel-first approach for

acceptance of spent fuel from the utilities and a

repository start-up date of 2003 (draft Mission Plan

Amendment) , the age of spent fuel initially received

at a repository will be up to about 3 5 years old and

would gradually decrease in age as more fuel is

accepted.

DOE currently believes there is not much incentive

from an overall systems perspective to additionally

age spent fuel beyond 10 to 20 years. The system

will continue to be designed for flexibility in

accepting fuels and will continually be evaluated

for adjustments that can embrace performance, cost,

and schedule.
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QUESTION 12: How will reprocessing affect the design and safety o^
a repository?

ANSWER: During reprocessing, the metal clad spent fuel

assemblies are chopped and exposed to acid which

dissolves most of the fuel. Liquid-liquid

extraction of the fuel solution results in a

process stream of thorium, uranium, and plutonium

which can be recovered in a solid form, as well as

a process stream of fission products and

transuranic elements which can be converted to a

vitrified waste form for geologic disposal, other

wastes are also generated during reprocessing.

Some of the fuel constituents adhere to the

cladding hulls, which together with other

structural parts of the fuel assemblies, are

themselves radioactive and constitute a waste

category. During reprocessing, radioactive gases

containing krypton-85 and iodine-12 9 among others

are trapped and collected. An additional

reprocessing waste which must be disposed of is the

uranium which is not recycled and which is depleted

in the fissile U-235 isotope.

Assuming for the purposes of this answer that only

the fission product process stream is vitrified and

prepared for deep geologic disposal, it may be

possible to reduce the size of the repository
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somewhat, based on a number of assumptions. The

glass waste form has a lower long-term heat

generation than spent fuel which may allow closer

spacing (pitch) of waste packages. However,

assuming the glass waste package contains the

fission product waste from a greater number of

spent fuel assemblies than a spent fuel waste

package, the glass waste package would have an

initially greater short term heat generation which

would constrain waste package pitch.

From a repository safety standpoint, there is

little safety advantage for disposal of either

waste form over the other.

U.S. policy with regard to reprocessing of spent

fuel from power reactors is that it should be a

private sector initiative. Because of the failure

of previous attempts to establish a reprocessing

capability in the United States, industry concern

about licensing uncertainties and the potential for

changes in Government policy, and the lack of near-

term economic incentives, new industry initiatives

on reprocessing appear unlikely for the next

several years. For this reason, the effects of

reprocessing on repository design have not been

addressed in depth. However, since a small amount
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(640 metric tons) of reprocessed commercial high-

level waste from the West Valley Demonstration

Project and defense waste for the Savannah River

DWPF will be emplaced in the first repository

and the reprocessing of spent fuel may be

undertaken at a later date, the repository designs

currently have the capability to accommodate

reprocessed waste and future designs will not

preclude a later decision to dispose of such waste,
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QUESTION 13: How much of the $1 billion cost of site
characterization is actually field work? How much
of that is evaluation, documentation,
administration, management?

ANSWER: We estimate that about 35% - 45%, depending on the

site, of the cost of site characterization is

related to actual field work. About 20% - 30% is

related to evaluation, documentation,

administration, and management. The remainder is

related to such activities as waste package design

and development, repository design, grants, and

payment-equal-to-taxes

.
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QUESTION 14: What do you think about NRC's detailed licensing
criteria? Do you have a good handle on the
standards that must be met? Is it difficult to
develop a test program that you feel will be
adequate to meet any questions that NRC might ask'
Isn't it true that, to some extent, the criteria
that must be met by DOE are still evolving?

ANSWER: The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) promulgated

final procedural rules for the repository licensing

process in 1981 and final technical rules in 1983.

The procedural rules have been amended to conform

with the NWPA. The Environmental Protection Agericy

(EPA) has promulgated final general environmentaL

standards for disposal of high-level radioactive

waste (HLW) , which the NRC was in the process of

incorporating into its rules when the United States

Court of Appeals for the First Circuit vacated the

EPA standards. While the First Circuit's decision

naturally creates some uncertainty with respect to

precisely what general environment standards will

have to be met, the overall ultimate standard that

must be met before a geologic repository can be

constructed and HLW disposal can take place still

remains; i.e., the standard of reasonable assurance

of no unreasonable risk to the public health and

safety. Thus, NRC's regulations continue to

provide adequate guidance for DOE to proceed with

this stage of repository development. The

requirements in the regulations are, for the most
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part, clear and understandable. While there are

some ambiguities, these are being addressed as

necessary. Once, of course, EPA has remedied the

deficiencies the First Circuit found in the general

environmental standards, the associated

uncertainties will be removed.

The regulations, however, do not prescribe a method

for disposal or for showing compliance with the

regulations. The implementation of a disposal

system has, properly, been left to DOE. In

establishing the regulations, NRC left DOE with

considerable flexibility even though it chose to

require multiple barriers and specific performance

objectives for those barriers in addition to

requiring that overall performance meet the EPA

standard.

The NRC barrier performance objectives alone are

not intended to demonstrate compliance with the EPA

overall standards but are intended to provide

additional confidence of compliance in the face of

acknowledged uncertainties.

The NWPA requires that the NRC regulations

include the multiple barrier concept (Section
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121(b)(1)(B)). While the objectives for

these barriers do represent somewhat detailed

criteria which must be met, the NRC made specific

provisions for modifying the numerical values

without requiring an exemption from the regulation

10 CFR Part 60.113 (b)

.

The DOE program is an ongoing effort which is

developing strategies for licensing as site data

becomes available. As other site characterization

and accompanying performances assessment efforts

evolve, there is a need for NRC interpretations as

to how they would apply the regulations to specific

evaluations, techniques, or designs being

considered by DOE. Thus we expect to have a

continuing dialogue with NRC regarding the

regulatory requirements which will be more

extensive than the efforts to resolve initial

ambiguities.

DOE plans to thoroughly investigate the sites to

make long term predictions of site performance with

sufficient confidence to satisfy the extensive

burden of proof placed upon a licensee before the

NRC. This is a difficult task. We believe,

however, that when our program is completed
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answers to all questions necessary to demonstrate

regulatory compliance with the required degree of

certainty will be available.

The regulations acknowledged that it is neither

possible nor necessary to run tests representing

every imaginable scenario.
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QUESTION 15: Is the cost of your test program impacted signifi-
cantly by the cost of licensing and preparation forlicensing?

ANSWER: The burden of proof required of a licensee

applicant in the nuclear licensing process employed

in the United States does usually result in a

costly testing program. The potential for high

costs associated with testing to develop data for

use in the licensing of the geologic repository is

complicated by the fact that there is no prior

experience in implementing the principal NRC

regulation, 10 CFR Part 60. There is also little

precedent to guide either the applicant (DOE) , the

regulator, or the many other parties that will

participate in the numerous opportunities for

litigation that exist in the nuclear licensing

process.

Similarly, the efforts required to prepare and

disseminate the voluminous documentation required

by the licensing process will add significant costs

to the repository program. Other significant costs

will accrue from the efforts necessary to prepare

for and participate in the numerous public meetings

and hearings required as a normal part of the

licensing process. The Department believes the

process is cost effective to give both NRC and the

public the confidence needed to accept a high-level

waste repository.
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QUESTION 16: Doesn't NRC's criteria actually in some ways limit
the options available to DOE, such as reliance on
multiple engineered barriers? Why wouldn't long-
lived canisters help with licensing?

ANSWER: NRG regulations require that both the natural site

and technology contribute to isolation of the

wastes disposed in a geologic repository.

The ability of a nuclear waste repository to

isolate radioactivity from the biosphere depends on

the performance of the total system of both

engineered and natural barriers. Within such a

system, the performance appropriate for any parti-

cular barrier depends on other design features and

site characteristics. In allocating performance to

any particular component, the objective should be

to optimize the performance of the total system to

maximize isolation of waste. A long-lived waste

package would, obviously, increase confidence in

the degree of waste isolation over a less long-

lived waste package. Thus, given current

performance objectives in the NRC regulations,

a long-lived waste package would help with

licensing, provided that the longevity can be

demonstrated adequately in the licensing forum.

Care must be taken, however, that the consideration

of a long-lived waste package not inadvertently

shift the focus of site characterization away from
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finding a site with better isolation characteris-

tics as opposed to one providing a more favorable

waste package environment. Furthermore, this

improvement in ease of licensing would have to be

weighed against any increase in overall costs,

which do not substantially enhance the public

health and safety.
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QUESTION 17: Will the presence of faults and potential for fault
movement affect the safety of a repository?

ANSWER: The question of repository safety related to fault

Tuiovements is really one of predicting the damage

that can be done by an earthquake during either

pre-closure operations or during the 10,000 year

post-closure timeframe. This evaluation has to be

considered in light of several basic concepts: how

often movement has occurred along faults in the

vicinity of the repository, how much fault movement

has occurred during a given earthquake, and what is

the approximate magnitude of the worst earthquake

that has occurred in the past.

Fault studies suggest that the likely movement that

would occur in an average earthquake is between 4

and 24 inches; such an earthquake would have a

probable magnitude of less than 6 1/2 on the

Richter scale. Earthquakes of this type are not

expected to produce conditions that cannot be

accommodated by proper design and selection of

building locations during the pre-closure period.

In the post-closure period, this type of faulting

(which has occurred during the last 1 million

years) is not expected to cause significant changes

in the hydrologic characteristics of the site that

would affect release rates. The direct effects of
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faulting through the repository, if it should

occur, would affect a small number of waste

packages and is not expected to significantly

affect release rates.

These estimates indicate that earthquake motion

represents a concern that should be investigated

further during site characterization activities.

However, at present the concern over earthquake

safety is not one which, in the opinion of DOE,

should disqualify any of the three recommended

sites from further site characterization.
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QUESTION 18: Suppose a new fault develops in the planned
repository block. How will that affect the safety
of a repository during construction and operation?
After closure?

ANSWER: Faults develop in a given rock mass, such as Yucca

Mountain, in response to the pressure created in

the earth's crust by movements of material in the

earth's mantle. This pressure, called the stress

field, develops slowly and is stable over a very

long period of time, on the order of millions of

years. Once a fault develops in response to a

given stress field, it remains the easiest route

along which the crust can respond to continuing

stress; development of new faults in a stable

stress field is a very unlikely event, as existing

faults will move before a new break in the crust

can be created. The stress field that has created

the faults seen at Yucca Mountain has been

relatively stable for at least the last 12 million

years. A change in this field would only occur

over a long period of time, again on the order of

millions of years; therefore, the likelihood of a

new fault developing during either the 100 years of

pre-closure repository operations or the 10,000

years of post-closure isolation is anticipated to

be very low.

The unlikely event of a new fault developing,

however, represents a design and performance
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concern no different than considering the likely

effect of movement on an existing fault. The two

"worst-case" scenarios are a shearing and

subsequent breaching of the waste canisters in less

than 1,000 years, or possible changes in hydrologic

conditions that would result in waste being

released to the accessible environment in less than

10,000 years. In order for faulting to breach a

waste canister, movement on the fault would have to

be greater than 3 inches, the width of the air

space between the canister and the whole wall.

Studies by the USGS indicate that such a movement

occurs on the larger, existing faults outside the

repository block at intervals greater than 7,500

years. The much smaller faults that are known to

penetrate the repository block would have an

extremely low probability of generating the

movement required to breach the waste packages.

There is no scientifically valid reason to believe

that any new faults which may form within the next

1,000 years will be capable of greater movement.

Changes in the hydrologic characteristics during

the 10,000 year post-closure timeframe that could be

significant include changes in water table levels

or changes in the properties of the rock units that

will allow a significantly higher flux rate of
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water through the repository area, leading to a

significantly shorter ground water travel time

(GWTT) . The effect on these parameters of the most

likely fault movement is anticipated to be minor.

However, much of the site characterization program

to be carried out by the USGS and Sandia National

Laboratories (SNL) is designed to answering these

questions.
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QUESTION 19: On page 9 of your statement, you say that fault
movement is far more significant for surface
facilities than for subsurface facilities. Why is
that?

- Does that mean that fault movement is more of an
issue during construction and operation of a

repository than it is for the 10,000 years after
the repository is closed?

ANSWER: Damage from fault motion is generally caused by

vibrations set up in surface structures by ground

waves that are generated at the point of motion

along the fault. The severity of the damage is in

part caused by the fact that a structure such as a

building has a free surface, i.e., a roof and

walls, that can vibrate freely without being damped

in any way. By contrast, the underground

repository workings will have no free surface, and

vibrations within the rock mass will generally be

less intense underground than at the surface. An

example of this can be seen at the Nevada Test

Site, where tunnels in which nuclear tests are

conducted regularly undergo accelerations more than

100 times greater than surface structures without

significant damage.

Yes, fault movement is more of a concern during

construction and operation than after the

repository is closed; however, the probability of

earthquakes in a pre-closure timeframe is low.

In any case, surface facilities are being designed
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to handle reasonably expected earthquakes, and the

surface facilities are being located in an area

where the density of known Quaternary faults is

very low. As stated above, the "worst-case"

scenario for post-closure fault movement would be

an event or set of events that could result in

changes in hydrologic conditions that would result

in waste being released to the accessible

environment in less than 10,000 years. Changes in

the hydrologic characteristics during the 10,000

year post-closure timeframe that could be

significant include changes in water table levels

or changes in the properties of the rock units that

will allow a significantly higher flux rate of

water through the repository area, leading to a

significantly shorter GWTT. The potential effects

of the anticipated range of fault movement on these

parameters is anticipated to be minor.
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QUESTION 20: Volcanic rock is abundant in the area, such as thecinder cones near Yucca Mountain, is this an
indication of active volcanism?

- How will issues related to volcanism be resolved
for licensing?

ANSWER: Not necessarily. A determination of whether an

area has active volcanism is based not only on the

presence of volcanic rocks, but also on factors

such as the recurrence interval of volcanic

eruptions. The existence of local evidence of

increased heat flow such as abundant hot springs

that would indicate that there is a significant

body of melted rock (magma) at depth that is

releasing heat into the upper part of the crust.

The volcanic rocks at Yucca Mountain fall into two

broad categories: the rocks associated with, and

erupted from, the Timber Mountain volcanic center

to the north of Yucca Mountain, and the small

cinder cones that are found in the region around

Yucca Mountain.

The volcanic rocks associated with the Timber

Mountain center were erupted approximately

9 million years ago in a series of individual,

volumetrically-large eruptions. The absence of

presently active hot springs, an indication of a

hot water (hydrothermal) plumbing system that

typically develops over a large cooling body of

magma, indicates that the magma body that produced
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these rocks has long since cooled and presents no

further problem in terms of hazards to the reposi-

tory. The small cinder cones that are found in the

region around Yucca Mountain represent the eruption

of relatively small batches of magma that are

widely spaced in time and location. Research work

by Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) indicates

that the recurrence interval of these eruptions is

on the order of 150,000 years or greater, making it

highly unlikely that an eruption will recur on a

timeframe that will threaten the waste isolation

capabilities of the repository. In addition,

preliminary work on the chemical signature of the

rocks erupted from these volcanos indicates that

the magmabodies were generated in the upper mantle,

and interaction with crystal rocks is low;

subsequent development of hydrothermal systems is

therefore unlikely.

Additional work is planned by LANL volcanologists

during site characterization to further refine the

data on the recurrence intervals between individual

eruptions, and to determine the chemical signature

of the erupted rocks. These studies will refine
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our understanding of the likelihood of continued

volcanic activity in the next 10,000 years, and of

developing a significant hydrothermal system

associated with a cooling magma body.
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QUESTION 21: Very little is known about the rate of groundwater
flow in the unsaturated zone. DOE has expressed
the view that the flow time to the accessible
environment is greater than 20,000 years. The
State of Nevada, however, says the flow time varies
from less than 1,000 years to greater than 34,000
years.

ANSWER: DOE does not agree that very little is presently

known about ground water flow in the unsaturated

zone. The investigations carried out during pre-

site characterization investigations were suffi-

ciently detailed to allow rough scoping calcula-

tions that were sufficient for the level of detail

required for the Environmental Assessment. At

present, the State of Nevada has not indicated to

DOE what model it used to reach the cited range in

ground water travel times (GWTT) ; consequently, it

is not possible at this time to evaluate the

scientific validity of the State's range of values.

The model used by NNWSI to derive the greater than

20,000 year travel time was developed by SNL and

was designed to provide conservative values, i.e.,

unrealistically short travel times. It is

important to emphasize that this model is prelimi-

nary and, at this stage, was utilized solely to aid

the decision-making process used to decide if the

Yucca Mountain site warrants site characterization.

The GWTT values derived at this point in no way

constitute the final project value for GWTT.
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Collection of extensive additional field and

laboratory data is planned for site characteriza-

tion in order to refine these calculations. As the

data base used in these calculations is expanded

during site characterization, the precision of the

models used to evaluate GWTT for licensing will

also be expanded to refine further these calcula-

tions.
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QUESTION 22: How long would it take for groundwater under the
site to travel to an area of discharge into
Amargosa Springs?

- How will DOE resolve this issue for licensing?

ANSWER: At present, there does not appear to be an

"Amargosa Springs" on the available maps of the

Amargosa Desert, so it is difficult to come up with

a precise number. Estimates of the saturated zone

portion of the GWTT based on conservative estimates

of rock mass properties indicate that the saturated

zone GWTT to the boundary of the accessible

environment range (3 miles horizontal distance

from the repository block) from 170-1700 years.

The town of Amargosa Valley is greater than 9 miles

down gradient from the repository area; rough

estimates of the saturated- zone GWTT range from

500 to 5100 years. The nearest point of natural

surface discharge of ground water is at Ash Tree

Spring, 20 miles from the repository area. Rough

calculation of saturated zone GWTT to this

discharge point is 1,000 to 10,000 years.

These calculations do not take into account the

time required for ground water to move through the

unsaturated zone to the water table. Preliminary

estimates of unsaturated zone GWTT are signifi-

cantly greater than saturated zone GWTT, and
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preliminary calculations indicate that it would

take in excess of 20,000 years for water to move

from the repository through the unsaturated zone to

the water table directly below the repository.

At present, numerous studies are proposed that

either will provide data for use in calculations of

GWTT, or will constrain various models used to

calculate GWTT. It is recognized by DOE that this

single issue is extremely important, and priority

will be placed during site characterization on

establishing accurate and scientifically acceptable

models for calculation of GWTT.
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QUESTION 23: The potential site is located under a major
underground aquifer.

— What are the risks of contamination of the
aquifer during construction? During operation,
or after closure?

— What would be done to assure that this does not
become a problem?

— How will you demonstrate solutions to this
potential problem for licensing purposes?

— How does this risk influence the testing
program?

ANSWER: During construction, no radioactive waste is

planned to be emplaced in the repository and no

radioactive contamination is possible. However,

potential pathways for post closure contaminant

transport, such as aquifers and shafts, would be

monitored to assure that they are detected. During

operation, this monitoring would continue and the

behavior of the emplaced waste packages would be

continuously evaluated so that potential

contamination would be detected and prevented.

After closure, it is expected that some monitoring

will continue at the site.

The potential for contaminating the potable

aquifers will be assessed during site

characterization. Wells will be drilled to define

the hydrologic properties at the site and confirm

our ability to model and predict the movement of

water at the site.
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The risk of contamination places high priority on

our testing, construction, and sealing methods

during site characterization and repository

construction and operation to assure stability and

performance of the lining seals. Contamination of

the Ogallala and Dockum aquifers will be prevented

through the use of ground freezing technology.

This proven technology is over 100 years old and is

widely used throughout the world for excavating

tunnels and mine shafts where water is anticipated.

During shaft construction, seals and plugs will be

placed at required intervals to prevent water from

moving down the shaft as well as to protect water

quality. The shafts will have a watertight lining

made of an outer steel shell with an inner concrete

lining, placed inside the preliminary concrete

block shaft wall which extends from the bottom of

the shafts.

For further detail see the following public

information brochure Questions & Answers About the

Potential Effects of a Repository on the Ogallala

Aquifer , U.S. DOE, 1986.
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QUESTION 24: Is the technology for freezing the ground during
shaft construction considered adequate to protect
the aquifer? How will you demonstrate this to NRG?

ANSWER: Yes, the shaft freezing technology is considered

adequate. In Texas, the shafts will pass through

the Ogallala and Dockum aquifers. This will be

done using a ground freezing technique which is

widely employed for excavating tunnels and mine

shafts where ground water is anticipated. To

stabilize surrounding rock and control ground water

during shaft construction, a freezing coolant is

circulated through pipes to form a cylindrical ice

column around the shaft. The ground is frozen

below the lowest aquifer, at a depth of 1100 to

1200 feet, and the shaft is constructed, lined, and

sealed.

The actual mapping and testing of the shafts as

they are being constructed, and monitoring

throughout site characterization, will provide the

demonstration that the freezing technique results

in a shaft capable of maintaining waste isolation.

Background: Some concerns that shaft construction

may affect waste isolation stem from the possi-

bility of disruption of the rock around the shaft,

and also to possible interconnection of aquifers.

Disruption of the surrounding rock may be caused by

propagation of shocks from shaft blasts into
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surrounding rock. This is routinely controlled by

the simple practice of fracturing the perimeter

wall of the material to be blasted prior to the

main blast. The fracture effectively hampers the

transmission of the blast shock.

Hydrologic connections will be avoided by the use

of seals between hydrologic units. These units

will be precisely defined by the engineering design

borehole cores and downhole logging before shaft

construction begins. Horizontal seals around the

shaft will prevent interactions between different

water bearing units.
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QUESTION 25: There was an accident in the salt site in Gorlebin,
West Germany where a worker was killed when the
shaft lining buckled under creep.

— What is the relevance of this incident to the
Deaf Smith site?

— How would you prevent a similar incident?

ANSWER: At this time, only preliminary information is

available concerning the accident at Gorleben. The

Germans are conducting a full investigation of the

shaft accident. When the report is issued, we will

examine it carefully to determine any relevance to

the Deaf Smith site.
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QUESTION 26: A major issue raised by Texas State officials about
the Deaf Smith site is that it is located in the
midst of very productive farm land. You have
described how many acres of land will be affected
and how DOE will go about acquiring the land.

— But this land is privately-owned and the
landowners have been strongly opposed so far.
Won't land acquisition be very difficult? Isn't
it likely that DOE would have to condemn the
land?

— Is it realistic to assume that land acquisition
will be completed on a reasonable schedule, or
is site characterization likely to be delayed
significantly because of this issue?

ANSWER: With the exception of a small piece of land which

DOE expects to purchase, most activities associated

with site characterization will require access by

lease or right of entry. DOE feels these

activities can be conducted in a manner that

minimally impacts farm operations in the area.

Because of this and because of the fair compensa-

tion offered for access, DOE expects that a large

percentage of negotiations for access will not

require condemnation proceedings. However, should

condemnation be required there is adequate time in

the project schedule so that the site characteriza-

tion schedule should not be significantly impacted.
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QUESTION 27: The Deaf Smith site is the only one of the three
candidate sites that is not located on federally
owned land.

— What type of permitting will be required?

— Isn't there a state law that will make it very
difficult to obtain permission to drill an
exploratory shaft at the site?

ANSWER: The process for obtaining permits, approvals, and

authorizations required for site characterization

activities is shown on Tables 6-2 and 6-3 of the

Deaf Smith Environmental Assessment. Further study

of specific environmental regulatory requirements

of each permit, approval, and/or authorization is

being elaborated in an Environmental Regulatory

Compliance Plan (available on Sept. 1, 1987).

Applicable environmental requirements that Federal

agencies must comply with ultimately find their

source in a Federal statute, regulation, or Federal

Executive Order. Various Federal environmental

statutes (e.g., the Clean Air Act, the Federal

Water Pollution Control Act, as amended by the

Clean Water Act, and the Safe Drinking Water Act,

as amended) contain sections which mandate that

Federal agencies comply with all State and local

requirements relative to the scope of the Federal

act, just as any private party must comply with

those requirements.
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These key Federal regulatory programs are

structured so that following delegation of

authority, the States can administer and enforce

the Federal regulatory program in the State. In

such cases, some discretionary authority may be

exercised by the State; thus, consultations with

various permitting agencies are required before DOE

will know if a permit may be contested. Such

discussions with the State of Texas permitting

agencies are anticipated on the first of September,

1987. DOE plans to comply with the State and local

requirements to the extent that they are not

inconsistent with DOE ' s responsibilities under the

Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 and other Federal

laws.

In summary, the DOE notes under federally derived.

State administered environmental regulatory pro-

grams "affected persons" (individual private citi-

zens, private organizations, and other governmental

agencies) in pursuit of their interests have the

right to contest both DOE actions to gain regula-

tory approval as well as the relevant regulatory

agencies' responsive actions. Thus, DOE recognizes

that its pursuit of various environmental regula-

tory compliances may be contested and with reason-

able assurance, will be contested.
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QUESTION 28: DOE ' s inability to pay impact aid during site
characterization has been a major issue of
contention with the State of Texas. However, DOE
plans to move a large number of people into the
area.

— Will this be a major problem for the community?

— How will DOE address the issue?

— Could the problem be minimized by a more gradual
influx of DOE and contractor personnel into the
area?

ANSWER: DOE has met with local providers of public services

in Amarillo, Canyon, Hereford, and Vega, Texas to

determine service capacities and how they would be

impacted by the move of DOE and contractor

personnel to the area. These communities seem to

be able to absorb the in-migrating personnel

without significant adverse impacts. Specific

services in specific areas will be monitored very

closely, however, because of uncertainties as to

where in-migrating workers may choose to live and

services which are at capacity. These are: the

water supply, schools, and sewage treatment

facility in Vega, all of which have been reported

to be at capacity; the schools in Hereford,

specifically the elementary schools, which have

been reported to be at or near capacity, and the

possible need for additional teaching staff in the

Canyon schools.
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DOE is monitoring the residential choices of in-

migrating workers as they start their employment in

the Hereford offices. These reports are provided

weekly in summary form to local officials in Deaf

Smith County as well as to school superintendents

in other communities. DOE will continue to monitor

actual relocations. and estimate potential impacts

as new information becomes available.

DOE has also surveyed personnel who have not yet

moved to the Panhandle, asking them their

preferences of residential communities. Based on

the results of this study, it appears that a clear

majority of the in-migrating staff will choose

Amarillo as their place of residence, a community

with ample service capacity. Other preferences

were Canyon and Hereford and both communities seem

able to absorb the influx of these workers.

Additionally, DOE has provided funds to the State

of Texas for an independent assessment of the

im.pacts of the relocation. The State is working

with local planners and officials in the Panhandle

to develop this study. The State report is

expected to be completed in August 1987.
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The relocation of staff to the Panhandle has

proceeded at a more gradual rate than originally

planned. As the schedule for the construction of

the Exploratory Shaft Facility has been delayed,

the influx of workers will be spread over a longer

time, with the peak of in-migration not occurring

until late in 1989. This schedule should allow

more than two years for DOE and local officials to

prepare for changes and for DOE to develop

mitigative measures, if they are necessary.
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QUESTION 29: Bedded salt is not clean—there are layers of other
rock present within it. How will this affect
safety?

ANSWER: We recognize that the salt bed under consideration

has clay and other materials in it. Our tests so

far show that the salt is sufficiently pure and

thick—more than 100 feet—to safely host a

repository, which requires a thickness of about 25

feet. Evaluation of the geologic data at reposi-

tory depth during characterization will confirm

regional data and provide definitive site-specific

data for repository design and license application

if the site is chosen as a repository site.

Extensive geomechanical testing will be performed

both in the lab and underground to further evaluate

the safety aspects with respect to construction and

long term isolation. Heterogeneities in the rock

can potentially affect safety, and we will

carefully study these heterogeneities during site

characterization.
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QUESTION 30: Are there vertical faults present in the bedded
salt? How do you characterize them and how do they
affect safety?

ANSWER: There are known faults in the basement rock at

8,000 to 9,000 feet below ground surface in the

vicinity of the site. But the faulting dies out

(cannot be seen on seismic surveys) below the salt

layers. The salt layer that will be characterized

is 2,500 feet below the ground surface, and based

upon regional data, it shows no evidence of

vertical faulting. Site characterization studies

will include seismic data collection, as well as

collection of rock core through the geologic

section, to further determine the extent of

faulting in the site area. Based on current data,

faults would not have a great impact upon

repository safety. Waste canisters would not be

stored near faults (if any were discovered) so as

to avoid possible rupture from fault movement.
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QUESTION 31: What are the potentially "fatal" flaws at Deaf
Smith? Is your test program structured to answer
these questions first, or at least, early on? If
not, please explain why not. Would this be
possible?

ANSWER: As discussed in the Environmental Assessment (EA)

,

fatal flaws are not expected at the Deaf Smith site

because the process of site screening explicitly

avoided features that could become fatal flaws.

The EA did identify potentially adverse conditions

at the site that will have to be addressed as part

of site characterization. The major ones are:

1) ground-water hydrologic system - we must be

able to prove that if ground-water comes in

contact with the waste, the releases to the

accessible environment in 10,000 years can not

exceed those limits specified in 40 CFR Part

191. The test program is structured to

evaluate this concern during the borehole

drilling program that will be initiated early

in the site characterization program.

2) thermo-mechanical characteristics of the

rock - to allow us to emplace the necessary

volume of the waste within the given space at

an acceptable heat loading. Thermo-mechanical

characteristics can be best evaluated in the i

exploratory shaft facility; therefore, final
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resolution of this concern will not occur until

late in the site characterization program.

3) brine volume and chemistry - we must be able to

demonstrate a waste package design that

withstands the amount and corrosivity of the

brine at the site. Brine volume and chemistry

can best be observed in situ during and after

exploratory shaft construction. Early drilling

activities address this concern; however, a

thorough assessment of the waste package

environment will depend upon results from the

underground test facility.

4) shaft sealing - see discussions in Questions

23 and 24. The exploratory shaft is the first

test of our ability to effectively seal off the

salt horizon from overlying aquifers.

Information from the sealing and materials

testing programs will be used in the final

repository shaft design. Seal performance will

be monitored throughout operations.

5) host rock thickness - we must have enough salt

with minimal interbeds to accommodate the
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facility. Predictions of host rock thickness

will be confirmed during borehole drilling

before shaft construction.

Our test programs during site characterization are

designed to resolve these and many other issues in

the engineering, geohydrologic environmental, and

socioeconomic areas. The Site Characterization

Plan and site study plans will describe how this

will be done. The purpose of site characterization

is to determine whether the site is suitable for a

repository. Performance assessments will be used

to identify potential events, features, and

processes that could disturb the repository's

performance.
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QUESTION 32: What has been learned already about basalt through
testing at the Near Surface Testing Facility at
Hanford?

ANSWER: The Near Surface Test Facility (NSTF) has provided

considerable information about the construction of

drifts and shafts, and "breaking-out" from a shaft

in confined conditions. Thus, it has provided

valuable, practical experience in the use of equip-

ment and development of construction and testing

techniques. A variety of tests have been conducted

over the years to determine rock properties,

strengths, hardness, and the behavior of large

jointed masses under conditions of stress and

temperature. However, since it is a near-surface

facility and therefore lacks prototypic temperature

and in-situ stress conditions, which can only be

found at depth, added supplemental and confirmatory

data will have to be secured at depth.
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QUESTION 33: What are the most difficult technical problems to
answer in order to get a license for a repository
in Hanford basalt? Is your testing program
structured to deal with these issues early in the
process?

ANSWER: The most important technical problems and questions

that need to be addressed prior to submitting a

License Application are those set forth in

the regulations at 10 CFR 60, 10 CFR 960,

40 CFR 191, and are further amplified in the

Mission Plan Key Issues regarding site

characterization. The most important site-related

concerns in the above regulations involve long-

term postclosure issues, including: a) successful

waste isolation and confinement, and b) practical

constructibility within a reasonable cost.

The BWIP testing strategy and program is currently

tailored to address those items identified in the

regulations which bear most heavily on the above.

Regarding waste isolation, the program strategy and

design is geared to secure the information needed

in the areas of groundwater travel time, and those

which bear on radionuclide release limits in an

early, up-front manner. A comprehensive

geotechnical and waste package testing and field

program has been designed. The elements of it which

need to be pursued early, such as the Hydrology

Field Program, are already being discussed with NRG
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and other concerned parties. Other programs

dealing with worker safety, the public, feasibility

of construction, stability, and cost as well as

other considerations that have surfaced in a

comprehensive analysis of the Mission Plan/Key

Issues have all been prioritized, integrated and

identified for inclusion in the overall program and

will be appropriately described in the Site

Characterization Plan.
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QUESTION 34: Is it possible to make calculations of groundwater
travel time with a high degrees of certainty?

ANSWER: The groundwater travel time requirement of "at

least 1.000 years" (10 CFR 60.113(a)(2)) focuses

attention upon determining the likelihood that

groundwater travel time will exceed 1,000 years.

The degree of certainty in calculating a travel

time greater than 1,000 years depends on how much

the "true" travel time exceeds 1,000 years. If the

true travel time were 100,000 years, high certainty

of exceeding 1,000 years would be obtainable with a

relatively moderate characterization effort.

Conversely, if the true travel time were 2,000

years, a high certainty in exceeding 1,000 years

would require more characterization.

A high degree of certainty in calculating whether

groundwater travel time exceeds 1,000 years is

possible and it is primarily a question of

obtaining enough data of the proper type. The BWIP

Site Characterization Plan and sub-tier plans

describe the data and analyses necessary to achieve
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this goal. Characterization will provide

definition of the parameters of the groundwater

travel time equation at a variety of scales. Large

scale tests will yield average properties as well

as information on the possible existence of

especially rapid pathways. Small scale tests

provide information on the variability of the

groundwater properties. Additionally,

hyd rochemica 1 and geochemical data will provide

supplemental Information on travel time estimates.

These data have the potential of providing an

Independent estimate of groundwater travel time.

Agreement would enhance the certainty in the

computed travel times.
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QUESTION 35: How will you answer questions on the vertical
movement of water?

ANSWER: A key element of the site characterization effort

is the large-scale hydraulic parameters, including

vertical conductivity, that, together with pre-

testing potentiometric baseline data will allow DOE

to assess the potential for vertical movement of

groundwater. A preliminary estimate of the rate of

vertical groundwater movement may be possible

before the initiation of exploratory shaft

drilling. However, the issue may not be fully

assessed until the site is characterized.

Hydraulic and hydrochemical data will be used in

the evaluation.
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QUESTION 36: How and where does water at the repository depth
communicate with the Columbia River?

ANSWER: This question cannot be answered at this time.

Site characterization is required to resolve the

question. The Regional Hydrology Study Plan, that

will be published with the Site Characterization

Plan describes the tests that will close this

question. The Columbia River is the ultimate

discharge point for water at the repository depth.

However, estimates based on existing data,

presented in the BWIP Environmental Assessment,

indicates travel time to the accessible environment

is within regulatory limits.
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QUESTION 37: Basalt is very hard and will be quite hot at
repository depth. Does the difficulty of mining
and construction in basalt make the site less
attractive?

ANSWER: The temperature conditions at depth at the

repository location are not a function of rock

type. The temperatures are not extremely high and

mining is currently undertaken in similar conditions

around the world. Ventilation and cooling systems

designed for the expected underground conditions

should provide a workable environment.

Construction in the hard rock would make the

repository more costly; however, the fact that

basalt is a hard rock does not, of itself, make for

difficult mining. Excavating through hard rock

with properly designed equipment in BWIP's view

should present no problems that are not handled

regularly in the mining industry. Although basalt

is a jointed rock, it is not a unique condition in

the mining industry and appropriate measures will be

taken to provide necessary rock support.

Construction and testing of and in the Near Surface

Test Facility has provided BWIP with experience and

data which will aid in design and construction of

the Exploratory Shaft Facility and, if selected,
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the repository. The Department feels confident

that in-situ rock stresses can be addressed within

available technology.
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QUESTION 38: What is the distance from the Cohasset Flow to more
porous layers? Please comment on how water in the
basalt flow will communicate with the adjacent
layers of rock.

ANSWER: Presumably, your interest lies in a description

of the vertical distance to more transmissive

zones, those that may yield significant quantities

of groundwater to wells or provide significant

paths for groundwater movement. Increased porosity

alone may not affect yields to wells or groundwater

travel.

The potential repository location is the dense

interior of the Cohassett flow which is at a depth

of 3100 feet. The flow tops of the Grande Ronde

formation have transmissivities typically four

orders of magnitude higher than the dense

interiors. However, these values are not in the

range of what is considered to be good aquifers.

For instance, at the exploratory shaft location the

Cohassett flow top is not expected to be

transmissive enough to perform pumping tests and

the Rocky Coulee flow top is expected to support a

sustained pumping test discharge rate of less than

ten gallons per minute. The nearest zone(s) that

may be considered as good aquifers are located in

the Wanapum formation. The Priest Rapids and Roza

members are considered to be good aquifers. They

are approximately 1300 feet above the repository.
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Existing piezometric data in the controlled area

study zone indicates an upward potential for

groundwater movement through the repository

horizon. This gradient is very small (1 foot rise

in 10,000 feet). Groundwater movement is further

hindered by very low transmissivities . Discussions

of the range of possible conceptual flow models are

found in Section 3.3.2.2 of the BWIP Enviornmental

Assessment.
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QUESTION 39: At Hanford, cost is much higher, why?

— Please provide the most recent estimates for the
cost of site characterization, and for the cost
of construction of a repository.

ANSWER: The major factors contributing to the higher costs

of Hanford relative to the other four sites

nominated for characterization are as follows:

1) total number of shafts required for under-
ground access;

2) need for hydrostatic lining for these shafts;
3) excavation method and associated labor

productivity;
4) great depth and high in-situ temperature;
5) backfilling duration;
6) staffing levels;
7) number of waste packages; and
8) transportation cost.

The costs of site characterization in constant 1986

dollars for the Hanford site are estimated to be 1.6

billion dollars. This cost estimate includes all

costs occurring from Presidential approval of the

site through submittal of the license application.

Included are costs for site-data collection and

analysis, waste package design and development,

repository design, grants to States and Indian

Tribes, payments-egual-to-taxes to States, Indian

Tribes, and units of general local government, and

licensing interactions.

In regard to repository costs, construction costs

account for about 20 percent of the total costs.

The four major factors that control construction
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cost differences among sites are:

1) waste-handling facilities;
2) site access;
3) underground facilities; and
4) ventilation requirements.

Construction of these surface and underground faci-

lities at the Hanford site is estimated to cost

about 3.0 billion dollars (constant 1986 dollars).

It should be noted that these cost estimates are

considered more indicative than substantive because

present repository designs are very preliminary, and

unanticipated changes could markedly change both the

relative and absolute cost estimates for

repositories at the three candidate sites.
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QUESTION 40: Grant funding given to States for independent
review has been a continual bone of contention
between DOE and the States.

a: When do the States send requests to DOE?

b: Are requests frequently received after the
Department's overall budget to Congress has been
formulated?

c: Can these grant requests be easily factored into
the Department's overall budget request?

d: In order to honor the States' grant requests, do
the field offices ever have to dip into their own
budget?

ANSWER 40a: Grant applications are scheduled to be submitted

to the Department approximately four months prior

to the expiration of the current grant. Some of

the grants, for example, Yakima and Umatilla,

operate on a fiscal year basis; others, for

example, Nevada, Texas, and Washington, operate on

a calendar year basis.

ANSWER 40b: Yes. As stated in answer to Question 40a, grant

applications are submitted to the Department

approximately four months prior to the expiration

of the current grant. Grants are funded on a

12-month basis and each year the States and Indian

Tribes must submit new grant applications when

their current grants near expiration. Because of

the timing of the individual grant awards, some

grant applications are submitted to the Department

after the Department's overall budget for the

current fiscal year has been formulated.
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ANSWER 4 0c:

ANSWER 4 0d:

(cont'd)

The Department has been working with the States

and Indian Tribes in an effort to develop

realistic three-year grant projections. In this

way, the Department can factor the States' and

Indian Tribes' grant needs into the overall budget

process.

Sufficient funds are .available within each field

office for the grants.
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QUESTION 41: There is currently an on-site representative from
the Nez Perce Indian Tribe at the Hanford
reservation.

a: Are there plans for having on-site representatives
from the other Indian Tribes or the State?

b: Do on-site representatives have full access to DOE
officials and contractor personnel?

c: Are there State representatives on-site at Yucca
Mountain? Or are there plans for this in the
future?

ANSWER 41a: Yes. Currently the Confederated Tribes of the

Umatilla Indian Reservation and the Nez Perce

Tribe share the on-site representative. The

Yakima Indian Nation and the State of Washington

have had for the past two years grant funds to

hire an on-site representative. To date, they

have not hired a representative.

ANSWER 41b: The on-site representatives have full access to DOE

officials and contractor site personnel. The

representative is given the same access as the NRC

representatives

.

ANSWER 41c: The State of Nevada does not yet have field personnel

permanently on-site, however, State technical

representatives participate in monthly technical

project office meetings and other on-site meetings

as appropriate. NNWSI has offered the State office

space in the administration and engineering
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building at the Nevada Research and Development

Area of the NTS. The State has indicated that it

will take advantage of the offer.

The Department attaches great importance to the

participation of technical representatives of the

States and Indian Tribes in the repository program.

In fact, in a letter to the State of Texas

concerning its 1987 grant, the Department urged the.

State to assign an on-site technical representative

to the program when site characterization

activities commence in the Panhandle.
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DOCUICNTATION OF ONGOING ACTIVmES

ZNTROOUCnON

B^fiRfllNP

During • nctlng b«tH*«n th« OsparbMnt of Energy (DOE) and th« Nuc1«ar
Regulatory ConmlsBlon (NRC) on May 7-6> 1966t DOE agr««d to provldo potential
host statM and affoctod Indian trIbM (affoctod partlu) documantatlon of
ongoing activities and activities to b« conducted before the Site
Characterization Plans (SCP) are Issued. This report provides that
documentation.

While the Nuclear Waste Policy Act (MWPA) of 1982 calls for DOE to prepare and

Issue an SCP to the NRC and to affected parties before the sinking of
exploratory shafts at any candidate sites* some research Is underway at the
candidate repository site on the Hanford Site already. This report sumarlzes
ongoing and planned site characterization activities at the Basalt Waste
Isolation Project (BWIP) In Washington State. This report's purpose Is not to
replicate the SCP but to 11st the activities BWIP Is undertaking between the
Presidential approval of sites for detailed characterization and the scheduled
release of the SCP.

It Is expected that all ongoing and planned activities will be presented In SCP
Chapter 6> even though such activities began before the SCP Is released. The
DOE Project Offices will meet with affected parties to discuss the activities
and Identify workshops to cover tests In more detail.

PgFTNTTTQNS

Site characterization Is defined In ^MPA Section 2 (21) (6) as "activities.
whether In the laboratory or In the f1e1d> undertaken to establish the geologic
condition and the ranges of the parameters of a candidate site..., needed to
evaluate the suitability of a candidate site for the location cf a repository."

Ongoing activities are as those that were In progress when the President
approved the Hanford Site for characterization (May 1986).

Shortly before the Presidential approval of the Hanford Site for site
characterization, DOE Imposed a stop work order on activities at the Hanford
Site. The stop work order's purpose 1s to put Into place quality and

management systems to ensure the project's work will meet the rigorous quality
standards the licensing process will require. Exempted from the stop work
order were certain activities, such as ongoing data gathering activities for
which Interruption could result In loss of significant data; safety, quality
essurance. or strictly administrative activities; and SCP preparation.
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PlaniMd actlvniM ar* d«f1n«4 m th« tit* charactarlzitlen activities thtt

hav« b««n atartadf or ar« plannad to b« started, aftar tha Prasldantltl

approval (Hay 1986) but bafora th* axpactad data of tha SCP Issuanca.

ScM activities at BWIP ar* affected by the stop work order. Since the restart

date Is problematic and the release of the SCP aay be rescheduled, readers

should bear In alnd that some listed activities aay In fact not start or resume

before the release of the SCP.

A number of activities may have been completed before the Presidential site

approval but not reported In the environmental assessments. Mhlle this report

does not address those activities, the SCP will describe their results.

ftPr,AMT7ATTQN

The report Is organized to describe concisely ongoing and planned site

characterization activities and their rationale or purpose. The activities are

organized as follows:

Hydrology program activities characterize the site and support the development

of a conceptual modaKs) to support performance assessment. Models are used to

determine the direction and rate of groundwater movement.

Geology program activities characterize the site and support development of

strati graphic and tectonic models, which In turn support performance assesanent

and design work.

Geoaechanlcs program activities measure those engineering parameters that

descnte mechanical, thermal and thermomechanlcal behavior of the repository

host rock, and evaluate "opening" performance and stability. Studies are also

designed to determine properties of rock support systam components.

Geochemistry program activities cover three main areas: Site geochemistry,

rock geochanlstry and engineered barriers geochemistry. Site geochemistry

concentrates gn characterization of groundwater chemistry and radionuclide

transport behavior In groundwater flow systems between the repository and the

accessible envlrorrtent. Rock geochemistry evaluates the chemical stability of

Ineralogic phases and assesses the total geochemlcal environment as reflected

In mineral assemblages over the same scales. Engineered barriers geochemistry

supports the development of geochemlcal model (s) of the post-emplacement

environment of the waste package and the disturbed zone, followed by

performance assessment.
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Ripesltory ImU prograa Ktlvltlts eoaprls* 1nvut1g«t1ons that assist In

design and drrtlopnsnt 0f postclosur* repository seals* which will contribute

to the Meting of the NfC and U. S. Environmental Protection Agency standards

for wute Isolation.

Maste Package Coaponent Interactions are tested to provide a llcensable.
envlronnent-speclf 1c* materials performance database required to select
materials and design a waste package for a repository constructed in basalt*
and to predict its long-term performance confidently.

ONGOING SITE CHARACTERIZATION ACTIVITIES

HYnPOIOSY TFffTNe

Hvdrolofflol MBnItorlnoi

Approximately 45 boreholes Isolating various confined and unconflned units are
being monitored weekly to measure the depth to water at the measured horizons.
The potentlometric data are used to support conceptual modeling of the
groundwater system beneath the Hanford Site by enabling the determination of

the direction of s'"0""<^*«t*'" flow. Monitoring sites are Identified in

Figure 1. This activity supports the studies identified in SCP
Section 6.3.1.3.

Monitoring at the DC-1«?. DC-7n. nC-77. RRL-7. and DC-7^ !;it#^;

Monitoring continues dally. The measuring of depth to water Is being conducted
to determine the flow direction of the basal Ringold Formation and selected
Saddle Mountain. Wanapum. and Grande Ronde flow tops. Monitoring sites are
Identified In Figure 1. This activity supports the studies Identified 1n SCP
Section 8.3.1.3.

GFOLOGY TP?n-TNG

Seismic Survelllanee Data Colleetlon and Analysis:

Three seismic surveillance arrays consisting of the University of Washington/
Eastern Washington and Northern Oregon array* the Hanford Site surface array*
and the borehole seismic array (Figures 2* 3 and 4) provide coverage of seismic
activity of the site and region. This activity Is continued to assure that no
significant seismic events are missed. These data will aid In the prediction
of ground motion at the site to support preclosure design and safety
performance as well as the possible Inpact of future earthquakes on the
long-term performance of the site. Selsnlc surveillance activities are
discussed In SCP Section 6.3.1.2.4.3.3.1.
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Cor«ho1« DC-18 «it drilled Into th« Ginko I flow* »h«r« drilling was stopped

until th« completion of th« SCP. Str«dd1« packers will be Installed to isolate

Hater-bearing zones. This borehole was drilled to assess stratigraphy,

hydrology and hydrochemlstry near the axis of the Gable Butte/Gable Mountain

anticline (see Figure 1). Geochemistry Information will provide additional

data on groundwater flow paths and velocities* help determine radionuclide

mobility and provide hydrochemlstry environmental baseline data for future

repository monitoring. Information from this borehole will provide data on the

structure within an anticlinal ridge. This activity supports the studies

identified In SCP Sections e.3.1.2» 8.3. 1.3* and 6.3.1.4.

fiPnruPMTSTffy tpsttng

M»turg1 Analoi; StudlgSi

Literature* field* and laboratory studies are being conducted on the Icelandic

basalt geothermal fields and the Grande Ronde Basalts In Oregon. Rock and/or

water samples collected in the field are examined using standard laboratory

techniques to determine mineralogy, trace element distribution. ch«n1cal

composition, etc. These data are then used to establish the validity of the

natural analog and to provide a basis for the long-term extrapolation of basalt

and basalt alteration product behavior. For example* natural analog data will

be used to evaluate the long-term minerologlcal stability under hydrothermal

conditions of clay alteration products similar to those proposed for the waste

package packing. Data also may be used to validate long-term model predictions

of basalt/packing behavior. This activity supports the studies Identified In

SCP Sections 8,3.4.2 and 8.3.4.2.3.3.

Support to Site Desarr.-?ent Database:

This activity gives technical input to the operation (data for entry, modes of

entry. Identification of data) of the NCWAD database, which contains the

geochemistry and hydrology data used In site characterization. This database

is needed to develop an understanding of the site's hydrology and, ultimately.

Its waste Isolation potential. This activity supports the studies Identified

In SCP Section 8.3.1.4.

Laboratory Analysis nf Water f rom Boreholes. Sorlnait. Unconflned Aquifers, and

Other Test Hgrlzana:

This activity's purpose Is to provide baseline hydrochemlcal data to understand

the groundwater chemistry before site characterization testing affects the

natural system. This activity also Is to determine whether the groundwater

chemistry varies over time. Groundwater samples are analyzed by Inductively-

coupled plasma-atomic emission spectrometry (ICP-AES) and Ion chromatography.

These data are used as Input to modeling of radionuclide release* since

radionuclide solubility Is a function of groundwater chemistry. This activity

supports the studies Identified In SCP Section 6.3.1.4.
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Thil •ctlvlty support* th« ch«p«ct«rl2«tlon of groundwittP. Tho conctntrttlons

of aasM Md Iron In solution cin tffoct contilnor corrosion rttot and

rtdlonuclldt solubility. Groundwatsr samplas must bo analyztd shortly aftar

eolloct1on# In ordor to alnlmlza dagassing and changos In oxidation stata.

This activity supports tho studios Idontlflod In SCP Soctlon 8.3.1.4.

f[
|w»1««1« «» *nu«eu« SQlutlQn« from Hvdm»h»pm«l T««t1nQ»

This activity supports nonradloactlva hydrethormal tasts of packing matarlal

cenvononts. primarily basalt and bontonlto. Solutions takon fron autoclavos

during taits aro analyzod by ICP-AES and Ion chrooatography to dotonalno

concantratlons of najor and traco olomnts. Tho oxporlmnts aro conducted to

ascartain tho gaoehamlcal stability of natorlals undor roposltory-ralovant

conditions of tamporatura and prassuro. This activity supports tha studios

Idantlflad In SCP. Sactlon 8.3.4.3.

*n«lv<1« gf «!«T>n4ufn Sniir1*8 In C»>H..f.>"Mftn With Salaniiim Snltihll Itv StutflaS!

This activity provldas analytical laboratory support to nonradloactlva

hydrotharmal testing of basalt and bantonlta In solan lum-splkod groundwater.

Selenium Is a key element In nuclear waste, and knowledge of Its geochemlcal

Interactions Is Important to the assessment of waste package performance.

Solutions must be analyzed soon after sampling, to minimize tho effects of

possible changes in selenium oxidation state. This activity supports the

studies identified in SCP Section 8.3.4.3.

An«1v<i< Bf Solutions from Flow Toa Sorption Experiments;

This activity supports experiments which study sorption phenomena In basaltic

flow tops. The flow tops are the most likely zones of groundwater movement

within individual basalt flows, and these experiments assess the retardation of

radionuclide transport due to sorption onto primary and secondary minerals In

flow top samples. This activity supports the studies identified in SCP

Section 8.3.1.4.

Methods D#v1ftnm»nt fr.r Solution *n»1v<U ll^inn Atomic Absorstion ^Jnect^QfTietrv ;

This activity's purpose is to develop analytical methods for determining

concentrations o* trace iretals in groundwater and solutions from experiments.

These methods are needed to assess baseline concentrations groundwater prior to

the start of site characterization, and to support the interpretation of

experiments critical to waste package design. This activity supports the

studies Identified In SCP Sections 8.3.1.4 and 8.3.4.3.
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Tasting Is pcrfonwd und»r tntlclpttcd post-br««ch conditions (hydreth«rMl)

using static and flow-through pr«ssur« vtsstls. This activity's purpose is to

dstsrmlns tha radlonucllda ralaasa behavior of ths sp«nt fual and dafcnse wast*

glass wast* forms undar axpactad repository condltlorts. Thass tests provide

the radionuclide solubility/concentration data necessary to model and evaluate

radionuclide releases from the waste package. The tests also provide

Information on the synergistic effects of waste package components on waste
form radionuclide release behavior. This activity supports the studies
identified In SCP Section 8.3.4.3.5.

f^«thQd« D«vlaBinent for Mnasuremant of nig«Qlv«d Hydrogen;

The purpose of this activity Is to develop methods to measure the concentration

of dissolved hydrogen In solution samples from nonradioactive hydrothermal

experiments utilizing basalt and bentonlte. Hydrogen concentration Influences

the oxidation state of a solution, which In turn strongly affects radionuclide

solubility. This activity supports the studies Identified In SCP

Section 8.3.4.3.

Analysis of Solid Re action Products from Hvdrothermal gxoerlments;

This activity provides Identification and characterization of solid products

from nonradioactive hydrothermal experiments. Scanning transmission electron

microscope* electron m1croprobe» and X-ray diffraction analyses enable a

determination of physlcochemlcal changes In basalt and bentonlte packing

material components under repository-relevant temperature and pressure

conditions. A complete understanding of packing material performance Is

necessary to determine Its waste Isolation potential and postclosure

performance. This activity supports the studies Identified In SCP

Section 8.3.4.3.

Analysis of Minerals bv Tnductlval v-Coiioled PlagT8-Ata-''c Pfr<ss<an

Spectroscopy!

This activity provides chemical analyses of minerals In support of site

characterization studies and waste package design experiments. Minerals

separated from natural samples or experimental reaction procucts are first

Identified by X«ray diffraction, and then chemically analyzed for r.sjor and

trace elements by- ICP-AES. The analytical data are necessary to correlate

mineral composition with groundwater chemistry and to understand tne

geochemlcal behavior of key elements under repository-relevant csnditicns of

temperature and pressure. This activity supports the studies ioentifie: in

SCP Sections 8.3.1.4 and 8.3.4.3.
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ITits* scpcrlatnta ar* being conducttd to svalutt* coupled transport and

eh«n1ca1 reaction procassas t^at sight occur In tha waita package and adjacent

env1ro«nent. The spatial and tenporal evolution of alteration assemblages that

can potentially affect the distribution of radionuclides released from waste

form is being studied. These experiments may place constraints on repository

conditions that could maintain the system relatively far from equilibrium, thus

producing metastable minerals that would persist for long periods and that

would eventually Interact with radlonucllde-bearing groundwater. Finally, the

data from these experiments act as baseline Information to aid In the

Interpretation of later experiments with waste forms. This activity supports

the studies Identified In SCP Section 8.3.4.3.

^H^ ^^n„r-\i <^m-Tioa»(t SIm.Owf H Savannah River Plant Defence Glass Basalt unrt

^Yr-»-h*t1e firoundwater!

Ongoing tests In this system have been completed. Test conditions were B5°C

and 150*^ at 10 MPa pressure In Dickson gold-cell autoclaves. Analyses are

underway to determine radionuclide release rates from waste glass and

radionuclide distribution between fluid and alteration phases. The data will

be used as Input to mass transport models to aid In the prediction of

radionuclide migration. This phase of testing Is now complete but further

testing Is anticipated. This activity supports the studies Identified In SCP

Section 8.3.4.3.

An»1v«?1s nf Solid Reaction Products from Radionuclide Hvdrothennal Tests;

This activity Involves chemical and crystallographlc characterization of

reaction products from tests with defense glass utilizing scanning electron

microscopy and X-ray diffraction. The results are required to determine the

ability of minerals to Incorporate radionuclides released from the waste glass

under hydrothermal conditions. This activity supports the studies Identified

In SCP Section 8.3.4.3.

Hydrothermal Tests on Basalt * Bantonltg •* Groundwater:

Experiments have been conducted from 100°C to 300®C at 10 MPa pressure In

Dickson gold-cell autoclaves and will continue several more months before

completion. The objective of these tests Is to define near-field chemical

conditions and tto identify possible chemical Interactions In the waste package.

This activity supports the studies Identified 1n SCP Section 8.3.4.3.
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|p„^|-T^f Hv«tpath«rB»T T..»€ With B»««1» With nr Wlttout JUntawlf

A MriM of 1eng>t«na (on* to f 1v*-y«ar) hydroth«nu1 tests «t 100^ to 200%
with vapor pr«ssur« curvt autoc1av*s and cold s«al autoclaves ar« b«1ng

uttllzod to assess th* stability of basalt and bentonlta packing matarlals.

These tests «111 also provide Insight Into the evolution of groundwater

eheailstry In the near-field environment of the waste package. This activity

supports the studies Identified in SCP Section 8.3.4.3.

Pvglugtlo n of RadQX Conditions In tha Naar-Flald Hvdrothannal gnvlronment;

Several experiments have been ongoing for the past year with basalt *

Sroundwatsr Mixtures in Dickson gold-cell autoclaves at 300% and 30 MPt

pressure. Dissolved hydrogen and sulfide/sulfate concentrations are being

neasured In these experiments to provide Infomatlon for evaluating redox

conditions In the near-field environment. Knowledge of the oxidation state of

the fluid phase Is Important in assessing radionuclide solubility and canister

corrosion rates. Further experiments are anticipated at temperatures of 100%
and 200% with Dickson autoclaves and with flow-through autoclaves. This

activity supports the studies Identified In SCP Section 8.3.4.3.

Bentonlte Dahvdratlon gxperlments;

Bentonlte has been subjected to approximately one year of continuous dry

heating In muffle furnaces at temperatures of 300% and 460%. Samples are

periodically removed from the furnaces and characterized by X-ray diffraction,

thermogravlmetnc analysis, and differential scanning calorlmetry. The purpose

of this study 1$ to determine the effects of temperature on the dehydrated

packing material that may result during the preclosure period of the

repository. This activity supports the studies Identified In SP
Section 8.3.4.3.

Si.1i.n1um Solubnitv Experiments!

Several basalt + selenium-spiked groundwater experiments In Dickson gold-cell

and vapor pressure curve autoclaves have been conducted at 150%. The purpose

of these experiments Is to understand the chemical behavior of selenium with

respect to solubility and oxidation-reduction chemistry In the near-field

environment of a repository. Phase I of this testing Is complete and further

testing will resume when the stop work order Is lifted. This activity supports

the studies Identified In SCP Section 8.3.4.3..
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StudiM on th« 1rr»d1«t1on •ff«cti on th« •nvlpomtnt consist of

oround«»at«r-b«saU-*«sto p«ckag« coopontnt 1nt»p*ct1bns t«sts In th« pr«s«nc«

of fltmiM radiation. Twtlng Includes solutions and solids analysts using

standard tochnlquM. Expsrimantal tochnlquss aro b«1ng d«v«1op«d for alpha

radiation tostlng. Tho purposo of thoso studios Is to ovaluato tho offocts of

radiation on tho wasts pacKag* •nvlroninant and wasto packago matorlals

bohavlor. Data art usod to dotormlno th« durability of matorlals exposed to

radiation and tt\» range of environmental conditions under which the vaste

package naterlals oust perfora. This activity supports the studies Identified

In SCP Sections a.3.4.2. 8.3.4.2.2.3» 8.3.4.3.3.3. and 8.3.4.3.4.3.

f^nnt'^""" Material! T^.tlni^ Ppoapawn

Metallic container naterlals are being studied to evaluate their suitability as

long-lived nuclear waste containers. Under Investigation are general

corrosion, pitting corrosion, and environmentally assisted crecking behavior of

mtals under anticipated repository conditions. Under study are Iron and

copper-based alloys. Data are used to select a container material for the

waste packagei to establish the necessary container thickness to ensure

substantially complete containment will be maintained for at least 300 years,

and to develop container materials degradation models used to evaluate

container lifetimes. This activity supports the studies Identified In SCP

Section 8.3 .4.3 .3.

Pxrkln^i Mat erials Rarlinxrtlv* Tggtinfl!

The packing materials' radionuclide sorption and diffusion are being studied In

static and flow-through tests. Standard or well-documented methods for

analysis of solids and solutions are being applied to test samples. The

activity's purpose Is to determine the composition and density required for the

packing design and to evaluate transport of radionuclides through the packing,

a waste package component, and subsequent release from the waste package.

This activity supports the studies Identified In SCP Section 8.3.4.3.

PLANNED ACTIVITIES

tfrPRQLPSr TSSTINS

DC-?<CX and Pr-7«;CX;

Rotary holes are planned south (DC-24CX) and east (DC-25CX) of the reference

repository location. The holes will be completed as nested piezometers to

monitor three Hanapi«n and four Grande Ronde flow tops. The data point will aid

In determining the groundwater flow direction from the proposed repository

location. Plans are to begin construction In early In 1967 and complete

Installations In approxirately 90 days. This activity supports the studies

Identified in SCP Section 8.3.1.3.
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After eenftruetlon of 0C-24CX tnd DC-25CX. p1czoMt«rs will f Inttalltd in th»

Uatinua* B1rk«tt» CohasMtt. «nd Rocky CouU* f1o« tops at 0C-23GR. Th«

purpose of th« p1«zoiMt«rs Is to add a nonltorlng data point north of the

r«f«r«nc« raposltory horizon. Tha data point will afd In datcmlnlng tha

groundwatar f1o« direction from th« proposed repository location. This

activity supports the studies identified In SCP Section 8.3.1.3.

BPm ORY TTSTTNS

«i||<«m4e Pmf\mr*ian/timfrmrt'ion Data Ca^^mrt1an,

Selsoilc reflection/refraction data will be collected In the limedlate area of

the Exploratory Shaft site (see Figure A). This work Is part of the ovtrall

seismic reflection/ refraction testing and acquisition plan for characterization'

of the stratigraphy and structure of the site. The location of tectonic,

structures is Inportant to the tectonic stability assesanent and to the

Identification of groundwater flow-paths. Completion of this work Is planned' '

prior to the construction of the Exploratory Shaft to avoid Interference from

construction noise. Seismic reflection/refraction activities are discussed In
'

SCP Sections 8.3.1.2.2.3.1.2 and 8.3.1.2.2.3.2.1.

(ynrmrvK^TPY TPfTTNG

<;tM<iv of K ^nPi-^r^ of DerBmnos^t^nn nf Hyriroaen Peroxide With Rasalt Uslno

Ultravlolet-Vlslbla Soeetrophotomatrv!

This activity 1$ designed to answer fundamental questions about the behavior of

radionuclides in an environment containing hydrogen peroxide, which could be

generated by the Interaction of water with gamma rays from the waste package.

Changes In the groundwater chemistry could affect radionuclide solubility and

waste package performance. This activity supports the studies Identified 1n

SCP Sections 8.3.1.4 and 6.3.4.3.

Methods Develotiment for Analysis of Halldes In Basalt and Clavs:

This activity will develop methods for determining the concentration of halldes

In basalt and clay*. The study is required to assess sources of halldes In

basaltic groundwater. The concentrations of dissolved halides can affect the

solubility, and hence the transport, of radionuclides. This activity supports

the studies Identified In SCP Section 8.3.1.4. .
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This ictivlty •m Involv* th« chirtcttrlzatlon of i«cond»ry alrwrals In th«

d«ns« InttPiors of b«salt flows, uilng tltctron m1croprob« and X-ray

diffraction analysas. Th«s« minerals art found In and adjactnt to fractures

and Joints In the rock, as wall as In vtslclas and v\jgs. Such nlnarals

decrease the porosity of flow Interiors* and may sorb significant amounts of

radionuclides released from the waste package. This activity supports the

studies identified In SCP Section 8.3.1.4.

Analysis of Flow Too and Fault-Infm Ing Minerals;

This activity will Involve X-ray diffraction identification of secondary

minerals In basaltic flow tops and along faults. These minerals influence the

chemistry of the groundwater in the proposed repository site, and are potential

sorbers for radionuclides. This activity supports the studies Identified In

SCP Section 8.3.1.4.

*na1v<1< of rorroslon Vnf^r Surface CQatlnast

This activity will support experimental studies of container material

corrosion. X-ray diffraction and scanning electron microscope analyses will be

used to characterize the nature of the corrosion and Identify Its products.

Corrosion studies directly support waste package design and performance

essessnent. This activity supports the studies Identified In SCP'

Section 8.3.4.3.

fyOMFrWANTCS TgSTTNG

Ovepcorinq' Dgveloawe nt Tp.it1nn With thg CnrrTonwPsI th Sr1ent<f1e and Ind'jstrlal

Rt><;earrh O r;an ! 7?t ien (CSTRQ) Triaxlal Cell:

Overcoring Is a widely accepted technique for measuring the magnitude and

orientation of the In-situ stress field In a burlea rock mass. Overcoring

testing at the Near-Surface Test Facility (NSTF) has been directed toward

evaluating test equipment and procedures and famniarlzing 3WIP personnel with

overcoring methods. Results from NSTF testing will be used to finalize

overcoring test procedures to be used In the Exploratory Shaft program. In

situ stress data will be utilized 1n the repository cesign process to cpt:.r:-;ze

the shapes and or'Jentatlons of the various openings to be mined (shafts, drifts

and placement holes) and to aid In predicting support requirements. Stress

data also are Inputs to nurerlcal models that are uncer development for use In

repository performance assessnent applications. When the stop worK or:er

halted NSTF testing, eight CSIRO triaxlal cells had been tested In a horizontal

borehole and two cells had been overcored 1n a vertical bcrenole. A f'r:
cell, which was Installed In the vertical borehole before tne stop wotk cr:er,

may be removed for safety purposes before release of the SCP. The topic of In

situ stress determination Is addressed In SCP Section 8.3.2.2.2.3.1.
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Thts* activities will d«t«m1n« th« clastic* v1sco«1ast1c. strangth propartlts.
and durability of grouts* concratas* and shotcratas at amblant and aUvatad
tanparatu ras. Othar candldata rock support systam conponants to ba ttstad will
consist of rock aggragatas and rockbolt products. Th'a dimensional stability
(shrlnkaga* swalling* slaking, ate.) of various camants and aggragatas undar
amblant and alavatad tamparaturas will ba charactarlzad. Data from thasa lasts
111 ba appllad to: (1) prapara spaclflcatlona for tha rock support systam to
ba Installad In tha Exploratory Shaft Facility and ralatad Exploratory Shaft
tasting* and (2) provide Input to tha License Application repository design.
This testing will take place In the laboratories in 200 East Area and at the
NSTF In Gable Mountain, on tha Hanford Site. Planned activities Include test
procedure and training plans preparation, equlpowit and aatarlals sources
evaluation, and test planning. Actual tasting la not scheduled to resume
before the release of the SCP. This activity supports the studies Identified
in SCP Sections 6.3.2.4.5. 6.3.2.4.6. 6.3.2.4.7, 6.3.2.4.8, and 6.3.2.4.9.

Thermal CofvJuctl vltv/Therfnal gxoanslon DeveloBment Tasting;

This activity covers thermal property tasting on reference standards and Pomona
basalt rock specimens to check out the equipment, writing training plans, and
providing data for procedure development. This Information will support
repository design and Exploratory Shaft construction and testing. Actual
testing will not resume before the scheduled release of the SCP. .This activity
supports the studies Identified 1n SCP Sections 8.3.2.2. 8.3.2.3. and 6.3.2.4.

Powell's ChgiJcal Seal Rin? Tests:

This activity will determine physical, hydraulic, and mechanical properties of

a candidate seal system for the Exploratory Shaft liner. Procedure and

training plan development are planned activities, but actual testing will not
resume before the scheduled release of the SCP. This activity supports the

studies Identified In SCP Section 6.3.2.4.

Thermal Prepertv Tests on Reference Resosltorv Location Csrs :

For this activity, core from the reference repository location boreholes will

be tested to begin database development of thermal properties of Cohassett

basalt. Procedure and training plan development are planned activities. C-t

actual testing wHl not resume before the scheduled release of the SCP. This

activity supports the studies Identified In SCP Section 8.3.2.2.

Slie-gffect Strength Testing on Cohassett Core:

This activity currently consists of uniaxial compressive strength tests and

ether physical property tests on core from reference repository location

boreholes. Data will be used to support repository design and Exploratory

Shaft construction. This activity supports tha studies Identified In SCP

Section 8.3.2.2.2.
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^jlHf>.T«.w>'«*iir« mnd ^r>««t.r« Trlaxial Sti4fvyth T«it DavToawntil T««f4»n-

This activity consists of d«v«1op1ng tho proctdur* and taq^nlquts to parfonn

triaxlal comprtsslva strangth tasts at tamparaturas to 200^C and confining

prassuras to 136 MPa. Tasting will ba parformad using cora from tha NSTF and

rafaranca raposltory location boraholas. Tha purposa of this tasting Is to
charactarlza basalt rocK strangth for raposltory dasign and Exploratory Shaft
construction. This activity supports tha studlas Idantlflad In SCP
Sactlon 8.3.2.2.2.

Fragtura/FTow Study of Basalt!

Tha purposa of this activity Is to davalop a Mthodology for modal Ing tha
couplad nachan1ca1-hydro1og1ca1 procass of flow through Joints and than attampt
to valldata a computar modal using small-scala laboratory tast data. Saoipla

praparatlon and savaral mechanical propartlas tasts on cora ara p1annad« and
any furthar tasting for this activity Is still In tha planning stagas for latar
In fiscal yaar 1987. This activity supports tha studlas Identified In SCP
Section 6.3.2.3.

RgPQSTTQRY SFAl S TFTTINS

Hydraulic Conductivity Tests (Seals);

This activity's purpose Is to evaluate the hydraulic conductivity of seals
materials at various temperatures expected In the repository. Data will be

used to support the design and performance of the repository seals. This
activity supports the studies Identified In SCP Section 8.3.3.3.

Meehanlcal Properties Tests (SealsV.

The purpose of this activity Is to evaluate the mechanical properties of

consolidation, swelling pressure* and shear strength of seals' materials. Data
will be used to support the design and performance of the repository seals.
This activity supports the studies Identified In SCP Section 8.3.3.3.

WASTg PACKAGg COMPQN^^fr TNTFRACTTONS

Packing Deyelooment Tnyestlgatlon;

The current waste package design contains a packing material consisting of

crushed basalt and bentonlte clay> which fills the space between tne metal
waste container and the emplacement hole wall. This packing material provides
a medium for limiting radionuclide releases from the waste package. This
activity's objective is to determine the optimum basalt-bentonlte mixture.
fabrication and batching techniques to be employed* and the physical properties
of the prototypic preformed packing rings. The physical model test assembly
has been designed. When the stop work order Is lifted, these Investigations
will Include approval of the physical model test assembly* the resumption of
materials selection and optimization tests* followed by physical properties and
laboratory-scale tests. Packing development Investigation Is Identified In SCP
Section 6.3.4.4.4.
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This activity*! purpose Is to •vtluat* tha nachanlcal propartlas of

prafabrlcatad packing materials for Input to prototype design and nunerlcal

•lodellng. This activity supports the studies Identified In SCP

Section 8.3.4.3.

^ydrntiHe rnndurtlvltv Tasts (Packing)

»

This activity's purpose Is to evaluate the effect of hydraulic gradient on the

hydraulic conductivity of packing material. Data will be used to support the

vaste package design. This activity supports the studies Identified In SCP

Section 8.3.4.3.

Tr1«v4i>1 g»«.1Hnn Pr>««itr» untl Shaar Stranipth Taafi

This activity's purpose Is to evaluate the swelling pressure and shear strength

of packing material at ambient and elevated temperatures. Data will be used to

support the waste package design. This activity supports the studies

Identified In SCP Section 8.3.4.3.
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FIGURE 1. Monitored Test Boreholes on the Hanford Site.
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SITE. ENGINEERED BARRIERS. GECMECHANICS. LABORATORY DEPAI

Aetlvitlti

1111

e E1«ctronm1croprob« analysli ef f1o» top itnplas

e X-ray diffraction analyiit of flow top tamplas

o Modal Ing gravity, aagnatle data

o Collection of nagnatlc and gravity data

StitBle survtillanct and data analysis
Lab ttudlts on sorption and chamical dissolution

Conduct gaologic fitid napping

5lt« Charaetarliatlen flald and Invtstlcatlon

c Omilng and tasting of 00-18
o Install Plazonatars In 0C-23GR

Initiate rotary drilling of 0C-24CX

Cora drill OH- 32

Groundwatar monitoring of boreholas DC-19, DC-20. DC-22.
and 8RL-2

o >lonitoring of other boreholes

Ssliition end Solids Charaetfizatipn Group

o SjFPort tc Sua Departnent database devtlopment
c Develcpnent of methods for analysis using AA

Procedure development
Analysis of aqueous solution samples from hydrothermal
testing and groundwater sampling

o Field and laooratory analyses of water from local springs.
unconfined aquifer, and other test horizons
Study of kinetics of -decorposition of hydrogen perojtide with
baselt under various conditions using uv-visible spectropho-
tcmetry
Development and Initiation of improved methods of records
retention

o Support groundwater tracer analysis and groundwater sampling
during large-scale hydraulic stress (LHS) testing

o Analyses of seleniur, species in conjunction with selenium
solubility studies with non-radioactive hydrothermal testing
tean

o Analyses of minerals and clays by ICP-AES
o Analyses of halides in basalt/methods devalopntnt

e Provide analysas ef dissolved gases, iron specltt. and
ditsolvtd oxygen on request for Hydrochemlstry Group

Enclosure B

TMENT ACTIVITIES

Date Rc>

On Hold (Pending
Stop Work Order)
On Hold (Pending
Stop Work Order)
On Hold (Pending
Stop Work Order)
On Hold (Pending
Stop Work Order)
Ongoing
On Hold (Pending • .,
Olrtet Fund |

Contract)
On Hold (Pending
Stop Work Order)

01/28/86-11/86
07/01-09/30/86
On Hold (Pending
Stop Work Order)
On Hold (Pending
Stop Work Order)
Weekly

Weekly

Ongoing
Mork Package
was stopped
Ongoing
Ongoing

Ongoing

On Hold (due to
Stop Work Order)

Ongoi ng

On Hold (due tc
Stop Work Order)
Ongcin; (penimg
termination of
hydrothermal
experiments)
Ongoing
Stopped (by
Stop Work Order)
Ongoing
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Acfvit-ies

8*dio«etl»t -

o B«»«H b«'»to»»U» tyntt»«t1c groundwattr ttits in

flow-through •utoc1«v«

e fitdienuclldt-doptd slmuUttd Savannah Rivtr Plant Otftnsa

glati basalt and synthatic groundwatar

o Expariaantt using fully radloactiva vasta forms in tha
prasanca of various «asta paekaga eomponants (natal.
barriars. and/or basalt)
Exptriaants on tha bahavior of spacifie radionuelldas.
introducad individually with groundwatar, in th« prasanca
of packing aatarial at low tamptraturtt

Nonradioaetivt -

o Mydrothtmal tasts on basalt * bantonlta *' groundwatar

o Long-tarn hydrotharmal ttsts (1-5 yaars) on basalt *
groundwatar

o Datamina tha solubility of salcniutn undar hydrothtrmal
conditions slnulating tht near-fia1d anvlronment

Evaluett Redox conditions in a hydrothermal txpennient
Sinulating a n»ar-fi»ld anvironnant

Dahydratlon axparlmants

Paeliinq Material and Rescsitory Seals Testing Group

o Fracture alteration testing

o Hydraulic conductivity tests (psekma and seals)

o Swelling pressure permcaneter and tntxiat tests (;ackina)

Long-tarn f1o« through pemeameter tests (packin;)

o Swelling pressure perneamcter and triaxia! tests (seals)

Ongoing

Ongoing (Testing
continuing, no new
tests to be initiated)
PNL (BUIP work
begins FY 1987)

Testing stopped,
equipment and
precidurt work ongoing

Ongoing (no new test-
ing to be initiated)
Ongoing (no new test-
ing to be initiated)
Ongoing (Some deve1-
opaental testing will
ccntinue to evaluate
analytical methods
and testing apparatus)
Ongoing (for
duration of

current tests)
Ongoing (for
duration of

current tests)

On Hold (not
funded in FY 1937)
On Hold (Pending)

S*.03 Work Oroer)
On Hold (Pe-idin;

l-.Zi ViC-k Orze-)
On Holi; (Penoing
Stop Wo-k Ore?')
On Hold {?sniTnq

Stop horK C'oe-)
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Dare

tj^i,,^ .,, .nrt Solids Chtracttrwation Group (Continued)

Nathodt d«v«lop«"t for Mtturwtnt of dliiolvtd hydrostn

(H<) In MuMirt MBplM Irtm •uteeUvt* In th« Non-

riSloKtlvo MydrotlwrMl Uborttory

Analysi solutions fros txporimonti on sorption phtnoraons

of flow top BSttrHls boing dont st PNL

Scinnlnfl Tr*nsr«l»»1on Eltctron Microscops -

e Analysis of f 1e«-through run products

Analysis of Dickson autcdavt run products

X-R«y Olffrsetomtttr -

o Analysis of flow-through run products

o Analysis o' Dickson autoclava run products

o Analysis of stdlmcntary Intcrbed minerals

o Analysis of corroslon wattr surfact coatings

Analysis of flow too secondary imnerallxation

Analysis of fault-infilling secondary oineralization

Electron Wicroprcbe -

Analysis of Dickson Autoclave run products

Analysis of secondary nineral iiation in basalt

Ongoing

Ongoing

On Hold (duo to
Stop Work Order)
Old Work Ongoing.
New Work Is on
Hold (due to

Step Work Ordar)

On Hold (due to
Stop Work Order)
Old Work Ongoing,

New Work On Hold
(duo to Stop
Work Ordtr)
02/86-10/86
(Transferred-PNL)
Exempted (but
Personnel not
available due to

Stop Work Order
temporary
assignments)
All Work On Hold

(due to Stop Work
Order)
On Hold (due to

Stop Work Order)

Old Work Ongoing,
Mew Order Stosced
(due to StOD *.ork

Order)
All Work Stepped

(due to Stop
Work Orler)
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Pn-i^.|*«rY Sh«ft ind Gtemtehtnics Ttstino Group

o Pirfen tMts on llMUrtta t^KlMnt
»

e Oowall's chaaletl *ta1 ring tattt

e Thtmal conductivity/thtrmil txpanslon davtlopntnt tatting

o Acguir* calorliMtar for haat capacity Masuramtnti and bagin
davalopmtntal tasting
Thamal proparty tasts on RRL eora

Siza-affact strangth tasting of Cohassatt eora

High tOHperatura and prassura trlaxlal davalopmant tasting

o Fracturt/flov study of basalt

Gaewaehanies Ttstinp at Ntar-Surftct Test fdeilitv

Ovarcoring davalopmtntal tasting with CSIRO trlaxlal call

Rock support matarlals davalopmant tasting

On Held (Panding
Stop Work Ordar)
On Hold (Panding
Stop «ork Ordar)
On Hold (Panding
Stop Work Ordar)
On Hold (Panel ng
Stop Work Ordar)
On Hold (Panding
Stop Work Evaluation)
On Hold (Panding
Stop Work Evaluation)
On Hold (Panding
Stop Work Evaluation)
On Hold (Panding
Stop Work Evaluation)

Tamlnatad (Par
Stop Work Ordar)
Suspandad (Par

Stop Work Order)

•Changes in this schedule fron that last issued are inc-.catei by a revi$ic-i ;s' s-c

ravision nunbar. Items "ill remain on listing for a two-month period after eoripletion.
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Enclosure C

' Department of Energy
RicMantf OptrtiMm OKiCi

P^. toa HO
* Ridtlwtf. IVa^infUin W3S2

Mr. Ttrry Hussenan, Progran Director

Offlct of High-Levtl
Wtstt Management

Washington State Department

of Ecology, MS PV-ll

Olynpla. UA . 98504

Dear Mr. Hussenan:

TtCHHICAL COMMUNICATORS

Regarding our recent discussions on the above subject, we arc herein providing

your office with a listing of technical commjnicators and their respective

technical discipline. The listing, with minor exception. Is exactly the sane

as provided to the Nuclear Regulatory Connlsslon (NRC), We wish to emphasize

that the Individuals listed are to be utilized as Information facilitators and

chartered to respond to simple requests/questions regarding documentation and

project activities. The listing has no authority to present official DOE

positions or to generate policy. In that regard all formal requests for

Information, responses to questions, establishment of meetings, workshops, and

data reviews must be processed through our Licensing, Environmental and Safety

Branch.

The following Is a listing of the principle BWIP Technical Coimunicators and

alternates for each area of discipline:

Too 1c

Environmental /Sod o-Econo-
mlcs Transportation

Geochemistry

Geology

Hydrology

Performance
Assessment

Repository Design

BWI Corrwunicators
Name

Steve Whitfield - DOE
Jim Mecca - DOE

Marv Furman - DOE

Ooe Krupar - DOE

Bruce Hurley - DOE
Jiffl Mecca • DOE

Mike Thompson • DOE
Jim Mecca - DOE

Tony Knepp - DOE
John Kovacs - OOE

Bruce Nicoll • OOE
John Kovacs • OOE

Telephone
Numoer

(509)376-2048
(509)376-5038

(509)376-7062
(509)376-2385

(509)376-7059
(509)376-5038

(509)376-6421
(509)376-5038

(509)376-4934
(509)376-1291

(509)376-6006
(509)376-1291
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Ttrry Hu$H - 2-
\H ' ' •:•:•

Wasti Packagt

Quality Asstirinci

Phil LaMont
Joe Kruptr •

• DOC
OOE

Picrrt Sagct - OOE
Jot Krupar - OOE

(509)376-6117
(509)376-2385

(509)376-7250
(509)376-2385

If >ou have any questions regarding this Information, please contact
Mr. Jim Heca at (509)376-5038. or Mr. Max Powell of ny staff at
(509)376-5267. Upon your review of our above listing, we would appreciate
your corresponding list by technical discipline and agency.

itry truly yours,

0. L. Olson, Director
BUI:JEH Basalt Waste Isolation Division
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Qiclosur* D

BASWr^tASlZ XSQLATZOI PIOJBCT

- Stop Vtork Ord«r Raport -

nm following codas Idantlfy ela«s«s of •xmaptLana £rcn th*

tcp work ordar l«»Md In May 1986 ftir projaet %oi1c padcagaa.

OOCE/aASS Pg>gTICW CIASS EglOTTICN

DOOBSa Data gatharing actlvltiaa that ara asmtly in
operation and toe which intamvtion oould raault
in loaa of aignificant data (a^., aaiaaie Bcni-
toring, piazoraatar wall informaticn, corroaion
testing, ate.)*

M-SUPPCRT All activitiaa, including procur«BMRta« which
support upgrading tha BWIP nanargsnant, oparatlng,

cr quality assurance program. This ineludaa
all work that is necessary to achieve adequate
Inplenientaticn of the BWZP 01^ yexjgsaa {m^.,

procedure (tevelopnent. estaJblis^xnent of Quality
Assurance Level assignments, oorrectiai of QA
program deficiencies, etc.).

SAFEiy All activities whidi support existing aa£aty
or maintenance programa.

AEMIN All strictly administrative activities (e.g.,

planning, budgeting, staffing, apace acquisi-
tion, reporting, etc.).

SO f9S Site Characterization Plan (SCF) freparaticn.

TSSHmtL Activities that are essential fiar the pnroject

to continue or that are imprudent to stop at
this tijne (e.g., actions resulting in delay

oosts or partial temination costs greater than

that required for completicn of the activity).
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STATE OF WASHINGTON

OLYMPIA
MWt-Mia

BOOTH GARDNER

October 31. 1986

Mr. John Herrington

Secretary of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20585

Dear Secretary Herrington:

Over the past several months informal efforts have been made by the Washington State
Nuclear Waste Board to obtain information concerning ongoing and planned activities

relating to the candidate repository site at Hanford. These efforts have been
unsuccessful. Although Department of Energy officials have on several occasions
promised to provide answers to our inquiries, they have not been forthcoming.

If any site characterization activities are ongoing, our position is such activities are in

violation of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act. We understand the Nuclear Waste Policy Act
to require submission of a site characterization plan and the conduct of public hearings on
such plan before site characterization activities may be undertaJcen. Section 113(a) of the
Act requires you to consider fully the comments received in public hearings on a site

characterization plan. Further, that section requires consultation with the Governor of

the affected state in conducting site characterization activities.

Despite these requirements, it appears the Department of Energy and its contractors are

proceeding with site characterization activities without consulting the State of

Washington and prior to the conduct of public hearings. The serious nature of such
noncompliance is illustrated by the attached correspondence between Terry Husseman,
Director of our Office of Nuclear Waste Management, and the Richland Operations
Office. Your contractor was apparently planning to use radioactive tracers in a flowxate
survey until the state's Office of Nuclear Waste Management learned of the plan and
intervened. Not only would such activity have violated the consultation and public

hearing requirements of the NWPA, but it would also have been in direct coniravention of

restrictions on the use of radioactive materials contained in section 113(c).

The State of Washington insists upon compliance with the provisions of section 11 -'i' of

the NWPA which require submission of a site characterization plan and the conduct of

public hearings before site characterization activities are undertaken. In addition, we
formally request response to the following questions pursuant to the State of Washington's

right uftder section 117(a) of the NWPA to receive "timely and complete information

regarding determination or plans made with respect to the site characterization... of such

repositoiy."

G05787
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Oetatar91,lMt

-

PtfeTwo

1. Doei the Department of Energy intend to conduct any site characterization activities

prior to public hearlnp on a site characterization plan? If yes, how do you intend to

eofflpty with the provisions of section 113 of the Act wrhich require you to consider

fuUy commentj received in public hearing and to consult with the Governor in

conducting site characterization?

2. Have any laboratoiv or field activities relating to characterization of the Hanford
site been oooducted from May 28. 1986 to the present? If such activities have been
or are being conducted, detail the nature and rttiooale of the activities, the names
and positions of the persons overseeing such activities, and the documeots which
relate to or were generated as a result of such activities.

3. Please detail the activities included in each project woric package referenced on the

attached "Table of Project Activities by Work Package" and indicate which activities

are exempt from the stop work order issued in May 1986 pertaining to inadequate

quality assurance procedures.

4. What laboratory or Held activities relating to characterization of the Hanford site

are planned to be conducted in the three months following your response to these

questions? Please detail the nature of the activities, the purpose of the Activities,

the dates when such activities will be conducted, the names and positions of the

persons who will oversee such activities, and ail documents which describe such

activities.

5. Please furnish any documents, described in questions 2 and 4, above, developed by

your agency or its contractors.

Consistent with the state's right to timely information, we request immediate response to

questions 1 through 3 regarding activities which are ongoing or will be undertaken within

the next 30 days. Question 4 must be answered within 30 days pursuant to section

117(a)(2) of the Act. Timely and complete answers to the very important requests we
make will avoid the necessity for resorting to statutory remedies.

Thank you for your consideration in this pressing matter.

Sino^rel

JjvL
Boc^h Gardner
Governor

BG:216p

Enclosures
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atit

TATI or WAMC10N

DtPARTMENfT Of ECaOCY

Augut 27. IfM

W. Lm Oliea. Project MtBigtr
B«alt W«tt« boUtiea Project

131. Dcptrtacai of Eacrgy

P.O. Box SSO
RJchUad. WA 99352

Dc«r l^p^Mk

It kti eeac to ay •ttcstioa thtt USDOE tad KoekwcU may teoa iaitiatc radioactive

tracer and puop tests at well DC 23. If this ii tree it eoaceras ae because yoo did aot

•etify as of this activity, aad you did aot provide the lUtc of Wathiagtoa tiacly aad
eoaplete iaforaatioe rcitrdiei this testiag as required ia Scctioa 117 of the Nuclear

Waste Policy Act

We have aot received speeiHc details about your plaoBcd testiag, but it appears the pro-

posed tracer aad puap tests are ia coaflict with ^e foUoviag:

Section 113(c) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act vbich places ipeeific

restrictions en the nse of radioactive aaterial dnring site eharacterizatioa.

The aireeaent aade at the May 7 USDOE/Ststes/Tribet aectiag and
confiraed at the August 13 USDOE/Stitcs/Tribcs aectiag. At both aeetings.

USDOE agreed aot to start aew work at federal sites antil the states had an

opportunity to review the 13-30 page docnaent which desnibes ongoing work.

In addition, USDOE agreed to consult with the states prior to beginning aew

work.

The geaeral stop work order issued to Rockwell Operations on May 13, 19g6.

The Hydrologic Test Strategy agreeaent with SKC and the state of

Washington which calls for a consensus on the hydrologic baseline before pump

tesu are initiated.

State of Wsshiagton water quality and water rigbu laws and regulations which

preclude contaaination of grouadwaten.

Is additiea, the aeed to aoaitor aad differentiate the source of caviroaaeatal contaaina-

tioB froa • repository or froa defense wastes was a aajor eoaacat oa the Defease Watte

DEIS aad the EMM? annotated ontliae. We arc coaceraed that your uc of radioactive
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lM« OIlOB
ABfutt 37, 1916

Vtetra. ratkn tkaa'tkt ceavcatiestl tnem. aay tfftttoy tk« tawtlM tm ndieteUvt

MlM.

Ivta ir tkMC l«|«t sad proMdunI ebtucto* cat te raielvad. tkc mM win htvi ceatlaa*

l8| itreat ebJtetJoas to U« aM of ux ndkaetivt tnear la tk« bavlt aqalTan. Oa aaay
•eculea*. aad aMt ncntiy la ear ropeau la tk« DafuM WatM DEB. «• kava

•iprMMd coaetra avtr tkt ability to ptrfona pctuleaara aoaheriai of nImms froai a

tfMp rtpoiltery. tneb aealterlag weald letleaOy b« parferatd at tfaptk tad la tkt

aqaiftn ae« iavelvtd la kydrtolic ttstlag. ledlat*Ul/13*. ia fact, weald bt eat ef tkt

aett ebjtctleatblt radleaaclldt iraetn, alaet h weald eccar ia tkt Itadlat edgt ef a
ttltaat ptaat frea tkt rtpetltery. It we«M kt tatatial la pettclataft aeaiterlag te kave
aa ledlat ktMllat ia tack ef Mvtnl aqalTtn abevt tkt rtpetltery, aad tkt dtUbtraa
iatrednctlea ef radieledlat teday teald dtttrey tktt ktMllat. Ilaet tktrt art adtqeaa
•yatbctic ergaaic tnecn avtiltblc, tbcy ikoald be ttrlenaly eoasidtrtd fer aa ia aty
prepoud traetr tttts. Wc art avtiltblc tad wiUiag te work witk yea ia tkc fatwrt pita-

aiag ef laek tttta.

PIctM provide a* witb the ratleaalc fer aad tkc dtscriptiea ef tkta ttiti. Tktak yea far

year aaticipatcd eeepcrtUea.

tiaecrtly, .

Terry Hotscmaa, Dirteter

Office of Kueletr Waste kCaaagcaeat

THJke

ce: Warrea Bishop
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Depart

Ni(N«i

Mr. Ttrry Husiwin, Progrtm Olr

Offlet of Nuclear Wattt ManagM
Ifaihfngten Statt Dcpartawnt of

Ecology. HS PV>11

01>«p1a. HA 98504

Otar Mr. Nutswan:

VELOCITY SHOT TKACER IWECTIW

Thank you for your letter of /

tracer logging at borehole OC-

Our contractor (Rockwell) 1$

a velocity shot tracer survey

developing the appropriate su

The purpose of the proposed !

the borehole. The Interval |

3,532 feet. Conventional lO'

usable results, as the forma

tracer, 1-131, Is being cons

half-life.

The current borehole status

Canyon flow to Isolate the t

being evaluated. Further t
occur when the Stop Work Or

radioactive tracer logging

time. Radioactive tracer 1

certain the activity is cor

applicable NRG and Washlngi

the appropriate documentaf
Is used as a radlplsotope '

Including 1-129, will not i

ATthough the decision has

logging, the NRC and State

of the study and provided

full rationale and descrli

^' T'Ty Huis^^n

=^S:SES5,:.,

WI:»ICT

ee; Mr

'fr. sin iurki D-Jr*'"**** Com

SI

1
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1IEVADA HUCLEAR WASTE STORAGE INVESTIGATIONS PROJECT

SUMMARY OF 4>NG0ING AND PLANNED SITE CHARACTERIZATION

J^CTIVITIES FOR THE CANDIDATE SITE AT

YUCCA MOUNTAIN. NEVADA

May 1986 - April 1987 i

TABLE OF CONTENTS

Page

1.0 Preface 1

-2.0 Introduction .•••...,......• ••«- • • • ,*s-\

3.0 Ongoing Site Characterization Activities:

Description and Rationale ...•....••«..•...•. 4

4.0 Planned Site Characterization Activities . 11

MARCH 1, 1987
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«NWSI PROJECT
-SiWIARY OF ONGOING AND PLANNED SITE CHARACTERIZATION

ACTIVITIES FOR THE CANDIDATE SITE AT
YUCCA MOUNTAIN, NEVADA
May 1986 - April 1987

1.0 Preface "^ .

The Nuclear Waste Project Act (NWPA) of 1982 requires that the Department

of Energy (DOE) prepare end Issue a Site Characterization Plan (SCP) to the

Nuclear Regulatory Connlsslon (NRC) and to affected States and Indian Tribes

before sinking exploratory shafts TES) at any candidate sites. Mhlle site

characterization activities related to the exploratory shaft facility (ESF)

«111 not be Initiated until after the Issuance of the SCP, some surface - based

«ct1v1t1es are ongoing or «ay be Initiated before Issuance of the SCP.

During the May 7-8. 1986, NRC DOE aeetlng on the level of detail for site

characterization plans -and study plans, the DOE agreed to prepare a letter

report describing these ongoing and planned site characterization activities

for the States and Indian tribes. Ongoing activities are defined as site

characterization activities, as defined by NWPA, that were In progress at the
tiflie of Presidential Approval (May, 1986). Planned activities are def1nedj|s

site characterization activities, as defined by NWPA, that have been started7

or are planned to be started, after Presidential approval , but before the

expected date of SCP Issuance (April, 1987).

2,0 Introduction

According to the NWPA of 1982, site characterization refers to those

research activities, whether In the field or in the laboratory, that are

undertaken to establish the geologic condition and the range of parameters

relevant to an evaluation of the suitability of a candidate site. Yucca

Mountain became a candidate site on May 28, 1986. with the President's approval

of the recommendation by the Secretary of the DOE. This recommendation was

accompanied by a final Environmental Assessment pursuant to the NWPA.

Site characterization activities that take place In the field Include

napping, geophysical surveys, borings, surface excavations, excavation of

exploratory shafts, subsurface lateral excavations and borings, and In situ

testing. Laboratory activities Include measurement of thermal, mechanical, and

hydrologlcal rock properties; analysis of gas and water samples and fossil

plant material; detailed mineraloglc and petrologic analyses; and geochemlcal

studies under conditions simulating the repository environment. Office

actW^tles Include modeling and data reduction and analysis. Excavation of an

exploratory shaft and In situ testing at the depths of waste emplacement are

requli^ed by the NRC (10 CFR 60.10(b)), and were described In the DOE Mission

Plan.'
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2.1 The Hevada Wuclear Waste Storage Investigations (WWWSI) Project Site
Characterization Plan (SCP)"

Site InfonHtlon gathered during the 1978 to 1984 tlae fr«M was used to
prepare the EA «nd to evaluate the site tgalnst the OOE siting guidelines.
Site Investigations completed before Presidential approval (Hay 1986) but
not reported in the EA will be described In the SCP, tentatively scheduled
for Issuance in April 1987.

Data Chapters 1 through S of the NNWSI Project SCP wifl establish the
current understanding about the Yucca Mountain site with regard to Geology
(Chapter 1), fieoengi neering (Chapter 2), Hydrology (Chapter 3),
Geochemistry (Chapter 4), and Meteorology and Climate (Chapter 5).
Current conceptual designs for the repository and waste package are
provided in Chapters 6 and 7. respectively. Results from ongoing studies
and design activities available too late for Incorporation Into the SCP
will be reported In the semiannual Progress Reports.

Chapter 6 of the ^CP contains a description of plans for site
characterization activities. Section 8.1 of the SCP describes the
rationale for the planned site characterization program, while Section 8.2
discusses the technical and regulatory Issues that arc to be resolved
during site characterization. Section 8.3 Is the Plans section of the SCP.

~ and Unstructured on the basis of Issues and Information Needs, using the

NNWSI Project Issues Hierarchy. Section 6.4 describes the plans for site

preparation for the surface and subsurface excavations at the exploratory
shaft Ibcatlon and a description of the exploratory shaft and underground

test facilities. Section 8.5 reviews the Milestones and decision points

In the site characterization program up to submittal of the license

application. Section 8.6 provides a description of the Quality Assurance

Program for the Project, and Section 8.7 describes the plans for

decontamination and deconnlssloning of the candidate site If the site Is

not selected for development as a repository. Enclosure 1 provides a

working copy of the structure of Chapter 8.

Details of planned In situ testing In the Exploratory Shaft will be

described In the SCP and in Study Plans, which will provide supporting

material of the Yucca Mountain SCP.

2.2 The NNWSI Project Issues Hierarchy .

The Issues Hierarchy Is the aeans by which the NNWSI Project has

abstracted and organized the repository siting and licensing requirements

Into a hierarchlal structure of Key Issues, Issues, and Information Needs.

This hierarchlal structure provides a means to distinguish broad questions

of overall suitability (Key Issues) from more specific questions (Issues).

Some questions In the regulations governing repositories deal with

performance objectives or regulatory standards; other questions deal with

ffavorabillty or standard operating practices and procedures. In addition,

'some questions In the regulations deal with postciosure time frames, while

others only deal with the preclosure period. Key Issues are related to

broad technical or institutional requirements pertaining to the

jperformance of the site with respect to compliance with applicable

'regulations. Issues are subordinate to Key Issues. Collectively, the group
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of Issues tinder « Key Issue Indicates what (questions aust be resolved to
satisfy the Key Issue. The Issues are also generally rtadlly Identifiable

•s tltnents of the regulations. Infomatlon Needs art subordinate to

Issues and Identify the specific Inforaatlon, data, and analysts needed to
Ttsolva the Issues.

Issues «1th1n «ach Key Issue In the NNWSI Project Issuts Hierarchy are

grouped Into Characterization, Design, «nd Perfonaanct, Issues. The
separation of topics according to preclosure and postclosare time frames

Is automatic, because the Key Issues txpllcltly «ake the tine frame

distinction. Characterization Issues tncompass the site characteristics,
-processes, and events that aiay affect repository dtsign and perfomance.
They Include detailed Information on the geologic, hydrologic, and other

site characteristics. Design Issues address needs for Information about
the design of the geologic repository operations area and Its associated
surface facilities and underground facility. Performance Issues address
the analyses necessary to assess the suitability of the Yucca Mountain

site and Its proposed repository facilities as a llcensable repository
system. Performance Issues tncompass the requirements placed on the

behavior of the repository system. Key Issue 3 Is not Included because It

represents the environmental regulatory requirements and Information

Needs, and covers monitoring and mitigation efforts. Key Issue 3 will be
- fully developed after the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) scoping^

•eetlngs and hearings art compltttd.

- Information Needs -were used as the basis for defining the field and

laboratory investigations to be conducted during site characterization.

Each Information Need described In Section 8.3 of the SCP will be

presented according to a standard format:

1. A list of the data and parameters to be collected to satisfy the

Information Need.

2. A discussion of the logic tying the data and parameters together.

3. A description of the studies and activities planned to collect the

data and parameters for the Information Need.

4. A discussion of where the data and parameters will be used as Input

to other Information Needs.

5. A preliminary list of planned milestones and schedules for completion

of the activities and studies.

2.3 Purpose

The purpose of this report Is to summarize site characterization

activities at the candidate site at Yucca Mountain, Nevada, for ongoing

activities and the status of planned activities. This sunvnary Is provided

In response to agreements between the DOE and the NRC resulting from the

May 7-8, 1986 meeting. A more comprehensive discussion will follow In the

SCP.
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This sunnapy toncentrates on surface-based activities, *(h1ch Include all
field activities defined by the NWPA as site characterization activities
<e.g^ Brining, drillhole testing and •onltoring, trenching, sapping, end
surveying .etthe Yucca Mountain site and surrounding region) that are not
directly related to the ESF. Site Characterization activities related to
the ES will not be Initiated until after the SCP Is Issued. In addition
prototype tes.ting which Is not a part of site characterjlzatlon, 1» not
Included In this sunnary. Geochetnlcal and thermoinechanlcal laboratory
testing related .to field activities are described, as well as
laeteorologlcal studies. A brief technical rationale for each activity Is
provided, and activities are cross-referenced to the appropriate sections
In the SCP.

This Tcport Is divided Into two sections: -ongoing site characterization
activities and planned activities.

3.0 Ongoing Site Characterization Activities; Description and Rationale

Site Investigation activities were Initiated in ig78 when the KNWSl
Project began to focus on tuff at Yucca Mountain as a potential repository host
rock. The DOE identified Yucca Mountain as a potentially acceptable site Jn
February 1983. Publication of the final EA for the Yucca Mountain site (May'
1986) establishes that the site Is suitable for site characterization. It Is
expected that some of the previously Initiated activities will continue or be
completed during the time between Presidential approval of the site
recommendation, and Issuance of the SCP. Examples of such activities Include
seismic monitoring, hydrologic Monitoring, neteorologlc Monitoring, geodetic
surveys, and laboratory analyses of degradable and Irreplaceable samples.
Office activities Include laodellng and data reduction and analysis of available
data. Brief descriptions of each activity are given below.

3.1 Hydrologic Activities .

Various hydrologic activities have been initiated to establish the
nolsture conditions of the unsaturated zone, and to determine If recharge
is episodic or steady-state. Saturated zone activities have been focused
on determining the position of the water table, and on establishing the

characteristics of fracture hydrology. The following specific activities,
including the data reduction and analyses associated with field-data

collection, are ongoing.

3.1.1 Seven holes have been drilled to monitor in situ moisture conditions In

the unsaturated zone (Figures 1 and 2). These holes range from 400 to

about 2,000 feet deep. One of these holes, USW UZ-1, has been fully

Instrumented and continuously monitors hydrologic properties of the

unsaturated zone. Existing holes UZ-4, 5, 6, 6s, 7, and 13 will be

Instrumented and monitored. Gas samples are also obtained periodically

from UZ-1. UZ-8, which was only partially drilled, will be re-entered,

drilled to the planned total depth and Instrumented, de-entering any of

these holes may be necessary to acquire additional information using

geophysical logging tools and other instrumentation. This activity

supports the studies identified in section 8.3.1.2.2 of the SCP.
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3.1.2 Fourteen boreholes (Figures 1 end 2) were drilled Into the saturtted
2one for the ourpose of dcteralnlng the elevation of the water table at
various locations at the site. These boreholes range fron about 1,600
to 2,000 feet ^eep. Hater levels In the boreholes 4re aonltored
regularly to record fluctuations In water levels as • function of tine.
Hater table levels from the fourteen water table holes were used to
establish the hydraulic gradients used to estimate the saturated zone
travel times presented in the EA. This activity supports the studies
Identified In sections 8.3.1.2.1 and 8.3.1.2.3 of the SCP.

3.1.3 Seventy-four neutron holes (depths from 50 to 200 feet) have been
drilled In the vicinity of the site to monitor the Infiltration of
precipitation in various geologic settings. Because of the importance
of flux estimates In the unsaturated zone, wonltorlng data on shallow
infiltration Is used to determine the upper bounds on flux through the
repository horizon. The holes are logged periodically with thermal and
cplthermai neutron tools, and ganna-gamna tools. The locations of the
neutron holes are shown in figures 1 and 2. This activity supports
studies Identified In section 8.3.1.2.3 of the SCP.

3.1.4 Nine streamflow gages have been Installed in dry washes at and near
Yucca- Mountain to monitor the surface-water runoff that occurs during
and after storms. Streamflow gages provide data to be used In
predicting the frequency and magnitude of runoff resulting from heavy
precipitation -events, which are typical in desert environments. This
activity supports studies In sections 8.3.1.5.1, 8.3.1.6.1, and
8.3.1.16.1 of the SCP.

3.1.5 Observations of debris-flow Movements are being made at the time of
occurrence In order to understand the mechanisms of flow and the
climatic and other factors that cause them. This effort contributes to
the understanding of the conditions under which paleoflood deposits
occurred. This activity supports studies identified In sections
8.3.1.5.1 and 8.3.1.6.1 of the SCP.

3.1.6 Channel scour chains have been Installed at three locations in the Yucca
Mountain area to measure the amount of erosion, or scour, that occurs In
washes during times of heavy runoff. Heavy runoff events expose
successively deeper parts of the chain, thus giving a measure of the
amount of sediment movement in the wash. This activity supports studies
Identified In sections 8.3.1.5.1 and 8.3.1.6.1 of the SCP.

3.1.7 Hater-level and pressure measurements are being recorded continuously In

the three UE-25c boreholes (Figure 2), located In Drill Hole Wash, using
a continuously recording data logger to evaluate barometric, tidal, and
other time-related effects on water levels. This Information Is used to

,
provide better understanding of fracture porosity and other aquifer

I
properties. Long-term, continuous recording Is required In order to

I obtain an accurate correlation of the atmospheric pressure versus
water-level data. This activity supports studies Identified In section
8.3.1.2.3 of the SCP.
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3.1.8 A Blnlng company Is drilling boreholes In the llnargosa Desert as part of
Its exploration programs. This connerclal company have agreed to allow
Installation of tubing or piezometers In their holes for WNHSI Project
data collection purposes. Soote tubing and plezoowters have been
Installed to Measure water levels In areas adjacent to the Yucca
Mountain site In order to provide data for regional t^drologlc studies.
Additional Instruments will be Installed If additional holes are made
available to the Project. This activity supports stud1e> Identified in
section 8.3.1.2.1 of the SCP.

-

3.1.9 Measurements of temperature, precipitation, and infiltration are being
ade at two recharge sites at Pahute Mesa and near Tonopah that are
-thought to be analogous to the Yucca Mountain site under pluvial
climatic conditions. Temperature of the air and soil are continuously
recorded on a data logger. Precipitation samples are collected from
samplers and lent to the laboratory for stable isotope analysis. The
aieasurements will aid the estimation of ground water recharge rates at
the site under future pluvial conditions. This activity supports
studies Identified in section 8.3.1.5.1 and 8.3.1.5.2 of the SCP.

3.1.10 Laboratory testing of crushed tuff for hvdrologic and other properties
is being conducted for evaluation of sealing materials. Although thjs
effort Is necessary for work on sealing concepts, it has only an'
indirect tie to site characterization.

3.1.11 Laboratory measurements of hydrologic properties of existing core and
cuttings and water and gas samples are being made to define In situ
conditions. Relationships among various hydrologic properties In the
unsaturated zone are being Identified. This activity supports studies
Identified In section 8.3.1.2.2 of the SCP.

3.2. fieologic Activities .

The tectonic setting of the Yucca Mountain site Is important to Its

overall suitability as a candidate site. Seismic data and geodetic

measurements are both valuable in assessing tectonic setting of the site.

The following geologic activities. Including the data reduction and

analyses associated with fleld-data collection, are currently ongoing.

3.2.1 Fifty-three seismometers (Figure 3) have been Installed in the region

around Yucca Mountain as part of a regional seismic network, extending

In lines trending east-west from the west side of Death Valley to

Callente, and generally north-south from Tonopah to Lake Mead. The two

lines Intersect near Yucca Mountain. The seismometers are In continuous

operation and data are recorded automatically. Data from the seismic

network have been used to establish the earthquake catalog for the

region (Rogers et al., 1976, 1983), which Is essential for predicting

the size and frequency of earthquakes that are possible during the pre-
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«nd postclosure tlae periods. The ability to accuritely locate
earthquakes Is also very laportant for •stabllshing the activity of
faults near the site. This activity supports studies Identified in
sections 8.3.1.8.2 and 8.3.1.17.3.

3.2.2 Ground Motions are being neasured to define aspects of the design basis
for the proposed site for surface facilities near Yucc« Hountaln. Data
from surface and doMnhole neasurefflents tdll be used to^vlse approaches

to predicting vibratory ground motion for surface and underground

facilities. Motions from underground nuclear explosions (UNEs) are
analyzed to develop the relationship between earthquakes and UNEs and

for prediction of potential ground notion during repository operation.

This activity supports studies Identified in sections 8.3.1.8.2 and

8.3.1.17.2 ©f the SCP.

3.2.3 Vlthout accurate benchmarks that are routinely surveyed. It Is

impossible to establish local rates of vertical or horizontal tectonic
-fliovement. Therefore, geodetic survey benchmarks have been permanently
Installed in and around the Yucca Mountain site in order to monitor
present-day tectonic adjustments in the Yucca Mountain area. A 43-n11e
level line extends from Crater Flat on the west to Rock Valley on the

cast. A quadrilateral network has been 1nsta1t«d across several faults

in the immediate vicinity of Yucca Mountain. Biannual resurveys are

conducted. These activities support studies identified in sections

8.3.1.8.2 and 8.3.1.17.2 of the SCP.

3.2.4 Determination of soil characteristics for purposes of soil modeling are

made on a seasonal basis. These Include dust-trap sampling, determining

field capacity of soils, and periodic measurements of carbon dioxide and

soil gases. The soil modeling Is part of the overall climate modeling

effort that addresses the effects changing climate may have on the

hydrologic characteristics of the site. This activity supports studies
Identified In section 8.3.1.5.1 of the SCP.

3.2.5 Several trenches (Figure 4) have been excavated as part of the geologic,

tectonic, and paleoclimatic studies. These trenches are sampled and

mapped on an ongoing basis. Occasionally, It may be necessary to deepen

or lengthen existing trenches to collect additional data and to prevent

degradation of the trenches. These activities support studies described

In sections 8.3.1.5.1, 8.3.1.8.2, and R.3.1.17.2 of the SCP.

3.2^6 Geologic mapping Is continuing In the vicinity of Yucca Mountain as part

of the geologic, tectonic and Igneous activity studies. This activity

Includes the collection of samples to provide dates which help to define

rates of tectonic and Igneous processes. This activity supports studies

Identified In sections 8.3.1.8.1. 8.3.1.8.2, 8.3.1.17.1 and 8.3.1.17.2

of the SCP.

3.3 Meteorological Activities .

A meteorological monitoring network has been established at the Yucca

Mountain site and has been collecting data since December 1985 (Figure 5).

Meteorological data Is collected at five towers: four are 10 meters high.
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and «ne Is 60 aeters high. The four lO-metcr towers continuously measure
•nd record wind speed, wind direction, sIgma theta (standard deviation of
«1nd direction for detenilnlng ataospherlc stability), relative humidity,

•nd temperature. The fifth tower Is Instrumented rt both the 10-»eter and

60-neter levels. The data collected at this tower Include the data stated

above, plus sIgma phi (standard deviation of vertical wind speed), net

solar and terrestrial radiation, and precipitation. ^.

These aeteorologlcal wionltoring activities have begun to provide
site-specific data for use in repository design studies, and eventually in

the radiological safety assessments required by the NRC (10 CFR Part 60).
These activities support studies Identified In sections 8.3.1.2, 8.3.1.5.1
and 8.3.1.12 of the SCP.

3.4 eeowechanlcal Activities .

Laboratory testing, data reduction, and data analysis is ongoing for both

thermal and Mechanical properties. The next phase of planned testing for

thermal properties Is the determination of heat capacity of samples of 'the

Topopah Spring Member of the Paintbrush Formation. These measurements are

required for predicting the behavior of the host rock under the heat load

generated by the waste emplaccd In the repository. The next phase £f_
~ planned' mechanical aeasurements Includes low-strain-rate testing, which

will help determine the proper constitutive relationships for long-term

conditions of the repository, and tensile strength testing, which Is

relevant' to certain repository design analyses.

The HNWSI Project is conducting experiments In the 6-Tunnel Underground

Facility on Rainier Mesa. Although these experiments are not a part of

site characterization, they are ongoing field activities that will guide

the planning of the ESF and experiments. Therefore, a short description

Is provided. A principal ongoing effort In G-Tunnel is a mining

evaluation experiment. Instrumented boreholes were used to determine

mining-Induced rock responses, and to develop Improved techniques for

controlled blasting In welded tuff. In situ stress and the modulus of

deformation for welded tuff are also being determined at the G-Tunnel

Facility. A thin slot is cut in the tuff and a flatjack Is used to

pressurize the side walls, moving them back to their original unrelaxed

positions. Measurements obtained through these experiments provide useful

experience in preparation for similar activities In the welded tuffs at

Yucca Mountain.

'Activities related to measurements of rock properties -to be used In

predictions of long-term behavior of the potential host rock under the

.heat load generated by the repository support studies described In section

8.3.1.14 of the SCP. These measurements are Important for predicting long

'term rock mass response and fluid migration due to temperature e^J«ts and

for establishing whether emplacement holes are likely to remain stable

during the retrieval period.
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3,5 6eochcm1c«1 Activities .

Geochemistry of the rocks ond ¥tttr In contact with wpUced waste aust be

established in order to predict possible Interactions for use in

determining the 11fet1»e of waste containers, and for predicting

radionuclide transport If releases occur. The following activities, and

the data reduction and analysis associated with then, arc ^ngolng.

3.5.1 Wear-Field <kct1v1t1es . Two types of laboratory activities are being

conducted to characterize the expected time- and temperature- dependent

conditions In the hydrologic environment Inmediately adjacent to the

waste packages. These Investigations are ihort-term hydrothermal

rock-water interaction experiaents between samples from the Topopah

Spring Member and water from Hell J-13, and experiments to determine the

rates and aechanisms of dehydration and rehydration of repository

near-field rock In response to the expected thermal field generated by

the cmplaced waste. In addition, experiments are being conducted to

Measure the rate at which radionuclides released during waste-fom tests

are picked up by rock wafers and transported through the wafers. These

activities support geochemistry studies for characterlzinq the ^try

near-field waste package emplacement environraentjdentlfied in section,

8.3.4.2 of the SCP. These studies are important for predicting the

performance of the metal container, and for establishing expected

release rates.

3.5.2 Far-Field Activities .

There are seven laboratory studies being conducted to better

characterize geochemlcal conditions in the far-field. These Include

dynamic transport, mineralogy/petrology, sorption, natural isotope,

ground-water chemistry, solubility, and hydrothermal studies. The first

five studies listed involve experimental work using natural samples

previously collected from the Yucca Mountain site. The following

sections provide a discussion of each of these five studies.

3,5.2.1 Dynamic Transport Experiments .

The objective of the dynamic transport experiments 1$ to determine the

rate of movement of radionuclides along potential flow paths from the

repository to the accessible environment. Factors under study which

may potentially affect rates of movement include diffusion,

dispersion, anion exclusion, sorption kinetics, and colloid movement

in the flow geometries and hydrologic conditions that are expected to

exist at Yucca Mountain. Ongoing transport studies include column

experiments using crushed Yucca Mountain tuff, unsaturated solid tuff

core, and fractured core. These colunn studies will provide

experimentally determined hydrologic, physical, and chemical

parameters needed to determine the rates of movement of various

chemical species and aid in the prediction of radionuclide transport.

In addition, diffusion experiments are being conducted using tuff

wafers and rock beakers made from Yucca Mountain tuff. These

experiments support studies described in section B.3.1.3 of the SCP.
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3.5 .2 .2 Wineralogy-Petrology Activities .

The objectives of the ulneralogy-oetrology activities arc to describe

the host rock Mineralogy and petrology by establishing the alneraloglc

and petrographic stratigraphy Including the ailneralogic variability,

and to provide descriptions of rock and fracture-fill petrology and

Mineralogy along potential transport pathways to ^he accessible

environment. Ongoing activities include (1) studies of the potential

for Mineral alteration; (2) characterization of the fracture

Mineralogy using olectron Microscopy, x-ray diffraction, and
radiometric dating on rock samples fron cores, outcrops, and trenches;

(3) Mineral stabili^ studies on clay, zeolites, and glasses that are
Important to the natural retardation system; and (4) studies of

host-rock Mineralogy-petrography using samples from drill cores and

outcrops. These activities support studies described in section

8.3.1.3.2 of the SCP.

3.5.2.3 Sorption Activities .

The objective of the sorption activities is to provide data as Input

to the prediction of radionuclide Movement from the repository to the
accessible environment. Ongoing experinents<4flc1ude batch, crushed

tuff column, and circulating column sorption cxperlMents using tuff

samples representative of the various slneraloglc and stratigraphlc

characteristics of Yucca Mountain. Sorption coefficients of actinides

and other Important waste elements will be determined and used to

estimate radionuclide retardation. Another sorption task Involves

studying the effects of microbes on sorption. This task involves

determining the growth properties of Microbes taken from soil samples

collected from drilling locations at Yucca Mountain. Drilling fluids

are used as the energy source for Microorganism growth. Sorption

coefficients of radionuclides on tuff in the presence of Microbes will

be determined. These activities support studies described in section

8.3.1.3.4 of the SCP.

3.5.2.4 Natural Isotope Chemistry Activities .

The objective of the activities related to natural Isotope chemistry

is to provide data on infiltration rates at Yucca Mountain.

Ch1orine-36 to total chlorine ratios are measured in Yucca Mountain

soil samples, and changes in the ratio with depth are used to estimate

infiltration rates. These activities support studies described in

sections 8.3.1.3.1 and 8.3.1.2.2 of the SCP.

3.5.2.5 Ground Water Chemistry Activities .

The objectives of ground-water chemistry studies are to analyze the

composition and the geochemlcal controls of the composition of pone

waters in the unsaturated zone and in the saturated zone In and near

Yucca Mountain. The saturated zone water chemistry 'has been well

characterized and samples from Well J-13 are being used in the

sorption and dynamic transport geochemistry tasks. Characterization

10
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t>f pore waters from unsaturated zone samples Is Just beginning. These
fluids «111 be extracted by applying pressure to the core sample, by
centrlfugatlon of the crushed core sample, or by vacuum distillation.
These activities support studies described In section 8^.1.3.1 of the
SCP.

4,0 Planned Site Characterization Activities "4

The current schedule for the NNWSI Project assumes that the SCP will be
completed In April 1987. At this time, the NNWSI Project does not expect to
begin any new site characterization activities prior to Issuance of the SCP.

Before any new site characterization activities can be started, the DOE must
have appropriate agreements with the Bureau of Land Management for continued

iand access. DOE aust also obtain the necessary environmental permits to
comply with all Federal, State, and local environmental requirements during

site characterization. In addition, the DOE aust prepare study plans in

xonsultatlon with the State and the NRC.

11
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rigurt I. Drillholes located within the outline of the perlneter drift.

12
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lEVISED SCP CHAPTER 8 STRUCTURE •

tCP Issue
Section # Short Title 1 or IN

B.0 INTRODUCTION

8.1 RATIONALE

8.1.1 Issues-Biscd Approach
8.1.1.1 Derivation, structure, scope
8.1.1.2 Application to site characterization

B.1.2 Issue Resolution Strategy
8.1.2.1 Issue Identification
8.1.2.2 Perforaance Allocation ^_
8.1.2.3 Inforaatlon Needs

8.1.2.4 Investigations
8.1.2.5 Application of Issue Strategy

8.2 ISSUES AND INFORMATION

8.2.1 Issues to be Resolved
8.2.1.1 Site-Specific Issues Hierarchy

8.2.1.2 Other Issues

8.2.2 Approach to Issue Resolution
8.2.2.1 Strategy for Resolution
8.2.2.1.1 Sumnarles of Pcrfonnance Strategies
8.2.2.1.2 Sutnmarles of Design Strategies
8.2.2.1.3 Sunmarles of Characterization Strategies

8.2.3 Issue Tracking

8.3^ PUNS

8.3.1 Site Program

8.3.1.1 Overview

8.3.1.2 fieohydrology (Postclosure) '- 1.13

8.3.1.2.1 Regional HydroTogIc Systen 1.13.1

8.3.1.2.2 Unsaturated Zone Hydrologic Systen 1.13.2

8.3.1.2.3 Saturated Zone Hydrologic Systen 1.13.3
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Section « Short Title
Issue
or IN

8.3.1.3 fieochemlstry (Postclosure) 1.14

8.3.1.3.1 Meter Chemistry 1.14.1
8.3.1.3.2 Mineralosy, Petrology* and Rock Chemistry ^ 1.14.2
8.3.1.3.3 Stability of Hinerafs end Glasses --4 1.14.3
8.3.1.3.4 Radionuclide Sorption 1.14.4
8.3.1. 3.5 Radionuclide Precipitation 1.14.5
8.3.1.3.6 Radionuclide Dispersion, ttc. 1.14.6
8.3.1.3.7 Radionuclide Retardation 1.14.7
8.3.1.3.8 Retardation of ftaseous Radionuclides 1.14.8

8.3.1.4 Rock Characteristics (Postclosure) 1.15
8.3.1.4.1 Stratigraphy, Structure, Rock Properties 1.15.1
8.3.1.4.2 Thermal and Mechanical Properties 1.15.2
8.3.1.4.3 Stress «nd Thermal Conditions 1.15.3

8.3.1. 5 CllBatle Change (Postclosure) 1.16

8.3.1.S.1 Future Climatic Conditions 1.16.1

8^.1.5.2 - Effects of Climatic Change en — 1.16^-
Hydrologic Characteristics

8.3.1.5.3 Effects of Climatic Change en 1.16.3
6eochem1cal Characteristics

8.3.1.5.4 Effects of Climatic Change en 1.16.4

Rock Characteristics

8.3.1.6 Erosion (Postclosure) 1«17

8.3.1.6.1 Present Conditions 1.17.1

8.3.1.6.2 Effects of Future Climate on Erosion 1.17.2

8.3.1.6.3 Effects of Tectonic Activity on Erosion 1.17.3

8.3.1.6.4 Effects of Erosion on Hydrology 1.17.4

8.3.1.6.5 Effects of Erosion on Geochemistry 1.17.5

8.3.1.6.6 Effects of Erosion on Rock Characteristics 1.17.6

8.3.1.7 Rock Dissolution (Postclosure) 1.18

8.3.1.7.1 Dissolution Rates 1*18*1
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-SCP Issue
Action f Short Titit or IN

8.3.1.8 Ttetenlcs (Postclosurt) 1.19
8.3.1.8.1 Igneous Activity 1.19.1
8.3.1.8.2 Tectonic Processes ^ 1.19.2
8.3.1.8.3 effects of Tectonics en .04 1.19.3

Hydrologic Characteristics
8.3.1.8.4 Effects of Tectonics on 1.19.4

ficochemlcal Characteristics
8.3.1.8.5 Effects of Tectonics on 1.19.5

Rock Characteristics

8.3.1.9 Human Interference (Postclosure) 1.20
8.3.1.9.1 Degradation of Markers 1.20.1
8.3.1.9.2 Value of Resources 1.20.2
8.3.1.9.3 Effects of Nuaan Interfcrtncc 1.20.3

8.3.1.10 Population Density and Distribution (Predosurt) 2.8
8.3.1.10.1 Population Forecasts 2.8.1
8._3.1.10.2 _ Worker Population Forecasts .^ 2.8.2L-.
8.3.1.10.3 Eacrgency Preparedness Prograa Developnent 2.8.3

8.3.1.11 Land Ownership and Mineral Rights (Prtclosurt) 2.9
8.3.1.11.1 Land Ownership 2.9.1
8.3.1.11.2 Mineral and Water Rights 2.9.2
8.3.1.11.3 Acquisition of Land and Control of Access 2.9.3

8.3.1.12 Meteorological Conditions (Prcclosure) 2.10
8.3.1.12.1 Meteorological Conditions in Site Vicinity 2.10.1
8.3.1.12.2 Conditions at Potential Surface Facilities Sites 2.10.2
8.3.1.12.3 Population Centers and Wind Patterns 2.10.3
8.3.1.12.4 Recurrence Intervals of Extreme Weather 2.10.4

8.3.1.13 Offsltc Installations (Prtdosure) 2.11

8.3.1.13.1 Nearby Installations and Operations 2.11.1
8.3.1.13.? Impacts of Installations and Operations 2.11.2
8.3.1.13.3 Agricultural Data Required 2.11.3
8.3.1.13.4 Cultural Data Required 2.11.4

8.3.1.14 Surface Characteristics (Preclosure) 4.6
8.3.1.14.1 Topography 4.6.1
8.3.11.14.2 Soil and Bedrock Properties 4.6.2
8.3.1.14.3 Meteorology 4.6.3

8.3.l'.ULS Rock Characteristics (Preclosure) 4.7

8.3.1.15.1 Stratigraphy and Structure 4.7.1

8.3.1.15.2 Thermal and Mechanical Properties . 4.7.2

8.3.1. 15.3 Stress and Thermal Conditions - 4.7.3
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SCP Issue

Section # Short TUIt or IN

8.3.1.16 Hydrology (Prtcloturc) 4.B
8.3.1.16.1 Flooding InterviU ond LtvcU ^ 4.8.1
8.3.1.16.2 Water Supplies .2 4.8.2
8.3.1.16.3 firoundMattr Conditions 4.8.3

8.3.1.17 Tectonics (Preclosure) 4.9
8.3.1.17.1 Igneous Activity 4.9.1
8.3.1.17.2 Fault Movewnt 4.9.2

8.3.1.17.3 S-slsnIclty 4.9.3

8.3.2 REPOSITORY PROGRAM

8.3.2.1 Overview
8.3.2.1.1 Host Rock Envlronaent
8.3.2.1.2 Coupled Tests ..^ ^
8.3.2.1.3 Design Tests and Activities

8.3.2.1.4 Repository Modeling

8.3.2.2 Configuration of Underground Facilities (Postclosure) 1.11

8.3.2.2.1 Site Characteristics Heeded for Design 1.11.1

8.3.2.2.2 Waste Package Characteristics Heeded for Design 1.11.2

8.3.2.2.3 Underground Facility Orientation end Layout 1.11.3

8.3.2.2.4 Hater Usage Constraints 1.11.4

8.3.2.2.5 Excavation Methods for Construction 1.11.5

8.3.2.2.6 TherBomechanlcal Effects on Postclosure Design 1.11.6

8.3.2.2.7 Reference Postclosure Underground Designs 1.11.7

8.3.2.3 Repository Radiological Design Criteria 2.7

(Preclosure)
8.3.2.3.1 Site Information Heeded for Design 2.7.1

8.3.2.4 Hon-Rad1olog1cal Health and Safety <.2

8.3.2.4.1 Site Information Heeded for Design 4.Z.I

8.3.2.5 Technical Feasibility
^

*•}
,

8.3.2.5.1 Site and Performance Assessment Information «.4.l

Heeded for Design •

8.3.2.5.2 . Haste Package Information Heeded for Design 4.4.2

8.3.2.5.3 Plans for Repository Operations 4.4.3

8.3.2.5.4 Repository Design Requirements 4.4.«

8.3.215.5 Reference Preclosure Repository Design 4.«.5

'I'
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8.3.2.5.6 Rtqulrtd Equlpnent 4.4.6

6.3.2.5.7 Design Analyses 4.4.7

e.3.2.S.R Technology for Surface Facilities i 4.4.8

8.3.2.5.9 Technology for Underground Facilities 4.4.9

8.3.2.5.10 Technology for Seals Construction 4.4.10

8.3.3 ^EALS SYSTEMS

8.3.3.1 Overview
8.3.3.1.1 Seals Environment
8.3.3.1.2 Seals Components
8.3.3.1.3 Seals Design
8.3.3.1.4 Seals Modeling

8.3.3.2 -Shaft and Borehole Seals Characteristics 1.12

8.3.3.2.1 Infomatlon Needed for Seal Design ^*^m
8.3.3.2.2

-
Materials for Seals "^ 1.1272

8.3.3.2.3 Placement Methods 1.12.3

8.3.3.2.4 Reference Seal Designs 1.12.4

8.3.4 HASTE PACKAGE

8.3.4.1 Overview
8.3.4.1.1 Waste Package Environment

8.3.4.1.2 Waste Package Components
8.3.4.1.3 Waste Package Design

8.3.4.1.4 Waste Package Modeling

8.3.4.2 Waste Package Characteristics (Postdosure) 1.10

8.3.4.2.1 Design Information Needed 1.10.1

8.3.4.2.2 Reference Waste Package Designs 1.10.2

8.3.4.2.3 Emplacement Configuration 1.10.3

8.3.4.2.4 Near-Field Environment Description 1.10.4

8.3.4.3 Waste Package Containment (Preclosurc) 2.6

8.3.4.3.1 Waste Package Design Infomatlon 2.6.1

8.3.4.3.2 Waste Form Design Information 2.6.2

8.3.4.3.3 Waste Acceptance Specifications 2.6.3

8.3.4.4 Waste Package Production Technology (Preclosurc) 4.3

8.3.4.4.1 Technology for Fabrication/ 4.3.1
Closure/Inspection
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«.S.5 -PERFORHANCE ASSESSMEHT

8.3.5.1 Strattgy for Prtclosurc Ptrforaianct Assessacnt ^^

B.3.S.2 Waste RetHevablllty 2.4
•.3.S.2.1 Site and Design Informtlon Needed 2.4.1
8.3.5.2.2 Access to EmpUcenent boreholes 2.4.2
8.3. 5.2.3 Access to Haste Containers 2.4.3
8.3.5.2.4 Waste Removal 2.4.4
8.3.5.2.5 Delivery to Surface Facilities 2.4.5
8.3.5.2.6 Compliance with Retrieval Raqulrtnents 2.4.6

8.3.5.3 Radiological Eiposurts to Public 2.1
8.3.5.3.1 Site and Design Inforeiatlon Needed 2.1.1

8.3.5.4 Worker Radiological Safety - NorMi Conditions 2.2
8.3.5.4.1 Natural Radiological Envlroraient ^ 2.2.1

8.3.5.5 Accidental 8ad1o1og1ca1 Releases -2.3

8.3.5.6 ' HLF-Prcclosure Radiological Safety 2.5
8.3.5.6.1 Evaluation of Disqualifying Conditions 2.5.1

8.3.5.6.2 Evaluation of Qualifying Conditions of 2.5.2
Technical Guidelines

8.3.5.6.3 Evaluation of Qualifying Condition of 2.5.3
System Guidelines

8.3.5.7 HLF-Ease and Cost of Construction 4.1

8.3.5.7.1 Site Not Disqualified 4.1.1

8.3.5.7.2 Site Meets Qualifying Conditions of 4.1.2

Technical Guidelines

8.3.5.7.3 Site Meets Qualifying Condition of 4.1.3

System Guidelines

8.3.5.8 Strategy for Postclosurc Performance Assessment

8.3.5.9 Containment by Waste Package 1«4

8.3.5.9.1 Waste Package Design Features Needed 1.4.1

8.3.5.9.2 Material Properties of Containment Barrier 1.4.2

8.3.5.9.3 Scenarios and Models Needed 1.4.3

8.3.5.9.4 Containment Barrier Degradation 1.4.4

8.3.5.9.5 Time to Loss of Containment 1.4.5
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8.3.5.10 Englncertd Harrier Systtn Performance 1.5
8.3.5.10.1 Maste Package Design Features Needed i 1.5.1
8.3.5.10.2 Material Properties of Waste Form - 1.5.2
8.3.5.10.3 Scenarios and Models Needed 1.5.3
8.3.5.10.4 Release Kates from Engineered Barrier System 1.5.4
8.3.5.10.5 Release of Radionuclides from Haste Package 1.5.5

8.3.5.11 Plans to Assess Seal System Performance

8.3.5.12 Plans to Assess Groundwater Travel Time 1.6
8.3.5.12.1 Site Information Needed for Calculations 1.6.1
8.3.5.12.2 Ca1cu1at1ona1 Models to frcdict Groundwater 1.6.2

Travel Time
8.3.5.12.3 Identification of Paths 1.6.3
8.3.5.12.4 Pre-Vaste-Cmplacement Groundwater Travel Time 1.6.4

8.3.5.12.5 Disturbed Zone Boundary .^ 1.6.5_

8.3.5.13 Total Releases to Accessible Environment 1.1
8.3.5.13.1 Information Needed for Calculations 1.1.1

8.3.5.13.2 Potentially Significant Release Scenarios 1.1.2

8.3.5.13.3 Calculatlonal Models to Predict.Radionuclide 1.1.3
Releases

8.3.5.13.4 Determination of Radionuclide Releases 1.1.4

8.3.5.13.5 . Probabilistic Estimates 1.1.5

8.3.5.14 Individual Protection Requirements 1.2

8.3.5.15 Protection of Ground Water 1.3

8.3.5.16 Performance Confirmation 1.7

8.3.5.17 Evaluation of Site Against Siting Criteria 1.8

8.3.5.17.1 Evaluate Favorable Conditions 1.8.1

8.3.5.17.2 Evaluate Potentially Adverse Conditions 1.8.2

8.3.5.18 HLF-Postdosure 1.9

8.3.5.18.1 Evaluation of Disqualifying Conditions 1.9.1

8.3.5.18.2 Evaluation of Duallfying Conditions of 1.9.2

Technical Guidelines

8.3.5.18.3 Evaluation of Qualifying Condition of 1.9.3

System Guideline
8.3.5.18.4 ino.OOO-year Releases 1.9.4

8.3.5.19 Completed Analytical Techniques
8.3.5.19.1 Analytical Techniques

8.3.5.19.2 Data Required

8.3.5.19.3 Plans to Verify and Validate
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B.S.S.20 Techniques Riqulring Ocvilopnent
8.3.5.20.1 Analytical Ttchnlqucs ^
8.3.5.20.2 Data fttqulrtd -4
8.3.5.20.3 Plans to Verify end Validate

8.4 flMiS FOR SITE PREPARATION

8.4.1 Surface Preparation
8.4.2 Underground Test Facility

8.5 SCHEDULE

8.5.1 Site Characterization
8.5.2 Performance Assessnent
8.5.3 - Repository Design — —
8.5.4 Haste Package
8.5.5 ilajor Events
8.5.6 Schedules

8.6 QUALITT ASSURANCE

8.6.1 Summary
8.6.2 Regulatory Requlrenents for QA
6.6.3 QA Organization

8.6.4 Application of QA ,

8.6.4.1 Site Exploration /
8.6.4.2 Site Characterization QA
8.6.4.3 Repository 1 Waste Package QA

8.6.5 Administrative Procedures
8.6.6 Specific Areas

8.7 DECOMTAMINATION AND OECO^ISSIONING OF EXPLORATORY
SHAFT FACILITIES

8.7.1 Decontamination
8.7.2 Decommissioning
8.7.3 Mitigation
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8.3.S.20 Techniques Requiring Developtnent
6.3.5.20.1 Analytlcti Techniques
8.3.5.20.2 Oita Required
8.3.5.20.3 Plans to Verify and Validate

8.4

8.4.1
8.4.2

PLANS FOR SITE PREPARATION

Surface Preparation
Underground Test Facility

8.S

8.S.1
8.5.2
8.5.3
8.5.4
8.5.5
8.5.6

SCHEDULE

Site Characterization
Perforaiance Assessment
Repository Design
Vaste Package
*(aJor Events
Schedules

6.6 OUALUr ASSURANCE

8.6.1 Sunnary
8.6.2 Regulatory Requlreawnts for QA
8.6.3 QA Organization

8.6.4 Application of OA
8.6.4.1 Site Exploration
8.6.4.2 Site Characterization OA
8.6.4.3 Repository I Vaste Package QA

8.6.5 Administrative Procedures
8.6.6 Specific Artas

8.7

8.7.1
8.7.2
8.7.3

DECONTAMINATION AND DECOrWISSIONING OF EXPLORATORY
SHAFT FACILITIES

Decontamination
Deconnlsslonlng
Mitigation
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.*TAn OF NEVADA •oaoiT . loux

AGENCY FOR NUCLEAR PROJECTS
NUCLEAR WASTE PROJECT OFHCE

Capitol C*apta
CWMB Ctty. N«**tfa t»710

not) nV4744

MovtBber 14, 1966

Mr. Ben Ruschc, Dirtetor
Office of Civilian Radioactive
Waste Managenent

0.6. Departnent of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue
Washington, DC 20585

. — Deax Mr. Itusdiet — ^
In May 1986, Mr. Ralph Stein of your staff committed to the

States/Tribea to issue a report which outlines study plans for
field and laboratory activities on-going at the three sites
(Banford, Washington) Yucca Mountain* Nevada^ Deaf Smith County,
Texas) recomnended for site characterization. On June 5 2 wrote
Dr. Donald Vieth, Director - Nevada Waste Management Project
Office, informing him of the Ralph Stein commitment and urged him
not to initiate site characterization activitiea prior to the
State *a review of the Study plans. At the September Environmental
Coordinating Croup Meeting Ms. Carol Banlon of your staff stated
that the project study plans were in for Headquarters review and
should be ready for issuance to the States/Tribes prior to the end
of October.

It is now early November and no study plans have been
submitted to Nevada for its consideration. It is my understanding
on-going site characterization activities are continuing at the
Yucca Mountain site and in contractor's laboratories. It is
difficult for ne to understand why your office requires over six
months to generate a report based upon technical study plans which
project Quality Assurance Programs requires to be already in place
for on-going field and laboratory activities.

I request you advise b» as soon as possible as to why the
study plans have not been issued, the schedule for issuing the
plans, and why technical plans required by your Quality. Assurance
Program were not in-place for aite characterization activities on-
going after the May 26, 1966 decision. The lack of audi plans
questions the validity of the data for site characterization use.
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1 would b» plcMtd to discuss tbis anbjset «ith yon at any
tiM.

Sinctrsly,

Robert S. Loux
Ixteutivo Diroctor

ItSL/CAJ/sjc

eei Donald I. Viath, Oiractor
Nevada Nasta Nanageoant Project Office
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Department of Energy
Washington, DC 20585

aune 3, 19S7

INFORMATION LETTER

Subject: Draft Statement of Work for the Systems Engineering, Development and

Management Contractor for the Nuclear Waste Management System,

Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management, DOE Request for

Proposal (RFP) No. DE-RP01-«7RW00134

To: Potential Offerors/Respondents

The Department of Energy (DOE) plans to issue a competitive solicitation for the

acquisition of a Systems Engineering, Development and Management Contractor for

the Nuclear Waste Management System, Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste
Management (OCRWM). It is anticipated that this requirement will result in a

cost-plus-award-fee Management and Operating contract with Letter of Credit

financing provisions. The projected period of performance may include an initial

10-year term, with potential 3-year extensions thereafter.

The DOE wishes to attract industry's highest level of technical and managerial

expertise through competition to satisfy this critical requirement. Due to the

complex and multifaceted nature of this requirement, the Department is inviting

public comments on the enclosed Draft Statement of Work. Those wishing to submit

written comments should send them to the following address:

U.S. Department of Energy
ATTN: Document Control Specialist, DE-RP01-87RW0013*
Office of Procurement Operations
P.O. Box 2500
Washington, D.C. 20013

All comments must be received no later than 3une 23, 1987, in order for the

Department to take them into its consideration prior to solicitation release.

Finally, all interested parties are invited to attend the Presolicitation Conference

for this requirement scheduled on Tuesday, June 16, 1987, at the Department of

Commerce Main Auditorium, Herbert C. Hoover Building, l*th Street &
Constitution Avenue, NW, Washington, D.C Registration will begin at 8:00 a.m.,

and the Conference will be conducted from 9:00 a.m. until 12:30 p.m. (local time).
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In conclusion, the objectives of the Department of Energy are to encourage the

highest level of competition and select the best qualified contractor with the

requisite technical, business, and financial expertise to assume systems engineering,

development, and management responsibilities for the Office of Civilian

Radioactive Waste Management's Nuclear Waste Management System. DOE looks

forward to a strong response from industry on this solicitation.

Aletatgeland <

Procurement Member
Source Evaluation Board

Enclosure
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DRAFT

STATE?CWT OF WORK

FOR THE

U. S. DEPARTIJEHT OF EHERGY

OFFICE OF CIVILIAH RADIOACTIVE WASTE tlAHAGEMEUT

SYSTB1S EMGIHEERIMG, DEVELOPIIEIIT, & flAIlAGEMEMT CONTRACTOR

FOR THE HUCI.EAR UASTE flAl'GO-IElIT SYSTOl

June 3, 1987

DRAFT
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STATEiiEMT OF WORK

COIITEIITS

I. IMTROOUCTIOi!

A. PROGRAtI SUIIMARY

B. WORKSCOPE SUmARY

C. STATEMENT OF WORK ORGAHIZATIOM

II. PROGRAfI flAIIAGE.'lEMT. ORGANIZATION. AND SCHEDULE

A. PROGRA/l MAflAGEflE.'JT AND ORGAIIIZATIOII

1. Progran flanaganont Plans And Procedurss
2. Progran Organizational Responsibilities

a. Departnent of Energy - Headquarters
0. Systems Engineering, Devslopnent, and ilanagenent

Contractor
c. First Repository Project Offices
d. rionitored Retrievable Storage Project Office-
e. Other DOE Operations Offices
f. Contractors Perforaing Other OCRU;i '.ior'cscope

B. PROGRAfl SCHEDULE

III. DESCRIPTION OF UOR.K

A. INTRODUCTIOM

3. OFFICE OF CIVILIAN RADIOACTIVE '..'ASTE MANAGE-EfiT PROG.RA:;
WORK 3REAXD0WN STRUCTURE

C. 'WORKSCOPE DESCRIPTION BY WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE ELE.'iEMT

1. Mined Geologic Disposal Systen

a. First Repository
b. Second Repository

2. Federal Interim Storage
3. Monitored Retrievable Storage
4. Transportation
5- Research and Development
6. Progran Managenent
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IV. r!A!iAG£;i£!lT COIIT-:iOL SYSTEfl

A. OVERVIEU OF (lAMAGEMEUT COtlTROL SYSTEM REQUIREHEIITS

B. PROJECT MANAGEIIEMT CONTROL SYSTEM

1. Project Managament Functions
2. Project flinagenent System Requirements
3. Project Management Plan

C. TECHNICAL CONTROL SYSTEM

1. Systens Engineering tianagenent Plan

2. Work Plans

D. QUALITY ASSURANCE

1. Quality Assurance Functions
2. Quality Assurance Requirsnonts
3. Quality Assurance Plan

E. MANAGEMENT CONTROL SYSTEM PROCEDURES

V. TRANSITION PERIOD

A. SUMMARY OF TRANSITION PERIOD

B. TRANSITION PLAN

C. AUTHORIZATION TO PERFORM TECHNICAL WORK

D. TRANSITION OF WORK TO THE SYSTEMS ENGINEERING, DEVELOPMENT, AND
MANAGEMENT CONTRACTOR

1. Status Of €xi sting Contracts
2. Transition Of Wor'< To The Systens Engineerino, Oeveloonent, And

Management Contractor

E. TRANSITION OF SYSTEfIS ENGINEERING, DEVELOPMENT, AND MANACE"EflT
CONTRACTOR WORK TO MRS CONTRACTOR

APPENDICES

A. ACRONYMS

B. REFERENCES

C. MAJOR DELIVERABLES

ii
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I. ii;tp.oductio;j

A. PROGRAM SUniARY

The Oepartnent of Energy (DOE), through its Office of Civilian Radioactive;

Wasta Managenent (OCRViH), is responsible for inplenenting the fluclear Waste

Policy Act (MUPA) of 1982 (Public Law 97-425). This responsibility includes

the devalopnont of a Nuclear Uaste Managsnent Systan for tho ultinato disposal

of high-lev?! radioactive waste and spent fuel in a nanner t.lat is.

environnentally acceptaole and protects the public nealth a,ic safot/. This

r;ucl?ar Uaste llanagenent Systen includes the geologic reposi tori :s,

transportation systens, and prs-enolacenent (e.g., spent fuel rod

consolidation), packaging and storage capaoilities that' nay be ror.uir'^d.

3. W0R;<SC0PE SUftlARY

This Statement of Wor!< (SOW) has been prepared for tne Systens Engineering,

Developnent, and nanagenent (SEDfl) contract for the lluclear Waste Managenent

Systen. The SEDfl Contractor (hereinafter referred to as "Contractor") is

responsible for design and analysis of the fluclear ',;aste llanagenent S/steri to

ensure that the systen is optimized and that the interfaces beti;ean ti: s/3'.:;.-i

elenents are clearly specified and controlled, including transportation

considerations. The Contractor is also assigned specific responsibilities to

ensure that the first repository candidate sites are characterized and that

the selected site is engineered and developed through receipt of an tIRC

Construction Authorization. The Contractor v/ill provide the strategy options,

leadership, and resources to assist DOE in obtaining the iluclear ".,?gulatory

Connission (MRC) licenses. 3eyond receipt of the Construction AutnorizatioT

for tlio repository, tho Contractor is required to perfon Title III llesigr. '.-C

Inspection and to support DOE and the selected repository operator in

obtaining the license to operate the first repository and in preparing fzr

acceptance testing and operations. A prinary aspect of tho Contractor's

responsibilities is to ensure that all worl< is conducted in a structured anc!

systenatic manner that neets the technical, schedule, cost, safety,

environnantal , quality and interface requirements and that it neets the

regulatory requirements of the MRC and Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).

The Contractor is assigned responsibilities for the second repository in areas

such as integrating second repository requirements with the other elements of

the Muclear Waste flanagement System and assisting second repository progran
participants to comply with the MWPA and ensure techniques, strategy ootions,

design concepts, and plaps developed for the first repository are utilized
where appropriate and that lessons learned on the first respository are

incorporated into second repository planning and inplonentation.

Snoulc OOE receive Congressional approval for the construction of •; "onitorod
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^otriovaolo Storars (HHS) facility as part of tho tlucl^ar l/ast? "ana<:3"i.it

S/3t'2n, Mo Contractor will be roquir^d to provid? riosic;n ano licansinn
sarviCDS for the IIRS. Th3 Contractor will provide tlie design and licensing
services unless and until DOE ina'ces a decision to transfer detailed design,

construction, and operation of the MRS to a separate requirement to be

competed. Tns Contractor v/ould be required to assist in the transition of tnat

v/orkscope to the otlier contractor. In any event, the Contractor \/ill continue
to retain the integration function of the MRS into the overall fiuclear Uasto

Management System.

The Contractor's responsibilities include integrating the v/ork of various

program participants, such as national laboratories, other Federal agencies,

and DOE prime contractors conducting work in support of the program. An

important aspect of the Contractor's activities is assisting OOE in its

interaction with affected States and Indian Tribes to ensure thot t:ij

consultation and cooperation required by t.ie Act for its successful

implementation is achieved. All responsibilities assigned to t.'i? Contractor
ara subject to program authorization and technical direction by OCRUil.

c. stateme;it of uor:< orcanizatioii

Following Statement of Work Section I, Introduction, are four additional

Sections and three Appendices:

6 Section II provides background information on management of the OCiT..'''

Program, inclubing anticipated organizational roles when tne Contrvcior

is performing OCRUM v/ork. Also included In Section II is an ov^rvi'.;

of the OCRWfl Program schedule.

Section III describes workscope to be performed by tlie Contractor witi

the exception of workscope related to management control system

functions. The description of workscope In this section is organized

under the OCRWM Work Breakdown Structure (UBS).

Section IV d3scribes functions and requirements of lanagenent control

systems for the SEOM Contract.

Section V describes activities during the transition phase whu'n the

Contractor is required to prepare for Initiation of contract worxscooe.
Section V also outlines the requirements and process for receipt of DOE
authorization to begin technical workscope.

Appendix A contains acronyms used In this Statement of Work.

Appendix B Identifies the references cited In this Statement of Work.

Unless otherwise Indicated, all citations to "Reference" herein refer

to Appendix B.
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App3n(iix C contain: a listing of najor d3l iv3ra:3l es to bo co'iplotici bv
the Contractor.
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II. PROCP.An flA.'IAr.Er.EMT, ORGA:iIZATIOtl. M'.d SCHoDUL!

This Section provides background inforr.iation on nanagenent of th3 OCi^Wi;

Program, including anticipated organizational rolos in relation to tlie

Contractor perfoming OCRUM v^ork. Also included in this Section is an

overview of tie Progran schedule.

A. PROGRAM MAtiAGEMEIJT AMD ORGANIZATION

The Progran Management System Manual (Reference 1) describes the overall

policies and systems for managing the OCP.Uli Program. In addition to the

Progran Managonont System Manual, the Contractor v;ill be required to conoly

•jith applicaole OOE Orders and nanagemont policies and nrocecures.

1, Program Management Plans and Procedures

3ased on the Program Management System Manual and DOE Orders, OCP.i.'M la-:

developed implementing plans and procedures for management of OCRWM

Program activities. The key DOE Orders and OCR'./H documents necessary f:r

development of the Contractor management control system are referoncoc I'l

this SOW. The OCRWM management control system requires preparation of

oaselinos and control of v/or'< in accordance with oaselines. Parts of tie

OCRWM managenent system related to licensing contain a feature that

quality-affecting v;oric must be conducted in accordance uitn approved

procedures by qualified and trained personnel and must be properly

documented. The term quality-affecting refers in general to the quality

of items important to safety or important to waste isolation.

It is anticipated that the 0CRW1 Program Management System Manual and sono

of the referenced OCRUM documents will be updated by OOE to reflect the

new program organization as the Contractor begins work.

2. Program Organizational Responsibilities

Appendix A of the Program Management System Manual lists the overall

program organizational responsibilities for the DOE-Headquarters (HQ)

OCRWM Offices, OOE Operations Offices and Project Offices, and other DOE

Offices that support OCRWM. Although Appendix A of the Program Management

System Manual as curreTitly written does not reflect the decision to

utilize a SEDM Contractor, it is useful in understanding total program

organizational interactions.

The following subsections summarize the anticipated Program organizational

responsibilities which will exist when the Contractor begins work. It

should be noted that the following subsections are not intended to

summarize responsibilities to perform program v;orkscope as these

responsioil ities are defined elsewhere in this SOW. The following

subsections are generally focused on interactions bet./een orranizatiois

and ar3 included in the SOW in order to provide a more comprehensive
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understanding of tli9 extant of capabilities rjpuir^d to oerfom '/or<scoo3

in tnis contract, riouros II. I and II. 2 illustrate tio current prorra,-i

ornanizatlon and the planned organization with tlie Contractor in place.

a. OOE-HQ Organizational Responsibilities

DOE-HQ will continue to perform the managenent functions described in

Appendix A of the Program flanagenent System Manual and will also be

assigned responsibility for nanaging the Contractor. Some of the

DOE-HQ staff will be assigned to wor'x closely with the Contractor and it

1s anticipated that they will be co-located with the Contractor.

As a ninlmun, OOE-HQ Is anticipated to have the following
responsibilities:

1) Ensure tiiat the requir^nents of tiie fil.'PA are net.

2) fianage SEDM contract and other DOE-HQ prime contractors.

2) Establish overall Prograr requirements including those for project
management, technical control, quality control, liconsing, and
institutional activities. Approve inplenenting plans ?rs;)irs(l jy
Program participants and conduct reviews, audits, surveillances, and

assessments to ensure Program participant compliance with
requirements.

4) Approve cost, schedule, and technical baselines and cnan^es prooo^ec;

by the Contractor and other Program participants.

5) Assign workscope and provide budget baseline guidance and direction
to all Program participants.

6) As licensee for repositories and flRS if approved, subnit license
applications to MRC and provide overall assurance tiut lic2-isi:uj

requirements are net.

7) Serve as point of contact witn Congress, ilRC, and other reUer-;!

agencies.

b. SEDM Contractor Organizational Responsibilities

Perfom work as assigned by this SOW and OOE-HQ direction. As a minimum,
it Is expected that the Contractor will establish an office to conduct
v/or'< in the Washington D.C. metropolitan area, and site offices at each of
the three candidate first repository sites, in addition to any centnl
v/or'< office the Contractor would utilize that is not located at one of
those four locations. If the MRS is authorized by Congress, and the
Contractor provides MRS design and licensing services, it is expected that
the Contractor will establish a site office at the tIRS site.

In doing so, tnj Contractor is required to interact \/ith other Pro^ran
participants as follo\/s:
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1) ContractuJl ly ana tachnically rsjort to orii-MQ.

2) Consistjnt wit.i DOZ-aporovad ':asslines and as rocuired to "D.icu^t

work or execute assigned responsibilities, provide technical, scliedal?,

and budget direction to contractors oerforning v/or< on the first

repository. Direction (within estaolisned baselines) will ->e provided

to contractors, and the SEDI1 site offices, v/ith parallel information

provided to the DOE Project Offices v/ith the exception of direction

provided to DOE national laboratories or other Federal agencies, which

must pass through the Project Office to the national laboratory or otner

Federal agency. Direction proposed by the Contractor that is outside of

the established baseline requires OCRV/fl approval of a baseline

change prior to inplenentation. Subnit first repository deliverables

required ':iy tnis SOW and DOE-HQ direction to DOE-MQ.

3) For MPS Project v/or<scope, suomit deliverables t: :nd i-nl2,nent

direction transnitted "oy the DOE riRS Project Office.

4) "or nuclear l.'aste I'.anagenent Systerj design and integrati oi, suj"i;

deliverables to DOE-HQ and inplenent DOE-HQ direction. Recuest input

from prograp participants in perfoming tluclear Waste System studies i-^c.

evaluations. Coordinate reconmendod changes to the CCRWil Mucl ear '..'nste

Management System baseline and interfaces with all potentially affected

program participants. Ensure that all program participants are pron:itly

notified of all changes to the baseline and interfaces and are wor'cinn

to the apnroved baseline and interfaces.

5) For transportation-related workscope, inplenent direction from

DOE-HQ and submit evaluations and studies to then for approval.

Coordinate evaluations of proposed transportation baseline changes with

the appropriate organizations responsible for transoortation

subelenents. Ensure that all organizations with tran'-joortation

interfaces or responsibilities are pronotly notifief". of all :'!an':'?s to

the baseline and are working to tne aporoved oaseline.

6) In support of DOE-HQ, conduct quality -assurance reviews, asiessrent:,

audits, and surveillances of participants in order to ensure that otiier

Program contractor deliverables are adequate. Reconnend^'ions oy tne

Contractor regarding the need for corrective action in tne wor'< of otner

contractors must be provided for implementation to the DOE office that

manages the contractor.

7) Provide OCRUfl-approved program technical and schedule baseline
Information to the second repository program participant:, and other DOE

field organizations managing contractor activities tnat '.re OCP.'.'il

Program activities but neither assumed by the Contr-'.jtor nor part of

specific project activities.

0) As directed by DOE-HQ, assist DOE in interactions with M".:, otner

Federal agencies, affected States and Indian Tribes, a.ic' f-e ouoli:.
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;. First :^2positor/ Proj.^ct Offices Organizational f.asoo isi jil iti:)S

The salt, basalt, and tuff OOE Projsct Offices will nanage activities

rer.iaining with existing contractors consistent with basal inos aporoved oy

OOE-HQ. For work perforned by Projact Office contractors under '.JIS

elanants assigned to the Contractor, uor'< will also be nanaged consistent

with technical, schedule, and budget requirenents established by the

Contractor. Proposed budgets prepared by the first reoository Project

Offices will be submitted to DOE-HQ and will be consistent witli technical,

schedule, and budget direction established by the Contractor. Technical,

schedule, and budget direction provided to Project Office contractors '.nil

be reviewed by the Project Offices to ensure consistency \;ith contracts,

approved baselines, and the budget provided by OOE-HQ. The repository

Project Offices will be required to revise their .-.anacenent systems

consistent '.;i t.i the ny.i progran organization and to supoort t.ie

transition of worx fron their contractors to the Contractor, as

appropriate.

d. :iP>S Project Office Organizational Responsioil iti es

If the MRS is approved by Congress, the 'ARS Project Office will nanage

activities consistent with baselines approved by OOE-llQ. The "I^C

Project Office will establish requirenents for MRS design and licensing

and will provide these requirements to- the Contractor. The ."iRS Project

Office will continue to bo responsible for MRS project naMageTient

including development of the overall project schedule with input fr:n

the Contractor.

e. Other OOE Operations Offices Organizational Responsibilities

The second repository program field organization, and the DOE field

organizations nanaging contractor activities that ar^ not assu.iec yj t:ie

Contractor will continue to receive budget and technical direction fren

OOE-llQ. The Contractor and tnese field organizations and tiieir

contractors will exchange OCRUM approved progr.n technical a.ic sciiedul:-

baseline information to ensure proper integration of all CZ?.V>\'. orogr-;-.

activities.

f. Contractors Performing Other OCRWM Uor'<scope Organizational

Responsibilities

Based on DOE-HQ direction, DOE Contracting Officers will on a case-oy-cas:

basis revise workscoPe and responsibilities of existing contractors

performing OCRWM v/orkscope. The anticipated transition of

responsibilities is summarized in Section V. There is no anticipated

change in assignment of management of contracts fro;i one DOE office to

another.

3. PROCRAft SCHEDULE

A Draft Jiission Plan Amendment (Reference 2) has jeen sub.r.itted to States,
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affected Indian Tribes, jnd Federal a^sncias for tiiair reviev/ pri^r to

transnittal to Congress. T.to Draft llission Pla.i Ansnd.nant cont.-ins a su-rury

report on progress to date in tine OCR'.jM Program and draft nilestonas oroposad

by DOE for conducting the remainder of t;ie Progran.

Tne schedule for the first repository from the Draft tiission Plan Anendnent is

shown in Table II.l. Mote that the "current" schedule shown is a proposed

revision to the June 1985 Mission Plan and is subject to change based on

Congressional feedback.

The key nilestones listed on the Table were developed using input fron each

first repository project office. The schedule renains aggressive and

success-oriented. Important assunptions v/hich if changed could inpact thes2

nilestones are included in the Draft Mission Plan /Viendnent.

The key nilestones for tlie MRS Project are shown in Table II. 2. Tin's

scnedule, based on the ;1RS Subnission to Congress (Reference 3), is sno.;.i in

tems of nonths after Congressional authorization.

Tlie <2y nilestones for tne Transportatii.i Program Ar-i s.iown in Tiolo 11.2. \

The Transportation Progran schedule, based on the Draft riission Plan

Ariendnent, Is designed to have an adequate operational transportation syst3ri

available when required to serve the Huclear Waste Managenent System.
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TABLE II.

1

Schedule for Ch« first repository*

Milestone

Current
schedule

198S Mission
Plan schedule

Stert of exploretory-
shAft construction

Tuff
Basalt
Salt

Start of in-situ testing
Tuff
Basalt
Salt

End of site characterization*
Tuff
Basalt
Salt

Draft environmental impact
stateoient

Final environoiental iopact
atateaent

Subaittal of the site-selection
report to the President

Submittal of the license
application to the Nuclear
Regulatory Connission

Receipt of a conatruction
authorization froa the
Nuclear Regulatory Coaalaaioo

Start of conatruction

Start of phase 1 operation*

Start of phase 2 operations

Second quarter 1988
Third quarter 1988
Fourth quarter 1989

Fourth quarter 1989
First quarter 1992
Fourth quarter 1991

First quarter 1992
First quarter 1993
First quarter 1993

Fourth quarter 1993

Fourth quarter 1994

Fourth quarter 199A

First quarter 199S

First quarter 1998

Flrat quarter 1998

First quarter 2003

Second quarter 2006

Third quarter 1986
Third quarter 1986
Third quarter 1987

Third quarter 1988
Fourth quarter 1988
Second quarter 1989

Third quarter 1989
Third quarter 1989
Third quarter 1989

Third quarter 1990

Fourth quarter 1990

First quarter 1991

Second quarter 1991

Third quarter 1993

Third quarter 1993

First quarter 1998

First quarter 2001

'The schedule is given in calendar-year quarters.

End of the testing necessary for the selection of the repository site and
the preparation of the draft enviroqaental iapact stateoient.

SOURCE: Reference 2
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TABLE II.

2

MRS FACILITY PROJECT SCHEDULE

MILESTONE CURRENT SCHEDULE

Congressional approval

Start design 7 months

Complete license application design 26 months

Complete safety analysis report 27 months

Complete environmental documentation 29 months

Submit license application to NRC 30 months

Receive NRC license 59 months

Begin site preparation 59 months

Complete construction 110 months

Complete operational demonstration 123 months

*Start facility operations 123 months

Start full-scale operations 138 months

The shipment of spent fuel to the MRS is contingent upon

receipt of a Construction Authorization for the first
repository. According to the revised first repository
schedule in the Draft Mission Plan Amendment, such auth-
orization is expected by the first quarter of 1998.
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TABLE 11.

3

TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM SCHEDULE

MILESTONE CURRENT SCHEDULE*

Award first cask developmeac Third quarter 1987
contract (from-reactor cask)

Issue transportation system require- Fourth quarter 1987
mencs and description document

Issue draft comprehensive trans- Third quarter 1988
portatlon plan

Complete management configuration Third quarter 1988
study

Complete final cask designs Second quarter 1990

Initiate conceptual design for 1990
cask maintenance facility

Issue operating plan 1990

Cask prototypes available 1994

Initiate acquisition of service 1994
contractor for operations

Begin cask fleet fabrication 1996

Begin construction of cask mainten- 1996
ance facility

Begin operations 1998

*The schedule is given in calendar-year quarters.
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III. DcSCRIPTIOII OF \',Q?:.<

A. INTRODUCTIOn

This Section describes the workscope to be performed by the Contractor with

the exception of workscope related to managenent control systen functions.

Management control system functions and roquirements are in Section IV,

Specific direction will be provided by DOE.

B. OFFICE OF CIVILIAN RADIOACTIVE WASTE flA/lAGEMENT PROGRAM WORK 3REA:<D0U(1

STRUCTURE

Th2 description of v;or'<scop3 in Section III.C is organized undsr t.13 OZPM'.'.

Uork Breakdown Structure (ii3S). (A -./ork breakdov/n structure is a fomalizoc

iTiethoii for suDdividing activities into nanageablo segoents and defining 3^:.)

of tnese so that wor:< can be planned, scheduled, costed, and executed. For

nore information on OOE use of work brea'idoun structures, see Reference ").

For tne purpose of completeness in providing a conpre^iensive ceseriotion :f

ScDM Contract workscope. Section III.C includes the entire top level OCi^.'.-ii

W3S. Where there is no Contractor v;orkscope under a W3S element, Section

III.C states that the Contractor is not responsible for that W3S elenent.

Figure III.l shows the OCR'./tl top-level WBS (Reference 1). Level of the '.I5S

is the end product, which, for the Progran, is the Muclear l.'aste Managenent

Systen. Level 1 consists of the four systen elenents as well as researcn anc

developnent activities and Progran nanagenent. The systen elensnts are t,ie

Mined Geologic Disposal systen (1.0.0); Federal interim storage (2.0.0);

Monitored Retrievable Storage (3.0.0) which has been proposed to Congress; and

transportation (4.0.0). Level 2, currently only used in the repository

progran, identifies the host rocks: basalt (1.1.0), tuff (1.2.0), salt

(1.3.0), and crystalline rock (1.4.0). Note that since the May, 198G OOE

announcement to defer the second repository siting progran, the "crystalline

rock" activity (1.4.0) is now referred to as the "repository technolo-y

develop.-nent" progran. Frequently in this SOU, a designation su:;i as 1.X.3Z

will be used where the X denotes that work for all tiiree first resposittsry

candidate sites is included.

For the repository progran WBS elements, a Work Breakdown Structure Oictionary

(Reference 5) was issued by the Office of Geologic Repositories (OGP>) for use

by all repository progranv*partici pants during the repository developnent and

evaluation phase. This WBS Dictionary defines levels three and four of t,ie

repository WBS.

C. WORKSCOPE DESCRIPTION BY WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE ELEMENT

The Contractor has the responsibility to ensure that all work is conducted in

a structured, systenatic, and controlled manner that meets the regulatory

requirements of the NRC and the EPA; DOE requirements for environmental
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jrotactioii, saf3t/,' anc; iisalth; OCR'.;;', quality rscuiron^nts; ir.d t^c.imcal,

scnoc'ulo, arm :ost basal in»s. Th3 Contractor shall also assist DOZ in

^isuri-'n tnt •-13 rsquinnsnts of t.io '.''.i?^ ar'3 '^'t.

It is 311*1 :i?at,^c; tliat Contractor interactions v.-itii othor Prograri participants

will occur a- lescrijed in Se'-tion II. Specific agresnsnts on th3S3

intarict i ; ;s will O: -ostaol isn -i in the Contractor Project ilanagenent Plan,

Systans Engineering (lanagenent ''Ian, and Quality \ssurance Pl:\n, all of v;hich

are approved oy lOE-HQ.

1. MIIIED CEOLOCIC DISPOSAL SYSTEM (IICDS)

a. First Repository

l.'or'<scope described in this elensnt of the OCRt.'M '..'3S appliss tt] all threa

candidat:; first r3pository sites (Deaf Si.iitii, T3xas - salt nost ro::c; Yucca

.';ou.itain, '/i^'Jiiii - tuff .lost roc'<; and Hanford, '..'ashington - jasalt hist

roc.<). Where applicable, worxscope deliverables s,;acific to any of t;i3

individual sites are identified on tne list of .-riajor contract dolivcrablos

(Appen^iix C).

Although DOE will be the licensee for the first repository and therefore has

the ultinate responsibility to ensure that IIRC licensing requirements are "et,

the Contractor shall ensure that all deliverables prepared by the Contractor

and other contractors will meet MRC licensing requirenents during site

characterization, design through Title III, and \icensing processes. The

Contractor shall also provide licensing support a's required to DOE and the

first repository operating contractor in preparing for an operating license.

For field-related site characterization work, such as surfaco-based oorehole

drilling and testing, geophysical testing, rock mechanics, in-situ testing,

waste package environnental testing and for field-related environnental and

socioecoi- ^i'. '/'•'', the C^'ntr'actor shall interact with and utilize existing

project contractors. Tns Contractor will identify plans and data requirements

in conjunction with DOE. The project contractors will oreoar3 inol^nenti-!-

olans ^.^'i -,,.^^-,. J, - -
_ ^3'i 'r-'.-o/r^noct the data, oerforn 'n-jl ini-iory ar,-. I'/s'.'S

'(i.3., -I-'' • iii'i'L/ -1 • ! iita, ?'/al-'/'r-! '' .i.,-a:.!i'. citi requireneits

and Study plans, and draw preliminary conclusions!, provide data reports to

tne Contractor, and provide support as requested by the Contractor in data
int3rpretation and perfomance and design analyses that utilize the data. Th?

Contractor will utilize the data in design of the repository and in

perfomance analyses to reach conclusions for each of the individual sites on

comparisons to siting criteria.

The Contractor is also responsible for ths conduct of other work tnat is not
field-related site characterization work, such as v/aste fom testing; waste
package materials interaction testing; waste package design and development;
repository equipment, instrumentation, and seal materials development and
testing; and repository and seals design. The Contractor shall utilize, to

the extent that it is effective and efficient, the existing cadre of Program
participciits sucn ^s tne DOE national laooratories, other DOE laboratories and
onera^.i.i'- • ft- >.-. • :".'-v F:''iM'3l agencies to '•arry out tne wore or
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assist in O'3rfonianc3 of wor'c. This osDicidHy applies to t3s:ing 3:tiviti:3

uh2ro facilities, squip.isnt, and trainee! st?ff aro availajlo or :an J} -ic^

.ivailable and to activities related to nur;erical nocelinc a.id perf arr,ai:e

analyses. In uor/. planning, t.-ie Contractor will consider existing DOE

contractor capabilities that are or can oe nada available. In reviewing and

approving wor< plans and other planning, DOE-HQ will nave the ultinate

authority to naka wor'< assignnents.

Wor!<scope for first repository flined Geologic Disposal System is as follows:

I.X.OIOO MCOS Systens

The Contractor will be responsible for performing fIGDS systens workscope

including:

1) tlanagenent and Integration

- Provide overall nanagenent of the systens activities incUidin;;

olanning, scheduling, oudneting, and reporting,

- Provide for interaction and coordination with other OCRUM participants

in the systens area.

2) Systens Engineering

- Serve as secretary to the OCR Change Control Soard (CC3) (Reference j)

and nalntain its records. Provide current systen baseline infomation tc

Progran participants.

- Review the existing MODS Generic Requlrancnts Docunent (Reference 7).

Provide, for OOE approval, recomendations for changes to the Generic

Requirenents Document as necessary to control the overall :iCDS technical

baseline, flaintain the Generic Rdcuirenents docunent as the overall i;riO£

technical baseline. Evaluate proposals far changes to the Generic

Requirements Docunent and other technical baseline docunents end su^jnit

recormandations to the OGR Change Control Board.

- Review the existing site-specific systen rsquirenents documents and

systen description docunents for each candidate repository in tens of

consistency with the MGDS Generic Requirements , adequacy for design, and

appropriate identification and control of Interfaces. Maice cnanges as

necessary and nalntain the site-specific systen requirenents docunents

and system description docunents consistent with the SEDtl Systems

Engineering Management Plan (SEdP) (see Section IV. C.) and the MCDS

Generic Requirenents Document.

". - Provide analyses of technical issues that affect the mined geologic
' disposal systen and other 0CRWI1 systen elements interfacing \;ith the

repository.
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- Porforn ris< assassnents, systsn optinization stucios ^id 11^1/533 zf

cost ana sc:ieciule ripacts. T'n3 Contractor snail 3n3'jr:; t.ut ac3Cw.at2

systeii stuaies addressing t.io rational? for orogrin r3qijir:2'-:3nts and

trads off studios rolativs to the inpl er.ientation of acti-..-.s to ad^r^ss

t;ie roquirensnts ars planned, conducted and docunented at t.-o aportpri''

tinos to support the program schedule. Reconnend actions concerning

progran costs and schedule.

- Evaluate existing aodel s and develop nev/ nodel s (as ne^i^d) and

estioates for the life-cycle costs of the repository systen eli'-ent.

- Develop, maintain and operate the program's Configuration Managcnent

Systen consistent with requirements in the SEMP. Conduct conf iguratinn

audits and develop interface controls throughout the program.

3) Tecnnical Data 3ase Managonent

- Estaolish (as neoded) and maintain tecnnical data j2S3 -i-^jgo -nt

systems for use in evaluating waste isolation syste" ?irfzr'.:i':zi,

including activities necessary to ensur? dat: docu-:o:itition, tr3::-.-n 1 i

and control. Provide for access to the data base syst3:n oy outside

agencies.

- Incorporate existing data into the data base nanagenent systen through

assistance from each candidate repository site and incorporate now data

into the system.

4) ;iGOS Total System Performance Assessment

- Consistent with regulatory requirements for ove-all waste isolation,

conduct performance assessments and develop performance allocation

utilizing input fron v«ste paclcage, site and repository performance

assessment activities. Conduct and manage pre-closur:; safety

analyses of the overall repository waste isolation system.

- Develop (as needed), verify, validate, oencnr.arx, yid '-^rru.^oit ::cs

for assessing the overall \;aste isolation performance. Ic;-'.'f/ 3tc

prioritize data requirements for the total perfomanc; 333:!3sno'^t of :

repository system element.

1.X.0200 Waste Package

Nuclear Waste Managensnt Systen. The activities to be performed oy t.;

Contractor include, but are not United to, the following:

1) nanagenent and Integration

- P'rovide management of waste pac:<age activities inoluciig :Jl3-."i-g,
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sc.'ioduling, budgeting, controlling, and rsporting.

- Using input fron eacn of tii5 three candidate rspository sites, provic.'

overall v;aste pac'oge planning and prepar? a strategy and sc.iedulo for

waste pac!<ag3 activities for each site.

- Provide for interaction and coordination with other OCRUfi progran

participants on waste package activities.

- Provide technical expertise in naterial sciences, chenistry,

engineering, and other disciplines as required to evaluate and inplenant

the waste package strategies of each site in meeting regulatory

requirements. Assist DOE by obtaining consultants and outside technical

expertise for specialized technical reviews and peer revis'./s.

- Provide study plans for tne technical direction of participant; t:

inplenent necessary site characterization activitias ir. i.n variD'js

v/aste package disciplines listed aoove.

2) and 3) '..'aste Package environment and l-'aste "om ana ."Idtori.?!; j-izziiiz

- Provide technical direction to each project in terns of identifying

test data needs in the characterization of the waste package environnent

under both anticipated and unanticipated conditions.

- Evaluate adequacy of each project's \/aste package environnent test

plans and procedures in providing data for waste package design arid

licensing analyses.

- Develop and inplenent test plans related to the following waste fom
and materials testing areas utilizing project Input:

a. behavior and radionuclide release rates and mechanisms for spent

fuel, commercial high-level waste, and other waste foms.

b. oenavior and corrosion rates and corrosion n^clianisus sf t.ii ..ast?

container and its interaction with the surrounding environnent.

c. behavior of packing materials and host rocx.

- Implementation and evaluations of test plans shall take into account

that existing facilities engaged in current testing or ot!ter DOE

facilities which can be made available are to oe given consideration for

any testing activltie*.

- Evaluate existing mathematical models and plans for developinr new

models required to characterize the waste fom and \;aste package

environment at each site, and analyze waste package behavior.

Provide rsconmendations to DOE on the need for development of new models,

tlie contractor vvhich should develop each model, and the schedule for

model development. Ensure that all mathematical models have oeen

oenchmarked and are documented and controlled.
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- utilizing t3st data, porfom analysos with nodels or pnvidi tacni:.!!
di Taction to others to perfon:i analyses i/itli nod3l s to provic3 d.ita for

waste package perforrjancs asssssnent.

- Provide assistance to OOE in managing the waste acraptance process
(Reference 8) for high-level waste (HLW). Provide reconnendations for

updating existing HLW acceptance specifications and develop for OOE
approval new HLW waste acceptance specifications for future HLU'

producers. Ensure such specifications reflect both repository
requirements as well as other OCRWfl system requirements, such as
transportation. Evaluate waste acceptance compliance plans and waste
qualification reports prepared by HLW producers. Coordinate waste
acceptance issues with HLW producers.

4) Design, Fabrication, and Prototype Testing

- For each site, r2vie\/ the waste paclcage site characterization plan
(SCP) conceptual design, all waste package design studios p^rfornod
subsequent to completion of tho SC? conceptual design, and /.isto -)>':<..-:

system raquirenents documents. 3ased on revie\/s, identify additional

'

studies that should be performed prior to or during Advanced Conceptual
Design and recommend changes, if necessary, to the site-specific systan
requirements or subsystem design requirements documents.

- Maintain the waste package subsystem design requirements documents
consistent with the site-specific systen requirements Gocur:ent ind tha
I1G0S Generic Requirements Document. Evaluata proposals to ch3',;;a f.a

waste package subsystem design requirements documents and submit
recommendations to the OOE Change Control Board.

- Complete the waste package container standard for design and
fabrication.

- Perform \/aste package Advanced Conceptual Design. Submit the waste
package Advanced Conceptual Design to DOE-HQ for reviev/ a.id approval ;-c
to each site for review and comment. Conduct design review n-aetings,
provide proposed resolution of comments to DOE-HQ, and incorporate
comments per DOE-HQ direction.

- Perform waste package License Application Design and analyses for DOE's
submittal of the License Application. Assist DOE-HQ in resolvi.ig

comments on the waste package portion of the License Application-.

- Consistent with the License Application, provide the design, including
drawings and specifications, for the fabrication of tiie waste package.

- Identify requirements for tests and develop plans to qualify the v/aste

package design. Ensure implementation of the test plans and evaluate the
resulting data from tests for adequacy to meet licensing requirements.

- Provide economic analyses for waste packaga designs, and analyia the
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inpact of tli3S2 dosigns on tho total c.j^t. if -.n? ;:'i:: :-:;' .-".: 3'it

Syst3:i.

- Consi slant wi til tacnnical rjcuironen 1-3 for r.:_.-Tu.;3 :^ .;.:i
, ; ;. .

that waste pac.<agc intsrfiuss have boon I'd^.Tt-f! ;c: i•^<i ;-;r;tr:)l
:

'r-i.

5) Waste Package Perfomanc3 Assassnent

- Develop (as needed), verify, validate, benchmark, and docunent

coaputar codes for assessing tl;e perfomance of the wast.3 pacloga.

Identify and prioritize datci .-equir.-i for jorfoiTiance assassnent.

- Perfom analyses that denonstrate with reasonal^le assurance that the

waste package and engineered barriar designs will neat the regulatory

requiranents. Ensuro that data and analytical nodal s hav? 3aen

qualified, docuf.iontod, and control! 3a.

- .""rovide for peer raviaw of analyses. Surinit analysjs tj dCl F^- rjvi:'.

and incorporation into the Liconsa Application Design.

- Identify and analyza u icartaintias in waste packag: :l:-3-.'.: :i ti:/

relate to site charactariiation data.

1.X.0300 Site

The Contractor is rasponsibla for 3"aluatirig aAJstin;; sit: i . .ici^^icio.i

programs dascribad in tne SCPs for the tncoe ca.idi.la. .: sitr", -nd fzr ?ro/it'i;:

technical direction for futura site c'larjctariiatio.n i-.ti'/i '.i :s . 3ii'..: ; i :.i:

issues hierarchy and issue resolution strategy, the ,-3vi3>./ of tne SZ? s.iall

concentrate on the assessment of whether planned investigations will oe

successful in resolving design and perfomance issues for the thrae sitis.

Special attention shall be given to designing site prograns t.iac are adequate

for licensing the three sites and to ensuring that such site arogra.ii ar3

conparaole. The v;or'< in the site pro'jran shall supoort pr^ii :'•. -,i ;. :f i"
progress reports, study plans, the envimnnantal i-^j-t stat ;- .-.ii, M:i:si
topical reports, tiie site salaclion raport and a".-,.:ri li-.-c i.iil ,::; , :.. -.'.-.

License Application. Tiio dctivitias to ^a jarfornao jy "
;

,.....-;:;..-

include, but are not linited to, the fallowing:

1) Managanan^t and Integration

- Provide nanagement of activities including planniKj, -^h^c.i i i,:.

budgeting, controlling, and reporting.

- Provide for interaction and coordination witt other QC.Zi'\ ?ro.2,,:ir.

participants related to site activities.

- Provide technical expertise in the geoician:ib (e.g., ,3/13^;.
hydrology, seismology, gaophysics, gaochanistr/, La;f. ..i >: .1 iri,.,l -,;/,

and natural resource evaluation) necassar; tj pla.--, a"- ';!ri.,3 li

technical effort of participants in resc!''i,ig jiiiji ":.-: ;-f r :,::

issues in sufficient detail to ir,e3t zh^ .-lui- • . .i
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- .';ovi.2 Study pla.is fjr ths tocnnical direction of participants to

inpl?n3..nt nacassary sito characterization activities in t;io various

g2osci2ico discip1in3s listocl ajov2.

2) Geologic

mis consists of work in fields of stratigraphy, structural geology,

seisnology, tectonics, geophysics, paleoclinatology, gsomorphology, and

nctural rosource evaluation. Both local geology and the regional cor. text

shall be considered. More specifically the Contractor shall:

- Define requlrenants and strategies for obtaining geologic field and

laboratory data to address issues Identified In the SCPs. These would oe

docunented in the SCP progress reports and/or study plans related to

geologic studies. Requirenents on field-testing shall be provided to

project contractors.

- Evaluate geologic data-acquisition netiiods and procedures to ensure

adequacy in neetinr pro'^ran requirenents. This Includes supnortin? 001 in

t:ie conduct of on-site aur.its and surveillances of field activities

iiiplenented oy project participants.

- Evaluate and interpret data obtained by project participants and

prepare required documents.

- Integrate stratigrapliic and structural data to provide neolo:;ic and

tectonic nodels to support hydrolo^ic activities, to support perfoma.ice

assessment activities, and provide host-roc:< geometry infomatlon to

design. Work shall include characterization and documentation of

potentially disruptive geologic scenarios In response to preclosure and

postclosure performance assessment needs.

3) Hydrologic

Tin's consists of activities such -is t.ie analysis of dato fron punpin^

tests in boreholes, well logging, tracer tests; development of conceptual

and numerical models of tns hydrologic flow system for the site ini

region; surface v/ater investigations; and calculations of flood potential.

3oth the unsaturated and saturated zones are to be considered as well as

porous and fractured media, flora specifically, the Contractor shall:

- Define requirenents and strategies for obtaining hydrologic field and

laboratory data to address issues identified In the SCP. Tliese would be

documented in the SCP progress reports and/or study plans related to

hydrologic studies. Requirenents on flsld-tasting shall be provided to

project contractors.

- Evaluate hydrologic data-acquisition methods and procedures to ensure

adequacy in meeting program requirements. This includes supporting

DOE in the conduct of on-site audits and surveillances of field activities

implemented o/ project participants.
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- Evaluate and interpret dita obtained o/ project participants a.id or2o:i>'i

rc-quirod docunants.

- Integrate hydrolocic data to provide conceptual and numerical nod^ls of

site vicinity and region to support perfomance assessment and design

activities. Develop probaoil istic estinates of ground-water travel tines

from repository to the accessible environment.

4) Geochemical

This consists of- tne chemical aspects of both the host rock and

surrounding environment and the fluids within them. It includes studies

of the mineralogy and petrology of site, ground-water dating,

hydrogeocnemistry, geochemical retardation, radionuclide solubilities, and

natural analogs. More specifically, the Contractor shall:

- Define requirements and strategies for obtaining geochemical field and

laboratory data to address issues identified in tne SC?s. These would jo

documented in the SC? progress reports and/or study plans related to

studies. Requirevients on fiel o-testing shall oe provided to project

contractors.

- Evaluate geochemical data-acquisition methods and procedures to ensure

adequacy in meeting program requirements. Tliis includes supporting DOE in

the conduct of on-site audits and surveillances of field activities

implemented by pro-ject participants.

- Evaluate and interpret data obtained by project participants and prepare

required documents.

- Define requirements and strategies for assessing the effect of the

in-situ environment on the waste package, the ability of the host roc'c to

contain radionuclides, and the ablility of the host rock and surrounding

units to retard radionuclides by chemical interactions.

- 3y integration of geochemical data, develop geochemical soeciation a.nc

reaction path models and develop conceptual hydrochemical models to

support or refute alternative ground-water flow system models.

5) Drilling

SEDH Contractor not responsible for this WBS element, including core

sample management.

6) Environmental

- For the site selection and licensing processes, provide technical

direction to each site in terms of identifying environmental data needs

such as weather conditions and air quality, plant and animal connu.iities

and habitats, agricultural sources, cultural and archaeological resources,

noise, and background radiation. Evaluate adequacy of each project's test
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plans iric! tachnical control systsns in providing data for licensing

analysss. Evaluations of t2st plans shall t.-ko into ac:ojit thac oxistir.r:

facilities on.^aged in currant testing are to 02 givon consii-'aration for

any testing activities.

- Utilizing test data, perform analyses with nodel s or provide technical

flirectlon to otliers to perfom analyses with models to provide data for

site performance assessment.

- Assist OOE in assessing and identifying strategies for nitigation of ihe

environmental impacts that a repository might have at each of the

candidate sites.

7) Socloecononic

- For the site selection and licensing processes, identify additijn.il

socioeconomic data requirements such as denographic characteristics,

laoor-force characteristics, nousing, community services, and land us::.

Evaluate the data and conduct appropriate analyses of tne sites.

- Assist 00£ in assessing and identifying strate^i^'S fo" -.1 tiritio;! 1: t'.

socioeconomic impacts that a repository night have at eacn of trie

candidate sites.

8) Performance Assessment

- Develop (as needed), verify, validate, benchmark, and document comput:-r

codes for assessing the performance of the wasti pac;<age. Identify a."ic

prioritize data required for performance assessment.

- Provide for peer review of analyses. Submit analyses to DOE for revieu

and incorporation into the License Application.

I. X. 0400 Repository

The Contractor shall oe responsible for repository design; icentificjti:- jf

testing and development requirements; and technical direction, concuct, .mc

analysis of the required testing and development activities. The activities

to be performed by the Contractor include, but are not limited to, t.ie

fol lov/lng:

1) Management and Integration

- Provide management of repository activities including planning,

scheduling, budgeting, controlling, and reporting.

- Using input from each of the three candidate repository sites, provide

overall repository planning and prepare a schedule for repository

activities for each site.

- Provide for Interaction and coordination with other OCRV/.M procran

participants on repository activities.
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- ?->rfjrr r-pository Advancsd Concoptual Oosicn, Suomt th3 r:??ositiry

Adva-i-od Conceptual Dosign to OOE-HQ for r3visw and approval and to 23C:i

sit^ for review and conriant. Conduct design review meetings, provioe

prjposeo resolution of connents to DOE-HQ, and incorporate consents Dsr

bOE-HQ direction.

- Perform repository License Application Design and analyses for DOE's

submittal of the License Application to IIRC. Assist DOE-HQ in resolving

connents on the repository portion of the License Application.

- Consistent with the License Application, provide the design, including

drawings and specifications, for the repository.

- Provide Title III design inspection services.

- Provide acononic analyses for repository designs, and tie iripjct of

these designs on the total cost of the liuclear Waste "anac^ne'it Syst.^n.

- Ensure integration of the exploratory shaft facility into tne
^

repository f3:ility design, construction, operation, and closur: Oivis.

4) Operations/Maintenance

- Provide input to the design and safety analyses of the repository

through definition of (1) nodes of operation of all systens and

equipnent; (2) procedures for assenbly, enplacenent, nonitoring, ind

retrieval of waste pac'<age; and (3) naintenance requirenor.ts of che

operational facility.

- Develop- repository facility operating concepts and nodes and conduct

necessary trade-off and optlnlzatlon studies In areas such as

waste receipt; lag storage; packaging and handling; seal and oaci<fill

enplacenent; hauling, storage, and disposal of nined naterial; waste

package faorication, preparation, repair, handling enplacenent, and

retrieval; safeguards and security; acceptance testing and rjidiness

reviews; -laintenance and logistics support; ind personnel stifrinr.

5) Deconnissioning

- Establish deconnissioning concepts, requirements and design necessary

to support the License Application Design.

G) Repository Perfomance Assessnent

- Develop (as needed), verify, validate, benchnar'<, and docunent

conputer codes for assessing the performance of the repository. Identify

and prioritize data required for performance assessnent.

- Perform analyses that demonstrate with reasonable assurance that the

repository engineered barrier system designs will moot the regulatory

requirements. Assure that data and analytical models have been
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- provide technical expertise in geologic enginerrin^ necessary to ;')1j'

and define the technical effort of participants in estaol isoin^ t.n

scientific and engineering oasis to denonstrate tiat the repository
configuration, including roc< sta^jility and seal perforna.'iC'e, neets tnj

regulatory requi renents.

- Provide study plans for the technical direction of participants to

inplenent necessary site characterization activities in the various

repository disciplines.

2) Developnent and Testing

- Specify and provide technical direction for all repository testing dnd

developnent activities including study of engineering properties of roc<

characteristics. Provide rock mechanics data requirements to c.ie project

contractors. Evaluate and fi?'?'^y rocx .-lecnanics date in cevelopi ig t.:e

repository oesign oasis and in developing tne design.

- Evaluate equipnent needs and develop equipnent as requirec', iichxi'.^

t;ia design, fabrication, and testing of prototypes. T-iis i -.cluces

excavation/transport equipnent, \/aste handling equipnent, anci jac:<fill

equipnent. Evaluate monitoring and instrunentation needs. Adapt

existing and develop new instruments as required.

- Establish sealing requirements, including requirements due to both

anticipated and unanticipated conditions, and develop sealing cr.ncepts

far the repository. Evaluate preclosure and postclosure concepts anij

designs for sealing shafts, underground excavations, and borenoles.

Evaluate potential materials for sealing shafts, underground excavations,

and boreholes. Test the performance of selected sealing materials and

design. Provide input to repository design and performance assessment
tasks.

- Pr-ip^re the Advance Conceptual Oesign and License Aoplication Dosir,-,

for seals consistent with wor;<scope for the repository facilities c'esi-""-

3) Facilities

- For each site, reviev/ the repository SCP conceptual design, all

repository design studies performed subsequent to completion of Me SCP

conceptual design, and repository system requirements documents. 3ased on

reviews, identify additional studies that snould be performed prijr to or

during Advanced Conceputal Design and recommend changes, if necessary to

the site-specific syStetn requirements or subsystem design require'-ents

documents.

- I'laintain the repository subsystem design requirements documents

consistent with the site-specific system requirements documents and tno

tlCDS Generic Requirements Document. Evaluate proposals to cnange tiie

repository subsystem design requirements documents and suomit

rocomnendations to the DOE Change Control 3oard.
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qualified, docj::;ont2d, and controlled.

- Provide f;.- ?a:r review of analyses. Suonit analyses to DOE for r:;vie-./

and incorporation into tiie License Application Design.

- Identify and analyze uncertainties in repository elonents as t'.vey

relate to sits characterization data.

- Confira and naintain the perfomance objectives of the repository and

establish the list of systems, structures, and components important to

safety and engineered-barriers inportant to waste isolation.

1.X.0500 Regulatory and Institutional

The Contractor shall be responsible for the managenent and conduct of tlie

licensing orocsss, and shall assist DOE in nceting environmental conpliance

responsibilities, and in conducting institutional activities. The ictiviti:s

to be performed by the Contractor include, ^ut are not linited to, tiie

following:

1) ;;anage::ient and Intecration

- Provide management of activities including planning, scheduling,

budgeting, controlling, and reporting.

- Provide for interaction and coordination with other OCP.UM program

participants related to regulatory and institutional activities.

- Provide technical and regulatory expertise in the full range of

disciplines necessary to provide guidance and review of all regulatory and

institutional documents, both internal and external. Assist DOE 'ay

obtaining consultants and outside technical and regulatory expertise. for

review of specialized documents and licensing strategies.

2) Licensing

Tiie Contractor snail perforn activities necessary to ensure conplianc3 '..i :.t

regulatory requirements and support the license application for tie first

repository, including preparation of analyses and documents. Tlie

activities to be performed by the Contractor include, but are not li.nited

to, the following:

- Submit SCP progress reports to OOE-HQ, the three projects, and other

program participants for review. Document comments received and prepare

proposed resolutions for DOE approval. Incorporate comments per DOE

direction. Provide updated technical direction to each site consistent

with the SC? progress reports.

- Assist DOE in the identification of regulatory requirements. This effort

v/111 include review and analysis of all regulatory requirements oertinent

to repository activities. The Contractor will review implementation of
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gxisting rsgulatory rjquirDiients including definitions rnployid in planning
and dasign docjr;i3nt3, ind raconnond to DOZ c^ianras njcassary to jnsur;

conplianco v;ith regulatory raquironents and to enhance th.e lioliimd of

ootaining a tin3ly authorization to construct tno repository, "or purposes
of tiiis effort, regulatory rsquirenents will include but not Pe linitod to

regulations such as 10 CrS 2, 20, 51, 50, 71, 72 and 170; :;?>: staff

guida.ico such as Regulatory Guides, Standard Review Plans, Generic

Technical Positions and letters received from various MP.C staff functions;

HRC positions taken in reports; Statements of Consideration; Advisory

Comnittee on Reactor Safeguards Letters; and pertinent case Kn/.

- Operate and maintain tne Program's Licensing Support System. (Refarence

?).

- Provide licensing review of analyses, studies, plans, soocifications, ^nc

drawings to ensure compliance v;ith regulatory requirements and DOE

conmitnents. Tho Contractor './ill also review all responses to t.ie '::^C or

to other parties to ensure consistency with regulatory requirements, DOS

commitments and OOE licensing policy.

- Provide support to DOE for all ne:>tings .;i tii tne :nC and for all jti:-

licensing issues meetings. This effort will incluae: a) pre-: leeti.ig r-evie'./

of all materials to be presented, used as source material, or to oe used is

baclcup material to ensure the material is appropriate, consistent v/ith

regulatory requirements, OOE commitr.ients, and DOE licensing oolicy; b)

review of dry run presentations; c) preparation of graphics anc written

material for approval by OOE for presentation and to be published a^

meeting summaries; d) preparation of conplete meeting reference puc'cages

for all parties prior to the meeting; and o) distribution of t.-ie -leeti-.g

reference packages to all parties in keeping with DOE commitments for

timely notice.

- Prepin for DOE-HQ approval a complete License Application as required

under 10 CFR 60 for a geologic repository at each of the candidate sites.

The Contractor will review the repository License Apijlicatioi ann^tatsd

outline and recommend for DOE aoproval changes and eniiancenents neces$T"y

to ensure compliance v.i t,i regulatory requirements and comol etenes:. Tn's

effort will include all support necessary for submittal of tne Licenso

Application for the designated site for construction of the reposi'O'y, tie

successful conduct of the licensing process, and the receipt of tne

construction authorization.

- Establish and operate a comprehensive commitment tracking system in

conjunction with its res'ponsibil ities to operate the Licensing Support
System. This comnitnant tracking system will provide the means to ensure
that all DOE conoitments to the IIRC, States, Indian Tribes, otner Federal

agencies and other designated parties are tracked from inception to

successful closure. This system will maintain the historical recorc of t!ie

origin of the commitment, the actions taken by all parties and t.ie

agreements that represent the successful closure of each commitment.
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- establish ini nainUin a conprehensive docxiont revie-.; a;id control

systin. Tlie purposs of this syste- will oa to 2.isuro that all idconi..^

reports, corrospondtnce, at:, ar: ravi^-./ad b/ t:ia cognizant 3r-=inizitions

and that infomation that could impact on th2 prograj is ic'ar;tifiari and

integratad into the progran licansing and otlnr dacisions.

- Develop and maintain the OCRUM Licensing Procadures Mar.ual {l?\\). The

LPfl will provide cor.iprehensive procedures for the DOE and contractor

Interaction with the parties involved in the licensing process and tiia

conduct of the licensing progran.

- Recommend for DOE-HQ approval, and implement upon that approval,

regulatory actions that v;il1 assist in ensuring early closure of licsnsing

issues and improve the likelihood of timaly authorizations from the n?.C.

Tnese regulatory actions v;ill include Topical ?.3?orts, Ragulatory iind

Technical Issues Papers addras^ing either sita-spacifi : or canaric issuas,

proposed rule naming, and proposed changes to ::?.Z or j:i:r agaicy st.iff

positions.

3) Environnantal Conpliance

The Contractor snail perfoni activities to assist OOE in ensuring

conpliance witn applicable Federal, state, and local statutory .^inti

regulatory requirements related to siting and tia environment. T:ia

activities to be performed by the Contractor include, but are not linitad

to, the following:

- Assist DOE in identifying applicable raderal , State and local r:g>jI>jto-y

environmental requirements. This effort will include raview and analysis

of all environmental requirements pertinent to repository activities. Tia

Contractor will define the necessary requirements for site-spacific

environmental and siting studies. The Contractor will revie\/

existing conpliance efforts and recomnend to DOE changes necessary to

ensure compliance with environmental regulatory raquiranants .^ni enhance

the likelihood of obtaining necessary pemits and approvals in a tinaly

fashion.

- Provide analytical review of environmental dat:" ir.i studies to ansure

compliance with environmental regulatory requiranants, DOE co:i:iit.ia.it3 u;-.d

DOE environmental policy. 3ased on tliese ravi-jv/s, provide advice and

recommendations to DOE as it prepares rasoonses to Congress, the States aid

Indian Tribes, and otJier intor:;sted parties. The advice and

reconmendations are intended to ensure adequacy and consistency with

environmental regulatory requirements.

- Prapirs for DOE-HQ approval environmental siting documents required to

comply with the NUPA and prepare environmental reports. These

environmental reports will contain the infomation necessary for

development and preparation of the environmental impact statement (EIS).

The Contractor will

:
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a) Assist OOE-HQ in t.ia £IS scoping process. This effort v/iH includs:

(1) preparation and distrijution of tlia tlotics of Intant and any
acconpanying docunsnts to tlie public of 001 's i:it2nt to .irjparj an

EIS; (2) logistics support in sacuring locations for tne conduct of

t.i3 scoping meetings and public nearings; (3) preparation of

dascriptive material to be disseninatad at the noetin^s -i'^ ii^-iri.-ri

as general infTmation on the nontent jf tha EIS; ('".} rsvi }w of

neating an*^. ::;iring transcripts to ascertain new HOE connitnonts and

additional data relevant to tne preparation of tiie £15; ano (5)

preparation of responses to conments and questions received at tlie

scoping .-neetings and hearings.

b) Assist DOE in th2 preparation of the draft EIS Implanentation Plan to

Incorporate the results of the public scoping process and guidi the

preparation for the EIS. This effort will include careful revi?v/ i{\(i

analysis of existing progran docunents as well as the EIS requirenents

set forth under the national Environnental Policy Act and Council on

Environmental Quality regulations.

c) Assist DOE in the davelopnent of a detail 3d EIS Mana^enent Plan to

ensure timely EIS preparation. This effort will include sjlecti:: "-f

target tine linits for EIS preparation, the relatioiship ,3et'.;.j -n t:i2

timing of environnental analyses preparation and decision-making
schedule, and the identification of organizational reporting
relationships within OCRUM and the coordination concurrence processes

needed to produce the EIS.

d) Assist DOE in EIS data collection. This effort will include: '!)

analysis of environnental data to assess t,ie impacts associateG i/iti

siting, constructing, operating, closing and deconmissioninc of a nicn

level waste repository; (2) coordinate the monitoring of field

activities for EIS data collection; (3) coordinate the development of

nodels and other analytical tools for the preparation of fne EIS; anci

(4) preparation of topical reports to be used as a referen-e in the

preparation of the EIS.

- Assist DOE ill the development of agreenents with aoor^oriate .-efleril

,

State and local agencies. This effort will include review zf ;:'..'PA to

determine the roles of each agency in implementing i;'.;PA, revie-.j of existi-c"

agreements and recommendation to DOE-HQ of the best agreement a,)proac:i to

ensure consistency with the roles defined for each agency under ;r..'?A.

- Establish and maintain for DOE-HQ a comprehensive document review .^nd -

control system. The purpose of this system will be to ensure that all

Incoming reports, correspondence and other documents are reviewed oy tne
cognizant organizations and that infomatlon that could Impact on tne
progran Is Identified and Integrated.

- Assist DOE In the site selection methodology analysis to be performed in

accordance with the DOE siting guidelines (10 CFR 960).

4) Connunlcation and Liaison
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- Porfjm activities .uc^ssary to assisr. 30E in ensuring t;)3t tii

consultation jnc cooperation r2cuir3n:3nt3 of tlis 'I'..'?A ar? not. Upon ji.'.ard,

t.ie Contractor will jocona tiioroughly faniliar witi tn-; history of past

interactions wi Lii tne affected States and Indian Trioes.

- Assist in developing outreach and public infomation naterials related to

tiio repository progran. Provide analytical support in review of Facility

Specific Outreach and Participation Plans. (Reference 10)

- Assist DOE in the organization development, and conduct of public

interaction fneetings, meetings betweon DOE and States and Indian Tribes,

public briefings and hearings related to issuance of major program

documents, and other meetings as identified by DOE.

- Assist DOE in tne preparation and dissemination of infomation
regarding tie Contractor's activities.

5) Financial and Technical Assistance

- AssiSv jOE in contjjcting technical ro>/i:-\/s of \io-< oropooed o/ af'::t:o

States and Indian Tribes under grant requests to ensure that tiie vnr; is

integrated with site characterization activities conducted by DOE.

1.X.0600 Exploratory Shaft

The Contractor shall provide technical direction for exploratory sheft testirig

and provide design requirements for any necessary fscil'lty modificitions. Tiu

activities to be performed oy the Contractor incluas, out are not lir.ited to,

the following:

1) Review the existing in-situ test programs and define requirements for

changes or for further testing; conduct analyses of test data.

2) Establish detailed design requirements for facility modifications aid

decommissioning.

I. X. 0700 Test Facilities

The Contractor shall assess the need and develoo requirements for additioial
field test facilities and related support facilities. Existing facilities
engaged in current testing shall be given consideration.

1.X.0800 Land Acquisition

The Contractor shall be responsible for the evaluation of land requirements
for the repository and the supporting facilities, and shall support tie land

acquisition process. The activities to be performed by th3 Contractor
include, but are not limited to, the following:

1) Analyze, evaluate, and recommend the Doundaries of the controlled
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arsa v/itliin the context of the accassijis environnents and otner

SI te-spicific variaolas.

2) Analyse, 3valuat3, irtC riconnend the land requir^nents for

repository suoport facilities (e.g. roads, railroads.)

Support tne preparation of analyses and documents required for Imd
lisition, for land use consistent with estaalished constraints, or for

3)

acqu
ul tiinate disposition

1.X.0900 Project Managenent

Contract workscope for this UBS elenent is included in Section IV.

0. Second Reoosi tory

The Contractor is assigned responsibilities for the second repository in ar:::s

such as integrating second repository requirenents with tne !!ucl:3r u'asto

Ilanagcnent Systen ;in(L assistin'j secoid repository proqran particiT^ic: to: 1)

ensure coinpliance with tiie u',.'?A; and 2) ensure that tecnniqu.es, str3;:;ij;,

design concepts, and plans developed for t.io first repository ar^ utilized

where appropriate and that lessons learned on the first respository are

incorporated into second repository planning and implenentation. In doing so,

the Contractor shall, as directed by OCE-HQ, develop conceptual descriptions

and data requirenents/analyses. of second repository facilities a'-'.d- engineered

cOhiponents to support any planned siting studios and perforn prelir.inary

studies and analyses. The Contractor shall also ensure transfer of tie

repository technology development progran infomation, in particular the

international cooperative efforts, to the Progran participants.

2. FEDERAL IMTERIM STORAGE

SEDfl Contractor not responsiole for this WSS elenent.

3. nOllITORED :^ET:^IEVABLE STORAGE

Should OOE receive Congressional approval for the construction of a .'lonitored

Retrievaole Storage (MRS) facility as part of the (Juclear Waste flanagenent

Systen, tiie Contractor will bo required to provide design and licensing

services for the MRS. The Contractor will provide the design and licensing

services unless and until OOE naxes a decision to transfer detailed -design,

construction, and operations of the riRS to a separate requirement to be

conpeted. Tlie Contractor would be required to assist in the transition of that

workscope to the other contractor. The Contractor will continue to retain the

overall Nuclear Uaste Managenent Systen integration function.

The following scope of v/ork will apply only if the Congress approves
construction of an MRS. The workscope is listed under an MRS v;3S t'lat is

a proposed revision to the OCRWM WBS.
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3.0. 0100 Environnental Evaluations

(lanage the preparation of environnental docunentation. Recomnend to OOE

niechanisns and strategies for mitigation of environmental and socioecononic

Impacts.

3.0.0200 Design

1) Identify facilities, systems, and equipment important to safety.

Prepare requirements for development and implementation of a design

verification program, including the conduct of design feature tests and

prototype equipment tests. Specify the site data requirements for the

design and environmental documentation.

2) Estaolish a rigorous design and interface nanagenent systeri in

compliance v;ith HRC and DOE requirements, and develop detailed !!RS design,

functional, performance, and interface requirements controlled by tnis

system.

3) Develop the design sufficient to support the license application in

compliance vn'th the facility and system requirements, the IIRC requiments
of 10 CFR 72, and appropriate regulatory guides, applicable DOE Orders, and

other applicable (IRC requirements.

3.0.0300 Regulatory Compliance

1) Assist DOE in interactions with the NRC, EPA, and other Federal and/or

State agencies.

2) Assist DOE in all aspects of the MRS licensing process, including
regulatory considerations and resolution of technical issues prior to

License AppTication.

3) Review, analyze, and provide assistance in identification of r-;gulit3ry

requirements. Tnis includes defining licensing strategies, preparinn ore--
Hcensing and licensing documents, such as the Safety Analysis Report,
License Application, and assisting in the licensing process.

4) Evaluate and establish the adequacy of data, reports, and analyses
prepared for inclusion in pre-licensing and licensing documents or used to

support these documents^

5) Assist DOE and the MRS implementation contractor(s) as necessary to

ensure compliance with facility licensing requirements and in the
development of proper operating and maintenance procedures leading to

compliance with license requirements.

3.0.0400 Construction
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SEOi; Contractor not responsible for this UBS element.

3.0.0500 Quality Assurance

SEDIi Contract workscope for this WBS elenent is included in Section IV.

3.0.0600 Operations

SEDM Contractor not responsible for this WBS elenent.

3.0.0700 Institutional Interactions

1) Assist in d3veloping guidelines, tracking systems and providing othor

analytical support for the consultation and cooperation process.

2) Assist in developing outreach and public information materials.

3) Provide analytical support for assessing socioeconomic impact of ,'lPxS

development including identification of the mechanisms and strategies for

mti gating such impacts.

4) Provide assistance to OOE in organization, development, and conduct of

public interaction meetings, meetings between OOE and State(s), public

briefings and hearings related to issuance of major program documents, and

other meetings as identified by DOE.

5) Assist OOE in assessing the mechanisms and strategies for mitigation of

environmental and socioeconomic impacts of the MRS.

6) Assist DOE in the preparation and dissemination of information regarding

the Contractor's activities.

3.0.08C0 Project Management

SEDtl Contract workscope for this WBS elenent is included in Section IV.

4. TRANSPORTATION

The transportation system is comprised of: (1) the cask system, v/hich

includes the package, the vehicular conveyance, tie-downs, ancillary

equipment, and associated handling equipment designed for use v/ithin the

transportation systen; Iz) the transportation support system, which includes

the control center, maintenance and inspection facilities, and other

facilities required to support waste transport; and (3.) operational plans,

which will be employed as implementing procedures to operate the cask systen

and the support system. The operational plans shall consider the technical.
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nanagei.ient, and institutional aspects of the transportation systen. The

activities to be perfomed by the Contractor include, but are not liaitad to,

the follovn'ng (listed under a proposed revision to toe OCRUfl UBS):

4.0.0100 Cask Systens Development

SEOn Contractor not responsible for this UBS element.

4.0. 0200 Support Systems Development

SEDM Contractor not responsible for this WBS element.

4.0.0300 Operations

•SEDM Contractor not responsible for this U3S element.

4.0.0400 Institutianal Planning and Analysis

SEDM Contractor not responsible for this UBS element.

4.0.0500 Systens Analysis

Perfom needed transportation system studies in support of the technical

baseline and the operational plans.

4.0.0600 Management and Integration

1) Develop and maintain a technical baseline containing t.io transportation
cask and support system requirements and descriptions and the definition of

transportation system interfaces.

2) Determine the spent fuel and high-level waste cask and support systen
requirements (e.g. functional requirements and interface definitions).

3) Monitor and integrate transportation sub-program elements to ensure
adherence to the technical baseline throughout tho devolopnent of zne

transportation system (cask system, the support system, and tne oparauional
plans).

4) Incorporate the results of institutional issue resolution studies into
the technical baseline for the transportation system.

5) Provide technical liaison with transportation subprogram participants
whose activities include: cask system design, development, and fabrication;
operational planning; and support system design and construction.

6) Establish management control and quality assurance activities for the
transportation element of the Nuclear Waste Management System (analagous to
those provided for the repository and MRS elements).

5. RESEARCH AMD DEVELOPMENT
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This rsssarch and davalopnant vvork is fundod undsr the Civilian Res2ar:h ar.d

Oevelopnent Progran appropriation, and is not a part of the \ior.<. to be

assigned to the Contractor.

5.0.0100 Subseabed

SEDtl Contractor not responsible for this UBS elenent.

5.0.0200 Dry Storage

SEDM Contractor not responsible for this WBS elenent.

5.0.0300 Rod Consolidation

SEDri Contractor not responsible for this WBS elenent.

6. PROGRAM :iAtlAr.El'.EMT

G.O.QIOO Progran Direction

According to the OCRUM WQS, the Progran Direction elenent, './BS 6.0.01,

provides for Federal personnel to inplenent the MWPA. Accordingly, this '.GS

element is not applicable to any contractor activities.

S. 0.0200 Systens Integration

The Contractor slial 1 develop and control the configuration for the lluclear

Waste Management Systen to include specification and control of the functional

and performance requirements for the individual systen elenents and the

interfaces betv/een those elements. Activities to be performed by the

Contractor include, but are not limited to, the following:

1) Evaluate, modify (as needed-) and control the Nuclear Uaste Managenont

System requirements baseline. This includes schedule, functional

requirements, performance criteria, and interface controls. EvaluJto,

modify (as needed), and control tne systen description anc maintain current

descriptions of oach system element (repositories, MRS (if authorized), c.-^o

transportation)

.

2) Select or, if necessary, develop an overall systems model capable of

identifying and evaluating system design, cost, and scnedule impacts of

alternative systen configurations.

3) Conduct analyses of alternative systen configurations, including

interfaces between the systen elements.

4) Perform system studies as required to ensure total systen integration

and optinization. Where appropriate, reconnend changes to the systens

basel ines.
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5) Serva as Secretary to OCR'./r' Progran Change Control Board (CCB) and
naintain its records. Provide current syst2n baseline inforriation to

Progran participants.

•j) Monitor all systen interfaces involving nore than one .'lutlear '..'astD

t'lanagenent System elenent to ensure that all physical and schedule
interfaces are adequately characterized and baselined, that changes to the
interfaces are adequately controlled, and that lead responsibility for

design of the interfaces is assigned. Perform analyses to ensure that all

such interfaces have been identified and adequately characterized. Maintain
current interface descriptions.

Perfom risic assessments and, where necessary, develop models and codes,
rluding required verification, validation and documentation to meet

7)

incl 3 .^v, - ,^.... , .. ^..^ -w^-..^ .«,

regulatory and licensing requirements for the fJuclear Waste Management
Systen.

3) Develop estimates of tie costs of each systen element of tiie "'jcle^r

Waste flanagement System. This includes costs for facilities and services
provided under the fluclear Waste Fund (e.g., repository, transportation,
waste acceptance, etc.). S'JCh estimates will be jscd as input cl^ta t:

DOE-HQ for the Total Systen Life Cycle Cost analyses vyin'ch are to oe
performed annually. Where necessary, develop additional capabilities to

perfom such estimates. In addition, estimates of costs borne by the \/ast2

generators that are directly related to waste-funded activities (e.g., costs
to prepare, store, or package wastes at the waste generator sites) nay also
need to be developed.

9) llanage, direct or monitor programs to evaluate and, if justified,
develop various processes or technologies that will be used by or will
strongly affect more than one system element. Such processes or
technologies include dry rod consolidation techniques/equipment, robotics,
packaging techniques (fabrication, sealing, decontaminating, testing, etc.),
and secondary waste treatment processes, including volume reduction of
non-fuel bearing components.

5.0.0300 Policy

SEDM Contractor not responsible for tnis l.'DS elenent.

6.0.0400 Outreach

SEDM Contractor not responsible for this W3S element, other than those covered
in Section III.C.l and III.C.3.

6.0.0500 Administration

SEDfl Contractor not responsible for this W3S element.
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j.O.OCOO Fund tlanaganent

SEDr; Contractor not rospoisiole for tnis ..'3S el3n3nt.

5.0.0700 Quality Assuranca

Contract worKscope for this WBS element is included in Section IV.

6.0.0800 Technical Support

SEDH Contractor not responsible for this UBS elenant.
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IV. :ia;iace:ieht cotiTROu syste:!

This Section describes functions and requirenents of nanagenant control

systens for the Contractor. These systens will specify how the contract

workscope is to be performed.

A. OVERVIEW OF MAHAGEMEfIT CONTROL SYSTEM REQUIREIlEriTS

The Contractors' managenent control systen must meet OCRWM requirements as

wall as relevant OOE Orders, particularly 4700.1 and 2250.13. Upon award, tie

Contractor shall begin preparation of a Project flanagenent Plan (?ri?), a

Systems Engineering flanagenent Plan (SEFIP), and a Quality Assurance Plan (QA?

or QA Plan) all of v/hich will De aporovsd by DOE-HQ. Tios? :;;f?; oy
documents will represent the basic agreement between DOE and tho Contractor is

to v/hich OCRWi; and DOE requiroments apply to SEDtl contract work and •.in:ir\ tioy

are applicable.

These three :<ay documents will identify requirsd plans and procedures to y
prepared by the Contractor and program participants interacting with the

Contractor. A list of these plans and procedures as v/ell as who prepares,

concurs on, and approves them will be identified in the three !<ey documents.

Requirenents indicating when the management control systen must oe

demonstrated and approved are included in Section V.

3. PROJECT MANAGEMENT COfiTROL SYSTCt

1. Project Management Functions

The Contractor shall provide technical, financial, sch^dular, and

contractual plans/strategies required to iTianago its wor'< .Jiscribod in tin's

Statement of Uork. The functions to be perfon-.ed by the Contractor

include, but are not limited to, the following:

a) Establish, maintain, and operate a project lana^isnent sy^-.-en to

ensure that all work under the contract is adequately defined,

scheduled, budgeted, and performed in a manner f-iat neets t:ie scnedj);,

cost, and technical requirements, and that the r^j./rting requirere.nts of

the contract are satisfied.

b) Establish and implement procedures for a document control i/%:jn to

control changes to baselined program management /'.achnical documents.

c) Maintain and operate parts of the integrated Infonation . ina52-:;nt

System (IMS) related to SEDfl Contract work. Provivi; r^quirea narawar?

and software to operate this part of the IMS. '^Viponsibil ities include

storage and retrieval of existing and new infoirjtion relevant to the

Contractor's v/ork. The IMS must be operated i i a na-ner t'la* ^atis.'ies
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tne data storags and retrieval requirenents of th3 Licensing Sapport

Systen.

C) Perfom internal contract nanagenent and control activities

necessary to direct technical and adoinistrative efforts including short

and long-range planning, facil i ties nanagenent, financial analysis,

contract reporting, staff training, procurenent, and subcontract

nanagenent.

2. Project Managenent Systen Raquirenents

Basic requirenents and guidance for development and inplsmentation of

project management control systens for OCRWM Program participants are

described in two documents, DOE Order 4700.1 (Reference 4) and the OCRWM

Program Managenent System Manual

.

dOE Order 47C0.1, Project ilanagenent Systen, establishes the DOE oroject

nanagenent systen and provides inplenenting instructions for developnent,

approval, and execution of OOE's outlay program acquisitions.

Requirements in 4700.1 and its references to Major Systens Acquisitions

are applicable to the Contractor's wor'< on the first repository ind the

MRS. The first repository and the 'i'.2S nave been designated as I'.ajor

Systems Acquisitions. As required by OOE Order 4700.1, the Contractor

v/ill be required to establish a performance measurement systen that can be

validated to meet tnc Cost/Schedule Control System Criteria (C/SCSC) in

OOE Order 2250. IB.

The OCRWM Program Management Systen Manual provides supplementary

requirenents and guidance for OCRWM Program participants including the

Contractor. Tne Program Management System Manual describes suoordinate

OCRWM documents that provide additional project nanagenent control systen

detail and are also applicable to this contract. As noted previously, it

is anticipated that the OCRWM documents will be revised as needed to

reflect the new program organization as the Contractor begins work.

3. Project tlanagenent Plan

The Contractor is required to ;ir2?ar° a Project Managenent Plan (PMP) f:r

Contractor activities. The PM? will be approved by DOE-HQ. Input to tne

PflP on DOE organizational responsibilities will be pr-nvided ^y DOE-HQ,

including responsibilities of the OOE Project Offices, Operations Offices

and their contractors. Vne Contractor is responsible for

preparing, distributing, controlling, and updating the document. Revisions

to the PMP v/ill also be approved by DOE-HQ.

Guidance on preparation and organization of the PMP is provided in

Attachment 1 1-4 of OOE Order 4700.1. Unless specifically agreed to by

DOE-HQ, the PMP will contain all information as recommended by DOE 4700.1.

In addition, it will address the regulatory and institutional requirenents

in the OCRUM Program Management Systen Manual. Technical control systems

will be addressed in the SEDM SEMP and the PMP needs only to reference the
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SEII.''. Li'ovn'ss, Quality Assurance (QA) systens will be addrasssd in the

SEDM QA Plan and t:io PMP needs only to rsfsrsnzs tiie QA Plan.

The SEDI1 PflP vn'll establish requirenents for preparation of SEO.'l project

nanagenent, regulatory, and institutional plans and proced.ires as

specified by DOE 4700.1 and its references, and the OCRUIl Progran

nanagenent System Manual. Other project nanagenent, regulatory, and

institutional plans that the contractor considers necessary to control

contract work should also be addressed in the PflP. The SEDfl ?l\? shall

include a matrix that, as a minimum, lists the SEDM program nanagenent,

regulatory, and institutional plans and procedures, who approves t.iem, and

whether they are or are not required for authorization to begin technical

wori<.

TECHMICAL CONTROL SYSTEM

1. Systems Engineering Nanagenent Plan

The OCRUtl SEMP (Reference 11) specifics technical control recuirenonts for

the entire OCRWfl progran. Consistent with the OCRUr! SEMP, tne OCR SEilP

{Reference 12) specifies technical control requirenents for wor'c porforiec

under W8S 1.0. 0000, riined Geologic Disposal Systen. If the IIRS is

approved oy Congress, it is anticipated that a SEMP for the MRS will be
•

prepared.

The Contractor is required to prepare a SEUP that implements the

requirements of the OCRWM SEMP for all workscope and specifically

implements the requirements of the OCR SEMP for workscope under W3S

element 1.0.0000 and MRS SEMP for workscope under UBS elen^^it 3.C.C000 (if

and when the MRS SEMP is prepared). The SEDM SEMP will define

requirements for control of technical work that is the responsibility of

the Contractor, whether the work Is actually performed by the Contractor

or another contractor performing work under Contractor technical

direction.

The SEDM SEI-1P shall interface with the PMP and the Q^A Plan.

Key items to be addressed in the SEMP are as follows:

a) Identification of implementing technical procedures and plans

required for performance of work, organizations responsible for

preparing the plans and procedures, the organizations responsible for

concurrence and approval, and whether or not the procedure is

required for authorization to begin technical work.

b) Systems engineering approach to be used.

c) Configuration control, including control of technical documents

such as systens and subsystems requirements documents, drawings, and

specifications.

d) Design reviews and otiier technical reviews including ^esr
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reviews; and, tha raquirements for documentation of dssign rsvie-.^s.

e) Test nanassnsnt.

f) Software control /verification.

g) Technical interface control

.

h) Methodology for performance assessment

.

i) Docui.ientation of technical decisions including which and v/hen

decisions must be documented and how they are to be documented."

In coverage of the above items, the SEM? shall specify requirements for

performance of technical work including preparation of implementing woric

plans and procedures. Implementing work plans will focus on what

teciinical work is to be performed, the resources required, and the

schedule. Lnplementing procedures will focus on how technical wor'< is to

be performed and will include step-by-step actions where necossary to

ensure control of work.

Tiie Contractor is responsible for preparing, distributing, controlling,

and updating the SEDM SEMP. The SEMP will be submitted for DOE-HQ

approval. Following approval, the SEMP will be issued as a controlled

document. It must be kept up to date at all times. Revisions to the SE:;?

will also be approved by DOE-HQ.

2. Work Plans

The purpose of work plans is to ensure integration of technical work which

is performed under more than one major WBS element. Uopk plans shall be

prepared for major contract activities such as:

a) Advanced Conceptual Design (ACD),

b) License Application Design (LAD),

c) Final Procurement and Construction (FPC) Design, and

d) License Application Safety Analysis.

As a minimum, v/ork plans will address the scope of work and deliveraoles

to be preoared, the schedule and resources to accompli s;i the wor<, and tio

reference documents that establish requirements for performing v/ork.

Work plans will be approved by DOE-HQ prior to initiation of v/ork for tie

phase covered by the work plan. If significant replanning becomes

necessary, DOE-HQ nay require revision of a v/ork plan.

D. QUALITY ASSURANCE

1. Quality Assurance Functions

Quality assurance functions to be performed by the Contractor include, but

are not limited to, the following:

42
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a) Develop and inplenent an internal Quality Assurance Pregran. The
internal QA program will be descrioed in a fomal QA Plan that will oe

riviewed and approved yj DOE-HQ and tne !IRC. The Contractor will oe

responsible for all actions necessary to ensure the continued acceptJ.ice

of the QA Plan by the NRC and v/ill reconnond for DOE approval any clianges

necessary to assure continued liRC approval.

b) Develop all necessary inplementing procedures to put in to effect the

Contractor's approved internal QA Plan and ensure that all personnel are
trained as necessary in those procedures.

c) Perfom audits, surveillances, management assessments and inspections
to verify the continued adequate implementation of the SEDi'l Contractor's
internal QA Plan. These activities will include both verification of
compliance with QA requirements and adequacy of the technical and
programmatic results being achieved by the various operati-^ el erients of
the Contractor's forces.

d) Support OOE in the full range of QA activities necessary for DOE to
carry out its QA responsibilities with regard to OCRl.'M and its respective
Project Offices. These activities will include participation in

audits, surveillances and inspections for both compliance and adequacy,
preparation of reports on the above activities, performance of trend
analyses, review of root cause analyses, and review of corrective action
reports for adequacy.

e) Develop and conduct QA indoctrination and training for tne
Contractor's activities and in support of OOE for other program
participants.

f) Review technical reports, design documents and procurement documents
to ensure compliance with QA requirements for the Contractor's activities
and In support of DOE for other program participants.

g) Analyze QA audits to identify deficiencies and recommend corrective
action for t!ie Contractor's activities and in support of DOE for otner
program participants.

h) Review QA plans and procedures for DOE projects and other contractors
and recommend action.

1) Assist DOE in continuing development of DOE QA plans and procedures.
The Contractor will review all existing QA documents and propose for DOE
approval modifications necessary to ensure compatlability with the
Contractor's QA program and the QA programs of other program
participants.

2) Quality Assurance Requirements

The Contractor Quality Assurance system shall meet the applicable
requirements of DOE Order 5700. 6B, Quality Assurance (Reference 13), tlie
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OCRiiM Quality Assurance Management Policias and Requirensnts (Reference
14), the OCR Quality Assurance Plan For High-level Radioactive Waste
Repositories (Reference 15), 10 CFR 60 (Reference 16), 10 CFR 50 A^p^ndix
3 (Reference 17), 10 CFR 71 (Reference 18), 10 CFP. 72 (Reference 19),
AMSI/ASIIE MQA-l (Reference 20) and any other applicable QA requirenents
and/or progran QA docunents (such as subsequent issuance of OCR'./" URS or
Transportation QA Plans) that are necessary to obtain required
licenses and to ensure quality activities, data S products. In addition
to the above requirements, this QA program will be evaluated by DOE
against the applicable criteria of the Nuclear Regulatory Cornnission

(NRC) Review Plan: "Quality Assurance Programs for Site Cha'acterization
of High-Level Waste Repositories" (Reference 21).

3. Quality Assurance Plan

The Contractor shall prepare a Quality Assurance Plan that applies to
all wor'<scope performed under the contract. Insofar as QA rec^uirenents

are different for the various system elements, the QA Plan snail indicate
where documents or criteria apply, fne QA Plan shall include criteria
for determining applicability of specific QA requirenents; i.e.,
establishment of a system for assignment of levels of QA to v/orkscope.

The QA Plan shall identify and require development of implementing QA
plans and procedures required for conduct of work in a matrix along with
the organization responsible for preparing tiie document, organizations
responsible for concurring on the document, organization responsible for

approving the document, and whether or not the plan or procedure is

required for the release to begin technical v;ork.

The Contractor is responsible for preparing, distributing, controlling,
and updating the QA Plan. DOE-HQ will approve the QA Plan, and any

revisions.

E. flANAGEIIENT CONTROL SYSTEM PROCEDURES

The purpose of these procedures is to ensure control of v/ork scope and

activities such t.iat Progran requirements ar: net. Procedures will inplenent
requirements in the PtlP, SEHP, and QA Plan.

The Contractor is responsible for preparing, distributing, controlling,
and updating procedures applicable to work performed by the Contractor.
Concurrence and approval of procedures vyill be completed in accordance with
the PMP, SEflP, and QA Plan. As individual procedures are prepared ind
revised, they must be reviewed for consistency with the PMP, SEMP, and QA Plan
and with other Contractor procedures. Procedures must be kept up to date and
distribution must be controjled. Adherence to procedures will be a key
element in audits and surveillances conducted by others.

The Contractor is responsible for training staff on the requirements in

procedures and for establishing and maintaining records on training conpleted.
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Procsdurss will focus on lio\/ work is to be perfomed including stap-by-stsp
(description of activities. Procacurss v/ill also identify organiiationally './ho

is responsible for perfoming work.

tlininun contents requirements for procedures are as follows:

1) Purpose of procedure
2) Applicability
3) Requirements implemented/source of requirements
4) Responsibilities
5) Procedure/instructions
6) Records to be established and maintained/life of records
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V. TRAtlSITIOII PERIOD

This saction descn'aos activities during the transition period v;.ien the

Contractor is required to prepare for initiation of contract "./or'<scop2. It

also outlines tho requirements and process for receipt for DOE autiiorizatio.i-

to begin technical v^orkscope, and phase-in of work fron existing contractors.

A requirement is also established for the Contractor to assist in tho

transition of work to another contractor, if needed.

A. SUIT1ARY OF TRANSITIOH PERIOD

Initiation of all worlcscope described herein is anticipated to occur over a

transition period. During the transition period, the Contractor will

organize, staff, and equip the required offices; complete familiarization v/ith

the program; prepare a management system for controlling work; train staff;

conduct a thorough review on readiness to begin technical v/ork leading to DOE

authorization to begin technical work; begin to assume responsibility for

the Contractor v/orkscope; and complete phase-in of work from existing

contractors.

Figure V.l illustrates the activities to be perforned during t.12 Lransitia.-.

period leading to authorization to begin full phase-in of quality-affecting

work by October 1, 1989.

A later transition of work from the Contractor to an tlRS contractor nay

also occur.

3. TRAMSITIOn PLAN

The Transition Plan in the Contractor's proposal shall be updated based on DOE

comments and approved by DOE-HQ prior to staffing beyond key personnel and

equipping the offices. Organizing, staffing, and equipping the offices shall

be consistent with the Transition Plan, and with the Contract Schedule

sections that specify locations of work to be performed, government- furnished

property/facilities, and key personnel requirements. The Transition Plan

shall cover the period of tine fron contract av/ard to completion of pnasa-in

from existing contractors. It is anticipated that this transition period v/ill

last approximately two to three years.

Information to be included, as a minimum, in the transition plan is as

fol lows:

1) Organization

2) Staffing including types, numbers, and levels of personnel required

and when personnel would be required

3) Office locations

4) Development/Implementation of management control systems
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5) ApproaCii to fam'liarlzation with conplstad and ongoing activitias and

sxisting planning, including interactions uitn existing OOE and

contractor organizations.

5) Training

7) Raadiness process to authorization to bagin technical uor'i.

8) Milestones and schedul-es for all activities during the transition

period.

C. AUTHORIZATION TO PERFORM TECHNICAL WORK

Establishment of the nianagenent control systen shall also proceed in

accordance. with the transition plan. Before substantial wor'x proceeds on

detailed plans and procedures, the PflP, the SEMP, and the QA Plan should be

issued at least once in draft fom for review by Contractor staff follo-wod jy

OOE to ensure they are integrated and neet DOE requirenents.

The Contractor is not authorized to perfom technical work witii the exception

of familiarization with the program until tne nanagenent control syst.7n is i'l

place and approved jy OOE, the facilities and equipment are rjiQy, iic tne

staff is trained to the nanagenent system. On an exception basis by approval

fron DOE, other technical work may proceed provided it can be siiovn that the

proposed work is not quality-affecting. Quality-affecting refers in general

to the quality of itens important to safety or important to waste isolation.

It is not anticipated that validation of the performance measurement system

will be a prerequisite for authorization to begin technical vork.

In parallel with establishment of the management system, the contractor will

assemble a Readiness Review Team that will assess readiness to begin technical

work. The Contractor will also establish a training program to ensure

training of staff on procedural requirements before authorization to begin

technical work. The readiness review and training program will be conducted

in accordance with approved procedures. Records of readiness and training

will be prepared and maintained as specified by the procedures. '.I'^sn the SIDr.

Readiness Review Team has determined that the Contractor is ready to begin

technical work, a recommendation report shall oe submitted to tie DC£

Contracting Officer or his designee. The report shall recommend which ./or< is

ready to proceed, document the basis for conclusions, and the process utilized

by the Readiness Review Team.

Interfacing between the contractor and DOE on the readiness process will be

identified in DOE direction that will be prepared for the readiness review

process. The DOE direction will identify the DOE readiness process and

specific prerequisites to be met by the contractor prior to the authorization

to perform technical work.

D. TRANSITION OF WORK TO THE SEDM CONTRACTOR

I. Status Of Existing Contracts
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Taolc V.l idsntifios najor DOE contractors that are or jill oo p^rfor-ii-^c

wor'< for th3 OCRUfl Procran.

Information is catsgorizsd by the '..'BS as follo^.'s:

a) Repositories
- OOE-HQ
- Salt Repository Project (SRP)
- Basalt Waste Isolation Project (BUI?)
- Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage Investigations Project Cl'IWSI)

b) Monitored Retrievable Storage
c) Transportation
d) Progran tlanagement

For these OCRWH Progran areas, tiie table provides infomatio-i on the nace

of the contractor, title/wor'< scope, reference lunber to tie OC:^'..':; '.oS, i.'.tl

contract period (both base ini options, if any).

2. Transition Of Work To The ScDfl Contractor.

The initial enphasis of the Contractor is to oe on ./o."< related to tne

site charactsvization vyor'< for the three first repository candidate sites

as described in the Site Characterization Plans, Site Characterization
Plan Progress Reports, and the Study Plans. Following authorization to

begin limited technical work, the Contractor shall be ready to initiate a

fomal evaluation of the site characterization progran by nid-FY 19C9.

The Contractor shall conduct the evaluation in such a fasnion t:iat t.ie

results can be factored into the progran prior to initiation of in-sitj

testing in the exploratory shaft facility at any of tne first reoository
candidate sites.

By the end of FY 1989, the Contractor shall be ready to begin full

phase-in of work fron existing contractors, including enginee'-in'^ and
design. In particular, the Contractor is responsible for tne initiation
of Advanced Conceptual Design (ACD) for the three first repository
candidate sites. Sucn design \/ill be initiated j/ tne Co-trjct^r it f:;
beginning of FY 1590. Prior to that, the Contrictor will follo'.; i-id

monitor the pre-ACD engineering studies oeing concjctec oy tie existing
project design contractors. These pro-ACO engineering studies, wnich will

focus on system and subsystem trade-off stu(:ias leading to oreferr:d
design options, will be documented oy the existing contractors by tn;- enc
of FY 1989. These studies will provide a fim oasis for tne Zzrtrzzizr to

prepare the ACD, including drawings, specifications, cost/scnedj^ :-

estimates, and LAO dasign requirements.

Table V.2 identifies, for each existing najor DOE contractor identified in

Table V.l above, which parts if any of the contractor's v;or'<3cope is to be
potential ly turned over to the Contractor and approxinateiy v;non the
Contractor should be prepared to accept responsibility fo- the wor'<. Tie
Table also identifies deliverables from existing crntractors expected tc
be available for use by the Contractor. This infcmation is oirea on
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preliminary planning for th? rY 1033 and FY 1939 budgsts and will avoIv2
as the Program natures.

.-or 3ach of the transitions of v;or;< indicated, it i; anticipat;c t.ia

sxi sting contractor v;ill provide support to th3 Contractor during tns
transition. It is anticipated that this supoort \n^] begin before th.?

scheduled phase-in period and v/ill be available on an as-needed basis as
long as tne existing contract remains in affect.

E. TRANSITION OF SEDM CONTRACTOR WORK TO MRS CONTRACTOR

As indicated in the Introduction, the lead responsibility for MRS design and
licensing may transfer to another contractor. If OOE selects this contractual
approach, the Contractor will be required to assist in the transition of wor:<
to the other contractor.
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Pise 1 of 7

MAJOR ntIHE CONTRACTORS PERFORMING RELATED WORKSCOPE FOR

THE OFFICE OF CIVILIAN RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT

CONTRACTO* NAHt

icon OF WORK/CONTRACT

NUMBER/CONTRACT TITLE

WORKSCOPE

PERFORMED FOR

CONTRACT PERIOD

(BASE PLUS OPTIONS)

REPOSITORIES:

Associated Un I vers It las.

Inc.

wastt Package SelenLiric

Support

OE-AC02-76CH00016

'Operation of Brookhaven

National Lab.*

Battalia Manorial

Institute Pacific

Northwest Division

Performance Assessment

OE-ACD6-77RL018IO

Pacific Northwest

Laboratory Operating

t Management Contract*

OOE-HQ

Associated Universities,

Inc.

Preclosure Risk Assessment

DE-AC02-76CHOO0I6

'Operatfon of Brookhaven

Nafl Lab*

DOE-HQ

Battelle HeMrlal

Institute - Pacific

Northwest Division

Heterlals Characterization

Center

DC-ACD6-77RL01830

Pacific Northwest Labora-

tory Operating & Manage-

rwnt Contract*

DOE-HQ

University of California

Lawrence Berkeley

Laboratory (LBL)

SRA Technelotles. Inc.

Geosclences Support

DE-AC03-76SF00098

*Operation of Berkeley

National Laboratory*

EIS Development

0E-AC0)-87RW0007:

Technical Support Services

to Assist In the Planning

and Scoping of an EIS and

Implementation Plan for the

the First High-Level Radio-

active Waste Repository*

02/0S/89 (with

two 12-fflonth

options)

Subject to S-year renewal periods in accordance with FAR Part 17.6.
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P*g* 2 of 7

MAJOR PRIME CONTRACTORS PERFORMING RELATED WORKSCOPE FOR

THE OFFICE OF CIVILIAN RADIOACTIVE HASTE MANAGEMENT

COHTRACTOt NAME

SCOPE OF WORK/CONTRACT

NUMBER/CONTRACT TITLE

WORKSCOPE

PERFORMED FOR

CONTRACT PERIOD

(BASE PLUS OPTIONS)

Rockwell International

Corp.

Westlnghouse Hanford

Company

MAC-Technleal Services

Company

Design and Implementation 1.0

or' a Licensing Support

System

Integrating Contractor 1.1 (All)

0E-AC06-77RLai010

•Hanford Site Operations

Contract*

Integrating Contractor & 1.1

Development Testing

OE-ACa6-86FF02170

'Hanford Operations and

Engineering Contract*

Technical Support Services 1.1 (All)

to DOE-RL

DE-AC06-87RL 10840

'Support Services for BWIP*

OOE-HQ

06/28/87

09/30/92*

03/J1/90 (with

seven 1-year

options)

Battelle Memorial

Institute Pacific

Northwest Division

Westlnghouse Hanford

Company

Kaiser Engineers/

Parsons-Brlnckerhof f

,

Joint Venture

Research/Testing 1.1

DE-AC06-77RL01830

*PHL Operating & Manage-

ment Contract*

Development/Testing 1.1.2

DE-AC06-76FF02170

*Management & Operation

of the Hanford

Engineering Development

Laboratory*

A/E Design (ESF and Reposi- 1.1.2.

tory 0E-Ag)6-80RL 10000 1.1.4.

A/E Services for BWIP* 1.1.6

06/28/87

09/30/87 (with

ESF Title III.

ACQ and FPC

Design

Options)

Morrlson-Knudsen

Company, Inc.

Construction Manager for ESF 1.1.6

DE-AC06-80RL1034]

•Construction Manager, BWIP*

09/30/87

(with options

for ESF and

Repository

Construction)

•Subject to 5-year renewal periods In accordance with FAR Part 17.6.
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Pag« 3 of 7

mjOR PRIME CONTRACTORS PERFORMING RELATED WORKSCOPE FOR

THE OFFICE OF CIVILIAN RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT

CONTRACTOR NAME

SCOPE OF UORK/CONTRACT

NUMBER/CONTRACT TITLE

WORKSCOPE

PERFORMED FOR

CONTRACT PERIOD

(BASE PLUS OPTIONS)

Scltnci Appllcttlons

Int'1. Inc.

Ttchnlcal & ManagemenL

Support S«rv1ci$ to DOE-NV

DE-AC08-a7NV 10576

'Ttchnlcal & Hanagenent

Support Sarvlces for the

DOE OCRWH Program Concern-

ing Yucca Ht.. Nye County.

NV*

1.2 (All) 0J/0J/9O (with

options to

03/97)

Reynolds Electrical t

Engineering Co., Inc.

Logistics, maintenance,

construction, t drilling

support

OE-AC08-84NV10327

"Weapons Test Support

Services at Nevada Test

Site and Other Assigned

Locations'

1.2 (All)

ATtT Technologies. Inc.

university of California

Performanca assessawnt. 1.2.1.

systems, repository design 1.2.4

OE-AC04-76DPa0789

'Sandia National Laboratory

Management & Operation'

Waste Package Design and

Development

W-7«0S-ENG-48

'Operation of Lawrence Liver-

more Nat'1 Lab'

1.2.2

Fenix ( Sclsson, Inc.

Holmes & Narver, Inc.

Engineering Support for 1.2.3.

drilling actlvltles/subsur- 1.2.6

face design (ESF)

0E-AC08-84NV10322

'Engineering Support for

Drilling & Mining Activities'

Surface Facility Design 1.2.3.

Support (ESF) 1.2.6

DE-AC08-86NV10471

'Perform Management Engi-

neering, Technical Support

Comnunlcatlons. Constructions

Material Testing, Operation &

Maintenance Services"

'Subject to 5-year renewal periods in accordance with far Part 17.6.
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Page 4 of 7

NAJOll PRIME CONTRACTORS PERFORMING RELATED WORKSCOPE FOR

THE OFFICE OF CIVILIAN RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT
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P»ge S of 7

MAJOR PRIME CONTRACTORS PERFORMING RELATED WORKSCOPE FOR

THE OFFICE OF CIVILIAN RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT

CONTRACTOR NAME

SCOPE OF WORK/CONTRACT

NUMBER/CONTRACT TITLE

WORKSCOPE

PERFORMED FOR

CONTRACT PERIOD

(BASE PLUS OPTIONS)

Parsons-Redpath Exploratory Shaft Faelllt/

(ESF)

DE-AC02-83CHI0I2S

"Construction Manager for

Exploratory Shaft In Salt"

08/31/87

(Thru ESF Com-

pletion)

Parsons-Brlnckerhoff/

PB-K88

ESF A/E Design

OE-AC07-86WM46664

*Ai£ Contract for

Exploratory Shaft

Facilities"

Roy F. Weston. Inc. OCRWM Technical Support

Services

DE-AC0I-83NE4430I

"Technical Support for

the Coordination of

Nat'1 Waste Terminal

Storage Program"

OOE-HQ

MONITORED RETRIEVABLE STORAGF

Roy F. Weston. Inc. OCRWM Technical Support

Services

DE-AC01-83NE44301

"Technical Support for

the Coordination of the

Nat'l waste Terminal

Storage Program"

Battelle Memorial

Institute - Pacific

Northwest Division

MRS Technical Support

DE-AC06-77RL01830

"Operation of Pacific

Northwest Nafi Labs"

Ralph M. Parsons Co. Architect i Engineering

Services

DE-AC06-84RL 10436

"AtE Services for Concep-

tual & Advanced Conceptual

Design of Project 360

Monitored Retrieval Storage

Facilities"

•Subject to 5-year renewal periods in accordance with FAR Part 17.6.
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Pag* 6 of 7

MAJOR PRIHE CONTRACTORS PERFORMING RELATED WORKSCOPE FOR

THE OFFICE OF CIVILIAN RADIOACTIVE WASTE HANACEHENT

CONTRACTOR NAME

SCOPE OF WORK/CONTRACT

NUMBER/CONTRACT TITLE

WORKSCOPE CONTRACT PERIOD

PERFORMED FOR (BASE PLUS OPTIONS)

TRANSPORTATION

Roy F. wtston. Inc.

EG&G Idaho. Inc.

ATtT T*chno1oglt$, Inc.

OCRWM Technical Support

Services

DE-ACai-8]NE44]0l

•Technical Support for

the Coominatlon of the

Nat'1 waste Terminal

Storage Program*

Cask Development

OE-AC07-7«I001S70

*Prlia* Operating Contractor

for the Idaho National

Engineering Laboratory'

(RFP DE-RP07-86I0I2625 In

progress)

Cask Development, Technical

Support & Review

OE-AC04-760P007S9

'Sandia National Laboratory

Management & Operation*

OOE-HQ

09/30/91"

Martin Marietta

Energy Systems, Inc.

Transportation Operations

Program Operations

Planning

OE-ACOS-S4R21400

*Oak Ridge Gaseous

Diffusion Plant, Oak

Ridge Nat'1 Lab, Y-12

Plant, Paducah Gaseous

Diffusion Plant.

Management & Operation*

Battel le m

Institute

Institutional Planning &

Analysis Management

Integration

DE-AC01-83CH10139

Crystalline Rock Project*

'Subject to S-year renewal periods In accordance with FAR Part 17.6
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MAJOR PRIME CONTRACTORS PERFORMING RELATED WORKSCOPE FOR

THE OFFICE OF CIVILIAN RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT

CONTRACTOR NAME

SCOPE OF WORK/CONTRACT

NUMBER/CONTRACT TITLE

WORKSCOPE

PERFORMED FOR

CONTRACT PERIOD

(BASE PLUS OPTIONS)

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT:

Roy F. uiston. Inc. OCRWH Ttchnlcal Support

Strvlccs

0E-AC0I-83NE4430I

"Technical Support for the

Coordmatton or Nat'l waste

Terminal Storage Program'

DOE-HQ

Martin Marietta

Energy Systems, Inc.

B«tte11e Memorial

Institute

Waste Systems Data &

Development Program

OE-ACOS-840R21400

*04k Ridge ntt'^ Lab. el ti.

Management & Operation*

Waste System Integration

Support

0E-ACa6-77RLai830

'Pacific Northwest Labora-

tory Operating ( Management

Contract'

09/30/89

'Subject to S-year renewal periods In accordance Mith FAR Part 17.6
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TABLE V.2

POTEMTIAL TRANSITION OF WORKSCOPE TO SEDM CONTRACTOR

CONTRACTOS NAME

SCOPE OF WORK/

CONTRACT NUMBER

ANTICIPATED PHASE-

IN START DATE

POTENTIALLY AVAILABLE

DELIVERABLES

REPOSITORIES:

Associated Untverslttts.

Inc. [Brookhaven

National Laboratory

(BNL)]

BattelTe Hemorial

Institute [Pacific

Northwest Laboratory

(WDl

Associated UnlvirsUlcs.

Inc. [BML]

BattclTe Henerial

Institute [PNL]

waste Package Scientific FY 1989

Support

OE-AC02-76CHa0017

Performance Assessment

0E-AC06-77RL01810

Preclosure Risk Assessment FY 1989

0C-AC02-76CH00016

Materials Characterization None

Center (mcC)

0E-AC06-77RL01830

- MCC Program Plan

University of

California (LaHrence

Berkeley Laboratory

(L8L)]

SRA Technologies, Inc.

Geosdcnces Support

OC-AC03-76SF00098

EIS Development

0E-AC01-87RW00072

- EIS Scoping ana

Contents

Requirements

- EIS Annotated Table of

Contents

RockMtll Inf 1 Corp.

Design and Implementation

of a Licensing Support

System

BWIP Integrating Con-

tractor to 06/28/87

OE-AC06-77RLaiO}0

See Wcstlnghouse

Hanford Company

See Westinghouse Hanford

Company
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Pag« 2 of 8

TABLE V.2

POTENTIAL TRANSITION OF WORKSCOPE TO SEOH CONTRACTOR

CONTRACTOR NAME

SCOPE OF WORK/

CONTRACT NUMBER

ANTICIPATED PHASE

-

IN START DATE

POTENTIALLY AVAILABLE

DELIVERABLES

Uistlnghous* Hcnford

Coapany

Inttgrtting Contractor t

Otvilopncnt/Ttstlng

DE-AC06-S6FF02170

FY 1989 -

Pt««$«-ln only o<

UBS olwitnts

assigntd to SEOM

In this sow

GROUP: A

Systems Engineering

Htnagenient Plan

Site-specific Systems

Requirements Documents

Systems Description

Oocunents

Reference Data Bases

Configuration

Management Plan

Pri-ACO Waste Package

Engineering studies

Report

ACO Subsystem

Requirements for

Repository

Site characterization

Plan t Semiannual

updates

Final EMMP & %HiP

Outreach/Participation

Plan

Project Plan

Project Management Plan

OA Plan

GROUP a:

Waste Package SCP-COR

ACO Subsystem

Requirements for uaste

Package

Waste Package

Post-Closure Compliance

Strategy Document

Waste Package

Environment Scenario

Document

GROUP C:

Regional HyOrogic Model

Status Report

Hydrochemical Data Base

Spent Fuel Rod Consoli-

dation System Study
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TABLE V.2

POTENTIAL TRANSITION OF WORKSCOPE TO SEOM CONTRACTOR

CONTRACTOR NAME

SCOPE OF WORK/

CONTRACT NUMBER

ANTICIPATED PHASE-

IN START DATE

POTENTIALLY AVAILABLE

DELIVERABLES

HAC-Tcchnical Services

COMpanjr

Technical Support Ser-

vices to OOE-RL

0E-AC06-87RL 10840

Battelle Hemorlal

Institute

BWIP Research/Testing

OE-AC06-77RL0I83O

Kaiser Engineers. Inc./

Parsons-Snnckerhof f

Joint Venture

BWIP A/E Design (ESF and

Repository)

DE-AC06-80RL10000

ESF - None

Repository - it

Start of ACD (1990)

- BWIP ESF Title II Design

Report

BWIP SCP-CD8 for

Repository

- Pre-ACO Repository

Engineering Studies

Report

Morrlson-Knudsen

Company Inc.

Construction Manager for

BWIP ESF

DE-AC01-80RL10343

Science Applications

Infl Inc.

Technical & Management

Support Services to

OOE-NV

0E-AC08-83NV10S76

FY 1989

Phase-In only of W8S

elements assigned to

SEOM In this SOW

- Site Characterization

Plan and semiannual prog-

ress reports.

- Final EWP and SMMP

- Outreach/Part icipation

Plan

- NNWSI Project Plan

- NNWSI Project Management

Plan

- NNWSI QA Plan

Reynolds Electric &

Engineering Co. , Inc.

AT&T Technologies, Inc.

[Sandia National Lab.]

Logistics, maintenance,

construction, & drilling

support for NNWSI

0E-AC08-84NV 10327

Performance assessment,

systems, repository

design

DE-AC04-76OP0D789

50

- NNWSI Systems Engineer-

ing Management Plan

- Site-specific System

Requirements Document

- System Description

Document

- Reference Data 3ases

- Configuration Management

Plan

- Repository SCP-CDR

- Spent Fuel Rod

Consolidation System

Study Report
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TABLE V.2

POTEHTIAL TRAMSITIOH OF WOWCSCOPE TO SCOM COMTRACTOR

Page 4 of 8

CONTRACTOIt NAME

SCOPE OF WORK/

CONTRACT NUMBER

Unlvarslty of C«11fornla Wast* Packagt Oasign and

Lawrtnc* llvanaora DavalopMnt

National Uboratory W-7405-ENG-48

(LLNL)

ANTICIPATED PHASE-

IN START DATE

FY 1990 - Wast*

Packag* Oasign

at start of ACO

POTENTIALLY AVAILABLE

DELIVERABLES

RaposUory S«a1s

MatarUls Selection

Report

ACO Subsystem Design

Requirements for

Repository

Pre-ACD Repository

Engineering StuOles

Rtport

Group a deliverables as

listed for westlnghouse

Hanford Co.

Ceramic Liner

Feasibility Report

Fenix & Sclsson, Inc. Engineering Support tar

NNWSI drilling activi-

ties/subsurface design

(ESF)

OE-AC08-84NV10322

MolMi 8 Narver, Inc. Surface Facility Design

Support for NNWSI (ESF)

0E-AC08-86NV10322

University Of California Geochemistry, radionuclide FY 1989

Los AlMos National migration, and In-situ Phase-In only of

Laboratory (LAND testing MS elements

W-740S-ENG-36 assigned to SEDM

In this SOW

U.S. OepartiNnt of

Interior Geological

Survey

Geologlc/hydrologic

Investigations for NNWSI

0E-AI-08-78EI44802

FY 1989

Phase- In only of

Wis elements

assigned to SEDM

In this SOW

Yucca Mountain

Ouaternary History

Natural Resources

Evaluation

Battel 1e Meaorlal

Institute (and

FollOH-on AMardae)

Technical Integrator FY 1989

0E-AC02-83CH10I40 PKase-ln only of

(Recompetltlon In progress) VAS elements

assigned to SEDM

in this SOW

GROUP A:

Systems Engineering

Management Plan

SUe-specific Systems

Requlreemnts Documents

Systems Description

Documents

61
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Pagt 5 of 8

TABLE V.2

POTENTIAL TRANSITION OF MRKSCOPE TO SEOH CONTRACTOR

SCOPE OF WORK/ ANTICIPATED PHASE- POTENTIALLY AVAILABLE

CONTRACTOR NAME CONTRACT NUMBER IN START DATE DELIVERABLES

Rtfiriflci Oat< B«s*s

Conflguritlon

NAn«gin*nt Plan

Prt-ACO waste Package

Engineering Studies

Report

ACD Subs/stem

Requlreennts for

Repository

Site Characterization

Plan & Semiannual

updates

Final EmP & SMV
Outreach/Participation

Plan

Project Plan

Project Management Plan

QA Plan

GROUP B:

Waste Package SCP-COR

ACD SubsysteM

Requirements for Waste

Package

Waste Package

Post-Closure compliance

Strategy Document

Waste Package

Environment Scenario

OociMKnt

GROUP C:

Waste Package Program

Plan

Core Sample Management

Plan

Geochemistry Test Plan

Surflclal Geologic

Mapping of Deaf Smith

Site

Seismic Survey Report

Land Access Document

for ESF

62
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Page 6 of 8

TABLE V.2

POTENTIAL TRANSITION OF WORKSCOPE TO SEDM CONTRACTOR

CONTRACTOR NAME

SCOPE OF WORK/

CONTRACT NUMBER

ANTICIPATED PHASE-

IN START DATE

POTENTIALLY AVAILABLE

DELIVERABLES

Integration Support

Services (RFP) (ror SHP)

FY 1989 Phase-In

only of WBS ele-

ments assigned to

SEDH 1n this SOW

TBO Field & Technical Ser-

vices (RFP) (for SRP)

Fluor Engineers & Repository A/E Design

Constructors - Advanced 0E-AC0Z-83VM46656

Technology Division

None

FY 1990 (ACD

Start)

Repository SCP-COR

Spent Fuel Rod

Consolidation Study

Report

Pre-ACD Repository

Engineering Studies

Report

Parsons-Redpath Exploratory Shaft Facility

(ESF) Construction Manager

and Operating Contractor

0E-ACa2-a3CH1012S

Parsons-Brmckerhoff/

PB-KBB

ESF A/E Design

DE-ACa7-86UM46664

ESF Title II Design

Report

Roy F. Weston, Inc. OCRWH Technical Support

Services

OE-AC01-83NE44301

FY 1989

Phase-In only

of WBS elements

assigned to SEDM

In this SOW

MONITORED RETRIEVABLE STORAGE :

Roy F. Weston. Inc. OCRWH Technical Support

Services

DE-AC01-83KE44301

•Technical Support for

the Coordination of the

Nat'1 Waste Terminal

Storage Program"

FY 1989

Phase-In only of

WBS elements

assigned to SEDM

in this SOW

BatteHc Pacific NW Labs MRS Technical Support

DE-AC 06-77RL01830

"Operation of Pacific

Northwest Nafi Labs"

G3
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Page 7 of 8

TABLE V.2

POTENTIAL TRANSITION OF WORKSCOPE TO SEOM CONTRACTOR

CONTRACTOR NAME

SCOPE OF WORK/

CONTRACT NUMBER

ANTICIPATED PHASE-

IN START OATE

POTENTIALLY AVAILABLE

DELIVERABLES

Ralph H. Parsor.s Architect i Engineering

Services

0E-AC06-84RL10436

"A4E Services for Con-

ceptual and Advanced

Conceptual Design for

Project :60-Monltored

Retrievable Storage

Facility"

TRANSPORTATION

Roy F. Weston. Inc.

EG&G Idaho. Inc.

ATM '•ctinol'5ql'!S , Inc.

Martin Marietta

Energy Systens, Inc.

OCRUM Technical Support

Services

0e-AC01-83NE44301

•Technical Support for

the Coordination of the

Nat'l Waste Terminal

Storage Program*

Cask Development

0E-ACa7-761D01570

Prlne Operating Contractor

for the Idaho National

Engineering Laboratory"

Cask Development. Technical

" :fini t % Review

OE-AC04-760P00789

'Sandia National Laboratory

Hinagencnt & Operation"

Transportation Operations

Program Operations

Planning^

OE-ACOS-84R21400

*Oak Ridge Gaseous

Diffusion Plant. Oak

Ridge Nat'l Lab. Y-12

Plant. Paducah Gaseous

Diffusion Plant.

Management & Operation'

FY 1989

Phase-In only

of WBS elements

assigned to SEOm

In this SOW

FY 1989

Phase-ln only of

WBS elements

assigned to SEDm

In this SOW

C '
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Page 8 of 8

TABLE V.2

POTENTIAL TRANSITION OF WORKSCOPE TO SEDM CONTRACTOR

CONTRACTOR NAHE

SCOPE OF WORK/

CONTRACT NUMBER

ANTICIPATED PHASE-

IN START DATE

POTENTIALLY AVAILABLE

DELIVERABLES

•attclla Nunrlal

tnstituU

Institutional Planning &

Analysis Hanagenwnt

Integration

OE-AC01-83CH10n9

"Crystalline Rock Project"

FY 1989

Phase-In only of

W8S dements

assigned to SEDM in

this SOW

PROCRAM MANAGEMENT:

Roy F. Weston, Inc.

Martin Marietta

Energy Systems. Inc.

Battelle Memorial

Institute

OCRVM Technical Support

Services

OE-AC01-83NE4430I

Technical Support Tor the

Coordination or Nat'1 Waste

Terminal Storage Program*

Waste Systems Data &

Development Program

OE-ACOS-840R21400

Oak Ridge Nat'1 Lab. ti. il.

Management t Operation*

Waste System Integration

Support

OE-AC06-77RL01S30

Pacific Northwest Labora-

tory Operating S Management

Contract*

FY 1989

Phase-In only of

WBS elements

assigned to SEDM

In this SOW

FY 1989

Phase-In only of

WBS elements

assigned to SEDM

In this SOW

FY 1989

Phase-In only of

WBS elements

assigned to SEDM

In this SOW

f.5
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APPEflDIX A

- ACRCtlYMS -

ACO Advancad Conceptual Dasign

3t]L Brookhaven National Laboratory

QWIP Basalt Waste Isolation Project

CC3 Change Control Board

CFR Code of Federal Regulations

CH DOE-Chicago Operations Office

C/SCSC Cost/Schedule Control Systsn Critsria

OOE U.S. Oapartnent of Energy

EIS Environmental Inpact Statenent

0;np Environmental Monitoring and Mitigation Plan

EPA U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

£Sr Exploratory Shaft Facility

FAR Federal Acquisition Regulation

FPC Final Procurement and Construction (Design)

HLW High-Level Waste

HQ Headquarters

ID DOE-Idaho Operations Office

IMS Information Management System

LA License Application

LAO License Application Design

LPM Licensing Procedure Manual

LSS Licensing Support System

liGDS Mined Geologic Disposal System

CB
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;]jjS
Monitored Ratrlsvabls Storags

\i\»ISl risvada Huclaar Wasta Storage Invsstlgaticns

fjRC U-S. nuclear Regulatory Connlssion

jjV OOE-Nevada Oparations Office

fjUPA Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (Public Law 97-425)

OCRViti DOE-Office of Civilian Radioactive Wasts flanagenent

OGR DOE-Office of Geologic Repositories (within OCRUM)

OR DOE-Oak Ridga Operations Office

?np Project lianagement Plan

PfIL Pacific Northwest Laboratory

QA Quality Assurance

QAP Quality Assurance Plan

RL OOE-Richland Operations Office

SCP Site Characterization Plan

SCP-COR Sit3 Characterization Plan-Conceptual Design Roport

SEDtl Systems Engineering, Development, and ilanagenent

SEMP Systems Engineering Managment Plan

S!WP Socioeconomic rionitoring and riitigation Plan

SOW Statement of Work

SRP Salt Repository Project

TBD To Be Determined

UBS Work Breakdown Structure
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APPENDIX 3

- REFE?.E!1CES -

1. U.S. DOE, OCRVfll Program I'anagement Systan Manual

January 1986

(D0E/RW-0C43)

2. U.S. DOE, OCRWn Draft Mission Plan Amendment

January i987
(DOE/RW-0128)

3. U.S. DOE, ORCWM Monitored Retrievable Storage

Submission to Congress
March 1987
(3CE/RW-0335/l-Rav.l)

4. U.S. DOE Order 4700.1, March 5, 1987, "Project Managenent Systen"

5. U.S. DOE, OCRWM
Office of Geologic Repositories Uork Sraalcdov/n Structure

and Dictionary - Developnent and Evaluation Phase

(OGR/3-4), flovember 1984

5. U.S. DOE, OCRWM Office of Geologic Repositories - Progran Saselino

Procadure tlotoboo< (OGR/B-1) June 1986

(D0E/RW-00G3)

7. U.S. DOE. OCRUM
Generic Requirements for a Mined Geologic Disposal System

(OGR/B-2), June 1986

(OOE/RW-0090)

3. U.S. DOE
Msnorandun, dated July 8, 1985

Saojoct: Establ ishnent of .-'aste Acceptance Process and '..'jste

Acc5pt3.^ce Connittee

9. U.S. DOE Solicitation DE-RP01-87RW0084,
"Design and Implementation of a Licensing Support Systen"

IC. U.S. DOE, OCRWn Mission Plan

(Volume I, Part I, Chapter 4)

June, 1985
(OOE/RW-0005)

11. U.S. DOE OCRWM
Systems Engineering tlanagement Plan, October 1985

(D0E/RU-0051)
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12. U.S. DOE, OCRWri

Syst^ns Enolneering flanafjsnsnt Plan for t.no Office of Coologi:

Rspositories (0CP73-7), 0ctob3r 1985

13. U.S. OOE Ordor DOE 5700. 5B, Soptembor 23, 190G, "Quality Assurjn:^'

14. U.S. DOE, 0CRW1
Quality Assurance ,'lanagenent Policies and Rsquirornents, Octobsr 1335

(DOE/RW-0032)

15. U.S. OOE, OCRWM
Office of Geologic Repositorlss, Quality Assurance Plan for High-Levol

Radioactive Waste Repositories

(OGR/B-3) August 1986

(00E/RW-0095)

16. U.S. MRC, Title 10, Chapter 1, Part 60, Code of Fsdsral

Regulations-Energy, "Disposal of High Lovol Radioactiv:; ',.'ast3 in ".:olo::i:

Repositories"

17. U.S. URC, Title 10, Chaptar 1, Part 50, Appendix 3, Codo of "edcral

Regulations-Energy, "Quality Assurance Criteria far llucljar Pov/or .''l^nis'

18. U.S. URC, Title 10, Chapter 1, Part 71, Code of Federal

Regulations-Energy, "Packaging and Transportation of Radioactive

Material"

19. U.S. tJRC, Title 10, Chapter 1, Part 72, Code of Fsdaral

Regulation-Energy, "Licensing Requirements for the Storage Tf Snont .-.i;l

in an Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI)"

20. Anerlcan National Standards Institute/American Society of tlechanical

Engineers, Muclear Quality Assurance-1, "Quality Assurance Progran

Requirements for Nuclear Facilities"

21. U.S. MRC Review Plan: Quality Assurance Prograns for Si :e

Characterization of High Level lluclear Uaste Re?osit:ri3s, Ju-3 1:2^

£9
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appe;jdix c

MAJOR delive^,a3l:s -

OESCRIPTIOtJ
Or

0ELIVERA3LE

WBS
MUflBER

DUE
DATE

DELIVE:^A3L£
APPROVED BY

Site-Specific System
Requirements Documents - Update

Sit3-Specific System
Description Oocunents - Update

ACD Perfomance Assessment
Report

LAD Performance Assessment
Report

Performance Assessment System
Model Validation Report

Waste ?ac!<age Materials
Recommendation Report for ACD

Waste Package Materials
Recommendation Report for LAD

Waste Paclcage Container
Design/Construction Standard

Advanced Conceptual Design
Report - Waste Paclcage

LAD Subsystems Design
Requirements for Waste Package

License Application Design
Report for Waste Package.

Unsaturated Zone Modeling
Evaluation Report - Tuff

Groundwater Modeling Report
for Draft EIS - BWIP

l.X
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Croundv/atsr Modeling Report - 1.3.03
Salt

Groundwater liodeling Raport 1 2 03
for Draft EIS - Tuff

Seals Materials Selection 1.X.04
Reports for AGO

Seals Materials Selection 1.X.04
Reports for LAD

Advanced Conceptual Design 1.X.04
Report - Repository

LAD Subsystem Requirements for 1.X.04
Repository

License Application Design 1.X.04
Report for Repository and
Seals

Title III Inspection Reports 1.X.04

Senl-annual SCP Progress Reports 1.X.05

Evaluation Report of 1.X.05
site-specific characterization
programs

Safety Analysis Report 1.X.05

Site Selection Report 1.X.05

In-situ (ESF) Testing Data and l.X.OG
Analysis Report for LA

Project Plan

Project Management Plan

Cost Plans

QA Plan

Systems Engineering Management
Plan

3usiness, Project, and — iggo nnr ho
Technical Management ^^^ °°^ "'^

Procedures

1993
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(leposltory Licensing Topical 1.X.05 T3D DOE-HQ
Report(s)

°U. S. COVeONKNT PRINTING orr ICCt19ST-1R1-16<i4aa99
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ORGANIZATIONAL CONFLICTS OF INTKRFST GUIDF.I.INF-S FOR THE SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING, DEVELOPMENT, AND MANAGEMENT CONTRACTOR FOR THE
OCRWM NUCLEAR WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

I. PURPOSE

The potential for orgiuii/atioriiil conflicts of intcn\st (OCI) exists among a wide

array of firms currently performing a divet-sity of OCRWM contract requirements

and desiring to propose under tlic subject Request for Proposals (RFP). The

contractors previously or cum'ntly performing evaluation s«>rvices or activities,

teeluiieal coasulting and management support servic-es and professional services, and

other OCRWM contractual worLs<'op«!s where special OCA provisions are included in

the contract, and supporting the program at eight primary locations (Chicago,

Nevada, Richland, Oak Ridge, Idaho, Albuquerque, San Fraiu-isco, ajid

Headquarters), are faced with a potential OCI determination from a biiLS and/or aji

unfair competitive advantage standpoint with regard to their eligibility for award

under the subject Source Evaluation Board (SEB) acquisition. The potential conflicts

of interest may also apply to sulx-ontractors ajid consultants at all eight locations.

The primary purpose of this paper is to set forth guidelines addressing areas of

potential organizational conflicts of interest.

The Government desires to conduct a full aj>d open competition with the broadest

participation by industry as is practical. There arc numerous ongoing contracts and

subcontracts related to areas of the SEB statement of work. The contractors

performing these activities have the advantage of incumbency (the normal flow of

benefits from the perforniiuice of the contrac-t), whi<'h is recognized as a "fair"

competitive advantiige. hi order to encourage the broadest competition,

notwilhstajiding iiK-umbcncy, ample information must be disseminated. Companies

not currently performing work under OCRWM program contracts must decide

whether to risk sul)stanlial bid and proposal costs, time, ajid energy to compete
against 'ncumhcnts. Hence, a second;iry purpose of this paper is to announce th(>

Depjirtment's intent to establish PubFu- Reading Rooms for encouniging competition

by providing ample information to all prospective bidders, including information not

normally or otherwise made available under a competition. In summ:u-y, these

guidelines provide a frainewoi-k for uniform and equitable treatment of all

prospective propoiicrs under the subject RFP, address areits of potential conflicts of

interest, and permit the widest competition possible under the subject RFP.

11. BACKGROUND OF THE REQUIREMENT

Tlic Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA) of 1982 established a national policy for

safely storing, transporting, and disposing of spent nuclear fuel ajid high-level

wa.stc. Under the Act, DOE ha.s the rcspoasibilities to develop, s<*hedule, site,

construct, and operate deep-mined geologic wa.stt? repositories; ajid to perform

research, development, and dcmoiustration related to the dis|H)sal of spent fuel and

higti-level wa.ste In addition, the Act required the DOE to submit to Congress a

proposal for tlio (roastniction of a monitored rctritrvablc storag*' facility for sp<*nl

nucl(;ar fuel hjkI liigti-lcvcl wu.stc.
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In May 1986, the President approved the DOK recommendiitioii that sites in Nevada,
Texas, and Washington ho sel(H't«^d for detailed chararterizalion as candidate sites

for the first repository. In addition to enviromncntiil ajid socioeconomic studies, the
detailed site characterization process will involve conslnicting exploratory stiafts

between 1,000 ;uid 4,000 I'cct deep to dct«!rininc rock conditions at repository level.

The extensive data to \yc collected during site ehjiracteri/.iition will Ik- used in

developing models to predict the p«Tloriii;uice of each site relative; to the Nuclear
Regulatory Coinmis.sion (NRC) and Knvironmental Protection Agency (KPA)
requirements and in conducting a coinpiirative evaluation of the three eiuididate

sites. In addition, development of a wa.ste package iuid desigii of a repository
suitahle to each candidate site will he conducted and used in the compiu'ntive
evaluation of the site. This site characterization proi-ess will culminate in hoth the
preparation of an Environmental Impact Statement (CIS) evaluating the throe
candidate sites and the selection of one site for the first repository, for which a
License Application will be submitted to tiu; NRC. in aecordiuice with the draft

Mission Plan Amendment, the current DOK schedule calls for the tlS to be issued in

October 1994, for the President to recommend a site for the first repository in

November 1994, and for the l-iceitse Application to be submitted in January 1995.

Following a 3-year period for review of the Lieeasc Applicatioti, con-st ruction of the
first repository is scheduled to begin in January 1998, with initial operatioits in the

year 2003.

The DOL Richland, Chicago, and Nevada Operations Offices have each been
assigiK.'d projei't miuiagement responsibility by OCRWM and have each established a

project office for one of the thn'e c;uididate locations for siting a high level nuclear

wa.ste repository. To date, the Project Offices have been directing contractor

performance of: characterization of their respective sites, design and construction

of exploratory shafts, site-specific waste package and repository design and
development, and compliance with environmental and licensing reg^ilalory

requirements. Several of the contractors are, under DOII direction, supporting the

Project Offices in integrating the work of the numerous project pjirticipants, such as

other DOE contractors, national laboratories, and interactions with slate agencies

and local governmental entities, ajid have a&sistcd DOE in defining, phuuiing,

budgeting, scheduling, and executing site-sp<»cific project work.

Now that the initial programmatic requirements have been met, the increitsing

complexity of tl»e repository program, iuid the need to ensure consistency among all

of the critical elements and across all sites, requires a single majiageinent

contractor to ensure:

ConsisteiM-y in critical test and evaluation work that will lead to both

sucTcssful site s<;lcction and licensing.

lm|)rovcd specification of IIQ requirvments to project teams, leading to

clc:m.'r understanding and improved perforiniuice.
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Reduclioii/reiiioval of duplication of work done for each of the eandidulo

sites. Currently, Itircc repository project offices arc using different sets

of contractors to design a.sp«'cts of the repository that would be

essentially the same at all sites.

o Development of a single s«>t of criteria ;uhI stiuulards for site

chanut«Ti/ation !Uid evaluation of test n>sults; consistent application of

criteria and standards across projects.

o Centralization of management of key program and project priorities at

Headquarters ajid iiicreaiied project office focus on construction of

facilities, data collection and prelimiriiiry iu>alysis, and institutional

interact ioiLs.

In the area of the Monitored Retrieval Storage (MRS) Facility, DOE has identified

three potential sites for an MRS facility and site-specific desigt\s are being prepared

for a preferred site and two alternatives. These designs ajid plajis for an MRS
facility in the Nuclear Wa.ste Miuiagcinent System were submitted to CongTx-ss on

March 30, 1987, for authorization of ;ui MRS facility. If approved by Congrtws, DOl".

plans to submit a License Appli<ation to the NRC thirty (30) months after

Congressional approval. DOK iuiticipates aj» additional thirty (30) months for the

NRC to review and approve the License Application before const met ion .of the MRS
facility would l)egin. Initial operation of the facility would start about 10 yeal^

after Congressional approval.

Finally, in the iuva of trajisportation r<?sponsibilitics, OCRWM must develop a

system'to transport sp<'nt nuchriu- fuel and high-level radioactive wxste to the

Federal wa.ste management facilities when they arc abU? to receive it. A nunilx-r of

developmental studix?s are ongoing in this area.

III. STATEMKNT OF WORK

The Contractor will be responsible for design iuid iumlysis of the Nuclear W:lsI(>

Management System to casun» that the system is optimized ajul that tin- interfaces

between the system elements air clearly sp<rcified and controlled, inclu«ling

transportation eoiusiderat ions. The Contractor will also be a-ssigiicd sp«>cific

responsibilities to eiBiire that the first tt?posilory candidate sites are chiiracterizcd

and that the selected site is engineered ajid developed through r»'ceipt of an NRC
Construction Aiithorixal ion. The Contrictor will a.ssist DOK in obtaining the NRC
licenses. Beyond rc<«cipt of tht; Const niction Authorization for tlur repository, the

Contractor will hcTcqnired to p<«rlorni Title 111 Design and lns|H(tioit and to support

[X)E and the selected repository op«>riitor in obtaining the liccns<> to opt^ratc the

First repository aiid in prepiiring for acccptiUM-e testing and operations. A priniary

aspect of the Contractor's r»!sponsibiliti<'s will b<» to ensure that all work is

conducted in a structunrd ajid systematic majuier that meets the tecluiical,

sclicdule, cost, safety, cnvironuuMital, quality, and interface requirements and that

it meets tlu; nrgiilatory niquin^mcnts of the NRC aiul F.I'A.
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The Contractor will be assigned responsibilities for the second repository in aro:Ls

such as integrating second repository requirements with tiie oilier elements of the

Nuclear Waste Maiiagoment System ajid assisting second repository program

participants to comply with the NVVl'A and ensure that techniques, strategy options,

design coiui'pts, ajid phuis develop*'*! for the first repository aiv utiliz<'(l where

appropriate and that lessons leiirned on the first repository are incorporated into

second repository planning and implementation.

Sliouid DOE receive Congressional approval for the construction of a Monitored

Retrievable Storage (MkS) fa«-ility iis part of the Nuclear Wa-stc Miuiagement

System, the Contractor will be required to provide the design and licensing services

for the MRS. The Contractor will provide the dcsigii and liccasing s<'rviccs unless

and until DOK makes a decision to tr.uisfer detailed design of the MRS to a separate

requirement to b«' (•omp<'li;d. Tli«r ('uiili-ulur would be required to a-ssisl in xhv

transition of that worLscope to the other contractor. In any event, the Cotitractor

will continue to retain the integrition function of the MRS into the overall Niiclciir

Waste Management System.

The Contractor's respoiusibililies will include integrating the work of various

program particip-.uits, sm-h :is national lalmratories, other Kederal agencies, and

DOK prime contractors conducting work in support of the program. The Contnictor

will also ;i.ssist DOK in its intenwtion with affected .States aiul Indian Trilx-s to

ensure' that the coitsultation and coop<>ralion required by the Act for its suct-es-sful

implementation is achieved. All rcspoiisibilititrs a.ssigiud to the Contractor will b<'

subject to program authorization and technical dirt-clion by OCRWM.

IV. BACkCROUNDTOOCI

In accordance with DEAR 909.570-4, two questions should generally Ik; itskcd in

determining wlujlher OCI exi.sts:

(1) Is tlie contpactor b<Mng given an unfair comp<;tilivc advantage in future*

work due to the porroriii;uice of a p:irticuliir contract?

(2) Arc therc eonriicting roles or intcre'Sls which might biius a contnictor's

judgment in relation to its work on a pjirticuhir contrict lor the

Department?

The ultimate determination as to whether OCI exists should b»> made in the light of

common scasc and good busin^«> judgment ba.M»d upon the relevant facts and tin;

work to be performed.

An unfair comp»»tilive advsuilage, as referenced in the first question above, would »h>

present if situatioits envisioned by the Sjx'cial OCI clause were pre'scnt, such as: (I)

award of a contract (other tluui for follow-on technical coiLsulling and maimgem«'nt

support s«?rvicirs) st(;mme«l dirtrctly from a cont rat-tor's performaiM-e of tccluiieal
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consulting ajid nianagemciit support scrvu-es; (2) the Statement of Work or

spectfieation for a future coinp«*titive solicitation was prx^piu^-d by an existing

technical consulting and miUiiigomtMit support service contruetor; (3) a present

contractor with access to and use of DOK internal information which had not

generally b«'cn made available to the public for at lexst six months used such

informalion to com|H'le for future l)()L contract work.

In relation to the second question of biits, if one of the existing integration/technical

support service eontractoi-s at a ciuididatc repository site were to b«! successful in

the subjcM.'t SKH competition, a part of its responsibility would includ*- the review

and evaluation of data that was developed by it while eontiiuiing to provicU; services

to the eogiii/iuit I'rojet-t Offii-c. Were this situation to arise, the ivsue would not hi'

whether an apparent OCI is present; it clearly would be. The issue is, ratlw^r, th(>

extent of eonfli«'t ajid wlu'thcr it ciui be avoided. If such a conflict ciuuiot be

avoided, award might still be made in face of tiie coniiicl after a determination by

the Secretary that award is otherwi.sc in the b«;st interest of the Govenunont.

V. OClGlllDKl.lNKS

A. Fair Competitive Advajitagc

Well over 100 prime contractors and sub<'ont factors at the va/ious Project Offices

and other loiations ait; performing work requirements gencnited by the OCRWM
Program Offic** ajid related to the statement of work for this SEB. Most of this

work involves th«> development of or access to information which gives rise to a

"fair" competitive adviuitage (the normal flow of benefits from the p<'rformance of

the contract). Nolwithsljuiding this recognized fair advantage, in the intenst of

promoting full and op«'n competition, the Public Reading Rooms for this S\.\\

requirement contain a copy of the major prime contracts for contractors p«'rforming

work related to this requirement and significant contract deliverables therelroui.

B. Unfair Competitive Advantage

Only a small amount of tlwr OCRWM progDim work underway involves access to ajid

use of information giving ris<? to an "luifair" com|)ctitive advantage. It is this much
smaller universe of work to which the "ujifair competitive advantage" under these

Guidelines is directed.

The regulatory aspcH-ts of "unfair competitive advajitage" arc addres.s<>d at DT.AR

909.5. The Department's Orgjini/.ational Confru-ls of lnter»'sl -- SptM-ial Clause at

DEAR 9i>2.209-72 (or DOK PR !)- 1.5408-2) is included in many contracts aJid

subcontracts awarded in rcsponsir to OCRWM rcquitiMucnts to date ajid will bo

required for inclusion in many follow-on ajid other pliuuied awards currently in

progress. This elaase, and llie nature of llu; work ac«'omplished under OCRWM
contracts, have direct (Xll im|»li<ations for tlu; subject SKH com|Htition. HereafltT,

this clau.sc is refern-d to a.s tlu- Special 0('l dauM*. (S«>e F.nclosuiv 1.)
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Subparagraph (bXlKi) of the Sp*?cial OCI clause addresses ineligibility to participate

in work which steins directly from other DOE contracts. Subpjiragrdph (b)( I )(ii)

addresses ineligibility to participate in work which is based on Statements of Work
(SOW) or speciri«Mlions prepared by the contractor aiid to b«' used in <onip«litive

procurements. The subject SOW did not stem directly from suiy existing contnict.

Furthermore, the SOW for the subject acquisition wa.s exclusively prepart-d by the

Government.

Subparagraph (b)(2)(i) of the Special OCI clause reads as follows:

If the contractor, in the performance of this contract, obtains

ae<*ess to inforuiation, such as Departmental plans, policies,

reports, studies, financial plans, internal data protected by the

Privacy A<-t of 1974 (P.L. 93-579). or data which lio.-, not iH-cn

released or otherwise made available to the public, the

Contnictor agrees that without prior written approval of the

Contracting Officer it shall not : (a) use such information for

any private pur|)ose unU-vs the information has been rehv.Lsed

or oth(;rwisc made available to the public; (b) compete for

work for the Depiirtment based on such information for a

period of six (ft) months after either the completion of this

contnct or until such information is relea.s<>d or otherwise

made availahlt! to the public, whichever is first; ...

Some information dcscrilx'd under the alwve subparagraph (b)C2)(i) of the Special

0('l claus<> under various DOK contracts could Ix; of benefit to other potential

proposers in tlu- conduct of a full luid o|)en comp<-tition ajul will therefore b«' made
available for review at Public Reading Rooms. Additionally, some contract

deliverables under existing OCRWM contracts arc p<'rt incut and will also be made
available for review at Public Reading Rooms by prosp«'ctive ofleroi%. Sup«Tior

proposals and more meaningful competition should result from making this

information available to all potential proposers.

Public Reading Rooms at tlux?c loealioits will b<! established by the SKH sls IIh; .

repository of information related to the Slat<Miient of Work for the Nuclcjir Wststc

Majiagemenl System. The Reading Rooms will contain iuiy (b)(2)(i)-type inforuiation

under DOE contracts which is coasiderod neces-viry to respond to the solicitation

requirements. Additionally, the Reading Rooms will contain the major existing

OCRWM prime contracts and pertinent deliverables. The information in the

Reading Rooms, while not all-inclusive of already publicly availabUr documents on

the OCRWM program, will contain information which has not Ikcii pivviously

released or otlicrwisc made available to the public and which is considered ncccsssu^

by the SLR to respond to the solicitation.

Potential proposers are cautiomnl th.il unless the (b)(2)(i)-type information is in the

Reading Rooms, any proposer who hits the .Special OCI clause in his DOE contract or

suNontract and has accirss to ainl the um- of information under his DOE contnict or

subcontract which has not been released or othcrwist: made availabh- to the public

for at least six montks as set forth in subparagi-aph (b)(2)(i) of the Special OCI

clause, is proliibited from using su<h information in the com|K>tilion lor this

requirement, without approval of his ConI racl ing Officer.
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Each proposer who has the Special OCI clause in his contract or subcontract ajid has

access to and use of (b)(2)(i) type information as a result of the DOK contract or

subcontract which hiis not h<'en uiaHe public for at Icstst six motiths, will be required

to demonstrate its a part of his proposal that ui\levs the (b)(2)(i)-typ«> information is

in the reading rooni for this SKM r<'quir«Mnent aiid/or he has the ('ontracting

Officer's approval, such informal ion w:ls riot used in competing for this rt^quircMiient.

C. Bias

The solicitation will rcquirv that ail propos«'rs provide a statiMucnt which describes

all relevant factors concerning aiiy past, present, or curnMilly pliuuied interest

(financial, contnictiral, or orgajiizational or oth«;rwis<;) relating to llu! work to be

performed under the last ant OCRWM requirement iuid bearing on whether the

offeror has a possible organizaf ion:il nonfrK'l of iti'.'.'f.st '.vit!: rcsp*-.' t to bciJig abh;

to render imp;irtial, technically sound, ajid objective assisliuice or advice. Kvery

proposer will be requirtid by the solicitation to fully disclose all rclevajil factors.

Furthermore, proposers will b<> required to identify in the proposal sp«*cifie plans to

avoid or mitigate kjiowii conflicts of interest.

D. Proposal Prepanit ion Conflicts

PropoM'rs who an; DOK contractors ;uid sulx-ont raci ors will also b«' requin-d lo

deiiioastrate as part of the proposal how llujy avoided conflicts in the pevparation of

tlieir proposal. KxampU's of actions to avoid confli<ls include sepiuation of

personnel working under existing DOK contracts and subcotittacts in an^ inlerval(s)

during which they may be contributing to proposal prcp:iralion activities, controls on

communication between proposal prcp:in»lion p<?rsonnel and personnel (xrrorining

under existing DOK contracts and sulx'ontracts, etc. During the inleival(s) that

persoiuiel are utilized on proposal prep;iration activities, they must be separated

from tlteir Government contract activities, ajid all proposal preparation activities

must be conducted in non-Govcniment facilities.

Proposers having contractual obligatioas under existing contracts will be ex|H'ctcd

to minimi/c the impact under those existing contracts as a r<?sult of their choosing

to participate in this competition. Performiui<-e of pr«;sont contract responsibilities

must continue to he the primiiry mission during the remaining term of the

contract(s). Any such contractors or subcontractors arc precluded by their

contracts from directly charging existing contracts or subcontracts for the cost of

preparing proposals for the SKI) requirement, i.e., bid and proposal costs. The
cogiii/ant DOK OperatioiLs Offii-es have b^-en requested to ensur-c that the

contractors adlicrc to tllos(^ provisions of their contracts.

E. Representations and l)is<-losures

All orrerors will b<? required to follow existing administrative o|>erating proccdun?s

which presfTihe OCI Rirpn-sentalion :uid Divlosurc formats. S|M'cifically, each
offeror will be requirtrd to complete eithej- the ()('l Represent at ioti or Disclosure

Statement, along with tlie quest ioiuiairc form S4't forth at Knelosiici' 2 to these

(iuideliiH;s. Any additional questions r-equired for the coiu|M-tition will b«' added to

Knclosun; 2 and iiM-orporatcd in the solicitation.
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F. Determinations Re: OCI

Potential proposers should be aware of the responsibilities of the SKB and Sourte
Selection Official to evaluate all facts submitted in response to DKAR 909.570-15
and other solicitation requirements. Proposers are urged to read DOF. Acquisition
Regulation 909.570-9 before incurring proposal pn>piiration exp<>nscs. If the Soun-c
Selection Official finds that an organizational <-onflicts of interest exists, the
Contracting Officer shall:

(1) Disqualify the offeror from award; or

(2) Avoid su<*li conflicts. Avoidiuicc may be feasible in sonie ca.s<rs by
such actions as the inclusion of appropriate conditions in the
resulting contract; having current contract (s) totally or partially

terminated; independent review of work products; etc.; or

(3) If such conflicts ciuuiot be avoided by an appropriate contract
elaus<» or other means, and the Secrctiiry has, nevertheless,

deterinin(;d that award of the cotUraet to the offeror is in the best

interest of the U.S., the contract may be awarded.

Pursuant to the above, proposers ;in> advised that organi/ational conflicts of

interest may be a hitsis for disqualification from award.

Enclosures
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ENCLOSURE 1

Page I of 2

pgAW 952.209-72 ORGANIZATIONAL CONFLICTS OF INTEREST-SPECIAL CUUSE (APR 1984)

(a) Purpos*. Th« primary purpose of this clause is to aid in ensuring

that the Contractor (1) is not biased because of its past, present, or

currently planned interests (financial, contractual, organizational, or

otherwise) which relate to the work under this contract, and (2) does not

obtain any unfair competitive advantage over other parties by virtue of its

perforaance of this contract.

(b) Scope. The restrictions described herein shall apply to performance

or participation by the Contractor and any of its affiliates or their

successors in interest (hereinafter collectively referred to as "Contractor")

in the activities covered by this clause as a priine Contractor, subcontractor,

cosponsor, joint venturer, consultant, or in any similar capacity.

(1) Technical consulting and management support services.

(i) The Contractor shall be ineligible to participate in any

capacity in Department contracts, subcontracts, or proposals therefor

(solicited or unsolicited) which stem directly from the Contractor's

performance of work under this contract. Furthermore, unless so directed In

writing by the Contracting Officer, the Contractor shall not perform any.

technical consulting or management support services work under this contract

on any of its products or services or the products or services of another firm

If the Contractor is or has been substantially involved In their development

or marketing. Nothing In this subparagraph shall preclude the Contractor from

coi^ting for foMow-on contracts for technical consulting and management

support services.
. ^

(ii) If the Contractor under this contract prepares a complete

or essentially complete Statement of Work or specifications to be used in

coM^titive procurements, the Contractor shall be ineligible to perform or

participate in any capacity in any contractual effort which is based on such

Statement of Work or specifications. The Contractor shall not incorporate its

products or services in such Statement of Work or specifications unless so

directed in writing by the Contracting Officer, in which case the restriction

in this subparagraph shall not apply.

(iii) Nothing in this paragraph shall preclude the Contractor

froa offering or selling its standard commercial items to the Government.

(2) Access to and use of information.

(I) If th« Contractor, In the performance of this contract,

-obtains access to information, such as Department plans, policies, reports,

studies, financial plans, internal data protected by the Privacy Act of 1974

'(Pub. L. 93-579)^. or data which has not been released or otherwise made

avaiiaolo to ti»o public, the Contractor agrees that without prior written

approval of tho Contracting Officer it shall not: (a) use such information

for ^y private purpose unless the information has been released or otherwise

ade available to the public; (b) compete for work for the Department based on

such information for a period of six (6) months after either the completion of

this contract or until such information is release or otherwise made available

to the public, whichever is first; (c) submit an unsolicited proposal to the

Government which is based on such information until one year after such

information is released or otherwise made available to the public; and (d)

release such information unless such information has previously been released

or otherwise made available to the public by the Department.
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ENCLOSURE 1

Page 2 of 2

(ii) In addition, th« Contractor agrees that to the extent it
rsceives or is given access to proprietary data, data protected by the Privacy
Act of 1974 (Pub. L. 93-579), or other confidential or privileged technical,
business, or financial infornation under this contract, it shall treat such
inforaation in accordance with any restrictions imposed on such information.

(lii) The Contractor shall have, subject to patent, data, and
security clauses of this contract, the right to use technical data it first
produces under this contract for its private use, provided that, as of the
date of such use all reporting requirements of this contract have been met.

(c) Disclosure after award. (1) The Contractor agrees that if after
award it discovers an organizational conflict of interest with respect to this
contract, an inmediate and full disclosure shall be made in writing to the
Contracting Officer which shall include a description of the action which the
Contractor has taken or proposes to take to avoid or mitigate such conflicts.
The Oepartaent may, however, terminate the contract for convenience if it

deeas such termination to be in the best interests of the Government.

(2) In the event that the Contractor was aware of an organizational
conflict of interest prior to the award of this contract and did not disclose
the conflict to the Contracting Officer, the Department may terminate the
contract for default.

(d) Subcontracts. (1) The Contractor shall include this clause,
including this paragraph, in subcontracts of any tier which involve
performance or work of the type specified in (b)(1) above or access to
information of the type covered in (b)(2) above. The terms "contract",
"Contractor" and "Contracting Officer" shall be appropriately modified to
preserve the Government's rights.

(2) if a subcontract is to be issued for evaluation services or
activities, technical consulting or management support services work as
defined at 909.570, the Contractor shall obtain for the Department a
disclosure statement or representation, in accordance with DOE regulations in

effect at the time, from each intended subcontractor or consultant. The
Contractor shall not enter into any subcontract nor engage any consultant
unless the Contracting Officer shall have first notified the Contractor that

there is little or no likelihood that an organizational conflict of interest
exists or that despite the existence of a conflict of interest the award is in

the best interest of tlw Government.

(e) ReaedlM. Fdr breach of any of the above restrictions or for

nondisclosur* or ai (representation of any relevant facts required to be

disclosed conetmln^ this contract, the Government may terminate the contract

for default, disqualify thej^tractor for subsequent related contractual

efforts and pursua such other reaedies as may be permitted by law or this

contract.

(f) Waiver. Requests for waiver under this clause shall be directed in

writing to the Contracting Officer and shall include a full description of the

requested waiver and the reasons in support thereof. If it is determined to

be in the best interests of the Governaent, the Contracting Officer shall

grant such a waiver in writing.

(g) Ptodif ication. Prior to a contract aodification when the Statement of

Work is aodified to add new work, the period of performance is significantly

increased, or the parties to the contract are changed, the Department will

request and the Contractor is required to subait either an organizational

conflict of interest disclosure or representation or an update of the

praviously subaitted disclosure or representation.
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ENCLOSURE 2

Page 1 of 8

OWGANIZATIOMAL CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

REQUIREMENTS

In compliance with Public Law 95-39 (Sec. 401) and 95-70 (Section 10),

and Department of Energy Acquisition Regulation (DEAR) 909.570 which

iaplements these laws, your offer must provide the information and

assurances called for by the forms provided in this section.

The offeror must submit (as a part of Volume I, Offer and Other

Documents) the following documents from each of the entities 1/

listed below:

1. Either the Organizational Conflicts of Interest (OCI) (a)

Representation Statement or (b) the Organizational Conflicts of

Interest (OCI) Disclosure Statement. If the OCI Disclosure Statement

is signed, provide an attachment showing the information required.

2. The OCI Questionnaire; if you answer any questions "yes," provide an

attachment showing the information requested.

3. If applicable, a copy of the most current 10 K report submitted to

the Securities and Exchange Conaission (SEC) and the most current

Annual Report.

1/ The types of entities or individuals which are required to complete

the forms listed above are as follows:

1. The prime contractor. (If the offeror is a joint venture,

consortium, or other similar type multiple entity

organization, the Information required should be provided for

each MMber of the proposed organization, as appropriate.)

2. Th« subcontractor(s) (unless the subcontractor(s) is only

providing supplies) and consultants at every tier.

3. All affiliates of the foregoing.

4. Any antities owned or represented by the chief executives or

directors of: the prime contractor; any of the subcon-

tractors, except for those only providing supplies; and any

of tha consultants.

5. Chief executives and directors - if they will ba involved in

parforaing tha proposed work of: the prime contractor; the

subcontractors at every tier (except for subcontractors which

are only providing supplies); consultants at every tier: and

all affiliates of the foregoing.
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NOTICE

Apart from other reaedies allowed by law or contract, any non-disclosure
or aisrepresentation of relevant facts required by the OCI regulations
ay result in the Department disqualifying the violator from future
Oepartaent contracts.

Your attention is also directed to Part II, Section I, ORGANIZATIONAL
CONFLICTS OF INTEREST - SPECIAL CLAUSE (DEAR 952.209-72).

DISCUSSION

It is the policy of the Department of Energy to identify and avoid or
itigate organizational conflicts of interest (OCI) before entering into
contracts, agreements and other arrangements.

Generally, to determine whether an organizational conflict of interest
exists, the Department considers these two questions:

o Are there conflicting roles which might bias a contractor's
judgment in relation to its work for the Department?

o Is the contractor being given an unfair competitive advantage
based on the performance of the contract?

Department personnel will examine with particular care proposed work that
calls for advising, consulting, or evaluating in areas that will directly
influence Departa«ntal decisions about future procurements, R&D programs,
production and regulatory activities.

Using common sense and good business judgment, the Contracting Officer
will determine whether an organizational conflict of interest exists
after examining all relevant facts submitted by the offeror; the
statement of work; and information gained from other sources.

if a conflict does exist, the Contracting Officer:

o shall avoid any conflicts; or

o shall disqualify the offeror from award; or

o aay amard the contract if the Secretary (or Secretary's designee)

detarainaa that awarding the contract, despite the conflict, is

in tha bast interest of the United States. Circumstances

justifying such a determination include situations where "the .

Public exigency will not otherwise permit" and situations where

the work or services cannot otherwise be obtained. In these

cases, clauses are included in the contract to mitigate the

conflict to tha extent feasible and a notice of award is

published in tha Federal Register .
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pgFIMITIOMS

The tera "organizational conflicts of interest" aeans that a relationship

or situation exists whereby an offeror or a contractor (including chief

executives and directors, to the extent that they will or do become

involved in the performance of the contract, and proposed consultants or

subcontractors where they may be performing services similar to the

services provided by the prime) has past, present, or currfntly planned

interests that either directly or indirectly (through a client,

contractual, financial, organizational or other relationship) may relate

to the work to be performed under a Department contract and which (a) may

diminish its capacity to give impartial, technically sound, objective

assistance and advice, or (b) may result in it being an unfair competitive

advantage. It does not include the normal flow of benefits from the

performance of the contract.

The term "affiliates" means business concerns which are affiliates of each

other when either directly or indirectly one concern or individual

controls or has the power to control another, or when a third party

controls or has the power to control both (See 41 CFR §1-1 .601 -1(e)).

The term "energy concern" as defined by Public Law 95-91, Section 601(b),

includes:

(a) Any person significantly engaged in the business of developing,

extracting, producing, refining, transporting by pipeline, converting

into synthetic fuel, distributing, or selling minerals for use as an

energy source, or in the generation or transmission of energy from

such minerals or from wastes or renewable resources;

(b) Any Person holding an interest in property from which coal, natural

gas, crude oil, nuclear material or a renewable resource is

comnerciaMy produced or obtained;

(c) Any person significantly engaged in the business of producing,

generating, transmitting, distributing, or selling electric power;

(d) Any Person significantly engaged in development production,

processing, sal* or distribution of nuclear materials, facilities or

technology; and

(•) Any person-

CD significantly engaged in the business of conducting research,

development, or demonstration related to an activity described

in paragraphs (a), (b). (c), (d); or

(2) significantly engaged in conducting such research, development,

or demonstration with financial assistance under any Act the

functions of which are vested in or delegated or transferred to

the Secretary of the Department of Energy.
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COMPLETE ONE OR THE OTHER BUT NOT BOTH
Contract/Proposal/RFP# DE-

Page 4 of 8

OCI REPRESENTATION STATEMENT

I hereby certify (or as a representative of my organization, I hereby

certify) that, to the best of ay knowledge and belief, no facts exist

relevant to any past, present or currently planned interest or

activity (financial, contractual, personal, organizational or

otherwise) which relate to the proiwsed work; and bear on whether I

have (or the organization has) a possible interest with respect to

(1) being able to render impartial, technically sound, and objective

assistance or advice; or (2) being given an unfair 2/ competitive

advantage.

Signature: Date:

Nane^: Organization:

Title: _^_

OCI DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

I hereby certify (or as a representative of my organization, I hereby

certify) that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, all relevant

facts concerning past, present or currently planned interests or

activities (financial, contractual, organizational or otherwise)

which relate to the proposed work and bear on whether I have (or the

organization has) a possible conflict of interest with respect to (1)

being able to render impartial, technically sound, and objective

assistance or advice, or (2) being given an unfair 2/ competitive

advantage, are fully disclosed on the attached page(s) and

formatted to show:

o For ease of presentation, divide following data into four parts:

Organizational, contractual, financial, other;

o The company, agency, organization in which yoo have a past,

present, or currently planned interest or activity (financia4,

contractual, organizational, or otherwise);

o A bri*f dMcription of relationship;

o A period of relationship;

o The oxttnt of relationship (e.g., value of financial interest of

work; percent of total holdings, total work, etc.).

Signature: Oate:
Organization:

Title:

2/ An unfair coapetltive advantage does not include the normal flow

of benefits fro« the performance of the contract.
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NaM of Person

or Organization:

PC I QUESTIONNAIRE

Contract/Proposal /RFP# DE-

1. Will you (or your organization) be involved in the performance of any

portion of proposed work?

( ) No.

( ) Yes. The portion of the proposed work; the percentage value of the

total effort; and the type of involvement are fully disclosed on the

attached pages.

2. What is (are) the major type(s) of business conducted by you (or your

organization)? Please reply on the attached pages.

3. Do you (or your organization) have any affiliates 3/?

( ) Mo.

( ) Yes. The name and a description of the major type(s) of business that

each affiliate conducts is disclosed on the attached pages.

4. Will any of the following be involved in performing the proposed work:

(a) any entities owned or represented by you (or your organization); (b)

your organization's Chief Executive; any of its directors; or (c) any

affiliates 3/?

( ) No.

( ) Yes. A full disclosure and discussion is given in the attached pages.

5. Are you (or your organization) an energy concern 3/?

( ) Mo.

( ) Yes. A full disclosure and discussion is given on the attached pages.

6. Do you (or your organization) have a direct or indirect relationship

(financial, organizational, cotnractual, or otherwise) with any business

entity Nhich could be affected in any way by the selection of any

particular site for a geologic repository?

( ) Mo.

( ) Yes. List the business entity(ies) showing the nature of your

relationship and hot* it would be affected by the proposed work.

7. Other than Question 6. above, do you (or your organization) have a direct

or indirect relationship (financial, organizational, contractual or

otherwise) with any business entity which could be affected in any way by

the proposed work?

( ) Mo.

( ) Yes. List the business entity(ies) showing the nature of your

relationship and how it would be affected by the proposed work.

3/ See Definitions on Page 3 of 8.
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NaM of Person
or Organization:

OCI QUESTIONNAIRE

8. What percentage of your total income for the current and preceding

fiscal years resulted from arrangements with any of the entitles

identified in Questions 6 and 7 above?

X For the current fiscal year— lasting fron / / to / / .

_X For the preceding fiscal year— lasting fro« / / to / / .

9. Oo you (or your organization) currently have or have you had during the

past six (6) years any arrangements (for example, contracts and

cooperative agreements) awarded, administered, or funded--whol ly or

partly—by the Department of Energy or any othar Federal Agency which

relate to the proposed Statement of Work?

( ) No.

( ) Yes. A full disclosure and discussion is given on the attached pages.

10. Do you (or your organization) have or have you ever had any contracts,

agreements, special clauses, or other arrangements which prohibit you

(or your organization) fro« proposing work to be performed in this

solicitation or any portion thereof?

( ) Mo.

( ) Yes. A full disclosure and discussion is given on the attached pages.

11. Oo you (or your organization) have any involvement with or interest

(direct or indirect) In technologies which are or may be subjects of

the contracts or which aay be substltutable for such technologies?

( ) No

< ) Yes. A full disclosure and discussion is given on the attached pages.

12. Could you (or your organization) in either your private or Government

business pursuits utilize inforaation acquired in the performance of

the proposed work; »uch as:

(a) Oats generated under the contract?

(b) InfonMtion concern ing DOE plans and prograas?

(c) Confidential and proprietary data of others?

( ) No.

( ) Yee. A full disclosure and discussion is given on the attached pages.
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NaM of Parson

or Organization:

OCI QUESTIONNAIRE

13 Under the proposed work, will you (or your organization) evaluate or

inspect your own services or products, or the services or products of any

other entity that has a relationship (e.g., client, organizational,

financial, or other) with you (or your organization)? This could include

evaluating or inspecting a competitor's goods and services.

( ) Ho.

( ) Yes. A full disclosure and discussion is given on the attached pages.

14. To avoid what you perceive as a possible organizational conflict of

interest do you (or your organization) propose to: exclude portions of

the proposed work; e«ploy special clauses; er take ether aeasures?

( ) Mo

( ) Yes. A full discussion is given on the attached pages.

( ) No possibility of an organizational conflict of Interest is perceived.

This answer is briefly justified on the attached pages.

15. Please fully discuss In what aanner you would propose to aitigate any

conflict of interest which aay exist if awarded a contract.

16. Was the information used in the preparation of your proposal in response

to this RFP based in whole or in part on any inforaation developed under

a DOE contract with Special Contract Clause DEAR 952.209-72 (or DOE PR

9-1.S408-2) which has not been released or otherwise aade available to

the public for at least six aonths, or which has not been available under

a contract expired for at least six aonths, whichever is first (except

for inforaation in the Reading Rooms for this RFP)?

( ) No

( ) Yes. A full disclosure and discussion is given in the attached pages.

17. All offerors who ware DOE contractors or subcontractors during the period

of proposal preparation shall fully discuss the aanner by which they

avoided oenflicts in the preparation of their proposal (e.g. separation

of parsomal working under existing DOE contracts and subcontracts in any

intarvalU) during which they contributed to proposal preparation

activitlaa. controls "Oo communications between proposal preparation

parsonnal and parsonnal parforaing under existing DOE contracts and

subcontracts, ate).

( ) Not applicable, not a DOE priaa or subcontractor.

( ) A full discussion is given In the attached pages.
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Page 8 of 8

of Person

or Organization:

OCi QUESTIONNAIRE

I hereby certify that I have the authority to represent ay organization,

if afiplicable, and that, to the best of ny knowledge and belief, the

facts and representations presented on the three pages of this

questionnaire and on the pages of the attachment to it are accurate

and complete.

Signature: Date:

Organization:

Title:
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PRESOLICITATION

PRESENTATION PACKAGE

U.S. OEPARTHENT OF ENERGY

OFFICE OF CIVILIAN RADIOACTIVE lASTE MANAGENENT

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING, DEVELOPMENT i MANAGEMENT CONTRACTOR

FOR THE NUCLEAR lASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

JUNE 16, 1987
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The Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (NWPA; ctiarges the Department of
Energy (DOE) with responsibility for siting, constructing, operating, and
permanently closing a mined geologic disposal system (MGDS) for high-level
nuclear waste and spent nuclear fuel. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
is charged with responsibility for promulgating the regulatory requirements
and criteria (10 CFR Part 50) that will govern authorization for construction,
licensing, and approval for permanent closure of the MGDS.

The NWPA also requires that the DOE prepare, and the NRC adopt to the
extent practicable, an environmental impact statement (EIS) to satisfy the
requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and the
implementing regulations of iO CFR Part 1500 et seq. These implementing
regulations require that the DOE undertake a scoping process to identify the
significant issues to be addressed in the EIS.

In 10 CFR Part 60, and in their guidance (Proposed Revision 1 to

Regulatory Guide 4.17) to the DOE for the preparation of site characterization
plans (SCPs) for geologic repositories, the NRC has indicated that
identification of the issues that must be resolved to complete licensing
assessments of site and design suitability is an important step in the
licensing process.

As required by the NWPA, the DOE prepared a Mission Plan for the Civilian
Radioactive Waste Management Program (the Mission Plan, DOE/RW-0005) to

provide an informational basis sufficient to permit informed decisions to be
made in carrying out the program for development of the MGDS. To address the
NWPA requirement that the information needed to support siting and
construction of the MGDS be identified, the Mission Flan included a hierarchy
of generic issues derived from the applicable Federal regulations that define
the requirements for the MGDS, and that must be resolved to demonstrate that
these requirements have been satisfied.

The Office of Geologic Repositories (OCR) within the DOE's Office of

Civilian Radioactive Waste Management (OCRWM) has primary responsibility for
the MGDS program. The OGR Issues Hierarchy for a Mined Geologic Disposal
System (the OGR Issues Hierarchy, DOE/RW-OOxx) that follows is based on the

issues hierarchy concept presented in the DOE's Mission Plan. The OGR Issues
Hierarchy presents the issues that the DOE will use to guide development of

site characterization plans and the conduct of site characterization
activities. These issues must be resolved to demonstrate compliance with
applicable Federal regulations and to support site selection and licensing for
an MGDS. Specific questions that may be identified during the licensing
process and in the development of an EIS are encompassed by the general issues
statements in the OGR Issues Hierarchy. The OGR Issues Hierarchy is limited
to the issues related to siting and licensing requirements of applicable
Federal regulations, and does not address the requirements of other
regulations or functional or operating requirements for the MGDS, or

requirements for integation and design/operational efficiency of the MGDS.

Although the DOE believes that this document contains a comprehensive set of

siting and licensing issues, it will be revised as necessary during site
characterization to encompass any additional issues that may arise.
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Foreword (continued)

This document is a reprint of the original distribution of uncontrolled
copies of OGR/B-10 by William Purcell's enemorandum dated August 21, 1986. The
document number DOE/RW-0101 has been added to the cover. This document will
also continue to be identified as OGR/B-IO. This document is not baselined.

The OGR Issues Hierarchy is a formal progranniatic change controlled
docviment and is effective inniediately. Its implementation will follow all
standard procedures prescribed by the program's baseline procedure (see
OGR/B-1). Any changes to this document must be made formally through the
change control procedure. It is to be implemented by each of the Project
Offices in their preparation of Site Characterization Plans and should
specifically be incorporated into Sections 8.1, 8.2, and 8.3.
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I . INTRODUCTION

The Office of Geologic Repositories (OGR) has adopted an issues hierarchy
for use by all Project Offices. The issues hierarchy provides a framework for

representing issues related to regulatory requirements for siting and

licensing a mined geologic disposal system (MGDS) and for describing the work
that needs to be completed during site characterization to resolve those

issues. The issues in the issues hierarchy are defined as the questions
relating to the performance of the MGDS that must be resolved to demonstrate
compliance with the applicable Federal regulations (including 10 CFR Part 60,

10 CFR Part 960, 40 CFR Part 191, and 10 CFR Part 20).

The issues hierarchy is structured around four broad areas of regulatory

concern related to the requirements for siting and licensing an MGDS

(postclosure performance, preclosure radiological safety, non-radiological

environmental impacts, and feasibility and cost of MGDS development), and

provides the framework for definition of the information needed to satisfy the

applicable regulatory requirements in each of these areas. As such, the

issues hierarchy does not specify the requirements that the MGDS must satisfy

but rather defines issues related to those requirements associated with siting

and licensing. The "Generic Requirements for a Mined Geologic Disposal

System," (OGR B-2) (the GR) and the associated requireaents documents prepared

by the Projects specify the requirements that must be satisfied by the MGDS.

The GR in combination with the Project-level requirements documents address

all aspects of the MGDS, including siting and licensing. The issues hierarchy

and the GR are linked by an issue resolution strategy and performance

allocation process (see Section 6) that leads to identification of the system

elements that will be relied on to resolve the issue by meeting the related

regulatory performance objectives and design criteria.

The OGR issues hierarchy was developed to provide a common basis for all

Project Offices to plan site characterization activities. It will be used in

preparing the site characterization plans for each site to be characterized,

and in reporting the status of site characterization activities via semiannual

progress reports. The specific use of this hierarchy for other purposes has

not yet been defined by OGR.

The purpose of this document is to present the issues hierarchy, describe

the rationale used to develop the hierarchy, and describe how the issues

hierarchy is used in program planning. Section 2 presents the overall

rationale for the issues hierarchy, and explains the structure and

organization of the hierarchy. Section 3 presents the issues hierarchy itself

and Section U describes the basis for the development of individual issues.

Section 5 provides a correlation between the issues and the applicable Federal

regulations being addressed. Section 6 describes how the issues drive

development of plans in support of siting and licensing requirements through

use of an issue resolution strategy that includes performance allocation.
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RATIONALE FOR DEVELOPMENT AND STRUCTURE OF THE ISSUES HIERARCHY

The issues hierarchy consists of three levels of detail: key issues,

issues, and information needs. This structure provides a convenient means to

distinguish broad questions of overall suitability (key issues) from: 1) more
specific questions (issues) about characteristics of the site, features of the

design, and performance of the system, and 2) requirements for the basic
information (information needs) used to answer the specific questions. The

portion of the issues hierarchy presented in Section 3 of this document and
intended for common use by all Project Offices includes the key issues and the

issues but does not include information needs. The information needs required
to resolve each issue will be developed on a site-specific basis and will be

fully presented in the individual site characterization plans and other
program documents.

Key Issues relate to broad-level technical or institutional requirements
grouped into four topical areas relating to the overall performance of the

site, as identified by the DOE Siting Guidelines, 10 CFR Part 960.

Issues are subordinate to key issues. Collectively, the group of issues
under a key issue indicates what questions must be answered to satisfy the key

issue. Taken together, the issues provide a conceptual outline to structure
the resolution strategies for each key issue. The issues are derived, in

part, from the technical guidelines of 10 CFR Part 960, from the performance
objectives and design criteria of 10 CFR Part 60, and from the requirements of

40 CFR Part 191.

Information Needs represent information required to resolve issues and
form the third level of the hierarchy. Although generally similar for all

sites, information needs will be developed for each candidate site taking into

account site-specific differences. Additional levels nay be used, as

appropriate, to identify the lowest level of detail required.

The issues hierarchy presented in Section 3 is based on the issues

hierarchy concept presented in the Mission Plan (DOE/RW-0005 , June 1985,

Volume 1, Part II, Chapter 1). The key issues in the hierarchy have been
adopted nearly verbatim from the key issues in the Mission Plan and thus they

are derived directly from the system guidelines in 10 CFR Part 960. The

issues defined for each key issue in the hierarchy, taken together, are

identical in overall scope to the issues in the Mission Plan, but the

structure and specific wording of the issues are different. The issues under
each key issue are grouped into three categories: performance issues, design
issues, and characterization issues, to reflect the structure and intent of

the primary governing regulations contained in 10 CFR Part 60 and 10 CFR Part
960. 10 CFR Part 60 clearly makes a distinction between performance
objectives and design criteria, which although obviously related, have a

different objective and must be addressed from different perspectives. A

third perspective is represented by the focus of 10 CFR Par.t 960 on the

characteristics of the site. The three categories of issues are summarized as

follows:

Performance issues generally address questions regarding compliance with

regulatory requirements that are related to the performance of the mined

geologic disposal system. They generally relate directly to Che highest level
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of regulatory requirements to be satisfied or findings that must be made.
For example, there are performance issues that correspond to each of the
postclosure performance objectives set forth in 10 CFR 60.112. Performance
issues identify the information related to design, site characteristics,
and performance assessments needed to address the regulatory requirements.
Information about performance assessments is addressed directly by the

performance issues; information about design and site characteristics is

addressed by the design and characterization issues, respectively.

Design issues address needs for information about the design of the
repository, seals, and the waste package. Design issues may address design
criteria specified in 10 CFR 60.130 through 60.13A, preclosure system and
technical guidelines in 10 CFR 960.5-1 and 960.5-2, and/or information
required to support resolution of the performance issues. Design issues

also identify information about site characteristics that is needed for

design purposes.

Characterization issues are intended to encompass the site

characteristics, processes, and events that may affect repository design
and performance. These issues address the detailed information on site
characteristics that will be used to develop site descriptions and support
resolution of related design and performance issues, including the information
needed to determine compliance with the guidelines of 10 CFR Part 960 in

support of site selection.

The relationships among the three categories of issues are illustrated in

Figure 1. The performance and design issues provide requirements (priorities)

for the characterization issues. Resolution of the characterization issues

results in data for the analyses needed to address design and performance
issues. An activity related to an information need under a characterization

issue will only take place if that activity is necessary to provide data to

resolve an identified design or performance question or to satisfy information
requirements from 10 CFR Part 960. The characterization issues provide a

discipline-oriented control to facilitate preparation of descriptions of sits

characteristics. This early integrating effort will ensure that site aspects

related to diverse design and performance topics will be adequately addressed

in discipline-oriented topical reports.

The wording of each issue in the hierarchy was chosen to reflect the

identified interrelationships among the three categories of issues and, where

practical, to explicitly tie the issue to its associated regulatory
requirement (s) by providing a citation to the applicable regulation(s )

.

Although the key issues and issues are intended to convey precisely the same

meaning as the regulations, in some cases the terms used in an issue are not

the same as the terms used by the regulations. These differences reflect

differences between the definitions of terms used in various regulations and

the definitions that the DOE has chosen to adopt in "Generic Requirements for

a Mined Geologic Disposal System," OGR/B-2 (the GR ) . The issues hierarchy in

Section 3 uses terms from this baselined DOE document.
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3. ISSUES HIERARCHY

KEY ISSUE 1: Will the mined geologic disposal system at [site name] isolate
the radioactive waste from the accessible environment after
closure in accordance with the requirements set forth in AO CFR
Part 191, 10 CFR Part 60, and 10 CFR Part 960?

PERFORMANCE ISSUES

Will the mined geologic disposal system meet the system
performance objective for limiting radionuclide releases to the
accessible environment as required bv 10 CFR 60.112 and AO CFR
191.13?

Will the mined geologic disposal system meet the requirements
for limiting individual doses in the accessible environment as
required by iO CFR 191.15?

Will the mined geologic disposal system meet the requirements
for the protection of special sources of ground water as
required by UO CFR 191.16?

Will the waste package meet the performance objective for
containment as required by 10 CFR 60.113?

Will the waste package and repository engineered barrier
systems meet the performance objective for radionucl'-e release
rates as required by 10 CFR 60.113?

Will the site meet the performance objective for
pre-waste-emplaceraent ground-water travel time as required by
10 CFR 60.113?

Will the performance-confirmation program meet the requirements
of 10 CFR 60.137?

Can the demonstrations for favorable and potentially adverse
conditions be made as required by 10 CFR 60.122?

(a) Can the higher-level findings required by 10 CFR Part 960

be made for the qualifying condition of the postclosure system
guideline and the disqualifying and qualifying conditions of

the technical guidelines for geohydrology , geochemistry, rock
characteristics, climate changes, erosion, dissolution,
tectonics, and human interference; and (b) can the comparative
evaluations required by 10 CFR 960.3-1-5 be made?
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ISSUE 1.10: Have the characteristics and configurations of the waste

packages been adequately established to (a) show compliance

with the postclosure design criteria of 10 CFR 60.135 and (b)

provide information for the resolution of the performance

issues?

ISSUE 1.11: Have the characteristics and configurations of the repository

and the repository engineered barriers been adequately

established to (a) show compliance with the postclosure design

criteria of 10 CFR 60.133 and (b) provide information for the

resolution of the performance issues?

ISSUE 1.12; Have the characteristics and configurations of the shaft and

borehole seals been adequately established to (a) show

compliance with the postclosure design criteria of 10 CFR

60.134 and (b) provide information for the resolution of the

performance issues?

CHARACTERIZATION ISSUES

ISSUE 1.13: Do the data collected in order to describe the present and

expected geohydrologic characteristics provide the information

required by the design and performance issues?

ISSUE 1.14: Do the data collected in order to describe the present and

expected geocheraical characteristics provide the information

required by the design and performance issues?

ISSUE 1.15: Do the data collected in order to describe the present and

expected rock characteristics provide the information required

by the design and performance issues?

ISSUE 1.16: Do the data collected in order to describe the future climatic

conditions provide the information required by the design and

performance issues?

ISSUE 1.17: Do the data collected in order to describe the future erosional

processes and rates provide the information required by the

design and performance issues?

ISSUE 1.18: Do the data collected in order to describe rock dissolution

provide the information required by the design and performance

issues?

ISSUE 1.19: Do the data collected in order to describe future tectonic

processes or events provide the information required by the

design and performance issues?

ISSUE 1.20: Do the data collected in order to describe the potential for

future disruptive human activities at or near the site provide

the information required by the design and performance issues?
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KEY ISSUE 2: Will the projected releases of radioactive materials to

restricted and unrestricted areas and the resulting radiation
exposures of the general public and workers during repository
operation, closure and decommissioning at [site name], meet

applicable safety requirements set forth in 10 CFR Part 20, 10

CFR Part 60, 10 CFR Part 960, and UO CFR Part 191?

PERFORMANCE ISSUES

ISSUE 2.1: During repository operation, closure, and decommissioning (a)

will the expected average radiation dose received by members of

the public within any highly populated area be less than a

small fraction of the allowable limits and (b) will the

expected radiation dose received by any member of the public in

an unrestricted area be less than the allowable limits as

required by 10 CFR 60.111, UO CFR 191 Part A, and 10 CFR Part

20?

ISSUE 2.2: Can the repository be designed, constructed, operated, closed,

and deconmissioned in a manner that ensures the radiological

safety of workers under normal operations as required by 10 CFR

60.111 and CFR Part 20?

ISSUE 2.3: Can the repository be designed, constructed, operated, closed,

and decommissioned in such a way that credible accidents do not

result in projected radiological exposures of the general

public at the nearest boundary of the unrestricted area, or

workers in the restricted area, in excess of applicable

limiting values?

ISSUE 2. A: Can the repository be designed, constructed, operated, closed,

and decommissioned so that the option of waste retrieval will

be preserved as required by 10 CFR 60.111?

ISSUE 2.5: Can the higher level findings required by 10 CFR Part 960 be

made for the qualifying condition of the preclosure system

guideline and the disqualifying and qualifying conditions of

the technical guidelines for population density and

distribution, site ownership and control, meteorology, and

offsite installations and operations?

DESIGN ISSUES

Have the characteristics and configurations of the waste

packages been adequately established to (a) show compliance

with the preclosure design criteria of 10 CFR 60.135 and (b)

provide information for the resolution of the performance

issues?

ISSUE 2.7: Have the characteristics and configurations of the repository

been adequately established to (a) show compliance with the

preclosure design criteria of 10 CFR 60.130 through 60.133 and

(b) provide information for the resolution of the performance

issues?
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CHARACTERIZATION ISSUES

ISSUE 2.8: Do Che data collected on population density and distribution

provide the information required by the design and performance

issues?

ISSUE 2.9: Do the data collected on the status of land ownership and

surface and subsurface rights to land and minerals provide the

information required by the design and performance issues?

ISSUE 2.10: Do the data collected on meteorological conditions provide the

information required by the design and performance issues?

ISSUE 2.11: Do the data collected on offsite installations and operations

provide the information required by the design and performance

issues?
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KEY ISSUE 3: Can the mined geologic disposal system at [site name] be sited,
constructed, operated, closed, and decommissioned, and can the
associated transportation system be sited, constructed, and
operated so that the quality of the environment will be
protected and waste-transportation operations can be conducted
without causing unacceptable risks to public health or safety?

Note: The issues under Key Issue 3 will be identified after the EIS
scoping hearings. The issues hierarchy will be amended at that
time.
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KEY ISSUE 4: Will the construction, operation (including retrieval),
closure, and decommissioning of the mined geological disposal
system be feasible at [site name] on the basis of reasonably
available technology, and will the associated costs be

reasonable in accordance with the requirements set forth in 10

CFR Part 960?

PERFORMANCE ISSUES

DESIGN ISSUES

Can the higher-level findings required by 10 CFR Part 960 be

made for the qualifying condition of the preclosure system
guideline and the disqualifying and qualifying conditions of

the technical guidelines for surface characteristics, rock
characteristics, hydrology, and tectonics?

Are the repository design and operating procedures developed to

ensure non-radiological health and safety of workers adequately
established for the resolution of the performance issues?

Are the waste package production technologies adequately
established for the resolution of the performance issues?

Are the technologies of repository construction, operation,
closure and decommissioning adequately established for the

resolution of the performance issues?

Are the costs of the waste packages and the repository
adequately established for the resolution of the performance

issues?

CHARACTEEIZATION ISSUES

ISSUE 4.6: Do the data collected in order to describe the surface
characteristics and conditions provide the information required

by the performance and design issues?

ISSUE 4.7: Do the data collected in order to describe the rock

characteristics provide the information required by the

performance and design issues?

ISSUE 4.8: Do the data collected in order to describe the hydrologic
characteristics and conditions provide the information required

by the performance and design issues?

ISSUE 4.9: Do the data collected in order to describe the expected

tectonic phenomena and igneous activity provide the information
required by the performance and design issues?
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BASIS FOR WORDING OF ISSUES

Regardless of the regulatory source of the issue, the wording of the
issues presented in Section 3 was chosen to make the terminology consistent
with that used in the GR to describe the components of the pre- and
postclosure MGDS. Additional clarification regarding the rationale for the
wording of specific issues is presented in this section on a case-by-case
basis. Citations to applicable regulations are abbreviated as follows:

Regulation Abbreviation

10 CFR Part 60 Part 60
Sections of Part 60 60.x

10 CFR Part 960 Part 960
Sections of Part 960 960.x

UO CFR Part 191 Part 191

Sections of Part 191 191.x

-U-
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KEY ISSUE 1:

Key Issue 1 of the Mission Plan (DOE/SW-0005) , revised to identify the

site and include a citation to the postclosure requirements of Part 960; Key

Issue 1 of the Mission Plan is derived directly from the postclosure system

guideline of 960.4-1, which defines the general long-term performance

requirements for the MGDS; the requirements of 960. i-l are based on the

Technical Criteria of Part 60 Subpart E and the Environmental Standards of

Part 191 Subpart B.

PERFORMANCE ISSUES

Overall system performance objective of 60.112 requiring conformance with

applicable EPA standards for radionuclide releases to the accessible

environment following permanent closure; the requirements of Part 191 Subpart

B of the final EPA standard are incorporated by inference; the containment

requirements of 191.13 were the only applicable EPA standard for postclosure

releases at the time 60.112 was written; future NRC rulemaking will conform

Part 60 to specifically include the requirements of 191.13.

Individual protection requirements of 191.15; as presently written, the

overall system performance objective of 60.112 requires conformance with

applicable EPA standards for postclosure releases to the accessible

environment and therefore incorporates the requirements of Part 191 Subpart B

of the final EPA standard by inference; future NKC rulemaking will conform

Part 60 to specifically include the requirements of 191.15.

ISSUE 1.3:

Ground water protection requirements of 191.16; as presently written, the

overall system performance objective of 60.112 requires conformance with

applicable EPA standards for postclosure releases to the accessible

environment and therefore incorporates the requirements of Part 191 Subpart B

of the final EPA standard by inference; future MRC rulemaking will conform

Part 60 to specifically include the requirements of 191.16.

ISSUE l.i:

Performance objective for waste package containment from 60.113.

ISSUE 1.5:

Performance objective for engineered barrier system (NRC terminology)

from 60.113, with the terminology revised to be consistent iri.th the GR and

indicate that the postclosure barriers of the MGDS being considered are the

waste package and. the repository engineered barriers.

Performance objective for the geologic setting (NRC terminology), with

respect to pre-waste-emplacement irounowater travel time, from 60.113.
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ISSUE 1.7:

Technical criteria from 60.137, linking design to implementation of the

performance confirmation program required by Part 60 Subpart F; although the

performance confirmation program is conducted during the preclosure period,

this issue is included under Key Issue 1 because it is required to provide

assurance regarding postclosure performance..

ISSUE 1.8:

Identifies need to address siting criteria of 60.122.
j

ISSUE 1.9:

Higher-level findings, as required by Part 960, Appendix III, with

respect to the postclosure guidelines of Part 960 Subpart C; and comparative

evaluations of alternative sites based on these postclosure guidelines, as

required by 960.3-2-4 according to the basis for such evaluations as specified

in 960.3-1-5.

DESIGN ISSUES

Identifies need to address postclosure design criteria of 60.135 for the

waste package and provide information to support resolution of related

performance issues.

ISSUE 1.11:

Identifies need to address postclosure design criteria of 60.133 for the

underground facility (NRC terminology), now identified as the repository and

repository engineered barriers to be consistent with the GR, and provide

information to support resolution of related performaftce issues.

ISSUE 1.12:

Identifies need to address postclosure design criteria of 60.13A for

shaft and borehole seals, and provide information to support resolution of

related performance issues.

CHARACTERIZATION ISSUES

ISSUES 1.13 through 1.20:

All issues identify the need to collect sufficient data under each

category to adequately describe the present and expected characteristics of

the site, and provide the information on site characteristics needed to

support resolution of postclosure design and performance issues; the

information categories listed are the same as those used to structure the

postclosure technical guidelines of Part 960 Subpart C.
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KEY ISSUE 2:

Key Issue 2 of the Mission Plan (DOE/RW-0005), revised to identify the

site and include a citation to the preclosure requirements of Part 960; Key

Issue 2 of the Mission Plan is derived from the preclosure system guideline of

960.5-1 (a)(1), which requires compliance with the applicable radiological

safety requirements of Part 20, Part 60 Subpart E, and the Environmental

Standards of Part 191 Subpart A.

PERFORMANCE ISSUES

Issue 2.1 of the Mission Plan, which is derived from the preclosure

technical guideline of 960.5-2-1, with citations to the applicable preclosure

radiological safety requirements for members of the public in unrestricted

areas from 60.111, Part 20, and Part 191 Subpart A.

ISSUE 2.2:

Preclosure radiological safety requirements for workers with citations to

applicable regulatory requirements of 60.111 and Part 20'.

ISSUE 2.3:

Identifies need to address preclosure accident releases; no regulatory

citation is given as the NRC has not undertaken rulemaking to define the

allowable accident releases during preclosure.

ISSUE 2.4:

Identifies need to ensure retrievability as required by 10 CFR 60.111.

ISSUE 2.5:

Higher-level findings, as required by Part 960 Appendix III, with respect

to the preclosure guidelines of Part 960 Subpart D, for preclosure

radiological safety; and comparative evaluations of alternative sites based on

these preclosure guidelines, as required by 960.3-2-i according to the basis

for such evaluations as specified in 960.3-1-5.

DESIGN ISSUES

ISSUE 2.6:

Identifies need to address preclosure design criteria of 60.135 for the

waste package and provide information to support resolution of related

performance issues.

ISSUE 2.7:

Identifies need to address preclosure design criteria of 60.131 through

60.133 for the preclosure repository system and operations, and provide

information to support resolution of related performance issues.
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CHARACTERIZATION ISSUES

ISSUES 2.8 through 2.11:

All issues identify the need to collect sufficient data under each

category to provide the information needed to support resolution of preclosure

design and performance issues; the information categories listed are the same

as those used to structure the preclosure technical guidelines for preclosure

radiological safety from Part 960 Subpart D.
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KEy ISSUE 3:

Key Issue 3 of the Mission Plan (D'jE/RW-0005 ) , revised to identify the
site and incorporate the term mined geologic disposal system as used in the
GRD; the waste transportation system is identified separately from the MGDS;
Key Issue 3 is derived from the preclosure system guideline in 960.5-1 (a) (2)
for environment, socioeconomics, and transportation.
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KEY ISSUE 4:

Key Issue 4 of the Mission Plan (DOE/RW-0005) , revised to identify the

site and include a citation to the preclosure requirements of Part 960, and to

include specific mention of retrieval and decommissioning with respect to

determination of feasibility and cost; Key Issue A of the Mission Plan is

derived directly from the preclosure system guideline of 960.5-1 (a) (3).

PERFORMANCE ISSUES

ISSUE 4.1:

Higher-level findings, as required by Part 960 Appendix III, with respect
to the preclosure guidelines of Part 960 Subpart D, for ease and cost of

siting, construction, operation, and closure, and comparative evaluations of

alternative sites based on these preclosure guidelines, as required by

960.3-2-4 according to the basis for such evaluations as specified in

960.3-1-5.

DESIGN ISSUES

ISSUE 4.2:

Identifies the need to adequately characterize the nature and feasibility
of the repository design and associated operating procedures needed to ensure
the non-radiological health and safety of the workers in order to support

resolution of the related performance issue.

ISSUE 4.3:

Identifies the need to adequately characterize the nature and

availability of the technology to be used for waste package fabrication in

order to support resolution of the related performance issue.

ISSUE 4.4:

Identifies the need to adequately characterize the nature and feasibility

of the technology to be used during repository construction, operation,

closure, and decommissioning, in order to support resolution of the related

performance issue.

ISSUE 4.5:

Identifies the need to adequately characterize the costs associated with

waste package fabrication and repository construction, operation, closure, and

decommissioning, in order to support resolution of the related performance

issue

.

-17-
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CHARACTERIZATION ISSUES

ISSUES U.6 through 4.9:

Identify the need to collect sufficient data under each category to

describe the characteristics of the site that affect the feasibility and cost

of MGDS-related activities and to provide the information needed to support

resolution of preclosure design and performance issues; the information

categories listed are the same as those used to structure the preclosure

technical guidelines for ease and cost of construction from Part 960 Subpart D.
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5. CORRELATION OF ISSUES WITH REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS

This issues hierarchy provides a unified, comprehensive framework for

representing the regulatory requirements that must be satisfied to site and

license a mined geologic disposal system. The connection between the issues

and the regulatory requirements was described in general terms in the

rationale for the wording of individual issues, as presented in Section U.

Figures 2 through 4 provide a graphical correlation between each of the issues

and specific regulatory requirements from 10 CFR Part 960, 10 CFR Part 60, 40

CFR Part 191, and 10 CFR Part 20.

The matrices indicate (with a solid circle), for each specific regulatory

requirement, the performance or design issue(s) that, when resolved, will

satisfy that regulatory requirement. The matrices also indicate (with an open

circle), for each regulatory requirement, the characterization issues that,

when resolved, will provide the principal source of information on site

characteristics needed to support resolution of the design and performance

issues in addressing the identified regulatory requirement. Although there

are numerous secondary interrelationships and support requirements among the

issues that are not indicated on the matrices, these interrelationships will

be identified and accounted for in the approach to issue resolution and

performance allocation described in Section 6.
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6. ISSUE RESOLUTION STRATEGY AND PERFORMANCE ALLOCATION PROCESS

The OCR issues hierarchy provides a common framework to be used by all
DOE Project Offices in planning and conducting site characterization
activities supporting site selection and licensing. The rationale for
systematic resolution of the issues in this hierarchy is presented in a
generic "issue resolution strategy" developed and agreed to by Headquarters
and the Project Offices. Since the issues are derived from the applicable
regulations, identification of the information needed to resolve these issues
facilitates identification and planning of the work that needs to be done to
demonstrate compliance with the regulatory requirements. The issue resolution
strategy provides a step-wise procedure for identifying and planning the work
needed to support resolution of the issues.

General Application

The issue resolution strategy includes up to twelve separate steps,
depending on the type of issue, as shown in Figure 5, and includes the concept
of performance allocation. The overall strategy is based on identification of

regulatory requirements (step 1) and the preparation of a formal description
of a proposed mined geologic disposal system (step la). This information is

used to define the issues in the issues hierarchy (step 2). Next, a

"licensing strategy" (step 3) is developed for each individual issue, which
determines how the components of the repository system will be relied on
during licensing to demonstrate compliance with the regulatory requirements.
Using the information available at the time the strategy is being developed
(or revised), a statement identifying the site features, engineered features,
conceptual models, and analyses that are expected to be relied upon in

resolving the issue is developed for planning purposes. This statement,
relating to the strategy for resolution of a single issue, is called a

"licensing strategy," because when combined with the strategies developed for

all other issues, it establishes the basis for the plans to be followed in

demonstrating compliance with regulatory, requirements, eventually supporting
the DOE's selection of a site for development of a repository and the NRC '

s

requirements for approving construction, operation, closure, and license
termination for a repository. In the initial stages of characterization of

sites, this plan will necessarily be based on preliminary definition of

licensing strategies. These strategies will guide the development of the

programs for testing and analysis, however, and will help to make clear what
tests and analyses are necessary to support resolution of the issues. As the

characterization of candidate sites proceeds and better information becomes
available, the licensing strategies will be refined, as needed, to better
support the site selection and licensing requirements.

The licensing strategy step and the next three steps define the

"performance allocation" process. Performance allocation entails deciding
which system elements will be relied upon in resolving an issue, identifying

the functions that the elements will be expected to perform and the processes

that will affect the performance of each element, identifying and assigning

specific quantitative goals to measures and parameters that represent the

expected performance, and developing a testing program to obtain the

information relevant to the identified parameters. Development of a licensing

strategy (Step 3 of Figure 6) is the first step in the performance allocation
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IDENTIFY REGULATORY
REQUIREMENTS

IDENTIFY PARAMETERS. SET
PARAMETER "GOALS." AND

SET "INDICATIONS OF
CONFIDENCE"

DEVELOP TESTING STRATEGY,
IDENTIFY TESTS. VARIABLES.

AND PARAMETERS TO BE

MEASURED

CONDUCT INVESTIGATIONS

ANALYZE RESULTS

ESTABUSH THAT INFORMATION
NEEDS ARE SATISFIED

USE INFORMATION TO
RESOLVE ISSUES

DOCUMENT RESOLUTION

Figure 6. Issue resolution strategy.
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process. Steps i through 6 can be described as expressing the licensing

strategy in certain specifically defined terms, and using those expressions to

continue the development of information needs for each issue in the hierarchy

and to derive an explicit, detailed statement of the strategy and objectives

of the test program needed to support resolution of the issue. The tests

themselves are defined in step 6 once the information and parameter needs have

been identified for all issues and consolidated into non-redundant lists of

the requirements for each area of testing or analysis. Steps h through 6 may

be iterative in that identification of the requirements for one step may

reveal a need for changes in a preceeding step, or even in the licensing

strategy.

After the performance allocation process has been completed, the

following steps include the conduct of the investigations (step 7) and

performance of the analyses and evaluations needed to support issue resolution

(Step 8). In step 9 the results of the investigations and analyses are used

to establish whether the information needs have been satisfied. Once this

determination has been made, the information is employed to demonstrate issue

resolution (step 10) and the resolution process is documented (step 11).

«1\I1«C C'lCEtmS-'S'-"*'"!''*
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Managing the Nation's Nuclear Waste

Questions & Answers About the

Potential Effects of a Repository

on the Ogallala Aquifer

United States Department ol Energy Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management
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Questions and Answers About the

Potential Effects of a Repository

on the Ogallala Aquifer in Texas

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)
recognizes that protection of the Ogallala

aquifer is a serious concern because of its

importance as the primary water source for

people and for irrigation in the Deaf Smith

agricultural region. The objectives of the

Civilian Radioactive Waste Management
Program are to isolate nuclear waste and to

protect the public's health and safety within

standards and regulations set by the U.S.

Environmental Protection Agency and U.S.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

The Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste
Management is using a step-by-step site selec-

tion process to evaluate geologic and hydrologic

characteristics of the potential sites to help

assure that nuclear waste will not escape from

the repository, move through the host rock,

and subsequently be released into the humem

environment. The locations now being studied

as potential sites, including those in Deaf
Smith County, are being examined in pan
because rocl<; formations at the potential

repository depth are of very low permeability,

meaning that water does not move through the

formations very easily, if at all Where move-
ment does occur, the rate is extremely low.

Aquifer tests will continue to be performed and
water samples collected to determine the

physical and chemical characteristics of the

Ogallala aquifer.

Could the Ogallala aquifer

r^^^^ become contaminated by

r^Bc nuclear waste from the

repository?

The repository system itself is being designed

and would be operated to prevent contamina-

tion of surface water or ground water. The

waste brought to a repository would be in solid

form and in heavily shielded casks. Waste

packages would be emplaced about 2,500 feet

below the surface in a stable salt formation

that must meet pre-established siting

guidelines. The guidelines include geologic

characteristics such as rock strength and very

low permeability. Isolation and containment of

nuclear waste would be assured through

barriers—both natural and engineered—

between the waste and the human
environment.

• Geologic barriers include the rock forma-

tion in which the repository is located as

well as the surrounding geologic

formations.

• Engineered barriers include an insoluble

waste form, a corrosion-resistant metal

canister, repository backfill, and shaft

seals.
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Approximate deplh

below surface in

western Texas
Panhandle (feet)

Could the Repository Contaminate the Ogallala Aquifer?

If a well or fracture penetrated from the Ogallala through the repository level,

radioactive material vi/ould remain stationary or travel downwfards(T)because of

pressure differences between the Ogallala and deeper aquifers.

The total ground-water travel time from the repository to the accessible environ-

ment is estimated to be in the range of 310,000 to 370,000 years.

Ground-Water Travel In Texas Panhandle

Even if the waste could escape these bar-

riers, its travel time to the accessible environ-

ment has been calculated to be so long that

the waste's radioactivity will have decayed to

regulated levels. The Ogallala aquifer is

approximately 2.000 feet above the depth of a

repository and the Dockum (Santa Rosa)

aquifer is more than 1 ,000 feet above it.

Generally, studies show that the pressure of

the aquifers* decreases with depth. This

creates the potential for ground water to flow

down to the deeper saline (brine) aquifers.

'The aquifers include freshwater aquifers near the surface,

such as the Ogallala and the Dockum group {which

includes the Santa Rosa aquifer) and deep saline

aquifers, such as the Wolfcamp which is 3.000 teel

tjelow the proposed repository horizon

rather than up towards the Ogallala and
Dockum (Santa Rosa) aquifers. These deep,

saline aquifers are about 4,500 feet below the

Ogallala. Once in those deep aquifers, any

radioactive materials that might be released

would be isolated for very long times due to

extremely slow movement of the ground water.

The total ground-water travel time from the

repository to the accessible environment is

estimated to be in the range of 310,000 to

370,000 years.

There are no known fractures that connect

the Ogallala aquifer and the layer of salt

where a repository could be located. The rock

formation at the repository depth and the for-

mations immediately above and below it con-

sist of rock that has very low permeability and
has very little water in it.
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The repository would be required to meet
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
standards and U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission (NRC) regulations, including those
requiring long-term waste containment. The
EPA's standards* limit release of radioactive

material to the environment for 10,000 years
after disposal This time period was selected

in part because it is long enough for radio-

nuclides released into ground water to decay
to regulated levels of very low radioactivity

before reaching the accessible environment.

Choosing 10,000 years for containment
requires selection of sites where properties of

the rock can significantly reduce the release of

radioactivity to the accessible environment

The NRC regulations" specify that the

waste package must contain the high-level

waste during the period when most of the

radioactivity and heat are being emitted (300
to 1 ,000 years). The regulations also state

that, at the site selected, the ground-water
travel time along the fastest path of likely

radionuclide travel from the repository to the

accessible environment must be at least 1,000
years. Meeting these two requirements along

with all of the natural barriers—such as the

host rock itself—provides a much longer

period of isolation for the waste to ensure the

safety of the site and protection of the Ogallala

and Dockum aquifers.

^^^ What are exploratory shafts

-'^^^ and will they be designed and

s3r sealed to prevent water from

leaking downwards?

The exploratory shafts are two shafts

approximately 12 feet in diameter that would

be constructed to the depth of the potential

repository. The purpose of the exploratory

shafts is to allow geologic and engineering

studies to be conducted at repository depth.

'U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, "Environmental

Standards for ttie Management and Disposal ot Spent

r^Juclear Fuel, High-Level and Transuranic Radioactive

Wastes." Title 40, Code of Federal Regulations. Part

191, September 19. 1 985
* "Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Disposal of Htgh-

Level Radioactive Wastes in Geologic Repositories:

Tectinical Cntena," 10 Code of Federal Regulations.

Part 60, June, 1983

Shaft Concept

One shaft will provide access for workers and
supplies. A second shaft will be used for the

removal of excavated materials and as an

emergency exit for workers.

The exploratory shafts will be constructed

before a final repository site decision is made
to examine the geologic conditions at a poten-

tial site to determine its suitability or unsult-

ability as a repository (site characterization).

Although the final designs for the exploratory

shafts are not yet established, the exploratory

shafts could look like the concept shown on

this page. The shafts would be constructed

using conventional mining methods.
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A major concern in Texas is that construc-

tion of the shafts, which will pass through the

Ogallala and Dockum aquifers, will lower the

water table or contaminate the water supply.

Many such shafts have been constructed

through highly permeable formations similar to

the Ogallala and Dockum without disturbance

of the aquifers. For example, a successful

shaft installation through a permeable water-

bearing formation has been reported from Bri-

tain at the Selby coal field. Ground-freezing

techniques were used at the Selby coal field

similar to the methods planned for the Deaf

Smith site. Other such shafts have been con-

structed in Europe, Canada, Arizona, Loui-

siana, Pennsylvania, New Mexico, and Texas.

The shafts will be constructed based on the

detailed site information obtained from an

engineering design borehole. To stabilize sur-

rounding strata and control ground water for

shaft construction at the Texas site, the follow-

ing ground-freezing technique will be used.

First, a series of boreholes is drilled in a cir-

cular pattern 15 to 20 feet from the shaft

center for coolant circulation pipes. The pipes

are connected to a surface refrigeration plant.

Coolant is circulated continuously through the

pipes and the ground is frozen to form a cylin-

drical ice column around the shaft. The ground

is frozen to below the lowest aquifer, a depth

of 1,100 to 1,200 feet. While the ground is

freezing, the workers set up equipment on the

surface and prepare for shaft sinking. When
the ground is frozen, the shaft is excavated to

approximately 100 feet and lined with rein-

forced concrete. This allows installation of the

underground shaft sinking equipment.

Shaft sinking then continues below the

100-foot level in approximately 20- to 30-foot

segments. A preliminary shaft wall lining of

concrete blocks is installed with each section.

This process is repeated down past the lowest

major aquifer into the relatively impervious

rock formation below it. A watertight lining

made of an outer steel shell with an inner con-

crete lining will be placed inside the prelimi-

nary concrete block lining. This is installed

from the bottom of the shaft to the surface.

Watertight seal material is installed between

the steel and block lining. Special seals will

also be installed where needed below aquifer

zones. This will prevent ground water from

moving down the shaft and will protect water

quality.

The final lining system is supported by a

large reinforced concrete foundation. This

steel, concrete, and seal liner system provides

structural support and serves as a water bar-

rier. At this point, the freeze plant will be

turned off, and shaft sinking continues to a

depth of 2,500 feet in 20- to 30-foot sections,

including emplacement of the concrete lining.

Minor inflows of water can be treated locally

by adding segments of steel lining. If the

engineering design borehole indicates a great

amount of water will be encountered, the shaft

can be lined all the way down with watertight

steel casing.

When the shafts are completed, they will be

connected at the bottom to establish ventila-

tion and provide two means of safe evacua-

tion. A testing program is being planned to

monitor the performance of the shafts. After

construction of the exploratory shafts, and

throughout the geologic and engineering

studies, the shafts will be monitored for stabil-

ity and subsurface performance of lining and

seals. If the site is not selected for further

development. DOE will restore it as closely as

possible to its original condition by filling the

subsurface excavations and shafts with stored

salt and other mined rock and by placing seals

and plugs at required intervals to prevent

water migration.

rv^ Would repository shafts also
'^J^ be built so that the Ogallala^^ would not be threatened?

Shafts to the repository level will be designed

and sealed to prevent water from leaking

downwards. The shaft lining will be designed

to ensure isolation of aquifers. Special seals

will be installed to protect and isolate aquifers

such as the Ogallala and Dockum (Santa

Rosa). As the repository reaches its prescribed

capacity of waste packages and is decommis-

sioned, the repository drifts (tunnels) and

shafts will be backfilled with the same material

that was excavated from those areas during

construction. The shafts will then be plugged

and sealed.
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^,^^^ Could the Ogallala aquifer

"'^^B become contaminated or be
-^^ threatened by the drilling and

exploratory shaft construction?

Since no high-level nuclear waste would be
involved in any drilling, exploratory shaft con-
struction, or other site characterization activi-

ties." there is no risk of radioactive contamina-
tion. There could be personnel risks related to

shaft construction as there would be during
any large construction project Many precau-
tions would be taken to preclude any threat or

*The Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 prohibits use of

any radioactive material during site characterization,

unless Ihe Nuclear Regulatory Commission concurs thai

such use IS needed to provide complete data required

for environmental reports and a construction application

possibility of contaminating the Ogallala and
Dockum aquifers during shaft construction.

The shafts would be specially lined with a
casing and sealed to prevent pollution or

depletion of the aquifers (see the response to

question 2) Material excavated during shaft

construction would be stockpiled on the site

and precautions would be taken against

seepage of runoff water or blowing salt dust
(see the response to question 5) The shaft

would be monitored to help ensure Ihe integ-

rity of the casings and seals.

^H^ How will DOE protect the

M^ Ogallala aquifer from the pile^^ of excavated salt?

As much of the excavated material as possi-

ble would be used as backfill in the repository.

Exploratory Shaft Facility Concept

5
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Exploratory Shaft Facility Concept

However, there would be excess amounts of

salt which will be disposed of. Initially, the

excavated material would be stockpiled on the

site before disposal or use as backfill. Rainfall

runoff in the loading, transferring, and stockpil-

ing areas would be carefully controlled to pre-

vent migration of dissolved salt into surface or

ground-water sources. The ground surface

under and around the salt pile must be graded

to provide adequate drainage and covered

with a flexible, impermeable liner. The surface

must be prepared to prevent liner punctures or

tears. Additional precautions must be taken to

prevent infiltration by rainwater and to control

blowing salt dust.

Water that infiltrates the stockpile would be

intercepted by the liner and drained to an

evaporation/retention pond. This pond would

also be used for any water that may be

pumped from the shaft. Climatic conditions in

Texas are suitable for evaporating retained

water The pond must be designed to be of

large enough capacity to handle a 100-year

flood.' In the event that adequate evaporation

does not occur, retained water can be removed
and transported to a state-licensed disposal

site. The pond must also be lined with an

impermeable liner to prevent seepage. Moni-

toring wells will be installed around the

stockpile and other repository facilities to

monitor water quality in the Ogallala.

Studies are currently in progress to deter-

mine the best salt disposal method for each

*A storm that may occur once every 100 years.
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Repository Concept

potential site; the methods eventually selected

will depend, in part, on the site selected. The
project's repository architect/engineer will

address this and other issues more completely

during site-specific conceptual design activi-

ties. The salt could be disposed of in abandoned
or operating mines, on the commercial market,

in the Gulf or ocean, in alkaline flats or dried

saline lake beds, or in an onsite landfill. A
combination of several methods could be used
to dispose of all the salt.

^.^^^^ Who is liable for cleanup costs

^^~^^B or damages if the aquifer is

*^^^ contamihatA oi* depleted

despite these precautions?

If, despite the precautions, the aquifer were
damaged as a result of a nonnuclear-waste-

related incident, tfte federal government and/or

the contractors would be liable and responsi-

ble for cleanup of any localized contamination,

-as well as for containment and monitoring. If

there were radioactive contamination, the

Price-Anderson Act, which assures compensa-
tion, would apply.

-^^ Could water flow from the

^^BV Ogallala aquifer down to the
^^^" salt where the repository would

be and dissolve the rock?

Although there is a potential for downward
flow in the rock formations in the area, there is

no known natural connection between the

Ogallala aquifer and the layer of salt where
the repository would be located (see the

response to question 1). The possibility of a

connection will be thoroughly evaluated during

site characterization and will be one of the

issues evaluated by the NRC. Water could
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flow from an upper aquifer, such as the

Ogallala, to the layer of salt at repository

depth if a well were drilled to the repository

depth and left open, or if shafts were

improperly sealed. To prevent this, there would

be a control zone surrounding the repository

facilities. No drilling would be permitted in this

control zone Any existing holes would be

plugged and sealed before repository opera-

tions begin. The repository shafts would be

lined and sealed (see the response to question

2) so that water would not travel through them

to the repository level

During repository operation, any small

amount of water that would be present in the

repository would be evaporated as a result of

the circulation of fresh air from the ventilation

system. The repository temperature would be

kept above the dew point at which water would

start to accumulate. If larger amounts of water

were present in the repository due to unex-

pected conditions, such as a pocket of brine,

the water would be pumped out. The pumps

used (called a "dewatering system") would be

designed to handle relatively routine conditions

and unexpectedly high water inflows. The

water pumped out of the repository would be

drained to an evaporation/retention pond. A

similar dewatering system has been included

In the preliminary designs for the exploratory

shaft facility.

Dissolution IS caused by a large amount of

fresh water coming into contact with the salt

As fresh water dissolves salt, the water

becomes increasingly saline until it is

saturated (too saline to dissolve salt). Dissolu-

tion would continue only if the saturated water

is removed and more fresh water is brought

into contact with the salt. Because of the shaft

sealing, control zone, ventilation system, and

dewatering system, there would be no con-

tinuous flow of water from the Ogallala aquifer

to the repository in quantities significant

enough to dissolve the salt.

-^^^ How much water would be

~'^^P used for exploratory shaft
^^" activities?

The average annual freshwater use for

exploratory shaft activities will be about 47

acre-feet per year, enough to irrigate 53 acres.

It would take more than that much water per

year to irrigate 61 acres of land (the approxi-

mate size of the potential exploratory shaft

site)

The peak work force during site characteri-

zation is expected to be about 480 workers.

Some of these workers would be hired locally,

while others would relocate to surrounding

communities. Since many of the jobs during

site characterization are of short duration, only

some workers are expected to relocate with

their families. Each additional resident requires

approximately 150 gallons of water per day

Assuming that 10 percent of the peak work

force would be hired locally, the relocating

workers will use an additional 156 acre-feet

per year at the peak work force size. These

workers will be using municipal water sources

since they will be living in communities near

the site area.

''^^^ How much water would the

^B™ repository use?

This question will be addressed completely

during site-specific conceptual design activi-

ties. However, DOE can provide the following

preliminary estimates.

Water requirements for a repository in the

Texas Panhandle during the 30-year waste

emplacement period are now expected to

average approximately 289 acre-feet per year,

depending on the quality of water and the

amount of wastewater reuse. This is equivalent

to the amount of water needed to irrigate from

170 to 263 acres of cropland, an area that is

significantly smaller than the size of a

repository site.' Information is being collected

to allow comparisons with water uses for

specific crops.

The water requirements for the 7-year

repository construction period are expected to

be approximately 552 acre-feel. In addition,

the peak-year municipal water needed for new
workers and their families during the construc-

• Approximately 408 acres for surface facilities.
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tion phase would be approximately 420 acre-

feet per year. During repository operations, the

average demand for new workers and families

would be about 300 acre-feet per year

If a repository were in operation today,

calculations indicate tfiat it would use less

than 1 percent of the water used in Deaf

Smith County, based on 1980 water-use

figures By the year 2020. projections indicate

a repository would still use less than 1 percent

of the water used in Deaf Smith County.

During regional and area studies, DOE
accumulated information about water use and
trends. Data sources included the Texas
Department of Water Resources, the U.S.

Department of Agriculture, and the U.S.

Department of Commerce. Water use will con-

tinue to be studied to help evaluate the effects

of a repository on future Panhandle water

needs.

How would water be used at

jy the repository? Would it

become contaminated?

Water requirements include:

• Cooling tower water for plant operations

(nonradioactive uses)

• Potable water for site workers (drinking

water, restrooms, cafeteria, etc.)

• General plant water (steam, maintenance,

etc.)

• Radioactive uses.

Of the categories of water usage listed

above, the largest amount of water would be

used for the cooling towers (about 200 gallons

per minute). Cooling lower water would not be

contaminated with radioactive materials during

normal repository operations. Under extreme

accident conditions, any contaminated water

would be contained, collected, and treated in

an onsite facility (see discussion below) Cool-

ing tower water would be monitored constantly.

There would be back-up systems in case of

monitoring equipment failure. Routine cooling

water "blowdown"* would be conducted as it

is in other large industrial facilities "Blowdown"
water would also be treated (or any salt and
chemicals present before it is released

Water for radioactive uses is estimated to be
20 gallons per minute. This water results from

decontamination of materials from analytical

labs, hot cells, laundry, and any contaminated

transportation casks This contaminated water

is considered low-level waste and would be
collected and treated in the onsite facility. In

this facility, the waste products would be sepa-

rated from the water and solidified for packag-

ing and disposal. Radioactivity would be con-

tained during the process through engineered

barriers. The type of low-level waste to be
treated in the facility is comparable in radio-

activity level to the low-level waste resulting

from a hospital's nuclear medicine department.

The processes used to treat the materials are

also similar. There is no intention to indefi-

nitely store any contaminated water on site; it

would be processed as it is generated. The
amount of water contaminated with radioactive

material at a repository would be so small and

well contained that the possibility of it reaching

the Ogallala aquifer would be practically

nonexistent.

IB
How would water use for the

repository affect the water

levels of adjacent landowners?

Calculations of the effect of repository water

use will be made for the specific site selected

for detailed study. The effect of water use on

adjacent landowners is discussed in the envi-

ronmental assessment for the Deaf Smith site

(DOE/RW-0069) During repository construc-

tion, the estimated maximum drawdown 1.5

miles from the onsite wells is about 0.3 feet.

During repository operation, the maximum
drawdown to wells located 15 and 3 miles

away is estimated to be 2.2 and 0.7 feet,

respectively.

Generally, if the repository were sited on

land that is now irrigated, the repository would

"Blowdown" is a routine evacuation of the cooling water.
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-Water table before

pumpage

-Water table during pumpage

(Not to icale)

Effect of Water Use on Water Table

use less water than the amount needed to

Irrigate land the size of a repository site (see

the response to question 9). In this case, there

would be no effect on the adjacent land-

owners' supplies.

If the repository were located at a site at

which there was no irrigation prior to construc-

tion, there could be sonne effect on adjacent

landowners. This could occur because, when

any well is drilled and used, a cone of depres-

sion forms in the water table (see the figure on

this page). The distance (marked "A") is

unknown until calculations are made concern-

ing (1) the aquifer properties and (2) the size

of the repository site control zone. Until these

two factors are determined, it is not known
whether adjacent landowners would be
adversely affected by repository water use.
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OCRWM Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management

In 1982 Congress passed the Nuclear Waste Policy Act that established the nation's nuclear waste program The

Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management was created by the act to fullill the Congressional mandate The

program is funded by the generators and consumers of nuclear electricity and by the nation's defense activities

For further information about the national program, vKrite to;

Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste lilanagement

US. Deparlmenl of Energy

IVIail Stop RW-40
Washington, DC 20585

(202) 586-5722

For additional information alx)ut specific site studies, write to;

Salt Project Tuff Pro|ecI Basalt Project Technology Development Program

Sail Repository Project Oflice Public Affairs Office Public Affairs Director Office of Commumcalions

U S DepanmenI of Energy US DepanmenI of Energy U S Department of Energy U S Deparlmenl of Energy

110 Nonti 25 fulile Avenue Box 14100 825 Jadwm Ave 9800 South Cass Avenue

Heretorrj, Texas 79045 Las Vegas. Nevada 891 14 PO Box 550 Argonne. Illinois 60439

(806) 3742320 (702) 295-3521 Richland Washington 99352 (312) 972-2010

(509) 376-7501

Information Offices; Hereford Tulia Vega
115 East First 102 S E Second 1-49 and Slate Route 385

Hereford, Texas 79045 Tulia. Texas 79088 Vega, Texas 79092

(806) 364-0101 (806) 995-2519 (806) 267-2121
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POST-HEARING QUESTIONS

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

JUNE 29, 1987
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QUESTION 1 . I want to pursue a point you made on page 7 about exhausting

surface-based testing prior to sinking of shafts. You say

that this is desirable for two reasons, namely (1) shaft

sinking could interfere with some surface-based tests, and (2)

surface-based testing can resolve some issues at a relatively

low cost, prior to committing major resources to the shaft

drilling effort. If schedule were not an issue, and if you

could choose a logical sequence of testing, how would you

proceed in the site characterization work so as to maximize

the value of the results and minimize upfront costs? How

would this sequence affect the overall timing for site

characterization, that is, how much more time would it take to

perform tests sequentially rather than simultaneously?

ANSWER.

If overall schedule were not an issue, NRC staff believes that certain

technical concerns at each site could be investigated through surface-based

testing sufficiently to determine if disqualifying conditions are present.

NRC staff has prepared the attached table which identifies current principal

technical concerns for each of the three candidate sites and the predominant

approach for resolving these issues based on the judgement of the NRC staff.

If this judgment is correct, it might be a basis for DOE's development of site

characterization plans which focus Initially on surface-based testing which

could potentially identify disqualifying conditions. Where such surface-based

testing does Identify a disqualifying condition, there would be no need to

undertake at-depth testing which would require exploratory shafts at that

site.

6/30/87 JOHNSTON Ql
NMSS
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QUESTION 1 . (Continued) -2-

Since NRC is not responsible for developing site characterization plans, staff

has not addressed the sequencing of tests and associated schedules and costs.

This can best be done by DOE which does have responsibility for these aspects.

NRC staff has provided the attached table to DOE for its consideration in

developing its site characterization plans for the three candidate sites.

6/30/87 JOHNSTON Ql

NHSS
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ISSUE

MAJOR ISSUES AND RESOLUTION APPROACH

PREDOMINANT APPROACH

Hanford Site

Characterization of
Groundwater Flow System

Tectonic Stability

Radionuclide Retardation

Container Lifetime

Surface-based and/or
Laboratory Testing

Underground Testing and/or
Shaft Sinking

Repository Constructability/
High In-Situ Stress

Yucca Mountain Site

Presence of Potentially Active X

Faults in the Vicinity of Yucca
Mountain

Potential for Hydrothermal X

Activity in the Vicinity of
Yucca Mountain

Groundwater Flow

Effectiveness of the Potential X

Radionuclide Retardation Mechanisms
Available at Yucca Mountain

Potential for Volcanism in the X

Vicinity of Yucca Mountain

Deaf Smith Site

Potential for localized salt X

dissolution along faults acting
as groundwater flow paths

Effects of heterogeneities X

in the salt units on repository
constructability and retrievability

Potential for shaft seal failures
resulting in groundwater inflow

Potential for localized corrosion of
waste package in a brine environment

--Brine migration/chemistry
—Localized corrosion X

77-G88 718
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QUESTION 2 . From your initial exposure to DOE's quality assurance program,

do you feel that DOE could use a little "coaching" from your

people, who are most experienced in rigorous QA requirements

relating to the licensing of commercial nuclear power plants?

ANSWER .

During the current pre-licensing consultation phase of the repository

program, NRC staff has focused its contact with the U.S. Department of Energy

(DOE) quality assurance (QA) program on lessons learned in QA from the power

reactor program. This has included briefings by NRC quality assurance and

legal staff for DOE management, staff, and contractors. The NRC staff has

also prepared guidance documents on key QA areas of concern. In addition, the

NRC staff observes DOE's QA audits of its own work and has begun independent

NRC audits of selected critical portions of DOE's program. We believe that

this proven comprehensive approach will best enable DOE to meet its

responsibilities in this important area.

6/30/87 JOHNSTON Q2
WSS
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QUESTION 3 . In your statement, you mention that NRC is working with DOE

to identify areas where surface-based testing may be required

prior to the sinking of exploratory shafts.

(a) Are there areas where it may be possible to obtain

conclusive data for some of the potentially disqualifying

factors by surface-based testing prior to drilling an

exploratory shaft?

ANSWER .

The table provided in response to Question 1 identifies technical issues

which the NRC staff considers could be resolved predominantly through

surface-based and/or laboratory testing.

6/30/87 JOHNSTON Q3
NMSS
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QUESTION 3 . (Continued) -2-

(b) In your view, would it be desirable to focus on this

testing first?

ANSWER .

NRC believes It would be desirable to focus on this testing first In cases

where: (a) shaft construction would render necessary surface testing

impossible or meaningless; and (b) such testing would reveal information

about site suitability important to know before major resources are committed

for shaft construction. It should be noted, however, that ultimately testing

at repository depth would be necessary to ensure the adequacy of any site.

6/30/87 JOHNSTON Q3
NMSS
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QUESTION 3 . (Continued)

(c) Is the Department's program structured to address these

issues prior to sinking exploratory shafts?

ANSWER.

The Site Characterization Plans being developed by DOE will be the first

indication of whether DOE's program is structured to address these issues.

In one case, of which NRC is aware, DOE's program is structured on this

basis. Specifically, as reported in the Mission Plan Amendment presently

before Congress, the DOE program has been restructured to obtain data on the

groundv/ater flow system at Hanford prior to sinking of an exploratory shaft.

6/30/87 JOHNSTON Q3
NMSS
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QUESTION 3 . (Continued) -4-

(d) In your view, what technical issues at each site might be

able to be resolved through surface testing?

ANSWER .

The table provided in response to Question 1 identifies technical issues

which the NRC staff considers could be resolved predominantly through

surface-based and/or laboratory testing.

6/30/87 JOHNSTON Q3
NMSS
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QUESTION 4 . You mention In your testimony that NRC Is working to develop

additional regulatory guidance to assist DOE 1n focusing on the

relevant Issues for licensing.

(a) To some extent, aren't NRC's regulations In this area

still evolving?

ANSWER .

NRC regulations on repository performance are largely complete. We will

shortly complete a rulemaking to conform our rules in 10 CFR Part 60 to the

Environmental Protection Agency regulations, 40 CFR Part 191, which estab-

lished the overall performance standard for the repository. DOE should be

able to develop and implement Site Characterization Plans given the EPA

standard and NRC regulations now in place. Our regulations are sufficiently

in place to permit DOE to proceed. Guidance, identifying approaches accept-

able to the NRC staff for demonstrating that these first-of-a-kind require-

ments are met, is currently being prepared as necessary. The consultation

between DOE and NRC during the current period of pre-application review is

designed to identify and develop necessary guidance to DOE. DOE's issuance of

Site Characterization Plans and NRC's review and analysis of these plans will

provide the next opportunity for NRC to identify areas where additional

regulatory guidance is needed and to develop plans for preparing guidance.

In order to make the licensing process more predictable, to the extent

permitted by available information, understanding and resources, NRC will try

to resolve technical Issues in advance of formal licensing, through rulemaking.

6/30/87 JOHNSTON Q4
NMSS
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QUESTION 4 . (Continued) -2-

In particular, we will try to arrive at satisfactory ways for DOE to demon-

strate compliance with 10 CFR Part 60 performance requirements. While it is

desirable to resolve as many of these issues as practicable before licensing,

such efforts should not impair DOE's ability to proceed with development and

implementation of Site Characterization Plans.

6/30/87 JOHNSTON Q4
NMSS
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QUESTION 4 , (Continued) -3-

(b) Recognizing the difficulties NRC faces since it will

ultimately have to license a repository, is it

possible for NRC to better define its criteria so

that DOE knows exactly what standards it needs to

meet and what testing programs will accomplish that?

ANSWER.

As noted in the response to Question 4(A), NRC's regulatory criteria are

sufficiently in place to permit DOE's program to proceed. As the

program proceeds NRC staff will provide additional guidance on acceptable

approaches for demonstrating that the criteria have been met. As the program

evolves and as needs for additional guidance are identified, NRC will examine

with DOE and other interested parties the appropriate areas and levels of

detail for guidance. NRC will then be able to specify acceptable methods for

DOE to demonstrate conformance to NRC standards. The NRC staff will explore

with DOE and other interested parties how best to identify needs for guidance.

The DOE Site Characterization Plans will provide an important opportunity for

identifying these needs.

6/30/87 JOHNSTON Q4
NMSS
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QUESTION 5 . (a) Do NRC's criteria in any way limit the options available to

DOE; such as reliance on multiple engineered barriers?

ANSWER.

NRC's criteria do not allow DOE to rely exclusively on either natural or

engineered barriers to achieve the required level of overall performance.

Both the NWPA and NRC's regulation require the use of multiple barriers.

NRC's regulation establishes minimum levels of performance from the site,

from the waste package, and from the engineered barrier system as a whole.

If DOE can demonstrate that the overall system performance objective — the

Environmental Protection Agency's regulations in 40 CFR Part 191 — is met,

NRC's regulation allows some flexibility in adjusting the performance

requirements of individual barriers in the overall system. For example, NRC's

repository licensing regulations, 10 CFR Part 60.113(b) provides that, in

case-by-case consideration of some other radionuclide release rate, designed

nuclide containment period, or pre-emplacement groundwater travel time, the

Commission may take into account the age and nature of the waste and the

design of the underground facility.

6/30/87 JOHNSTON Q5
NMSS
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QUESTION 5 . (Continued) _2-

(b) Does NRC have standards available by which to evaluate

long-lived canisters, or other engineering barriers?

ANSWER.

The NRC has standards available in 10 CFR Part 60, Disposal of High-level

Radioactive Waste in Geologic Repository, by which to evaluate performance of

the waste package (which includes the canister) and the engineered barrier

system. These standards include the performance objectives (10 CFR Part

60.113, Performance of particular barriers after permanent closure), the

design criteria for the waste package (10 CFR Part 60.135, Criteria for the

waste package and its components) and quality assurance for the repository and

its subsystems and components (10 CFR Part 60, Subpart G, Quality Assurance).

NRC staff has also issued guidance for an acceptable method of analysis to

demonstrate with reasonable assurance whether specific waste package designs

will meet the performance requirements.

6/30/87 JOHNSTON Q5
rwss
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QUESTION 6 . Suppose Congress were to pass legislation that did the

following: placed a moratorium on site-specific work toward

siting both a repository and MRS; set up a commission to

study solutions to nuclear waste disposal; and directed NRC

to promulgate regulations requiring each NRC licensee that

generates or stores spent fuel to provide for safe storage

onsite or at an offsite independent spent fuel storage

installation for 30 years after expiration of that

licensees' reactor operating license (draft legislation

proposed by Senator Sasser, et. al. attached).

(a) Would NRC be able to estimate the cost of licensing

onsite storage to this magnitude?

ANSWER.

Under the conditions stated, virtually every reactor site would require storage

capacity to accommodate all spent fuel generated throughout the life of the

reactor and would be required to continue such storage for 30 years after

expiration of the reactor operating license. Since the storage capacity needed

would most likely exceed reactor basin capacities, additional onsite storage

capacity would be required. This would most likely be in the form of some type

of dry storage, cask, module, or vault. Based on our licensing experience with

two such cases we estimate that the cost to license this dry storage for an

initial license period for up to 20 years would be about $200,000 per site.

The cost to renew the license for a 20-year period would probably be about the

same in constant dollars. The capital cost to construct such capacity Is

estimated to be $40 - $110 per kilogram (Department of Energy Monitored

6/30/87 JOHNSTON Q6
7/21/87/NMSS
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QUESTION 6. (Continued) -2-

Retrievable Storage Submission to Congress Volume II, Environmental Assessment

for a Monitored Retrievable Storage Facility, February 1986). The total amount

of spent fuel stored per site would depend on reactor power level and length

of time of operation. However, typically a reactor would generate about 30

tonnes of fuel per year. This will result in an estimated range of capital

cost of $48,000,000 - $132,000,000 for fuel generated in 40 years of operation.

Reactors may operate for only up to an initial 40 years or may seek license

renewal from the Commission to operate for an extended period of up to 20

years. With the assumption of storage for 30 years after license expiration,

NRG staff will continue to have to perform inspection activities at each

reactor site. Whether or not a resident inspector is required for each site

or there is one inspector for some number of sites, clearly a much larger

inspection force will be required for dozens of reactor sites than the two

resident inspectors expected to be stationed at an MRS facility. Moreover,

the cost of operating reactor sites for 30 years of storage will not be incon-

sequential to utilities. For the 30 year period, the costs of providing

personnel for site security, operations and maintenance, and the costs for

power and other services for continued storage of fuel in the reactor basin

and/or in onsite dry storage will be a continuing expense for each site.

6/30/87 JOHNSTON Q6

7/21/87/NMSS
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QUESTION 6. (Continued) -3-

(b) What would be the regulatory impact or the impact

on health and safety from such legislation?

ANSWER.

The Commission has already examined the regulatory impacts and impacts on

health and safety of storage of spent fuel up to 30 years after expiration of

licensees' reactor operating licenses in its "Waste Confidence" decision (49

FR 34658, August 31, 1984). In its fourth finding in that proceeding, the

Commission stated: "The Commission finds reasonable assurance that, if

necessary, spent fuel generated in any reactor can be stored safely and

without significant environmental impacts for at least 30 years beyond the

expiration of that reactor's operating licenses at that reactor's spent fuel

storage basin, or at either onsite or offsite independent spent fuel storage

installations."

The Commission has also issued regulations to assure that the matter of

extended spent fuel storage is covered under 10 CFR Part 50 and Part 72 on

or off reactor sites.

While NRC has regulations in place to address extended onsite storage, such

storage would require additional regulatory staff inspection effort. For all

those reactors with expired operating licenses which continued to store

fuel onsite for 30 years, NRC inspection activities would continue. While

one resident inspector might serve several sites, dozens of inspectors would

still be required. For an MRS facility two resident inspectors are expected

to be employed.

6/30/87 JOHNSTON Q6
7/21/87/NMSS
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QUESTION 6. (Continued) -4-

Utilities would continue to have to maintain their quality assurance programs,

and these might have to readdress design and construction activities should a

need arise for replacement of existing structures, systems, or components.

Occupational doses on an annual basis at operating reactors would not change

significantly and, assuming storage-only at shutdown reactor sites,

occupational doses would be minimized. However, there would be a cumulative

effect from continued storage.

Since fuel would remain onsite, reactor sites could not be fully decommissioned.

Further, given security considerations, it also is unlikely that some sections of

sites (which might otherwise be released to early unlicensed use, excluding con-

taminated structures, etc.) could be allowed to revert to public use until spent

fuel could be removed from the site.

6/30/87 JOHNSTON Q6
7/21/87/NMSS
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QUESTION 7 . On page 10 of your testimony, you discuss the NRC staff's

first audit of DOE's quality assurance program. Please

elaborate on the scope and findings of this audit. Please

provide as much specific detail as possible. What was

reviewed, what areas of deficiency were found, what corrective

action does the NRC staff recommend be taken, etc.

—What additional audits, if any, will be conducted by the NRC

staff prior to site characterization?

ANSWER .

During the week of June 8, 1987, the NRC staff conducted its first audit of

DOE's QA program for the high-level waste repository. The audit team

assessed the quality assurance measures applied to the mineralogy/petrology

studies at the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL). These laboratory

investigations are collecting data which will be used to help resolve issues

associated with geochemistry aspects at the Yucca Mountain, Nevada site.

LANL has a QA program designed to meet the Commission's quality assurance

requirements. Systems, plans and procedures have been put into place, and

staff and contractors hired and trained. The audit team, however, found

several areas where improvements are needed to ensure the QA program is fully

in place. These are summarized below:

6/30/87 JOHNSTON Q7
NMSS
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QUESTION 7 . (Continued) -2-

Procedures—LANL does not have in place all of the procedures

necessary. In addition, some portions of existing procedures were not

being followed by the LANL staff.

Internal audit program—LANL is required to establish an internal audit

program to assess the effectiveness of its own QA program. Although a

program is in place, it had not detected deficiencies which were

detected by an audit conducted by DOE's Nevada Project Office, nor those

detected by NRC's audit. Thus, LANL's own audit program needs to be

strengthened.

Documentation of qualifications and training of personnel—although the

audit revealed no substantive problem with regard to technical personnel

training and qualifications, the records in this area were incomplete.

The specific deficiencies will be identified in an NRC report to be Issued in

the near future. The staff will be recommending that DOE correct the specific

deficiencies found in the limited area audited by NRC, and also review their

QA program for actions needed to ensure their own audit programs detect these

types of deficiencies.

NRC currently plans to audit a selected portion of the hydrological testing

program at the Hanford Washington site in the fall of this year. Other areas

will be selected based on DOE's identification of areas they consider are

ready based on their own QA auditing program, at the rate of about one per

quarter. -1

6/30/87 JOHNSTON Q7
NMSS
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Appendix II

Additional Material Submitted for the Record

State of Texas
Office of the Governor

Austin. Texas 787ii

WILLIAM P. CLEMENTS. JR.
July 14, 1987GOVERNOR '

The Honorable J. Bennett Johnston

United States Senator
Chairman, Committee on Energy and Natural Resources

312 Hart Senate Office Building

Washington. n.C. 20510

Dear Senator Johnston:

I am writing to provide you with some additional information on the

progress and implementation of the High-Level Nuclear Waste management and

disposal program that is being carried out by the U. S. Department of Energy,

pursuant to the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982. I am aware of your contin-

uing interest in guiding the nation toward a timely, safe and acceptable

waste management and disposal program. We, in Texas, share that goal, and

have participated in the federal program, in its various forms, since 1976.

As you are aware, on May 28, 1986, the President accepted the recommendation

of the Secretary of Energy that a site in Deaf Smith County, in the Texas

Panhandle, be named as one of three Candidate Repository Sites in the

nation. The other two sites selected for detailed site characterization,

prior to the recommendation of one site for a permanent high-level waste

repository, are at Yucca Mountain, Nevada, and the Hanford Reservation in

Washington.

The attached information may be of interest to you in that it will

further clarify our interests and concerns in three major areas of our

experience with the DOE's program. The attachment is a copy of responses to

three specific post-hearing questions from Senator Symms, a member of the

Nuclear Regulation Subcommittee of the Senate Committee on Environment and

Public Works. The questions followed a June 2, 1987, Subcommittee oversight

hearing, chaired by Senator John Breaux, on the nuclear waste repository

program.

The questions address three areas of interest: 1. Texas' efforts as an

affected state to encourage and assist the participation of local citizens

and affected local governments in the Candidate Site area; 2. Texas' concerns

regarding the geotechnical screening program, and examples of why we believe

that the Deaf Smith County site is not a suitable Candidate Repository site;

3. Texas' relations with the DOE in regard to implementation of the Consulta-

tion and Cooperation provisions of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act, and subse-

quent decisions of the Congress regarding program funding.
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July 14, 1987
Page 2

I would like, especially, to call your attention to Question 2, regard-
ing continuation of site characterization plans and activities. You will
note that my response includes a description and discussion of a May 12, 1987
accident at the West German nuclear waste repository site under construction
and study at Gorleben. The geology in that area, including groundwater
conditions, is similar to the geologic setting at the Deaf Smith County site,
with the exception that the Gorleben host salt is a salt dome, rather than a
salt bed, as at the proposed Deaf Smith site. The shaft construction method,
which resulted in the significant accident, is essentially the same as that
proposed by DOE for use at the Deaf Smith site. Of further interest is the
fact that the DOE did not volunteer inforrratin regarding the May 12 accident
to affected parties, or the Congress, until pressed on the matter in early
July. The attached news clip, from the Amarillo Daily News , refers to the
situation. You will note that the attachments to my post-hearing responses
indicate that the failure occurred in the frozen ground associated with shaft
construction, contrary to the final paragraph of the Amarillo Daily News
clip, in which a DOE representative speculates otherwise. In addition, DOE
closely observes the Gorleben project, in part because of its similari-
ties to the Deaf Smith site, yet quotes in the clip suggest that the DOE is
lacking information on the incident, and therefore did not volunteer even the
fact of its occurrence during appropriate testimony, and at other times
during a period of nearly two months following the incident.

We appreciate your continuing interest and support in resolving the
national nuclear waste management and disposal effort and feel that the
enclosed information provides still further support for the recently
introduced Senate and House bills calling for a suspension of site specific
investigations, including land acquisition, until recommendations of a select
commission on policy and program review are received and acted upon by the
Congress.

I hope the attached information is of use to you, and if you have
questions regarding any aspect of our views on this important national
program, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Sincerely,

Steve Frishman, Director
Nuclear Waste Programs Office

SF:dp
enclosures
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July 14, 1987

Page 3

The Honorable Lloyd Bentsen, United States Senator

The Honorable Phil Gramm, United States Senator

The Honorable Joe L. Barton, United States Representative

The Honorable Beau Boulter, United States Representative

The Honorable John Bryant, United States Representative

The Honorable Larry Combest, United States Representative

The Honorable Jack Fields, United States Representative

The Honorable Ralph M. Hall, United States Representative

The Honorable Mickey Leland, United States Representative

The Honorable Morris Udall, U. S. House of Representatives

Chairman, Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs
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State of Texas
Office of the Governor

AUSTIN. Texas 787ii

WILLIAM P CLEMENTS. JR.

GOVERNOR
July 9, 1987

Senator John Breaux
Chainnan, Committee on Environment

and Public Works
Subcommittee on Nuclear Regulation
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Breaux:

I have your letter of June 16, 1987 In which you request my written
response to post hearing questions submitted by Senator Symms regarding the

Subcommittee's oversight hearing on the U. S. Department of Energy's program

for the disposal of high-level radioactive waste.

My responses to the questions from Senator Symms are enclosed. If you

or other Subcommittee members have further questions on this matter, please

do not hesitate to contact me.

Sincerely,

Steve Frishman, Director
Nuclear Waste Programs Office

SF:dp
enclosure
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U. S. Senate Committee on Environment and Public Works
Subcommittee on Nuclear Regulation

Nuclear Waste Programs Oversight Hearing, June 2, 1987
Post Hearing Questions Submitteed by Senator Symms

QUESTION:

1. To what extent do you now involve your local communities in
activities and decisions related to the DOE siting activities?

RESPONSE:

The Texas Nuclear Waste Programs Office (NWPO) is the office that
coordinates the State of Texas oversight of the DOE high-level radioactive
waste disposal program, pursuant to the Nuclear Waste Programs Act of 1982.
As a function of this coordination, the NWPO is actively involved with
affected and interested local governments and citizens in order to assist
their effective participation in the DOE program. To this end, the following
are examples of activities undertaken by the NWPO:

(a) The Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 does not provide for specific
direct funding to local government jurisdictions affected by the DOE program
in order to promote their participation in the DOE's siting activities. The
Act does provide for grants for payments-equal -to-taxes to a unit of general
local government within which Is located a candidate repository site. In the
case of the Texas site, only the County of Deaf Smith is eligible for these
funds, however, at this time, DOE has acquired no land for site characteri-
zation, therefore no payments are yet due for land holdings. If DOE pur-
chases a site characterization facility site, as it plans, only about 61
acres of prime farmland may be involved, therefore the equivalent-to-tax
payment for the land will be minimal, and not available to all affected
jurisdictions such as school and hospital districts and nearby cities and
towns. But, it is clear that the affected community, as a whole must have
the ability to participate in the DOE program, and that the Congress did not
intend that affected communities bear the expense of DOE program siting
activities. Therefore, the Texas Nuclear Waste Programs Office (NWPO) has
recommended that affected local governments join together in their efforts to
oversee the DOE program and participate in its activities. Six affected
jurisdictions in Deaf Smith County have contracted with each other to form
the Waste Deposit Impact Committee (WDIC), and this organization of local
governments Is provided with funding and informational assistance by the
NWPO. The member governments are: Deaf Smith County, the Herefore
Independent School District, the Deaf Smith County Hospital District, the
Walcott Independent School District, the City of Hereford, and the High
Plains Underground Water District No. 1.

With the encouragement of the NWPO, other affected units of local
government have joined together on a contractual basis and either have, or

will shortly receive financial assistance from this office to assist in their
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review and oversight of relevant plans and activities of the nOE program.

Three counties to the south and southeast of Deaf Smith County have joined

together for this same purpose, primarily because marketing and brokerage of

their major agricultural production Is largely through Hereford, and any

marketing impacts Induced by the program will directly affect land valuations

and governmental revenues for the three counties. The affected counties are

Castro, Parmer, and Swisher. Three affected school districts are now In the

process of joining together, by contract, to participate in DOE program

review and oversight, and one, the Vega Independent School District is

currently, with financial assistance from the NWPO, carrying out an educa-

tional services study In order to project the potential Impacts of the DOE

program on its programs, budgets and tax base. The Deaf Smith County candi-

date repository site is within the boundaries of the Vega and Hereford

Independent School Districts, and the Vega school facility Is located In the

City of Vega, just eight miles from the site. Similar studies are planned

for the two adjacent school districts, Adrian and Wlldorado, once the

contractual relationship is established among the districts. When esta-

blished, this consortium of affected school districts will also receive

financial assistance for Its participation from the NWPO. The City of Vega,

which 1s the County Seat of Oldham County, just north of the candidate

repository site, has a population of about 900 people, and most of its public

services are now oeprating at design capacity. Being nearest the site, it is

expected that on-site work by DOE will result in significant Impacts to that

City. The NWPO is currently funding a public facilities and services study

In the city, and plans will be developed to meet expansion and Improvement

needs projected, however, the City of Vega 1s also among those governmental

jurisdictions that the DOE has determined are not eligible for impact

assistance during site characterization, nor is It eligible for payments-

equlvalent-to-taxes under the NWPA. The entire matter of impact assistance

to affected communities and the payment-equivalent-to-taxes for affected

jurisdictions should be reviewed by the Congress if the obvious and urgent

needs of the local jurisdictions are to be met in conjunction with the

Implementation of the NWPA.

(b) The NWPO has an ongoing program of providing funds from the Nuclear

Waste Fund grant to the State of Texas to assist local public interest groups

in their participation in the DOE program. Funds are provided, through

contracts, for the purpose of assisting the groups in acquiring technical

assistance In their reviews of DOE program and decision documents, such as

Site Characterization Plans, Environmental Assessments, Mission Plan, Project

Decision Schedule, land acquisition plans, socioeconomics and environmental

plans, etc. In addition, funds may be used to assist representatives of the

organizations in presenting their reviews to the DOE, and in meeting the

expenses of travel to DOE meetings and hearings In which they participate and
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present their reviews and positions. The funds also assist the groups in

their exchange of information with the NWPO, other public Interest
organizations, and affected local governments. The largest of the
organizations assisted by the NWPO Is the Nuclear Waste Task Force, a

coalition of major Texas farm commodity groups that Is headquartered In

Hereford, Texas, the County Seat of Deaf Smith County. The Nuclear Waste
Task Force has a strong Interest In participating in the DOE progaro In that
Deaf Smith County ranks highest In Texas In value of agricultural production,
with cash receipts known to exceed $500 million per year, accruing from such
commodities as cattle and calves, wheat, sugar beets, corn, grain seed,
vegetables, etc. The group's Interest in the DOE program Is further enhanced
by the fact that the designated candidate repository site, and surrounding
lands are almost entirely privately owned prime agricultural lands, which
support, among other farms, a unique foundation seed farm that does not have
an equal in the nation for Its ability to bring newly developed grain seeds
into commercial production. The Nuclear Waste Task Force is also Interested
in groundwater protection issues associated with the repository program,
since the sole source of water for the needed irrigation of crops, and for
potable water supply in the area is the High Plains Aquifer, which consists
of the prolific Ogallala and Santa Rosa aquifers at the site. Both of these
aquifers lie between the ground surface and the candidate host repository
horizon In the deeply burled salt layers of the Palo Duro Basin.

Other public Interest groups that have received similar funding and
informational support from the NWPO are STAND (Serious Texans Against Nuclear
Dumping) and POWER (People Opposed to Wasted Energy Repositories). These
groups have a broad base of interest in the affected area, that includes
agricultural as well as area-wide socioeconomic and environmental issues and
Impacts to affected local government jurisdictions.

In addition to the groups' using the information which is developed
through the assistance fom the NWPO for reviews of past and current DOE
program documents and plans, and their participation in program activities,
the funding assistance is being provided to assure that the groups will have
the ability, as necessary, to function as knowledgable participants in future
DOE activities such as site characterization planning and scoping meeting for

doe's development of a site-specific Environmental Impact Statement.

The NWPO maintains close contact and coordination with the affected local

governments and public Interest groups in order to assist these organizations
in necessary and relevant activities related to the DOE program, and to

assure a continuing high quality of oversight without unnecessary duplication

of work and commitment of resources. All participating parties have

responded to the efforts and assistance of the Texas NWPO with enthusiasm and

in a real spirit of interest and cooperation.
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QUESTION:

2. If you have serious concerns about the technical suitability of your

site, wouldn't you be willing to proceed to full site characteriza-

tion along with oversight from the National Academy of Sciences and

the Nuclear Regulatory Conunission to better substantiate or alleviate

your concerns? Why are you not willing to take the next step to

prove scientifically the basis for your arguments that your site is

unsuitable?

RESPONSE:

It is our position that, based upon available information and experience,

the DOE has been overly optimistic in its geotechnical evaluations and

conclusions regarding the suitability of the site for site characterization

and repository construction, operation and closure. The known uncertainty of

the proposed exploratory shaft construction technology remains understated by

the DOE, when, if properly applied this factor should have resulted in the

disqualification of the site pursuant to OOE's site recommendation guidelines

(10 CFR 960). In addition, known uncertainties regarding the site character-

istics, if properly applied, lead to the conclusion that it is highly unlike-

ly that the waste retrievability requirements of 10 CFR 60, for repository

licensing by the NRC, and the retrievability requirement of the NWPA can be

met. These represent just two examples that serve to support our conclusion

that the characterization of the Deaf Smith County site is not only an

unjustified expenditure of time and resouces, but also presents unnecessary

and potentially damaging risks to the people and environment of the Texas

Panhandle area and its productive water supplies and agricultural economy.

Shaft Construction: We have previously informed the Congress and the DOE

of our concerns regarding the uncertainties and significant failure record

involved in the construction of mine shafts through aquifers by employment of

the ground freezing technique. The DOE has consistently responded that this

is a tried, tested and reliable technology, perfectly appropriate to Its

needs at the Deaf Smith site.

In the OOE's Environmental Assessment, Deaf Smith County Site, Texas,

May, 1986. Table 6-12 cites the following two~a'isqualif1cat1on factors from

tlie si te recommendat i on guidelines (10 CFR 960), the DOE's assessment of the

site relative to these factors, and the OOE's findings for use in nomination

and recommendation of candidate repository sites:
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960-5-2-9(d) Disqualifying Condition ; The site shall be disqualified
if the rock characteristics are such that the activities
associated with repository construction, operation, or
closure are predicted to cause significant risk to the
health and safety of personnel, taking into account
mitigating measures that use reasonably available
technology.

Assessment Results: Potential hazards to personnel
related to rock characteristics can be mitigated by
standard mine safety and engineering practices.

Findings: The evidence does not support a finding that
the site Is disqualified.

960.5-2-10(d) Disqualifying Condition : A site shall be disqualified
if, based on expected ground-water conditions, it is

likely that engineering measures that are beyond reason-
ably available technology will be required for explora-
tory-shaft construction or for repository construction,
operation or closures.

Assessment Results: Required engineering measures to be
utilized In the construction of the repository are
currently available.

Findings: The evidence does not support a finding that
the site is disqualified.

The latest failure during construction by ground freezing of which we are
aware occurred on May 12, 1987, at the Gorleben nuclear waste disposal site
in West Germany where the geologic section above the planned host salt dome
has a great deal of similarity to that in the upper part of the section at
the Deaf Smith site, above the salt beds. The incident Is described in the
two attached (Attachment A and B) press accounts that relate details of the

failure. There is much of significance to be found related to this incident
and the OOE's analyses, activities and decisions associated with the Deaf
Smith County site. As stated above, the shaft construction method involve
ground freezing, as does the OOE's plan for the Deaf Smith site; the upper
geologic sections at both sites have much similarity in thickness, rock

types, depth planned for ground freezing, hydrologic conditions, and vari-
ability of sediment and rock types in the upper section; both are construc-
tion projects associated with nuclear waste disposal facilities for which the

expectation Is that the highest possible quality and conservatism of design
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and construction is to be applied; given the geologic and hydrologic setting

at both sites, considerable uncertainly is to be expected regarding subsur-

face conditions as interpreted from borehole tests used in developing shaft

plans and designs; and there is a major design priority, since both shafts

are to bottom in salt, that there be no unplanned flow of water into the

shaft during its construction and operation. It should also be noted that

the failure of the Gorleben shaft occurred one month after installation of an

engineered support designed in response to miners encountering an unantici-

pated underground pressure condition. Following the shaft-failure related

worker death and injuries, the bottom 14 meters of the shaft were plugged

with cement in order to avoid further structural collapse. The future of the

Gorleben shaft is reported to be uncertain, and it may be necessary to

abandon it, since repairs may not be feasible or safe.

Particular note should be taken of the fact that the Gorleben failure

occurred after an unanticipated subsurface condition was discovered and the

Installation of a mitigating engineered response. It, reportedly, was not a

failure on the shaft working face In the frozen ground. This heightens our

concerns about the ability to construct a safe exploratory shaft facility and

adds a great deal of additional uncertainty to the natter of whether a

repository facility can be safely constructed and then support a finding of

reasonable assurance that it will perform as predicted In the short and long

term Isolation of nuclear waste.

Aside from the tragedy and setback associated with the Gorleben shaft

failure, and others In the past associated with the ground freezing tech-

nology, we question why the DOE, as late as approximately two months after

the Gorleben incident had not informed interested and affected parties, such

as the State of Texas and the Congress of this matter. The DOE closely

observes the Gorleben nuclear waste project, in part because of the numerous

similarities to the Deaf Smith County salt repository project. In addition,

during June 1987, representatives of the Gorleben project visited the DOE

Salt Repository Project Office, in Hereford, Texas, yet there was no known

public mention of the incident by DOE or the West German representatives at

that t-ime. The DOE has had numerous opportunities to inform us, the

Congress, and the Interested and affected public of this significant

incident, yet we first learned of tho matter from an interested citizen in

late June. On June 29, 1987, Mr. J. 0. Neff, project manager of the Salt

Repository Project Office, testified before the United States Senate

Committee on Energy and Natural Resources regarding technical issues

associated with the Deaf Smith County site and, while the opportunity clearly

existed, failed to inform the Committee of this important Incident. He did

present written testimony that Included a statement regarding the integrity

of site characterization shafts, as follows:
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The concern 1s that the Ogallala and Dockum aquifers could be
contaminated during construction of shafts for site characteri-
zation. This will be avoided through use of a proven (over 100
years old) ground freezing technique which is widely employed
for digging tunnels and mine shafts where water is anticipated.
For example, shafts for mines in Saskatchewan, Canada, have
successfully penetrated major aquifers with ground freezing
during shaft construction. This method is being tested during
construction of the repository in the Federal Republic of Germany
at Gorleben.

As a part of shaft construction, seals and plugs will be placed
at required intervals to prevent water from moving down the shaft
as well as to protect water quality. Throughout the construction
and operation process of the exploratory shaft facility and the
repository, DOE will continuously monitor the shafts for stability
and performance of the lining and seals.

Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management Director Ben Rusche has
also failed in numerous recent opportunities, to inform the Congress of this
matter in formal testimony, just as on June 11, 1987, in reporting on the DOE
program progress to the assembled members of the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission he did not volunteer this important information. We can only
interpret this persistent silence on the part of DOE In two, equally disturb-
ing ways: either the DOE program managers have failed to recognize the
significance of this event to the technical integrity of our national reposi-
tory program, or the intent was to avoid airing this potentially adverse
information until a sufficiently specific question arose regarding the matter
and a response was required.

Waste Retrievability: In regard to the matter of waste retrievability,
salt creep rates in the Deaf Smith County site host salt are expected to have
a significant impact on the ability to meet the NRC's repository licensing
requirements, as stated in 10 CFR 60. The rule states:

60.111(b) - Retrievability of Waste. (1) The geologic repository
operations area~s)\all be designed to preserve the option
of waste retrieval throughout the period during which
wastes are being emplaced and, thereafter, until the
completion of a performance confirmation program and
Commission review of the information obtained from such
a program. To satisfy this objective, the geologic
repository operations area shall be designed so that any
or all of the emplaced waste could be retrieved on a

reasonable schedule starting at any time up to 50 years
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after waste emplacement operations are Initiated, unless

a different time period is approved or specified by the

Commission. This different time period may be

established on a case-by-case basis consistent with the

emplacement schedule and the planned performance confir-

mation program. (2) This requirement shall not preclude

decisions by the Commission to allow backfilling part or

all of, or permanent closure of, the geologic repository

operations area prior to the end of the period of design

for retrlevablllty.

This provision for retrlevablllty Is clearly linked to the planning and

execution of a satisfactory performance confirmation program related to waste

Isolation In the repository, and the Commission's review of the performance

confirmation data. The DOE's Deaf Smith County Environmental Assessment

recognizes that underground room closure due to salt creep may cause diffi-

culties 1n retrlevablllty of the waste, and appears to rely upon permission

to be granted for very early backfill of the waste emplacement rooms without

a clear recognition of the NRC's clear Intent In 10 CFR 60 for requiring

waste retrlevablllty. The EA states the following: (Page 5-46)

The capability to retrieve the waste packages would be

demonstrated prior to a decision to backfill the waste

package storage rooms and would be maintained regardless

of whether the storage rooms have been backfilled.

Therefore, the decision to backfill would be based on an

evaluation of the advantages of early backfilling versus

the Increased difficulty of retrieval.

However, the EA, on pages 5-12 and 5-13, 1n discussing room closure rate

calculations and the factors to be considered, provides information that,

first, makes it doubtful the waste emplacement rooms designed for a Deaf

Smith County site could be kept in an open, safe, and accessable condition

for more than about three years, and second, indicates that after emplace-

ment, the maximum expected room temperature would be in the range of 167 to

212 degrees F. Our calculations, which seem to agree to some extent with the

DOE'S text, suggest that the closure rate prediction could be too low by as

much as a factor of three, indicating that rapid backfill would become

necessary almost Immediately after waste emplacement. If this is the case,

or even if the three-year prediction better reflects the actual condition, it

Is unlikely that the above DOE commitment from pages 5-46 can be met in a

manner that would be found satisfactory to the NRC, based upon Its need

forperformance confirmation prior to permitting early backfill of the

emplacement rooms. In addition, at the expected temperatures in the waste

emplacement rooms shortly after emplacement of the waste, it may be found to

be not only difficult, but impossible to retrieve the waste from a backfilled

room, and still maintain worker safety through the use of reasonably avail-

able technology.
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QUESTION:

3. Have nOE's Interactions with the States and Tribes Improved since the
passage of the FY 87 Continuing Resolution which was so highly
critical of DOE's action in that regard?

RESPONSE:

The FY 87 Continuing Resolution spoke directly to the Secretary of Energy
making a good faith effort in regard to seeking to negotiate a written
Consultation and Cooperation Agreement with each affected State and Indian
Tribe. The State of Texas, pursuant to Section 117(c) of the Nuclear Waste
Policy Act, responded to the Consultation and Cooperation Report drafted by
the DOE for submittal to Congress, and that response, which has since been
submitted by the DOE is attached (Attachment C). Since our response, in
January 1987, the DOE has made no further formal contact to the State in
regard to initiating such a written agreement.

Consulation relations with the DOE Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste
Management have not undergone any general improvements since passage of the
FY 87 Continuing Resolution. Many of the primary issues of disagreement
between affected States and Indian Tribes and the Department of Energy remain
unresolved, including the fundamental apparent difference in our interpre-
tation of the NWPA in regard to the meaning of the word "consultation". The
Department of Energy continues to demonstrate that its understanding of the
Act's requirement for consultation involves informing affected parties of
plans and decisions of the Department, and matters that affect those plans
and decisions, in a manner and at a time that the DOE determines such
information should be made available. In the alternative, it is our
understanding that consultation includes the necessity that all programmatic
information be made available to the parties at a time early enough that it
may be evaluated and permit our substantive and meaningful participation in
the program decision process. We continue to find ourselves in a situation
in which we are lacking important information relevant to our participation
in the DOE program because we were not aware of the precise question or
information request to make of the DOE.
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TEST-BORE ACCIDENT WILL DELAY
GORLEBEN DISPOSAL PROJECT ^

An accident ai the planned Gorlcben nuclear waste dis-

posal site io the West Ceraian stale of Lower Sa;iony last

week will cause a three- to six-montli delay in salt dome
boring, according to officials at the Physikaliscb-Technische

Bundesanstall (PTB), the federal body in charge of the

project Opponents said the accident confirmed their view that

(he Gorleben site ii geologically unsuited to Ihe task of stor-

ing (he 6,000 cubic meters of medium- and high-level tad-

wasu: projected to be generated in West Germany through the
end of the century. But PTB said that the borehole problem
which led to the death of one miner and injuries to five others
h^ no bearing on the suitability of the salt dome for radwaste
jnd spent fuel disposal.

The accident occurred May 12 in the first of two excava-
tion shafts at Gorleben. High pressure at a depth of 234
meters dislodged a l.j-metric-ton steel ring that was support-
ing the excavation shaft wall. The ring fell on several workers

NuclearFiul—June 1. 1987—9

M (he bottom of the shaft. One was killed and two others suf-

fered severe injuries. High pressure in llie shaft developed af-

ter the bore had passed through a layer of tertiary sand at a

depth of 229.S meters and encountered a layer of subieriiary

clay at a stage "earlier than we had expected," said a PTB
official. To handle the high pressure, PTB implanted 34 steel

rings 30 centimeters in diameter into the wall of Ihe shaft The
20tli ring sprang loose from the wall after it had been in place

for about one month, triggering the accident After the acci-

dent, PTB ordered the bottom 14 meters of the 7J-mctcr wide

shaft filled with concrete to prevent the shaft from collapsing

under pressure. With that step taken, a PTB official said, "we
will then decide what technique to use to handle the high

pressure encountered in the boring." Up to now, PTB has

countered the problems generated by high porosity of the rock

by freezing it to minus 20 degrees C. Following discussion

with PTB officials. Federal Minister of Environment and

Nuclear Safety Klaus Toepfcr proclaimed May 28 that work at

Gorleben would proceed. "The accident was merely an ex-

cavation accident which has no bearing on the validity of our
radwaste solution," Toepfcr said.

Antinuclear opponents of the Gorleben project charged,

however, that the Gorleben exploratory drilling should be

terminated. In March, three workers were injured in Shaft 1

and, the opponents claim, freezing of the geological formation

has not been successful in Shaft 2 because of heal buildup.

Contrary to official reports by PTB, one environmentalist in

Hanover said, the Gorleben geological formation is "unstable

and filled with pockets of water and gas which PTB doesn't

want to take seriously."

Harald Schaefer, environmental spokesman of the Social

Democratic Party's parliamentary group in Bonn, said that the

Gorleben salt dome should be abandoned and that the pos-

sibility of burying spent fuel and waste in granite or basalt

formations should be explored instead. The Green Party went

even further. Pressed by NuclearFuel to explain her party's

preferred solution for German spent fuel and radwaste ai a

May 26 press conference, Gtecn Party leader Julia Dii/urth

replied that "it is not our responsibility" to propose an alter-

native. Instead, she said, "we lake the logical position" that if

a spent fuel disposal site can be blocked, ihe country's nuclear

power program can be terminated, since Germany's Atomic
Energy Acl requires nuclear plant opcraion to have complete

spent fuel forward plans.—Afo/ii: Hibbt. Munich
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GORLEOEN WORKER KILLED IN
SHAFT CX)LLAFSB (r5.ZU8) WISB-
Ainatcrdan

On May 12, there was a serious
accident In the high level waste
repository under construction In
Corlotmn, West Germany.SIx workers
wore Injured by a falllne support
as the shaft collapsed. One of the
workers later died.

Tlie cause of this accident was
not foully building material as the
eonstruetloncoinpany first onnounccd
but a direct consequence of tlio
eeologlcel conditions of which
experts had already warned the
PTU years ago. The PTD (Federal
Institute forSclencoandTeclinolosy)
is a department of the fedcril
rcsearcli ministry, which in fact
owns the construction site of the
permanent nuclear dump InCorleben.

The shaft builders used several
emergency metliods to counteract
the unexpectedly high underground
pressures, Including freezing the
ground prior to sinking the sliaft.
To do this, 43 boreholes arranged
In a circle 2S meters In diameter
wliere sunk to a depth of 270 meters
and filled with a calcium chloride
brine at -40 degrees C. The freezing
took one year, and the ground was
to bo kept frozen for two years
while the shaft was sunk. Neverthe-
less, at a depth of 22$ to 237
meters below the earth's surfaeo,
the shaft became severely deformed.
Since the accident, this part of the
shaft has been filled with concrete.

Neither the PTDnor the construction
company know how to continue the

construction of this permanent
dumping facility for hifh level
radioactive wnsle. "In Ihisitltuollon
I can honestly not exclude Itip
possibility, thai thecnlireeonstriK-
lion of the permanent dumo will bo
stopped,* said a spokrsmnn of the
PTIU

According to fedcralGcrman nuclear
law, a solutlonfiir rlKlioneliveu'nsle

hnstobeRunfanteolllK•^o^eol«*r^tlnl*
licences enn bn cranlcd fur nuclear
power plants. Altliough there are
notyetanyfaelliticsfor rcproresslnr,
or dumping, slate and federo I Kovern-
menls agreed on a plan for radio-
active waste mnnagenienl whieli
was considered sufficient for Krnnlinc
licv.iSes. EacUill'i^ in (!<.• vuiiSilut-
tion of the permanent dump (aeility
in Gorieben (as well as that of
the reprocessing plant in f.nckers-
dorf) are considered as lei:nl proof
of this guarantee, if Gorlel>cn is

proved unsuitable for geoiogli.'nl

reasons, the fiction of a guaranteed
solution for radionelivr waste will

be exposed and the legal bn^ls for
operating nuclear plants InGern.nny
will no longer exist.

Source: TAZ, Moy 20/21

June 6, 1!I87)

Contact: Martin Mombnur, lluerger-

inltialive Umwellseliulz Luecliuw-
Uannenbcrg, Urawchner Sir. 3,

3130 Luechow, FIIC. Tel: 0S84I-
4684
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OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR
MARK WHITE STATE CAPITOL
oo'ttMOR AUSTIN, TEXAS 78711

January 16, 1987

Mr. Ben C. Rusche, Director
Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management
United States Department of Energy

1000 Independence Avenue, S.U.

Washington, D.C. 20585

Dear Mr. Rusche:

I have your letter of December 23, 1986, in which you transmit to
Governor Mark White, in accordance with Section 117(c) of the Nuclear Waste

Policy Act, your report to Congress concerning negotiations with the State of

Texas regarding a Consultation and Cooperation Agreement. Governor White has

asked that I review your report and respond with comments, as provided in the

NWPA.

Enclosed you will find our review of your December, 1986, report to be

forwarded to Congress.

Sincerely,

Steve Frishman, Director
Nuclear Waste Programs Office

SF:dp
enclosure
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State of Texas Comments

Regarding
U. S. Department of Energy

December, 1986

Report to Congress Concerning Negotiations

with the State of Texas
as Required by

Section 117(c)
Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982

Mark White, Governor
January 1987

COMMENT 1

The U. S. DOE report does not state the "reasons why such agreement has
not been completed", as required by section 117(c) of the Nuclear Uaste
ToTicy Act of 1982 .

'—
The DOE, during the six month period May 28, 1986 - November 27, 1986,

did not pursue the substantive written agreement process in a manner that
could reasonably result in completion of an agreement within the stated
period. Texas did not submit a written request to the Secretary to begin
negotiations seeking an agreement prior to, nor during the 60 days following
the (May 28, 1986) date on which the President approved the Deaf Smith
County, Texas, site for site characterization. This option is available to
Texas, according to the Act, therefore, it was the Secretary's duty to ini-
tiate the process during the period of time set out In the Act. The manner
in which the Secretary performed this duty, and the responses of Texas will
be discussed in comments below. Had the Secretary been more rigorous in the
pursuit of his duty to initiate substantive negotiations, other circumstances
of the DOE program progress suggest that completion of a written agreement
probably could not have been accomplished during the six month period.
First, the May 28, 1986, announcement of the President's candidate sites
decision, with literally only a few moments prior notice, and the simultan-
eous Issuance of final Environmental Assessments for nomination of sites,
left Texas with little to no specific knowledge of OOE's site characteriza-
tion plans at the time of the candidate site decision. In addition, the land
within the Deaf Smith County site is entirely private farmland, and remains
as such as this time, without our having knowledge of DOE's specific plans
for acquisition during the site characterization process. These two factors
put Texas in a position in which it would be undesirable, and impossible to
complete a written agreement, as a result of DOE not having made available
sufficient information regarding its program plans for us to fully scope the

necessary contents of such an agreement.
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COMMENT 2

The U. S. DOE report does not fully state the Texas response to the

referenced July lb, i9H6 letter"

The report states: "Mr. Frishman replied in a telephone conversation

with DOE Headquarters staff on August 19, 1986, that a joint meeting between

the Department and State and Tribal nuclear waste offices would not be app-

propriate at this time, although such a meeting might be worthwhile in the

future."

The response from Mr. Frishman further stated that the NWPA speaks to a

"separate binding agreement" [Section 117(c)], and that prior to any discus-

sion of "scope and parameters of C4C agreements, and talk about provisions

that might be in common in all such agreements" (letter of July 25, 1986,

Neff to Frishman), the State of Texas and DOE must address issues of particu-

lar interest and significance to the unique situation of the Deaf Smith

County site in Texas.

The DOE report correctly reflects that there was no further communica-

tion of substance on the matter of a written agreement with the State of

Texas until the referenced November 20, 1986, letter from Ben Rusche to

Governor Mark White, dated just eight days before the close of the statutory

six month period.

COMMENT 3

The State of Texas provided timely response to the referenced November

20. 19Bb letter .

Upon receipt of the November 20, 1986, letter from Ben Rusche, a

December 5, 1986, response was mailed to Mr. Rusche. A copy of that letter

is attached to these comments. In that response, the DOE Office of Civilian

Radioactive Waste Management designation of a team to initiate negotiations

with Texas, led by Mr. Jeff Neff, was acknowledged. We have not been

contacted by Mr. Neff on this matter, since his designation as lead

negotiator.

COMMENT 4

The DOE's view of the scope of a written agreement, pursuant to Section

117(cToT the NUPA. ls unduely restrictive .

The referenced November 20, 1986, letter states, at the end of the

second paragraph: "The provisions of such an agreement are defined by the

Act." This interpretation of the scope of a written agreement is not

supported by the Act, in that the Act [Section 117(c)], when the key language

is sufficiently distilled, describes a written agreement as "setting forth
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(but not limited to ) (emphasis added) the procedures under which the require-
ments .... and the provisions of such written agreement, shall be carried
out." It is our position that the Act does not, nor did the Congress intend
for it to "define" the scope and elements of a written agreement. The Act
does contain a recognition of the minimum scope of activities for which
procedures should be developed, but in no way does it state or imply any
limitation other than the necessity that the provisions not be unlawful.

This is a matter of considerable concern to the State of Texas in view
of the fact that the Deaf Smith County site is located on private land which
includes and is surrounded by thousands of acres of prime farmland that is

continually involved in intensive crop, livestock, and seed production.
Agriculture is the mainstay of the economy of Deaf Smith County, which con-
sistently ranks first in Texas in cash receipts for crops and livestock, with
annual receipts exceeding $500 million. Any written agreement with the State
of Texas must take into account this, and other unique aspects of the site
area. A preconceived notion, by DOE, of the scope of such an agreement is

not only unacceptable to Texas, but is contrary to the letter and intent of

the NWPA.

COMMENT 5

The DOE did not provide adequate time for the State of Texas to review
and comment on its report and submit the report to Congress within the 30 day
statutory period .

the NWPA requires that the Secretary's report to Congress within the 30

days following the initial six month period after candidate site designation,
if a written agreement of not completed. The Act further requires that the
Secretary's report be submitted to the Governor of the affected state for his

review and comments, which comments are to be attached to the Secretary's
report

.

The DOE report was transmitted by letter from Ben Rusche to Governor
Mark White dated December 23, 1986, just five days before the close of the 30

day statutory period. The December 23, 1986, letter seeking our early
response is attached to these comments. Clearly, it was not possible for the

State of Texas to review and transmit comments on the Secretary's report in a

manner that would have permitted the Secretary to submit his report to

Congress within the statutory period.

enclosures
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OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR
MARK WHITE STATE CAPITOL

oovt"*"" AUSTIN. TEXAS 78711

December 5, 1986

Mr. Ben C. Rusche, director
Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management

United States Department of Fnergy

1000 Independence Avenue, S.W.

Washington, O.C. 20585

Dear Mr. Rusche:

We have received your letter of November 20, 1986, in which you inform

Governor White that Mr. Jeff Neff, manager of the DOE Salt Repository Project

Office, will serve as the leader of the DOE negotiating team to begin the

process of seeking to develop a consultation and cooperation agreement with

the State of Texas, pursuant to Section 117(c) of the Nuclear Waste Policy

Act of 1982.

Governor White has asked that I acknowledge your letter and the

information that Mr. Neff will be contacting us to discuss appropriate

arrangements. Mr. Neff may contact me at the Nuclear Waste Programs Office

at his convenience.

Thank you for informing us of your having initiated the CSC agreement

process by naming the DOE's team leader for negotiations.

Sincerely,

^^.^-'^-
Steve Frishman, Director

Nuclear Waste Programs Office

SFrdp
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Department of Energy / Oy
Washington. DC 20585 /^ (\ (^f

fP^ M^
DEC 2 3 19B6 ^^^ '^-

^ ^
Honorable Mark White
Governor of Texas
Austin, Texas 73711

Dear Governor White:

Section 117(c) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (the
Act) directs the Department of Energy to submit to Congress a
report on the status of negotiations leading to Consultation
and Cooperation Agreements, if such agreements are not com-
pleted within six months after notification that the sites have
been approved for site characterization for a nuclear waste
repository. The report must also include the reasons why such
agreements have not been concluded. The Act also specifies
that affected States and Indian Tribes have an opportunity to
review and comment on this report, and their comments are to be
included in the Department's submission to Congress.

Enclosed is a copy of the report which I will be transmitting
to Congress. In accordance with the Act, which requires that the
Department should transmit this report to Congress no later than
30 days after the end of the six-month period following notifica-
tion of a site, we will be submitting this report to Congress
shortly. We would therefore appreciate receiving your comments
as soon as possible.

We look forward to working with the State of Texas on
consultation and cooperation negotiations.

Sincerely,

(X-t^;
Ben C^ Rusche, Director
Office of Civilian Radioactive

Waste Management

Enclosure

!-•'
..'AN

'7|3|9;10,
.--^.iiJl)5,G
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Report to congress concerning Negotiations

with the State of Texas

as Required by

section 117(c) of the

Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982

U.S. Department of Energy

December 1986
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Section 117(c) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (the Act)
directs the Department of Energy (DOE) to submit to Congress a
report on the status of negotiations leading to Consultation and
Cooperation Agreements, if such agreements are not completed
within six months after notification that sites have been
approved for site characterization by the President for a nuclear
waste repository. The report must also include the reasons why
such agreements have not been concluded. In accordance with the
Act, the Department must seek to enter into these agreements not
later than 60 days after Presidential approval of a site for site
characterization.

On May 28, 1986, President Reagan approved the Department's
recommendation that sites in three States - Nevada, Texas, and
Washington - be selected for site characterization. On
July 25, 1986, Mr. Jefferson 0. Neff, manager of the Salt Reposi-
tory Project Office, wrote to Mr. Steve Frishman, director of the
Texas Nuclear Waste Programs Office, to invite the State to
initiate the process of developing a Consultation and Cooperation
Agreement with a meeting of representatives of all States, within
which recommended sites are located, and all three affected Indian
Tribes. Mr. Frishman replied in a telephone conversation with
DOE Headquarters staff on August 19, 1986, that a joint meeting
between the Department and State and Tribal nuclear waste offices
would not be appropriate at this time, although such a meeting
might be worthwhile in the future.

In response to this interest in individual negotiations, on
November 20, 1986, a letter was sent to Governor Mark White of
Texas to renew the Department's offer to negotiate a Consultation
and Cooperation Agreement, this time directly between DOE and the
State of Texas. Although a response from Governor White has not
yet been received, the Department is looking forward to working
with the State of Texas to pursue negotiations on a Consultation
and Cooperation Agreement.

Pursuant to the Act, enclosed are the comments of Governor White

on this report. Also enclosed is a copy of the July 25, 1986,

letter to Mr. Frishman and a copy of the November 20, 1986,

letter to Governor White.

Enclosures
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D«pirtm«nt of Energy
ChieaQO Operations Offics
Salt Repoiitory Project Office

605 King Avenue
Columbui, Ohio 43201-2693
Commercial (614) 424-B916
F.T.S. 976-6916

July 25, 1986

Mr, Steve Frishman
Nuclear Waste Program Office
Office of the Governor
General Counsel Ofvlslon
P.O. Box 12428
Austin, TX 78711

Dear Mr. Frishman:

On May 28, 1986, the Department of Energy's recommendation of three sites In
Nevada, Texas, and Washington was approved for detailed site characterization
for a deep-minded geologic repository for high-level waste and spent nuclear
fuel

.

In accordance with Section 117(c) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, the
Department desires to begin the process that would eventually lead to a signed
Consultation and Cooperation (CiC) agreement.

As a starting point, the Department would like to meet with representatives
from the three States and three affected Indian Tribes to discuss C4C
activities to date, review the scope and parameters of CiC agreements, and
talk about provisions that might be in common In all such agreements.

We will be contacting you in the near future to arrange for a time and place
that would be acceptable to each of the States and Indian Tribes. Should you
desire to discuss this matter with me, please do not hesitate to give me a
call.

SRP0:LICH:max:1184SS

Sincerely,

v^-^J.O. Neff
Project Manager
Salt Repository Project Office

IN«471-86

•<<• In Outgoing Hall Log

11^:60 ZB/QZ/LO '8103 Oau audS UOdd

Fax Number <^S£^__2JilI
-_v.r<fv number .J?^J- 99 It/
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Department of Energy
Washington. DC 20565

NOV 2 1986

Honorable Mark White
Governor of Texas
Austin, Texas 78711

Dear Governor White:

On May 28, 1986, President Reagan approved the Department of
Energy's (DOE) recommendation of three sites in Nevada, Texas,
and Washington for detailed site characterization for a deep-
mined geologic repository for high-level radioactive waste and
spent nuclear fuel.

In accordance with Section 117(c) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act
of 1982 (the Act) , not later than 60 days following such approval
the Department was required to seek to enter into negotiations
leading toward consummation of a written binding consultation and
cooperation agreement. The provisions of such an agreement are
defined by the Act.

On July 25, 1986, Mr. Jeff Neff, project manager of the Salt
Repository Project Office at DOE's Chicago Operations Office,
wrote to Mr. Steve Frishman of your staff recommending that we
initiate the process of developing consultation and cooperation
agreements with a meeting of representatives of all States,
within which recommended sites are located, and of all three
affected Indian Tribes. Similar letters were sent by our project
offices to the other two States and to the three affected Indian
Tribes.

We learned from the States and Indian Tribes that negotiations
between the Department and the individual State and Tribal
nuclear waste offices might prove more fruitful than a general
meeting. Therefore, I am renewing the offer to initiate negotia-
tions for a consultation and cooperation agreement, this time
between DOE and the State of Texas.

To facilitate the commencement of negotiations, the Office of
Civilian Radioactive Waste Management has designated a team to
negotiate with your State. This team will be led by Mr. Neff,
who will be contacting your office shortly to discuss appropriate
arrangements.
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He look forward to the participation o£ the State of Texas in this
inportant statutory process.

* Sincerely,

A4k-^/C6^
Ben C. Rusche, Director
Office of Civilian Radioactive
Waste Management

o
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